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ct)aeo logical 3fouvuaL

MARCH, 1848.

REMARKS ON PERSONAL SEALS DURING
THE MIDDLE AGES.

The object of this paper is to draw attention to the varie-

ties of personal seals used in this country during tlie mid-

dle ages ; to submit a general classification of the devices

which occur on them, and by the aid of dated examples

to refer, approximately, certain subjects, of very frequent oc-

currence, to their respective periods. By confining myself

within these limits I must necessarily omit any consideration

of the great or state seals of England^ as well as of corporate

seals, both ecclesiastical and secular, as, strictly, they do not

fall under the denomination of personal seals. It wall be

convenient also to reserve, for another opportunity, the sub-

ject of seals purely heraldic in character, although they are

named in the classification which I have here attempted.

At the beginning of the last century the learned Bishop

Nicolson observed*", " whether the Norman nobility brought
their use of large seals into this kingdom, or found it

here, I am not certain ; but here they had them, presently

after their arrival." The progress of archaeological study has

removed all uncertainty on the subject : the use of seals, as a

legal formality, was introduced into this country by the Nor-
mans. After the Conquest seals became component parts of

legal documents, and it is to the legal importance which
attached to them, that we owe the preservation of many
thousands of impressions dating from the close of the eleventh

» It is to be hoped that Professor Willis seals, of which a portion has already ap-
iiiay have leisure to complete, at no dis- peared in this Journal, see vol. ii. p. 14.

tant period, his admirable essay on these '' Historical Libraries, ed. 1776, p. 198,

VOL. V. B



2 REMARKS ON PERSONAL SEALS

to the end of the fifteenth centnry. As land became more
and more siibinfendated, and wealth generally, more distri-

buted, the use of seals was diffused among all classes legally

competent to acquire or aliene property.

On personal seals of this early date, that is of the eleventh

and twelfth centuries, wdiich may be termed the first period,

the devices are entirely arbitrary and literal in character.

Thus barons and persons of knightly degree «= used seals repre-

senting a horseman, armed at all points, spurring to the fight,

or riding, falcon on wrist, to the chase. The seals of females,

single or married, sometimes bore their effigies attired in a

costume generally indicating that of their time : besides these

rude attempts at the human figure, birds, as eagles or hawks,
lions, dragon-like forms, crescents and stars in a variety of

combinations, and fleurs-de-lis are the subjects which most
commonly occur. No device adopted at this time was suf-

ficiently distinctive in character to identify the ownership of

the seal ; that object was attained by the surrounding legend,

containing the title or name of the person to whom it be-

longed.

The shape of seals used by secular persons during this

period was generally circular ; the seals of females, like those

of ecclesiastics, were mostly of a pointed oval form ; the

circular model however appears to have been the most
prevalent.

There are no reverses to baronial or knightly seals of this

date, produced, as was the case at a later period, by impressing

a smaller seal, termed a secretiim or privy-seal, on the back of

the wax after the application of the great seal. The earliest

example of this fashion, with which I am acquainted, is the

<^ It appears that during the twelfth it was under age and therefore not entitled

century, it was not customary for a person to use a seal ; but it is obvious that the

entitled by birth to the honour of knight- same disability would have prevented him
hood, to use a seal until he had received from alienating property ; moreover it is

that distinction. Thus Geoffrey de Man- well known that in early times, knight-

deville, son and heir of Geoffrey earl of hood was often conferred on individuals

Essex, says, in a grant to the prior and before they had attained their legal ma-
convent of the Holy Trinity, London, jority. I would suggest therefore, that, as

"istam cartam feci signari sigillo dapiferi the ordinary device on knightly seals, an-

mei, Henrici filii Geroldi, donee sim miles terior to tlie introduction of armorial bear-

et habeam sigillum, et tunc earn firmabo ings, was a kniglit on horseback, the

proprio sigillo." By some authors an ex- meaning of the grantor's words may be

pression of this kind, of which there are simply that not being as yet a knight, he

other examples, (Selden's Titles of Honour, could not use a seal with the device appro-

vol. iii. col. 595, ed. Wilkins; Nicolson's priate to that digniry, to which by birth,

Historical Libraries, p. 198, ed. 1776,) has as an earl's son, he was entitled. This

been taken to mean that the person using Geoffrey de MandevilJe died circa 1167.
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seal of John, as earl of Mortaiiie, of the close of the twelfth

century, subsequent to 1170; on its reverse is the im-

pression of an antique gem with the legend, ij< secReivM

lOpANNIS^.

The wax used in taking impressions of seals during the

eleventh and twelfth centuries appears to have been generally

white ; there are a few examples of red wax, but the colour

seems to have been only ap[)lied superficially, and is usually

more or less volatilised. Towards the end of the twelfth cen-

tury green wax became very common ; the colouring matter

pervading the whole substance of the material ; and it may
be remarked that seals of this colour are in all instances better

preserved than those of white or red ; owing probably to the

improved com[)osition of the wax rather than to any other

cause.

On reviewing the seals of the first period we see in them
all the defects common to archaic art of whatever kind :

poverty of invention, a want of imitative power, and a rude

and superficial execution.

The introduction of heraldic insignia at the close of the

twelfth century had the natural effect of producing a large

class of seals exclusively armorial in character, and it is re-

markable that from this date a decided and progressive

improvement may be traced in the design and execution of

personal seals. At the commencement of the thirteenth cen-

tury the legal necessity for these instruments was thoroughly

established, and it is obvious that there must have been at that

time, as in our own, a large number of persons who would

" Badly engraved in Sandford's Genea- 1360, (Add. Ch. B. M. 6334.) The seal

logical History, &c. p. 55. Numerous of Seiher de Quincy is also worthy of
impressions of it are extant. There is a attention as an early, perhaps the earliest,

very fine one in the muniment room of instance of horse-furniture heing decorated
Oriel College, Oxford. The next in point with armorial bearings; but all the seals

of date, I believe, is on the reverse of the of this great baron are remarkable for

seal of Seiher de Quincy, afterwards earl their beautiful execution, particularly
of Winchester, (Cart. Antiq. B. M. xxii. those made after his creation as earl of

9,) of the time of John, ante 1210; it is Winchester. I should observe, before
a kite-shaped shield charged with his closing this note, that there is preserved
arms, without a legend. The obverse of in tlie British Museum, an impression of
this seal is curious, as presenting a a seal and counter-seal (secretum) sup-
mounted knight riding to the left, a posi- posed to be of Robert, sumamed Le
tion very rare on English seals ; it may be Bossu, earl of Leicester, who died in

remarked on the seal of Ilelias de Albe- 1167; I have not yet had an opportunity
niaco, (Cart. Antiq. lb., 45, B. 27,) circa of examining it, and therefore cannot
1180. This arrangement is not uncom- vouch for the evidence on which the con-
mon on foreign seals, for example, on the jectural date is founded. It may possibly
bullae of the kings of Castile and Leon

; be the seal of Robert Blanchemains, his
see a charter of Alphonso XL, dated son, who died in 1 190.
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require them in the ordinary transactions of hfe, and yet

were not entitled to bear armorial distinctions, then the pre-

rogative of the knightly order. Thus yeomen, merchants,

substantial artificers, and the like, in short all persons compre-

hended by the term middle class, continued to fashion their

seals according to their own taste, and in the same arbitrary

manner as they had done at the earlier period ; occasionally

with slight modifications imitative of heraldic arrangement,

as in the use of shields.

For a time they were content "wdth the small variety of

devices already described; the fleur-de-lis, birds, Agnus Dei,

&c. ; then rebuses on the christian or surname were adopted

:

these Avere c|uickly followed by symbols of occupation or

handicraft ; thus, the miller would bear an ear of corn fleur-

de-lise ; the musician his viol or croute, the farrier or smith

proclaimed his calling by a horseshoe, and the schoolmaster

figured on his seal with that valuable instrument and symbol

of discipline the birch. About the same time that grotesques

make their first appearance on marginal paintings in manu-
scripts, that is at the commencement of the fourteenth cen-

tury, we find them on personal seals, and they are met with

in great variety throughout the same period.

The several types or devices above enumerated, sometimes

in combination with architectural details, are those which are

of chief occurrence from the thirteenth to the end of the

fom'teenth century. It was during this, which I would call

the second, period that medieval seals attained their highest

artistic excellence. The impulse given to all branches of the

arts soon after the accession of Henry the Third, apparent in

all the monuments of that reign, is nowhere more conspicuous

than in the design and execution of seals ; and these objects

continue to present features of considerable beauty from that

time until the year 1400.

The shape of seals during the thirteenth centmy was

generally oval, more or less acute ; so ordinary was this form

that any one having to arrange a mass of unsorted deeds

might easily pick out most of those anterior to the year 1300

by merely observing the contours of the seals. As no rule is

without exception, so there are many circular and even heater-

shield shaped seals of this date ; but the ovoid will be found

to predominate. I do not pretend to offer any decided opinion

as to the symbolical import of that form ; although it may be
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assumed with great probability that it was suggested by the

conventional method of representing the sacred nimbus which

prevailed from a very early period.

The wax used during this period is generally dark green,

and less frequently red or white.

Having before alluded to the secretum or counter-seal, I

may here remark that it is of ordinary occurrence on baronial

and knightly seals after the year 1200, from which period the

use of it may be considered to have been fully established

;

but not for the purpose of sealing either letters missive or

deeds, except in connection with the great-seal. Thus Wil-

liam earl Warenne concludes a letter to Hubert de Burgh,

the elusticiary of Henry the Third, entreating pecuniary aid,

" and because I have not my great seal with me, I have

caused the present letters to be sealed with my private seal^."

After the year 1400, personal seals, which are not of armo-

rial character, gradually decline in importance both as to size,

style of design, and execution. Thenceforth many represent

simply merchants'-marks rudely executed, monograms, or a

letter surmounted by a coronet, often the initial of a saint's

name, or of the name of the individual, although not entitled

to bear the coronet by nobility of birth. Merchants'-marks

which appear to have been imitated from the Flemings during

the reign of Edward the Third, and became very common
during the fifteenth and early part of the sixteenth century,

both on seals and signet rings, are composed of a private

cypher combined with the initials of the owner's name. They

offer a somewhat cm-ious field for research, and are often very

useful in identifying the persons by whom domestic, and parts

of ecclesiastical, edifices on which they occur were built. They

were more generally used in the great sea-ports on the eastern

coast of England*" than in the south ; a fact which is readily

accounted for by the frequent intercourse between those ports

and Flanders. It may be observed also that such marks be-

longed chiefly to woolfactors, or merchants of the staple.

There is another, and most interesting, class of subjects,

examples of which are common from the twelfth to the fifteenth

century. 1 allude to those afforded by antique intaglios which

* " Quia autem magnum sigillummeum tion of the merchants'-marks of Norwich,

mecum non habui, presentes litteras pri- has been formed by W. C. Ewing, Esq.,

vato sigillo meo feci sigillari." Ancient of tliat city, and will shortly appear at

Letters in the Tower of London, vol. A. the expense of the Norfolk and Norwich
' A very curious and extensive collec- Ari-hi-nlogical Society.
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were very frequently used as personal seals during the middle

ages. They were ordinarily set in silver, and surrounded by

legends suggested by a mistaken interpretation of the subject

represented^, or containing the name of the owner. Few of

these relics belong to the best periods of classic art ; they are

chiefly of late Roman character ; but occasionally a fine speci-

men may be met with. It should be remarked also, that al-

though impressions of such seals are often in a high state of

preservation, the subject of the intaglio is generally in very

faint relief ; owing probably as much to the inferior quality of

the wax used in early times, as to the superficial cutting of

the stone itself. These gems are easily recognised by the

peculiarity of the impression they leave, arising from the con-

vex surface which the ancients usually gave to precious stones

intended for signets. A catalogue of the subjects of all intaglios

of which ancient impressions are known to exist in England,

would form a curious and, possibly valuable, contribution to

glyptographical knowledge. In early times they were looked

upon as pagan amulets, and destroyed, but soon found favour

owing to the intrinsic value of the stones, and were frequently,

and often most indecorously, employed to decorate shrines

and sacred ornaments. Perhaps the earliest instance of the

use of an antique gem as a personal seal is the secretum of

John, as earl of Mortaine, before noticed ; it represents a male

bust, which a learned friend has conjectured may be intended

for one of the later emperors. There is, I would observe,

some reason for believing that engraving on precious stones,

in imitation of the antique manner, was sometimes essayed

by medieval artists, who were encouraged in their attempts

by the high value which doubtless attached to such objects.

.

An example, of very rude execution, in blood-stone, the device

being a cock, was recently found at Thwaite in Norfolk, and

is now in the valuable cabinet of Mr. Fitch of Norwich ; it is

in a silver setting, apparently of the fourteenth century^. It

5 See the description of several antique lume of the Vetusta Monumenta.
intaglios, particularly of a cornelian, with ^ The legend is, ^ lOhANNCS
a medieval legend, in the possession of CHRISTI TCMICe. Mr. Fitch possesses

Mr. Barton of Woodbridge, Suffolk, in the also another relic of similar character; it

Archaeological Journal, vol. iii. p. 76. The is the personal seal of Gilbert de Hulcote,

counter-seal of Roger, archbishop of date thirteenth century ; the device is a

York, who died in 1181, is formed of a sea-horse engraved on blood-stone ; setting

gem representing a chimera with three of silver; this intaglio, however, is* appa-

neads; tiie legend is allusive to the Holy rently late Roman.
Trinity. It is engraved in the first vo-
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may be mentioned as an instance of tlie occasionally strange

application of antiques to signets in medieval times, that a

thumb-ring was discovered a few years since in the coffin of

an ecclesiastic, in Chichester cathedral, set with an Abraxas

gem'; the deceased churchman, it may be well believed, had

worn it guiltless of all knowledge of Alexandrine pantheism.

We can readily account for the number and variety of antique

intaglios which occur as seals, during the middle ages, when it

is considered that in addition to those which may have been

discovered on Roman sites in England, many were brought

into the country by pilgrims from Italy and the East, in the

belief that they possessed talismanic virtues k.

The materials of which the matrices of medieval seals were

formed is a subject deserving a few remarks. In their charac-

ter and mode of application to documents, the earliest seals

were imitations of metal bullae, the use of which was tirst

adopted in Europe by the Frankish sovereigns '. The bulla

itself, partaking rather of the natm-e of a coin than a seal,

could not be struck, even in lead, without a greater degree of

trouble and pains than were compatible with the ordinary and

frequent use of it ; and although pendant metal seals con-

tinued to be used ordinarily by some princes, while others em-

ployed them only on occasions of particidar solemnity, we may
reasonably believe that the application of an engraved die to

wax was a practice coeval with the earliest use of seals in

Europe, as formal attestations of public or private compacts.

Lead, from the facihty of working it, was naturally first adopted

for the seals of the middle and poorer classes of society, and
we find accordingly the few matrices of the close of the twelfth

and several examples of the thirteenth centiu-y, which are pre-

served, formed of that metal. Eroni the importance attached

to their seals by the higher classes, it is probable that those of

the nobility, who, imitating royalty, had their great and privy

seals, were formed of a superior and more durable substance,

probably of silver ; but few examples of early date have been

preserved. In the thirteenth century a mixed metal resembling

' An agate, resembling the example in ^ For a curious illustration of the talis-

Montf. Antiq. Expl. ii. part ii. p. 353. manic properties ascribed to antique gems,
The ring was of gold, and was found on the see the Archasologia, vol. xxx. p. 438.

right hand thumb-bone of a skeleton, the ' See on this subject Mabillon de Re
sujiposed remains of SefFrid, Bishop of Diplomatica, and the observations in the
Chi.-hester A.D. U'25. An engraving of Nouvcau Traite de Diplomatique,
it was published by Mr. King.
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brass, the manufacture of which was long confined to Cologne,

was commonly used for the matrices of seals, and conthmed to

be the material usually employed until the sixteenth century.

Silver matrices of personal seals are of rare occurrence.

With these preliminary observations on the general charac-

ter of medieval seals, I shall now proceed to submit a plan for

their classification according to subjects, under three main

divisions, as regards time, already suggested.

First Period.—From the eleventh to the close of the

twelfth century.

The devices on secular seals are, mounted knights ; effigies

of females ; Agnus Dei ; birds, eagles or falcons ; animals,

commonly lions ; varieties of the draconine type ; a conven-

tional flower, flem'-de-lise in character; stars and crescents

diversely arranged.

It has been supposed that the birds, animals, flowers, &c.

which appear on seals late in this period, were, on the intro-

duction of heraldry, adopted by the individuals who had borne

them, as part of their armorial ensigns ; but a careful exami-

nation of a number of examples shews that such was not the

fact ; armorial bearings on the seals of the same persons are

generally composed of heraldic charges wdiolly different.

Second Period.—From the year 1200 to the year 1400.

The subjects on seals may be thus classed ; 1 . Heraldic de-

vices; and, on smaller seals, cognisances or crests. 2. Birds,.

animals, flowers, &c., as in the earlier period, on the seals of

ordinary persons. 3. Rebuses on christian or surnames,

4. Symbols of crafts. 5. Grotesques and, apparently, satiri-

cal devices. 6. Effigies of patron saints, often of the saint

after whom the owner was named ; and devotional subjects

in general, as Agnus Dei, Ave Maria, the head of St. John
the Baptist, aU of which were probably regarded as possessing

talismanic virtues; symbols of the Evangelists, &c. 7. Mer-

chants'-niarks, coronetted letters, and minor devices of great

variety, but not of a remarkable character.

Third Period.—From 1400 to 1500.

We find the former types repeated throughout this century,

marked by inferior execution.

In a future number I propose to consider the subjects

above enumerated in detail, and to illustrate them by engrav-

ings of dated examples.

T. HUDSON TURNER.



REMARKS ON MEDIEVAL HERALDRY, WITH A
VIEW TO AN ORDINARY OF ARMS

;

AND SUGGESTIONS FOR COPYING EXISTING EXAMPLES.

The great assistance, which those who engage in archae-

ological and genealogical pursuits may derive from heraldry,

is well known to such as are at all conversant with the art as

formerly practised. By means of it, not only may families

be traced, and their alliances ascertained, but the dates of

architecture, painted glass, effigies, and other sepulchral

monuments, mural paintings, decorative sculpture and carving,

seals, and thereby undated charters, may often be determined

within a very few years ; and the families, or sometimes the

individuals, under whose patronage, or to wdiose memory, or

for w^hoin they were erected or executed, may not unfre-

quently be discovered. Even when the coat armour itself

cannot be identified with that of any particular family, the

mere form of the shield, or design of some of the charges on

it, wiU generally, to the practised eye, be a pretty certain

indication of the period to which it belongs. Those who
have made themselves acquainted with heraldry only in its

modern use and application, may have expected to find some
of the results above mentioned, and been disappointed in

consequence of not being aware of the great dissimilarity in

many respects between the heraldry of the thirteenth and fom--

teenth centm'ies, and that of more recent times ; especially

as regards the arrangement or marshaUing of arms, the me-
thods of differencing coats borne by members of the same
family, and the disregard of minutiae to which great import-

ance has been since attached.

A good History of Heraldry would be a great acquisition,

and might be made as interesting as usefid. It is curious to

observe its rise, progress, and decline, contemporaneously

with pointed architecture, though it is difficult to trace any
connection between them that should have occasioned or will

account for. the coincidence. There is not much to be found
in any publication on the early usages. Dallaway's Inquiry

is far from satisfactory. Some particidars have been recently
VOL. V. n
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brought forward in the Glossary of Heraldry published by
Mr. Parker, but however much a future edition of that useful

book may be improved, a work of a diflerent kind, and in

another form, is required. The writers of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, from whom most of the modern notions

of heraldry are derived, particularly the earlier of them, were

extremely fanciful, and are very little to be relied on as to the

past usages even when they profess to state facts. A con-

siderable amount of traditional knowledge might have been

expected to have come down to them through the heralds,

who, though not incorporated till the first year of Richard III.,

were acting as a society upwards of sixty years before, and
had been in constant intercourse from the first

;
yet little of

such information can be traced in the writings referred to,

nor can much be gathered either from the Boke of St. Alban's,

or from Upton De Studio Militare, to which the monk of

St. Alban's seems to have been largely indebted. Several of

the ancient rules are by no means well understood. That
they were materially different from the modern is manifest,

but the limits of them, and the circumstances in which they

were applicable, have not yet been made out. It may never-

theless be hoped, that by the co-operation of some of those

who are best acquainted with these matters, and by collecting,

arranging, and comparing existing examples, much may be

effected towards determining them. Having often wished

that in this manner something might be attempted, I was
nmch gratified on learning that the Central Committee of the

Archaeological Institute had proposed to prepare for pubh-

cation a Manual of Heraldry ; which I presume is intended

to supply to some extent the void that has hitherto so long

existed, and will treat principally of medieval heraldry, or

heraldry in relation to archaeology, and be chiefly based on

existing examples and other contemporary evidence.

There will, however, still be a work much wanted, to which

I beg leave to call the attention of the members of the Insti-

tute in general, and that of the Central Committee in parti-

cular. I mean an improved Ordinary of arms. Few persons,

possessing any acquaintance with heraldry, can have occupied

themselves in the study of the remains of medieval art, with-

out having felt the need of a volume convenient in size, -that

might enable them to ascertain by what families the arms
they meet with were borne. Such a work as I suggest would
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go far to answer this purpose. As some readers may not

know the nature of an Ordinary of arms, I will mention that

it is a comprehensive catalogue or collection of arms, arranged

by their blazon, (i. e. descriptions, for cuts would be much
too costly,) so that any particular coat required can be easily

found, and with it the name of the family who bore it. This,

it will be seen, differs conversely from those collections by

which the name being known, the arms can be found ; for

here the arms being known, the name could be ascertained.

The only Ordinary in print, I believe, is that of Glover, who
was Somerset Herald temp. Ehz.; which, with some additions,

or, as it is called, augmented and improved, has been given

in the first volume of Edmondson's Complete Body of

Heraldry, (2 vols, folio,) and in the first volume of Berry's

Encyclopaedia Heraldica, (4 vols. 4to.,) but never separately

published: in the former it occupies, indexes included, 1.28

pages ; in the latter 224. Both of those are expensive works,

and from their size ill adapted for ready reference. \A^iereas

an improved edition of this Ordinary, confined as it is and

ought to be to the medieval period, or nearly so, might be

comprised in a moderate sized volume, convenient for use,

and reasonable in price.

From the materials which have been brought to Hght

Avithin the last fcAv years, and by the extended means of cor-

respondence and collection now in the power of the Archae-

ological Institute, much authentic information for the pm'pose

might be obtained. Seals, sculptured architectural decora-

tions, effigies, brasses, and other sepulchral monuments, rolls

of arms, painted glass, mural paintings, carvings, illumi-

nations, and the like, woidd fm*nish numerous examples of

arms and heraldic usages, of the thirteenth, fomieenth, and

fifteenth centuries, to verify, correct, and enlarge the Ordinary,

as well as to enrich the Manual ; indeed all the authorities

collected for the latter would be valuable contributions towards

the preparation of the former. With the view of increasing

yet fm^ther the materials for these pvuposes, I would invoke

the assistance of the provincial Societies. Among the best

services that they could render to their respective districts,

would be the obtaining and preserving authentic copies of all

armorial bearings and inscri})tions within their localities, which

were executed previously, say, to the accession of Queen Eliza-

beth, or the Revolution of 1()88. These it woidd be a great
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matter to have faithfully copied before time, or the hand of

the spoiler or restorer shall efface them. Such copies would

throw light on each other, and assist essentially in verifying

the genealogies and arms of the county families in times past,

and become valuable documents in the hands of local his-

torians. Examples of coat armour, badges, crests, &c., that can

be referred to the thirteenth, fourteenth, or the early part of

the fifteenth centmy, are especially deserving of notice.

Glover's Ordinary, judging from the printed copies of it,

does not refer to any authorities , nor are the additions by

Edmondson and Berry in any way distinguished from the

original work. But Glover himself may be regarded as an

authority to some extent ; for he was a learned herald and

careful compiler. I would therefore recommend that the text

of Glover should be printed from, or collated with, the MS.
in the custody, I believe, of the College of Arms, and that all

the additions and corrections by Edmondson and Berry should

be retained, but marked in some way for distinction, as sup-

pose with an asterisk (*) and dagger (f) respectively ; and that

all those made under the sanction of the Committee should

have the authorities for them subjoined, by which they would

be readily known : and in order that such references may
be both brief and clear, an explanation of them should be

inserted at the beginning. To names which are alike, though

borne by different families, it would be advisable to add the

distinguishing localities ; for Glover was in general content

to give the name without more. On no account should any

new matter be introduced without the authority for it, or, if

merely explanatory, without its being inclosed in brackets or

the like.

The book would be made yet more useful if it contained a

catalogue of the arms of the kings and queens of England,

and of then* childi'en, and a list of such royal and other cog-

nizances and badges as are well authenticated. Those arms

and the royal cognizances and badges might for the most

part be collected from Milles's Catalogue of Honor, Sandford's

Genealogical History, Vincent's Errors of Brooke, and Mr.

Willement's Regal Heraldry. The author of the last-men-

tioned work would I hope not only readily give permission

to use the information contained in it, but furnish other valu-

a])lc, matter for the publication from the rich store that he is

reputed to possess. At all events, I trust Mr. Willement, to
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whose early appreciation of the importance of a close atten-

tion to heraldic design we are ranch indebted, will not fail to

favonr the pnblic at no distant day with an enlarged edition

of that very usefnl and attractive volnme, his Regal Heraldry,

which has already been waiting too long for additions from

his hand.

There are several coats, snpposcd on good grounds to have

belonged to families of distinction or influence, that cannot at

present be clearly identified. If a selection of these were

appended, it might eventually lead to their being rightly

appropriated.

Trusting that some endeavoiu-s will be made to collect au-

thentic copies of existing remains of medieval heraldiy, and

such inscriptions as accompany them, either by societies or

individuals, I will proceed to otter a few hints and suggestions

for the assistance of those who engage in so commendable

an undertaking, that the fruits of their labour may be the

more satisfactory.

Every copy of arms should be accompanied by the name,

not only of the parish and building, but also of the part of

the building, where the original is to be seen : and when
taken from a sepulchral monument, beside these particidars,

the relative place which the arms occupy on the tomb or slab

is often important, and should therefore always be mentioned

;

and it shoiild be stated also whether there remain any traces

of other coats on the same tomb or slab, and if any, how
many there were originally, and at Avhat parts of it ; and all

which remain should be copied. For, though the order in

which different coats were arranged on a medieval raonmnent
is not well understood, there is good reason to believe some
method was observed, which, if better known, would much
assist in identifying the deceased, and in ascertaining the

alliances of the family. An examination of a few early altar

tombs and slabs enriched with several shields of arms beside

that of the deceased, and a comparison of them mth the pedi-

grees of the families, Avill suggest much on this point. A plan

of the arrangement of the shields would often be found the

easiest and best mode of conveyhig such information. In like

manner whenever several escutcheons are found together in

a window or elsewhere, it is expedient to ascertain the

original number and sketch the order of the arrangement,

as well as copy all that remain.
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When beside the arms the mscription or any part of it

remains, both shonkl be copied.

With regard to the mode of copying arms, this will vary

with the materials on which they are found. If they are

engraved on brass, they may be rubbed off on paper in the

usual way, either with heel-ball or black lead. If carved on
stone or wood, they may sometimes be copied either by the

application of wet unsized paper, or by rubbing as just men-
tioned ; but the heel-ball process is not then so suitable as the

tissue paper and black lead. If they are on glass and acces-

sible, they should be traced on paper. Where none of these

modes are practicable, a drawing shoidd be made of them,

and this should be executed with the most scrupulous fidelity,

even to the peculiar forms of the shield and charges. In

copying arms or inscriptions by the application of wet unsized

paper or by rubbing, it is very important to clear out the

lines &c. well first with a icoocie/? point and a brush, as the

smallest line or dot is often too significant to be omitted, and
a date may come off* falsely oAving to a little indurated dirt or

paint. On no account should any use be made of metal points,

because of their scratching the original.

If unable to copy the arms in any way, recourse must be
had to blazoning (i. e. describing) them, but this, unless done
by a well-informed herald, in technical language, is far from
satisfactory. Care should then be taken to be quite sure of

the charges, and to distinguish them from diapers and other

ornaments ; for such things have often been confounded with

the arms. The material too on which they are executed, and
the mode of execution, whether sunk, raised, painted, &c.,

should always be stated.

Differences will sometimes be found in arms meant for the

same, that are not to be attributed to ignorance or inadvert-

ence, but to the natiu'e of the materials on which they are

executed rendering the correct representation of certain forms

and details difficiilt. Instances of this are met with some-

times, I believe, in enamel, but more frequently in painted

glass and on tiles, though some modern writers have referred

to examples on glass as of great authority where doubts have
existed as to the exact bearing. The author of a work on
painted glass recently reviewed in this Jom'ual, whose practical

acquaintance with the art, and extensive knowledge of the

subject, make his remarks of peculiar value, says, " misrepre-
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seiitatioiis of heraldry occur nearly as frequently in late, as in

early works ; the complexity of the bearings in late shields

counterbalancing the facilities of execution afforded by the

then recent discoveries''." I am enabled on the same autho-

rity to add, that sometimes the shield or principal charge is

left white, giving the arms an unfinished appearance, and at

others the smaller and subordinate charges, such as fleurs de

lys, roses, croslets, and the like, are left white, or falsely

coloured : all of which may be easily accounted for by the

peculiarities of glass painting ; such as the difficulty of leading

one piece of coloured glass into another ; the labom- of abrad-

ing the colom-ed surface of coated glass ; the general facility

of applying the yellow stain ; and its occasional or partial

failiu'e of effect, so that charges intended to be all of one

colom- are sometimes of different colours. Black, or more

correctly speaking an hitense brown, is sometimes found sub-

stituted for pm-pure ; and after the accession of Henry VII.

arms fi'equently occm- in white, yellow, and brown, with little

or no regard to the proper tinctm-es. For further information

as to the peculiarities of that art with a view^ of detecting and

accounting for such inaccm-acies, I must refer to the book itself.

In windows coats are sometimes seen reversed, i. e. the

wife's arms on the dexter side, and the husband's on the

sinister ; or the second and fourth quarters where the first

and third should be ; or the shield may present a bend sinister

instead of a bend dexter. These anomalies are not uncom-

mon, and will often, if not always, be found to be owing to

the glass having been taken in pieces and been put together

again by an ignorant glazier, who has placed the inner side of

it outward^. With these, however, must not be confounded

the comparatively rare instances of the lady's arms appearing

in the more honourable place in consequence of her having

been a great heiress, or of higher rank than her husband.

Repairs of windows have also led to the unintentional falsifi-

cation of arms. The insertion of later glass can sometimes be

detected only by a very experienced eye, or by an exami-

nation of the edge, where practicable, for the modern will be

found cut with a diamond, and not chipped like the old.

* An Inquiry into the difference of ^ The inside of a ghiss painting (wliich

style observable in ancient Glass Paint- should always be next the spectator) is

ings, Oxford, 1-817, vol. i. p. 29, where that side on which the outlines of the work
some remarkable examples of misrepre- are painted with brown enamel,

sented coats are mentioned.
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Wliere arms are carved on stone or wood, and were

coloured, the smaller details may be wanting, because they

were executed in colour only : and in some cases the work

may have been recoloured incorrectly, and borders or other

differences omitted. In such as are carved there is often a

want of true proportions, forms, or positions of the ordinaries

or other charges.

The heralchy on tiles is little to be trusted. It is generally

rude and imperfect, and sometimes grotesque, in consequence

of the process of the manufacture being iU adapted for correct

representation. What are meant for mere outlines often ap-

pear like borders or cotices. The forms of the charges too

were liable to be distorted by accidental pressure while the

clay was soft, and afterwards by the u-regular shrinking and

warping of it in the kiln.

Next to those on vellum or parchment, probably arms

painted on stone or w^ood, when we can be satisfied that they

have never been retouched, are the best authorities, as the

artist had fewer difficidties to overcome ; but it must be borne

in mind that some of the colom^s were liable to change, parti-

cularly the Vermillion to become almost black ; and where

there has been gilding, a broAvn ground will often be found

in its stead.

Some instances of inexplicable heraldry have arisen from

the ignorance of those by whom repaus and restorations (as

they were supposed to be) have been effected. These pro-

bably are not always of modern date ; and after the lapse of a

century or two are not easily detected. Strange anomalies

may thus occm-. Tor example, on a recent occasion, where

some repairs of a church were in progress with the best in-

tentions, a man was in imminent danger of being represented

as having married his grandmother, in consequence of his

broken shield being replaced by a copy of the arms on his

grandfather's monmnent ; which was thought a very cautious

mode of proceeding, as they were assmned to be unques-

tionably the family coat ; but fortunately the intervention of

a herald, who accidentally visited the chm-ch, saved the re-

putation of the deceased.

As often as heraldic remains are unaccompanied by an in-

scription fixing the date of them, in addition to minute atten-

tion to the forms of the shield and charges, nothing should

be omitted to be noticed by which the date may be ascer-
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tained. This the style and execution of the monimient, or

the mouldings or ornaments upon it, an effigy, or tlie case-

ment where there has been a brass, may in many cases

supply.

To revert in conclusion to the primary object of this paper,

I trust I may express a confident hope that the Institute, with

its extended means of correspondence and collection, will at

least in the first instance render these important facilities

available for the purpose of obtaining the further information

required for an improved Ordinary of arms ; and that eventu-

ally we may have such a work of that kind as will be a truly

valuable aid to the archaeological inquirer.

w. s. w.

NOTICE OF RECENT DISCOVERIES IN CHESTER
CATHEDRAL,

ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE ORIGINAL ARRANGEMENT OF THAT
STRUCTURE IN NORMAN AND LATER TIMES.

Excavations which have been made within the last few

years in the choir of the cathedral at Chester, in effecting

certain alterations in the internal arrangements, have brought

to light the foundations of some of the pillars of the Norman
church, which are exhibited in the accompanying plan. From
this discovery it appears that, according to the custom usually

followed dm'ing the prevalence of the Norman style, the choir

was of much shorter proportions than is common in churches

of later date, and that its eastern end was semicircular in

plan. The round pillars were 6 ft. '9 in. in diameter, includ-

ing the moulding of the base, which was a plain torus 3 in.

in diameter. The large mass of walling at the junction of

the curve with the straight part of the choir, on the north

side, was 6 ft. broad, and extended over the whole space

between the bases of the pillars of the existing clim-ch : a

corresponding mass of walling was discovered on the south

side of the choir before the other remains were laid open,

but, as no precise dimensions of it were taken, it is not

marked upon the plan ; this last-mentioned piece of walling

was found to have been partially distm-bed by a gi'ave which

VOL. V. D
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is excavated in it, but which has not at this time been
opened. The other foundations have been ahnost entirely

destroyed by the workmen.
As the north transept and the north wall and north-

western angle of the nave of the present cathedral are of

Norman date, this discovery in the choir completes the evi-

dence which was wanting to shew the size and proportions of

the entire original building.

In addition to the remains of the Norman church, the

accompanying plan also shews the form of the present cathe-

dral as first built. Most abundant evidence of the primary

arrangement is visible in the parts of the fabric which have

been altered ; and the original external cornice of the Lady-
chapel, considerably weather worn by its exposm^e before the

aisles were added, still exists between the vaulting and the

roof of the aisles ; it is enriched with large tooth ornaments.

Several changes are to be observed in the work about the

east end of the choir, which may be accounted for by sup-

posing that the present church was begun (as the style of the

architecture indicates) Avith the Lady-chapel, and was gradu-

ally extended westward in such portions as could be most
conveniently raised with least disturbance of the older build-

ing : this mode of proceeding was very usual in works of this

kind, and it is not difficult to imagine how, in the first in-

stance, a small Norman lady-chapel, and afterwards the main
structiu-e of the former church, may successively have cre-

ated temporary obstructions to the progress of the new work.

Previous to the erection of the aisles to the Lady-chapel,

the high altar must have stood in advance (westward) of the

archway at the eastern end of the choir, or it would have inter-

fered with the communication between the chapel and the body
of the building, and it must have remained in that situation

until the aisles were added to the Lady-chapel in continuation

of those of the choir. The sedilia and ambries which now
occupy the eastern arch on each side of the choir, may be

assumed to have been erected at the time the altar was placed

in this part of the building ; their architectm-al details shew
them to belong to the purest period of the Decorated style

:

the original archway between the choir and the Lady-chapel

may be assigned to the very commencement of the ' same
style.

When the altar was removed to the east end of the choir.
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the floor of that part of the building was raised so that the

bases of the adjoining pillars were buried to a considerable

depth ; the present floor has been lowered, (as have also the

sedilia to a corresponding extent,) but it is still at a higher

level than was contemplated at the time the church was built,

and hides an important part of the bases.

R. c. H.

ON CERTAIN OBSCURE WORDS IN CHARTERS, REN-
TALS, ACCOUNTS, &c., OF PROPERTY IN THE WEST
OF ENGLAND.

'No one, who has had occasion to look into early court

rolls or muniments of title, can have failed to meet with

words and phrases of which he has sought in vain for an ex-

planation in the printed glossaries. Having myself met with

many such expressions in instruments relating to property in

a part of England with which I happen to be acquainted, I

have thought that it may not be uninteresting to some readers

to communicate the substance of a few of the notes which I

have preserved, although I am w^ell aware that in offering

explanations I shall often assume to teach those who are

already at least as well informed as myself. Nor wiU I

undertake to say that the use of the words, which I shall

select for illustration, is entirely confined to one part of Eng-
land, or that they have not, possibly, been noticed and satis-

factorily elucidated in some of the voluminous topographical

works, or in manuscript glossaries, which I have not had the

good fortune to read. If I have found persons of intelhgence,

generally familiar w^itli palseology, unable to furnish me with

an explanation of any i)articular word, I consider myself war-

ranted in presuming that an attempt to explain it will be ac-

ceptable.

HuTiBANNUM.—Tliis word has been noticed, but not ex-

plained, by Ducange and Cowel. It is also adverted to (with

no other observation than the short one inserted by the

author on my responsibility) in Dr. Oliver's recent Monas-

ticon Exoniense. It occurs in printed charters in the form

of hutilan, utiban, uthban, and hutiban. The first is only

a corrupt reading of the second form.
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The first charter cited by Cowel is a grant of lands, " qiii-

etas ab omni hutilan," and of other land " quae tantum hutilan

reddit.' It is a grant of lands in Cornwall in the twelfth

century, and is more correctly printed in Oliver's Monasticon,

p. 37.

Another charter, cited by the same author from the Plymp-

ton register, contains a grant of four ferlings of land, render-

ing 4s. &c., and provides " quod si murdrum, danegeldis, vel

quodlibet alium utibannum super manerium evencrit, de istis

4 solidis quicquid de utibannis super pra3dictos 4 ferlingos

evenerit, acquietabitur."

The charter, referred to by Ducange, discharges certain

lands from scutage, hydage, cavage (carnage ?) cornage, sum-

mage, utliban, shires, hundreds, &c.

A charter of Robert Fitz William, printed in the Monas-

ticon Exoniense, p. 39, purports to grant lands " solutas et

quietas ab omni hutiban" . . and " ab omni servitio et huti-

banno."

Another charter, printed in the same work, p. 227, con-

tains a grant in the twelfth century by Walter de Clavile, of

three ferlings of land in Cadwell, Devon, free from all service

"excepto hutiban."

There is also a charter by Robert de Cardinham of land in

Cornwall, to hold " per legale servitium et hutiban, quando
evenerit." It is printed in the appendix to vol. ii. of Domer-
ham de Rebus gestis Glastoniensibus.

I have met with the same word in other charters, but the

above will suffice as fair specimens of the use of it, and from

them we may draw the following inferences

:

1. It describes a charge upon land, or persons in respect

of land.

2. The charge was, or might be, a casual, and not a per-

manent or regular one. This is indicated by the words " si

evenerit," and " quando evenerit."

3. The Plympton charter shews that murdrum and dane-

(/eJd both come under the description of utiban.

The etymon of the word itself, as well as the above ex-

amples of its use, seem to import a charge extrinsic and
foreign to the relation existing between the donor and the

grantee : something not dependent on the will of the grantor,

and which required to be excepted out of a general grant of

freedom from feudal obligations miless the donor intended to

indemnify the favoured grantee from its operation.
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Now this definition applies to a similar technical expression

frequently inserted, by way of exception, in contemporaneous

charters, namely, " extrinsecum" or "forinsecmn scrvitium,"

or " regale servitium ;" and I believe the utiban, or out-han

of the above charters, to be a mere Saxon synonym of the

Latin " extrinsecum servitium."

Bracton (lib. ii. c. 16) very fully explains the sort of obli-

gations called " servitia forinseca." They belong " ad domi-

num regem, et non ad dominum capitalem," and he particu-

larly mentions carnage, hidage, and cornage. But these taxes

were not the only extrinsic services or burdens which came

under the same description. He specifies others which are

due to the king " pro justitia vel pace ; sicut sectse ad comi-

tatum vel hundredum, sectse ad curias, auxilia vicecomitis,

fines communes et misericordias." Against these, he says,

the lord of the fee is not bound to warrant his feoffee, unless

he has specially agreed to do so by his charter. Some of

these are specified in nearly similar terms in a charter of

Ralph, son of GeofFry, to the monks of Kirkstall, in w^hich

scutage, fines of the county, wapentakes, and common fines

are enumerated among the subjects of foreign service ; 5 Dugd.

Monast., p. 550, note. No. X : and in a charter of the twelfth

century printed in 3 Dugd. Monast., p. 21, No. XLIX., land

is granted free from aU service except danegeld and murdrum.
So, a charter of the same century, 4 Dugd. Monast., p. 185,

No. III., imports freedom from all service " except the king's

army and danegeld." Other examples occmun theroUs of the

Cmia Regis temp. Joh., as abridged in the Placitorum Abbre-

viatio, pp. 25, 93, 194^
Comparing these and other charters of the same period

with the Cornish and Devonshire charters which contain pro-

visions respecting utiban, I think it may be safely assumed

that the term includes every species of public tax, and all

those legal burdens or liabilities, personal or pecuniary, which

were due to the king, qua talis, or his grantee, and were

exacted from the tenant of land. Whether it did not also

extend to the legal claims of any lord paramount is a point

open to question''. An anonymous case in IMoor's Reports,

p. 42, would seem to shew that it did, and consequently, that

^ Land subject to this servitude is said ter to the abbey of Stanlawe, he warrants
" exterius servire," or "forinseciis ser- the land free from all foreign service as

vire." See Cart. Simonis filii Roberti, against both the king and the earl of Ches-
4 Dugd. ISIonast., p. 179, 180. ter. 5 Dugd. Monast., p. 641, No. 1.

' In a grant by the constable of dies-
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servitium regale was only one sort of extrinsecum servitium, or

utban.

Whenever the donor of property conveyed it free and dis-

charged from all utiban, the only operation of his grant, unless

confirmed by the crown, would be to oblige him to indemnify

the grantee. The Plympton charter, cited by Cowel, enables

the grantee to reimlnu'se himself out of the reserved quit rent.

I think the w^ord will not be found in any original charters

much later than the twelfth century, although it may have

found its way into some royal charters of general exemption

in the follo\\dng centmy.

Landbote.—This word occurs in grants, court rolls, and

rentals in Devonshire. It is noticed in the glossary at the

end of Dr. Oliver's Monasticon, but without citing the instru-

ment in \vhich it occm-s, so that I am unable to say whether

his explanation is founded on conjecture, or is w^arranted by

the tenor and purport of the document itself. If, as is stated

by the learned author of that work, it is ever used in the

sense of lamp-hote or a contribution to the supply of the

lamps or lights of a chm-ch, then it is used in a different

sense, and is, in fact, a different word, from that which I

propose to explain.

In a grant, of which my friend Mr. Pitman Jones, of

Exeter, has kindly supplied nie with a copy, and which was

found by Dr. Oliver in Grandisson's Register, (vol. ii. fol. 101

b.) dated 11th December, 2 Edw. III., that prelate granted
" Edwardo Atte Water, nativo nostro, quod ipse habeat et

teneat in villenagio totum iUud tenementum cum landebotis

adjacentibus, quod Ricardus Atte Water, pater ipsius Edwardi

et nativus noster, quondam tenuit in manerio nostro de As-

perton, tenendum in villenagio secundum consuetudinem ma-

nerii nostri ibidem ad totam vitam suam."

In the rental of Sidmouth manor, contained in the Otterton

Custumal, a MS. of the 13th century, (fol. 31,) there is a dis-

tinct head of " Lambote de Sydemue," followed by a list of

tenures at small rents, there explained to be "parvae augmen-

tationes ad voluntatem domini." They were evidently small

customary tenements in the manor of Sidmouth taken in aug-

mentation of old tenures in that manor.

In another manor in the same county the nature of land-

bote tenements is still more satisfactorily explained. New
grants of laud, parcel of the demesne of Lidford and forest of
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Dartmore, have been immemorially made to be holden by copy

of court roll, by the name of landbote ; and such grants con-

tinued to be so made until the latter part of the last century.

In a computus of this manor, anno 18 Henry VIL, imder

the head " novus redditus," we have this entry :

—

*' De 3'J de novo redditu 2 acrarum terrae moras de foresta

domini, sic dimissas Laurentio Hanneworth, tenend' nomine

Laundehote secundum consuetudinem forestae, ut patet in

rotulo curiae, 9 Hen. VI."

It appears from presentments made by the homage of Lid-

ford manor, that the tenants claimed, as of right, to have such

new grants made to them on every occasion of death or aliena-

tion, in addition to their old customary tenements. As a right,

such a claim is of course untenable in point of law, but the

practice certainly was to make such grants, and we are there-

fore enabled to infer, with some confidence, that the landbotes

mentioned in the Sidmouth rental, and in the above grant of

the villenage at Ashburton, were in their oi-igin small new
takes of manorial waste or demesne, granted to existing cus-

tomary tenants.

I suspect, but am unable at present to adduce any proof

of the fact, that the small tenements called Landeake, which

occur in the rental of Plympton Priory, 9 Hen. IV., (Harl.

MSS. No. 4765-6,) under the manor of Nyweton SanctiCirici

(Newton St. Cyres), are of the same nature as landbote tene-

ments. E. SMIRKE.



NOTICE OF THE RO^SIAN REMAINS LATELY

DISCOVERED IN LOWER THAMES STREET.

GENERAL V;h,W.

In making excavations for the purpose of laying the founda-

tions of the new Coal Exchange for the city of London, the

workmen have met with some remains of Roman constructions

of an interesting kind, which I have examined with some care,

as far as practicable, but unfortunately, a much larger portion

is unexplored from the impossibility of extending the excava-

tions under the adjoining vast piles of warehouses and which be-

long to a different property. The parts laid bare are evidently

portions of a more extensive edifice, which constituted either

a private residence of a wealthy Roman, who had his own
baths, or, which seems far more probable, formed a small

public establishment of baths, equivalent though on a smaller

scale to the thermae of ancient Rome, and very similar to

such as have been excavated at Pompeii.

The scite of the excavations is on the north side of Lower
Thames Street, opposite to the iron gates of entrance to the

Custom House quay, at the end next Bihingsgatc, and behind

the position of the old Coal Exchange recently demolished, to

the south of Cross-lane, and between St. IMary's Hill on the

west, and St. Dunstan's Hill and Idol-lane on the east, mid-

way between old London Bridge and the Tower, thus nearly

in the centre of Roman London. The remains exposed to

view are situate on the extreme east of the large area now"

VOL. V. E
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disencumbered of buildings, about 00 ft. back from the line of
Thames Street, and nearly 14 ft. below the level of the pave-
ment. Such parts, as from their materials and construction

may be undoubtedly called Roman, present two distinct fea-

tures ; the first in order, as being nearest to the street, is a

pavement or floor of coarse red mosaic, (A in plan,) 23 ft.

from north to south, and laid bare in one part to the extent

»

12K,t

of 8 ft. eastward, and in another part to about 5 ft., and
inclosed at the north and south as far as opened and along

the whole of its western side by a compactly constructed

brick wall 8 ft. in tliickness, formed entirely of flat bricks,

chiefly " tegulse sesquipedales," and cement or mortar, with-

out any admixtm-e or layers of rubble or bonding com'ses.

When the workmen first opened the ground this wall was
4 ft. 6 in. high, but the greater part of the west side had
been broken down to about 1 ft. before I saw it ; from the

solidity of this wall I am induced to believe that it was an
outside wall of the edifice in this direction, and indeed there

is no opening through it on the west ; the foundations have

been laid open down to the piles of black oak on which
it is based, and as close adjoining are exposed to view other

similar piles with cross timbers, planks, &c., having appa-

rently formed a wharf or quay, and from various indications

in the soil, there can be little doubt that the building stood

on the then strand or bank of the Thames, the thick wall

being precautionary against the tide and river.

Be this as it may, the coarseness of the mosaic pavement,

which is of that kind called by Vitruvius " ruderatio,"
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and the evident traces of its being much worn down by ex-

posure to the atmosphere and constant tramphng, seem to

prove it to have been the floor of the open atrium or com't of

the estal)lis]nncnt whetlicr pubhc or private, and its apphca-

bihty, from its position, to that use will be presently pointed

out. The tesserae are nearly all red, (a very few being of the

light coloured brick indiscriminately placed without any attempt

at pattern,) each is about II in. by 1 in. square, formed by
chipping, not moulded, and about 2 in. long, set compactly in a

bed of concrete ; the whole pavement has sunk nuich towards

the centre from the giving way of the substratum ; the marks

of constant attrition are evident in all parts, as far as it is

exposed ; extensive pavements of exactly similar constiiiction

have at various times been found at Colchester, one of con-

siderable extent was open in 1845, 6, It is to be observed

there is no connnunication from the inclosure above described

to that portion next to be mentioned, which is the featm'e of

the greatest interest of the two, and what I beheve to be the end
walls and lower portion of the construction of that kind of

bath called by the Romans a "laconicum" or "concamerata
sudatio ;" it is marked B. I, on the plan. This chamber was
warmed by a hypocaustum underneath, thus forming a suda-

torium or hot chamber. As the size of it appears to be only

10 ft. 8 in. in its largest diameter, it was most probably the

"laconicum" only, and did not include the "calidarium" also,

as in many instances where the room was sufficiently large,

may be seen at Pompeii, Puteoli, &c. When the apartment
contained both, the length was about three times its width,

the laconicmn was at one end where the wall was hemisphe-
rical and supported a domed roof, whilst the caHdarium or

hot bath was at the other or square end ; in the latter case,

the water was contained in a large vessel stanchng on the

floor, called a "labrum," with a widely cm-ving hp or edge, on

Ift. 5 J iu.

FLDE TILE, see p. 33.

which the bathers coidd sit or rest ; it was sometimes sunk
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in the floor. In either case there were seats round by the

wall, formed of two steps, the upper one called the " pul-

vinus," the lower one " gradus inferior," measiu-ing toge-

ther two feet in height. Presuming these remains to be

those of a laconicum only, we find it formed exactly accord-

ing to the directions of Vitruvius. The parts that remain

entire are, the " suspensura," or suspended floor, and the

liypocaustum beneath; the concrete floor was entire when
first discovered, but being broken through by the workmen
exposed the liypocaustum beneath ; see plans B. I, and B. II,

The upper walls are 2 ft. thick, these remain only at the east

with a portion of the retiu-n wall at either angle, and when
first opened were about 4ft. 6 in. in height; in one part of

the end is a seat in a recess 2 ft. 6 in. long, in another part is

the opening through which was the access to the apartment,

about 4 ft. wide, and recessed back 14in. ; the hypocaustmii

below is smTounded by walls about 2 ft. thick, except where
it joins the wall of the atrium, and there only one foot, and
inclosing an area of 10 ft. 8 in. by 9 ft. or thereabouts, and 2 ft.

high ; the floor formed by a bed of concrete and flat tiles laid

irregidarly on it ; on this floor rest a number of dwarf pillars,

" pilae," ranging in rows east and west and north and south,

A

—;jr
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there being six in the two middle rows fi-om east to west, and
five in each of the next rows on either side, and fom^ in each
of the two others, the longer rows extending into the semi-

circular end, all being about Sin. square, formed "laterculis

bessalibus," or with small tiles of 8 in., as directed by Vitru-

vius, the spaces between them being about 14 in. each way,
one of each in the outer rows touching the walls but none ojf

the others, thus leaving free access for the hot ah' rushing in
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from tli(3 furnace. Each " })ila" is formed of twelve " laterculae

bessalcs," with loam or fine mortar between them, and two
capping tiles, one about 1 1 in. square and the other about

12 in., all H in. thick, so that by extendnig the top of the

pila in form of a capital, better support is given to the " tegulae

bipedales," or tiles of 2 ft., which thus obtained a good bearing

on the pilae, four tiles met in the centre of each pillar with

the flanged edges upwards, (see di*awing A,) these being im-

bedded in the su])er-incumbent stratum of concrete'' 4 in.

thick, formed a solid surface to receive the decorated mosaic

floor, and one which in its materials formed a strong con-

ductor of heat. The mosaics here are wanting. The situation

and measm-emcnt of these parts were ascertained by a work-

man creeping in amongst them.

The floor on which the pilee rest has not been bored

through, but it is of concrete,

with many of the scsquipe-

dales tegula? or tiles of 1| ft.

;

it inclhies slightly to the east,

on the centre of which side be-

hind two of the pilaD projects

a triangidar mass of brick-

work, 3 ft. on each side, with

the eastern point cut off" to

about 1 ft. in width, thus form-

ing two narrow passages or

flues 15 in. in width, and com-
municating with a wider pas-

sage which extends beyond it,

the roof supported by pilae of

similar construction to those in

the hypocaustum, the passage

is about 3 ft.wide and 2 ft. high,

the first pilaj is almost close to the blunt end of the triangle,

then occm's a space of 14 in., then a second pila followed by

NOP.TH

West

Plan of Hypocaust

• Piranesi in his Antiquities of Rome,
published in 1756, names several sorts of
concrete, viz.

:

" Lastrico composto di minute scaglie,

tavolozza, e calce, il quale 6 coperto da
un' altro lastricopiii liscio composto della

stessa materia niolto piu fina." Also,
" Lastrico grosso palmo 1. 3. sopra posto

ai tegoloni."

" Lastrico composto di calce, pozzolana,
e scaglie di Selci."

" Lastrico composto ditestacei contusi."
" Un tal lastrico 6 di tre corsi, il primo

6 composto di scaglie di pietra con calce
e pozzolana, il secondo d di testacei, scag-
lie, calce, e pozzolana, ed il terzo e di tes-
tacei finissimi parimcnte con calce, e con
pozzolana crivcllata."
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another space of 14 in., and then a double pier, much beyond
which the workman could not proceed for the wet and shish

;

the passage turns shghtly southward and declines rapidly and
no doubt connmmicates with the actual furnace, which for the

sake of the draught would be on a lower level ; this slope or

inclination agrees also with the instructions of Vitruvius. The
doorway at the east end of the laconicmn would communicate
with the calidarium, or if the room in question had been large

enough for both purposes, then with the tepidarium, from
which again would be a doorway to the frigidarium. The
other portion of the east end with its recess served for the

pulvinus, this most probably also extended round the alcove

at the west end.

I have thus attempted to give to those who have not had
the opportunity of viewing these curious remains a rather

minute description, and I add here some suggestions as to

what in all probability are the chambers that remain hidden

under the adjoining buildings. The tepidarium and frigi-

darium at least may be expected, either of these in small

establishments answered the pm^pose of the " spoliatorium" or

"apodyterium," the place for undressing. In the tepidarium of

the thermse of the provincial city of Pompeii there were a

series of niches rouncl the sides of the chamber formed by pro-

jections faced by "atlantes" supporting a deep cornice from

which the vaulting sprang, in these recesses the garments of

the bathers were deposited, some of the bronze hooks may
stiU be seen in the walls ; for it is to be remembered that the

bathers were not permitted to go into the inner rooms with

their clothes on, and especially with sandals or shoes on the

finer mosaics, the most elaborate of which was always in the

inner apartment, the laconicum and calidarium. To the frigi-

darium there was generally more than one access from the

portico and atrium, but the only access to the interior rooms
was through the outer ones, in order to be able to graduate

the temperatm'e for those retiring from bathing, and also more
easily to keep the inner room at the required heat ; in the laco-

nicum this was assisted by the " clypeus," or shield of bronze

used for closing the aperture in the domed ceiling, and moved
up and down by a bronze chain. Supposing therefore the other

rooms mentioned to have extended eastward behind the laco-

nicum in the order named and of proportionate size, it may
be calculated that the series would require 40 ft. at least in
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extent ; and supposing that the outer atrium, where the pave-

ment has been exposed, to have been commensurate with such

an estabhshment, there woukl be an atrium of from 40 ft. to

50 ft. long from east to west, which would be a very good
proportion to the width of 23 ft., which is that now found
between the north and south walls, and at the middle or

towards the eastern portion woidd be found the entrance to

the frigidarium, the fm-nace, &c. This arrangement would
agree singularly with that of the thermse near the forum at

Pompeii, and would also provide space for the furnace, or true

hypocaustum,for a "vestibulum balneorum,"a "latrina,"a room
for the balneator, and also the praefurnium or propnigeum, for

the use of the fornacatores who attended to the fires. In the

floor or " suspensura" in Thames Street, there is no appear-

ance of any pipes or other process by which the labrum would
have been supplied wdth water, nor are there any traces of the

"schola" or platform, the "pluteus" or parapet, or the " al-

veus" or space between the pluteus and pulvinus ; it must be
assumed therefore that it was a laconicuin only, and that the

calidarium was separate from it : the " unctuarium" or " eleo-

thesium," an apartment for anointing after bathing, is also to

be seen in all the larger thermae at Rome, and is represented

too in the very ciu-ious fresco painting, found on the walls of

the baths of Titus, and so repeatedly engraved as to be familiar

to most people. As there was no appearance or traces of

soot or fire in the hypocaustum, it is fair to presume that the

furnace was at the extremity of the passage above described

;

this would strengthen the argument in favour of there being
a separate calidarium, underneath which the furnace would
have been placed to heat the water, and from thence the cm:-

rents of hot air would be forced along the passage into the

cells of the hypocaustum before described. It does not

appear that either the tepidarium or frigidarium was fur-

nished with a pulvinus.

The situation near the Thames would have afforded great

facility for filling the " natatio" if the estabhshment possessed

one. A fine spring of water has made its way from under the

foundations of the remains.

Before closing this account, it is requisite to mention a

third object, of interest laid open to view dm'ing these excava-

tions, which although not Roman, is a curious remain of the

domestic economy of our Norman forefathers. A large mass of
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a ponderous rubble wall crosses the parts above described from

north to south, far below the foundations of the modern build-

ings above, which partially rest on it, and attached to this

wall is a curious hollow shaft or cylinder 2 ft. 4J in. in internal

diameter, (C in plan,) thus formed; at the bottom, resting

on the red mosaic, is a layer of white concrete about 9 in.

thick, on this is a layer of line reddish concrete, 1^ in. thick,

and on this rests a circular curb of elm timber sound and not

discoloured, 8^ in. wide and rather more than 2 in. thick ; on

this again rests a very neatly and compactly formed wall of

seven courses of aslilared blocks of chalk, each course dimi-

nishing in thickness upwards, in all about 4 ft., and above this

the cylinder was continued of brickwork for fifteen courses

more, measuring between 4 and 5 ft. ; it had been worked from

within, as the oozing outwards of the mortar is evident ; the

heavy irregular wall in which this shaft is partly imbedded is

formed of rough blocks of chalk, old Roman tiles and bricks,

rubble of all kinds, and set in mortar in which there is much
pounded brick, and all based on a layer of concrete 9 in. thick

;

in one part is a mass of excessively hard mortar of a pinkish

cast full of small pieces of brick, similar to what is found at

the building called the " sette sale" at Rome and also at Poz-

zuoli, and which bears a good polish''. When the shaft was

first broken into, it contained at the bottom 2 or 3 ft. of dark

black-looking mould and a few pieces of charcoal, the only use

which suggests itself seems to be, that it must have been the

drain or cess-pit of a privy for the Norman house constructed

on the Roman ruins. It is probable too that the more precious

mosaics of the laconicum were removed at the same time, as

no traces of them were found in the recent operations.

Some other Roman walls, and also a part of another pave-

ment, w^ere discovered near to the north of, but not adjoining

the remains above described, but too much ruined to afford

any grounds for suggesting their piu'pose ; also many more

black oak piles.

Several objects of interest have been met with during the ex-

cavations, such as flue tiles like B, (cut p. 27,) the drain tile C;

many small tiles about 6 in. square scored with marks, to make
the mortar adhere ; also some pieces of fine stucco of brilliant

' This kind of concrete or mortar was fragments. Signia was an Italian town

used to form the pavement called " opus famous for the manufacture of tiles.

Signinum," made of tiles beaten to small
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Pompeii red, and other pieces of a pinkish colonr ; a portion

of a British ami)hora, and fragments of black Roman earthen-

ware ; a small jug {D) of grey glazed M^are of the fourteenth cen-

tury entire and in good preservation; a Dutch glass bottle and

a Dutch earthenware bottle with embossed heads projecting

Drain tile, C.

Roman Pottery-

from the sides, wath holes through which a cord was passed

for facility in carrying ; this last is of the time of Car. I.

The flue tiles are of excellent terra

cotta, see B, and may possibly have been r

used for passing the metal pipe through ,

which carried hot water to the baths, k

a use adopted by the Romans to keep

the water warm ; on some of the tegulse

bessales were potters' marks, but too much defaced to be

legible.

At the ancient city of Ofen or Buda, on the right bank of

the Danube, and opposite to the modern commercial city of

Pesth, is still in constant use, and excellent preservation, a

large Roman calidarium and laconicum : it is circidar, with

a domed roof: around the walls is the pidvinus and a series

of niches, each forming a separate sudatorium—there is the

alveus, the pluteus, and the schola, \\'\i\\ the sunken balneum
in the centre. When I visited it numbers of persons of the

lower orders were using the baths, some the water, others the

sudatio, and several lying on the hot suspensura, with theii'

faces downwards, as I was told for medicinal purposes. All

were naked, the heat and steam was almost insupportable

;

the approach to this bath was through a cold vestibule and a

long narrow tepidarium, or, more properly, warm passage.

The edifice is considered to be undoubtedly of Roman con-

struction, and may have been repaired by the Turks in more
modern times. Some of the baths at Constantinople are

similar. c. tucker.
VOL. X. V



ON MEDIEVAL BRICK-WORK.

The existing specimens of the fictile productions of the

middle ages are so limited in kind, and, with the exception of

paving tiles, so few in nmnber, that it seems desirable to call

attention to every additional object of this class which may
be brought to light, and with the hope of adding something

to what is at present known of this art, the following obser-

vations in illustration of the engravings which they accom-

pany, are offered to the notice of the readers of the Archae-

ological Journal.

Fig. 1, BRICK FANEL.

The quatrefoil, fig. 1, is formed of fine clay, which has' been
burnt to a bright red colour : a correct idea of its character

and make may be learnt from the engravings. The work-
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iiianship is very good, and it will be seen by the sections that

some nicety of hand was required in its execution. Three of

these quatrcfoils were used as ornaments in the upper part

of the inside of the north wall of the chancel of Trittcnden

church, in Kent** ; they were built into the wall, but the

centre parts were left hollow to the depth of the inner rims,

by which means a strong shadow was produced, which ren-

dered them highly effective as architectural decorations. The

whole of them were more or less injured, and, as it has been

found requisite to rebuild the wall in which they were placed,

the most perfect of them has been made complete by an

adaptation of the fragments of the others, and is now built

into the upper part of the eastern wall of the chancel.

Considerable uncertainty prevails as to the extent to which

the making of bricks and tiles was practised in this country

during the middle ages, and it has even been questioned

whether bricks, properly so called, were made at all subse-

quently to the time of the Romans, until the introduction of

the Perpendicular style of architecture'' ; it appears, indeed,

to be very generally held to be indisputable, that the frag-

ments of thin bricks, which are frequently found built into

the walls of medieval structures of earlier date, are all of

Roman make. That this opinion is, in the main, correct,

as applied to the greater part of the kingdom, may be readily

admitted, but the few facts which are here brought forward,

seem to shew conclusively that it is not equally true in refer-

ence to particular districts".

" It may be allowable to take the pre- '' That bricks were in use at a much
sent opportunity of recording the discovery earlier period, is proved by their eniploy-

of several lumps of Roman concrete, in ment in the walls of Little Wenham Hall,

the foundations of some of the walls of this Suffolk, (a description of this house, and
church which have been recently rebuilt; of the bricks with which it is built, is

they were compounded with small frag- given in the Oxford " Glossary of Archi-

ments of brick, and were all of similar tecture," under " Domestic Architecture,"

composition, as if they had originally and " Brick"). At whatever time the

formed part of the same mass. There is manufacture of paving tiles, and roofing

no situation likely to have been occupied tiles was practised, it must have been in

by any Roman building, nearer to Fritten- the power of the workmen who made them
den than the range of hills on the north to make bricks also, as they would require

side of the adjoining parish of Ileadcorn, less skill.

and as the stone, of which the walls were "^ The best test for proving that bricks

built, came from that district, it is probable used in this manner are of Roman make,
that these remnants were brought from is found in the remnants of the original

thence. Perhaps the stone quarry occu- mortar adhering to them. It is well known
pied the site of a Roman building, and the that Roman mortar was commonly made
substratum of a floor was found sufficiently with an admixture of pounded brick, and
consolidated to serve for materials for the small portions of it are generally to be
church. found adhering t» some of tl auateritls
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The general prevalence of stone in medieval buildings shews

that it was considered to be the best material, and the great

distance which much of it has been carried from the quarries,

at a period when the imperfect means of transit must have

rendered the conveyance exceedingly laborious, is a proof

that our ancestors would encounter no slight difficulties to

procure it ; but there are some parts of the country so remote

from any districts producing stone fit for ashlar work, that it

can hardly be supposed that any available amount of labour

could have succeeded in introducing a supply sufficient for all

the purposes for which it would have been desired, and it

may readily be imagined that, under such circumstances,

bricks woidd have been resorted to as a substitute. Few
tracts of country can, formerly, have been more difficult to

supply with stone than some parts of the county of Essex.

It is scarcely credible that the use of bricks can, at any

time, have been discontinued from a want of workmen able

to make them, as less skill is required in their manufacture

than in the most ordinary productions of the potter, a crafts-

man of kindred order, whose trade must have been in con-

tinual operation from the earliest times.

During the last summer the stone-work of the west window
of the church at Danbury, in Essex, has been renewed, and

in the progress of the work it was discovered that a rude

relieving arch had been formed in the original structure, im-

mediately above the head of the window, at the time of its

first erection. This window was a plain but pure specimen

of the Decorated style, and therefore not of later date than

about the middle of the fourteenth century'^. The arch just

mentioned was constructed in part of bricks and tiles, all of

which appeared to have been used in an earlier building, and

most of them were considerably broken ; several paving tiles,

of the ordinary kind, were taken from it whole, but the orna-

mental patterns on them were nearly effaced, the smfaces

taken fi'om buildings in wliich it has been was not invariably made in this way, the

used, but these indications are sometimes absence of any appearance of the kind

so few and so inconsiderable, that a close here spoken of will not necessarily dis-

examination is required to detect them. prove the Roman origin of the bricks.

A single specimen is all which can be "^ The new stone-work is an exact copy
referred to on the south side of Brixworth of the old. The relieving arch was dis-

church, and none is discoverable in any turbed no farther than was necessary, to

part which is accessible from the ground admit of the introduction of the new stone,

of the" outer side of the south wall of Por- and the greater part of it has been left

Chester castle, though it may be seen in intact,

the eastern wall; but as Roman mortar
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being much worn as if they had been used in a pavement for

a considerable length of time : a few fragments of thin tile,

of substance suitable for roofing, were found, but none suffi-

ciently perfect to shew their full dimensions : there were also

several fragments of bricks, and one which was entire, rather

more than an inch thick, of the shape and size represented by

Fig 4.

fig. 4 : other bricks were discovered 9^ inches long, from 4^
to 5^ inches wide, and from 1 inch to Ij inches thick, with
two of the edges bevelled, as represented by the section

fig. 5 : there were also broken pieces of plain bricks, 4^ inches

wide, and rather more than an inch thick, and of bricks of the

same breadth and thickness, with one edge bevelled, and a

small groove adjoining it, as shewn in the section fig. 6, but

as no whole specimens of either of these two last-mentioned

kinds were found, then* lengths could not be ascertained
;

it may be conjectm'cd that they were of the same length as

fig. 5.

The bricks, fig. 4, were clearly intended to be laid flat,

and it will be seen that a combination of eight of them forms

an octagonal pillar, (2 feet in diameter,) enclosing a cu'cular

flue, (1 foot 6 inches in diameter,) fig. 7. That they were

designed for constructions of this kind cannot be doubted,

but it nuist be sup[)oscd that bricks of other shapes were
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employed in the alternate

courses, in order to vary

the positions of the verti-

cal joints, and to bind the

work together with proper

solidity. A hollow struc-

ture of this kind would

serve for a chimney shaft,

but if the centre cavity

were tilled with hard ma-
terials it might be used for

the shaft of a pinnacle, or

for a pillar, instead of one

of stone. These bricks

might also be combined in

a similar construction of smaller size, by cutting off two of

the angles, as described by fig. 8, the external diameter of

wdiicli would be 12 inches, and that of the internal cavity 5^
inches ; they are likewise suited to the formation of chamfered

Scale 1 inch to a foot.

Fig. 8. Kg 9

quoins of w^alls, buttresses, &c., fig. 9, if used together with

plain bricks such as have been described above, but in both

these last-mentioned cases there would be joints at the angles,

which would give a rude appearance to the work, unless it was

covered by plastering, as it probably would have been at the

period when these bricks were made.

The specimens of which a section is given at fig. 5, are

suited to form the coverings of set-offs in walls, or the tops of

buttresses, fig. 10, and that they have been applied to some

such purposes was evinced by the lichen wdth which one edge

of nearly all of them was covered. Of the bricks represented

Ijy fig. 6, fewer fragments were found than of any of the-

others, ^nd none of them exhibited any clear indications of
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the use for which they were intended : the groove might

suggest that they were calculated to receive the window
glazing, and the possibility of their having served this pur-

pose is, at first sight, in some degree strengthened by the

fact that the edge which is bevelled is coated with a fine

glaze, as if intended for a protection against the weather

;

but the shape of the groove, and its situation, so close to one

edge of the brick, together with the roughness of the whole

sm'face, except the small portion which is glazed, seem en-

tirely to negative the conjecture of their having been employed
in such a manner, and to lead to the supposition that they

were designed for some piu'pose which would have left no
more than the glazed edge exposed to sight. The groove in

these bricks has been formed with an instrument di-awn

along the surface of the unburnt clay ; the bevelled edges of

these, and of the bricks fig. 5, have been cut to their present

form with a sharp tool : the bricks fig. 4 have also been
reduced to their peculiar shape with a cutting tool, and not

by impression in a mold.

The whole of these specimens were of compact substance,

and very well burnt, and in their general appearance, when
viewed edgeways, so closely resembling Roman bricks that

they might easily have been mistaken for such if seen built

into a wall, (as other fragments of brick of similar kind in the

walls of the north aisle of the same church have been^) but

• They are so called in the " Suckling

papers," in Weale's " Quarterly Papers on

Architecture," vol. iii., in which also some

rough pieces of conglomerate, or pudding-
stone, are mentioned as " lumps of mortar
and pehbles, united by a strong cement."
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upon close examination they were all of them fomid to be

clearly of medieval make^
No peculiar features indicative of the date of their manu-

facture were discoverable beyond the imperfect traces of the

ornamental patterns on the paving tiles : if these can be

relied on, they may be regarded as the productions of the

end of the thirteenth, or the beginning of the fom^teenth

century.

The foregoing facts appear to shew with certainty that the

fragments of thin bricks, so often found in the walls of

churches and other middle-age buildings, are not necessarily

remnants of Roman structures, and therefore that (in some
districts at least) inferences drawn from circumstances of

this kind as to the site of Roman stations or towns, are liable

to be erroneous.

R. c. H.

f No example of a Roman brick with a have been required in Roman architec-

splayed or bevelled edge can be referred tiire, the existence of such a peculiarity

to, and as it is difficult to imagine any may be considered prima facie evidence of

purpose for which bricks so formed can a later origin.



ON THE NORMAN KEEP TOWERS OF CONINGS-

BURGH AND RICHMOND.

It may perhaps have an appearance of shigularity to speak

of the apphcation of the principles of induction, first dniy

appreciated by Bacon, to a subject like that of antiquity,

Avhich is followed more as an amusement than a study. But

if the prosecution of truth after some certain order, consonant

with the natm-e of our understanding, be found advantageous

ill higher subjects, it is not methinks unreasonable to suppose

that even lighter matters, if worth following at all, are worth

following after some correct and definite plan, i. e. by means

of a systematic generahzation from particular examples. And
that this remark is well founded, may perhaps be gathered

from the consideration of the rapid progress which the study

of antiquity has made within the last few years, particularly

that branch of it connected with archiieciure. For now that

antiquaries have ceased to wander through the regions of

imagination, and search for arguments wherewith to support

some baseless fabric of a vision raised on a groundless con-

jecture, much valuable information has been gathered on

the history of by-gone days. Substantial and well-founded

evidence is presented to us in the shape of drawings, plans

and careful descriptions, from which we may safely draw in-

ferences, and compensate by the sureness of our conclusions for

the apparent slowness of our progress. In this point of view,

every new exanq)le, every simple fact, however humbly pre-

sented to view, (provided it be correct,) has its value ; and it

is with this conviction that the writer of the present article

ventures to ofler some remarks upon the Norman keep

towers of Coningsburgh and Richmond, in Yorkshire ; accom-

panying them with plans drawn by the eye upon the spot,

and checked by measures so as to insure a tolerable approxi-

mation to accuracy. The writer however does not pretend

to offer finished surveys, or to claim minute accuracy for the

details, such as the exact width of walls or doorways, the

splays of wiiidows, &c. Before proceeding to the description

of particular examples, it may perhaps be allowable to offer a

few remarks on the arrangement of Norman castles generally.

VOL. y. G
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These are collected from a comparison of English examples,

with the accounts of those still existing in Normandy. The
nature of Norman fortresses is perhaps more definite than

that of later erections, by reason of its greater simplicity; for

in after times, military architecture was accommodated more
to the conveniences of life, and a compromise was thus made
as to the form and arrangement of castles. In various strong

positions throughout this country we find, as in Normandy,
many deeply entrenched earth-works, which, though attributed

to the Danes, may in many instances be more correctly

ascribed to the ninth or tenth century, or even a much later

period. Instances among others occur at Builth, South
Wales, where the two moats and the motie or keep-mound are

in their original state, but with no remains of masonry ; also

at Longtown, at the foot of the Black Mountains, Hereford-

shire, where the motte and circular keep remain, and again

at Kilpeck, in the same county, are extensive earth-works

with the masonry destroyed. The origin of this castle is his-

torically recorded, and the account given at length in Lewis's

Kilpeck Church. I may mention a fourth, perhaps earlier,

at Laughton-en-le-Morthen, near Doncaster, East Yorkshire,

consisting of an outer ballium, and a lofty motie, but without

any traces of masonry. Close adjacent is the church, exhibit-

ing manifest traces of Saxon architecture. j\Iy note-books, if

I had time to search them, would I doubt not present several

other examples; the fortifications of Old Sarum are also an

example. The classification of the diff'erent descriptions of

earth-works, which are found in almost countless numbers
throughout the country, has not yet been properly undertaken,

although I think oftering an interesting field for investigation,

particularly if regarded in connection with similar remains in

other countries. As regards our present subject—Norman
fortresses—some assistance may be derived from a comparison

with those of Normandy.
The earliest military works seem to have been derived from

the forts erected by the Romans in their distant provinces.

In the time of Justinian we read of castles strongly posted on

commanding heights defended by precipices and deep ditches;

with battlements, machicolations, portcullisses, and galleries

in the thickness of the w^alls. The keeps of our Norman
castles seem to be the probable representatives of the Roman
praetoria. And here 1 may mention the singular occurrence
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of one of the Welsh conical mounds, called ' Tomens/ in the

midst of an undoubted Roman camp, at Castell-Tomen-y-mui*,

near Festiniog, North Wales.

But to proceed to the general character of the fortresses of

Normandy, as common to those of England. Those of earliest

date which were of small size, consisted of an enclosure of

about half an acre, sometimes as much as an acre, which was

surrounded by an exterior ditch and an agger within, sur-

mounted by a vallum or palisade of stakes. Sometimes, where

stone could be readily procured, a wall supplied the place of

the palisade. At one end of the enclosure, sometimes in the

centre, stood a high conical mound of earth, of from twenty to

forty feet in elevation, called by the French antiquaries, la

motle, and intended for the support of the donjon or keep.

There is reason to suppose that this was originally of wood,

as many of the mounds are not calculated to support a struc-

tm'e of stone, unless the foundations had been carried through

to the natural level of the ground, which in later instances is,

I understand, found to be the case. The donjon was some-

times square, sometimes round ; when constructed of stone

there is reason to think that the circular form Avas adopted

chiefly at a later period. The castles of the twelfth centiu-y

exhibited as their chief improvements, two ballia or courts

instead of one ; flanking towers along the exterior walls ; a

barbican or outwork in front of the main entrance, as at Old
Sarum ; and the revival of the portcullis. In other respects

the plan remained the same, although the scale and execution

was of a superior description".

I will now add a few observations from the examples of

Norman architecture which I have examined in different

parts of England.

Position of the motte and keep tower. There are two
types of keep towers, of which Coningsburgh and Richmond
may serve as specimens ; the one round, the other square.

Of these the circular keep often, perhaps generally, stands on
a mound or motte, while the square form is, as far as I am
aware, always without it. The keep is very frequently found
in the side of the enclosure, or of the innermost com-t if there

are two. The mottes of Longtown, Herefordshire, Laughton-
en-le-Mortheu, Yorkshire, and Carisbrook,Isle ofWight, (?) are

' For an interesting treatise on the see M. de Caumont's HistoirederArchi-
Military Architecture of Normandy, tecture au Moyen Age.
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in the circuit of the wall; that of Tutbuiy, Staffordshire, and
Pevensey, Sussex, are close to the outer wall ; the keeps of

Porchcster and Goodrich form a part of the enclosure, as do
both the subjects of the present paper, and the circular keep
of Barnard Castle, Durham. The keep of Rochester is very

near the boundary wall, while the mottes of Builth and Car-

diff are nearer to one side of the area than the other. Some-
times walls pass from the keep to the boundary wall, so as to

cut off a separate area, as at Pickering, Yorkshire, and Tretwr,

Breconshire. The ground-floor of keeps is, I believe, almost

universally devoted to the purposes of a store room, perhaps

of a dungeon, and the entrance is at the first floor either by
a door in a projecting tower, with an inclined ascent and draw-

bridge, as at Newcastle, Rochester, and Loches in France,

(which from the drawings which I have seen, remarkably re-

sembles Rochester,) or the door is in the body of the building,

and approached by steps either permanent or moveable. There

was sometimes an independent entrance to the ground-floor,

as at Newcastle and Bamborough, Northumberland, and Rich-

mond, where it is by far the grandest. At Barnard Castle and

Pontefract, Yorkshire, (which must be, I think, a Norman
keep,) are sally-ports descending through the thickness of

the wall and the rocks on which those keeps stand. This

is also the case at a Norman tower, Pevensey, Sussex. The
mode of approaching the various rooms varies in different

castles. In square keeps we find circular staircases at one

or more of the angles, from which, on the level of each floor,

galleries are carried through the thickness of the walls, as at

Rochester. In small keeps these galleries are not required.

At Goodrich the circular staircase is the means of approach.

At Dover is a very large staircase of this kind beautifully con-

structed. Frequently the stairs are straight, and formed in

the thickness of the wall, as at Richmond.

In circular keeps the staircase is sometimes in an attacTied

and partially entering turret, as at Skenfrith ; sometimes curv-

ing up the thickness of the wall, as at Launceston, Conings-

burgh, Barnard Castle, Durham, and Brynllys, Breconshire.

In the last example the doors open from the window sills.

At Llanbadarn tower, at the entrance of the magnificent

pass of Llanberris, North Wales, the staircase is peculiar ; it

is a circular stair in the thickness of the wall, commencing
on the right of the entrance, and about half way up turning
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aside, and continuing nearly over the door. At Tretwr, there

is a curious return in the staircase, so that it ascends over

the entrance door''.

Coningsburgh castle, one of the subjects of niy communica-
tion, is situated on the summit of a considerable elevation,

partly isolated by art, at a very short distance from the town,

in the direction of the navigable river Dun. Its lofty keep

(to which I confine my observations), rising picturesquely

above the dense shade of surrounding trees, commands a

beautiful view over the neighbouring country, and along the

valley ; and forms from far a conspicuous object. The base

of the hill is surrounded by a deep ditch, the sides of which

are steeply scarped, especially on the north-east. The sum-

mit, W'hich is of some extent, is surrounded by a wall, enclos-

ing an area of an irregular oblong form. At one extremity

of this, built into the surrounding wall, is the massive and
lofty keep tower of cylindrical form, flanked by semi-hexagonal

turrets or buttresses of unusually massive character. The
approaches to the castle appear to have been two ; the main
entrance towards the north-west, and a postern on the north-

east, close adjacent to the keep which commands it. To the

south-east, not very far below, runs the present turnpike road.

In approaching by the principal entrance, the ditch, which is

at a considerable distance from the Avails, is crossed by a nar-

row raised causeway, whence a narrow passage between very

high walls conducts directly up to the foot of one of the

octangular towers, which flank the north-west extremity of the

area. Here it turns to the right under the w^all of the fortress,

and separated from the ditch by another wall. Unfortunately

the south-west side of the area is so far destroyed, that the

foundations could not be made out Avithout considerable diffi-

culty. It w^ill be seen that the entrance is remarkably strong,

being completely commanded by the tower and wall.

The two flanking towers, one of which has just been men-
tioned, rise boldly on the edge of the abrupt slope ; they batter

considerably, and are very strong and massive, without win-

dows, having no entrances as far as I could perceive from the

ground level. These however might have been from the

parapet of the boundary wall, and not observed by me in my
hasty survey of this part.

The postern is very remarkable from its contrivance and
^ See King's Munimcnta Antiqua, vol. iii.
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strength. A narrow arch leads .--^...^_^^^.^^ ,„^__^^

vaulted passage, the dh'ection ^^^
, !;[lll^^^^--^^k

of which is away from the keep.
""^

'^'
' -^^

Its communication with the in- ^^^^^^^
terior is now blocked up, but I ^^^^m
give a plan of it, from King's ^^^^^
Munimenta Antiqua, and one ^^
of the castle from the Gentle-

man's Magazine for 1802, postem, comus.b«rgh.

part I.

There are no windows to be seen in these walls, save one,

somewhere to the north, of the circular form. Here also there

IS a large breach in the wall, shewing the thickness to be about

six feet. Along the steep slope of the north-west side, the

wall batters slightly, and is flanked by straight square but-

tresses, slightly projecting and giving evidence of Norman
construction.

The fine and lofty circular Norman keep is partly built into

the north-east wall, towards the south-east extremity of the area.

I estimated its height at sixty feet from the ground, exclusive

of the turrets, which may be ten more, judging from the num-
ber of steps in the staircases. By some, the greatest height

of the turrets is stated at ninety feet. The walls batter slightly,

and are fifteen feet in thickness at the base, while at the sum-
mit, partly from the recession of the upper floors, and partly

from the battering, their thickness is barely ten feet. Six

semi-hexagonal buttresses strengthen these massive walls, and
rise at the summit in the form of turrets. The base of the

keep, as in many Norman buildings, slopes outwards so as to

form a high plinth. The whole is faced with cut stone, and
presents an admirable specimen of masonry. The space be-

tween the two north-east tiu-rets forms a part of the boundary
wall, and advantage is taken of this circumstance to place

the two garderobes of the castle on this side, so that their

discharges do not affect the interior of the area.

T//e entrance (A) is by a large door, twelve or more feet from
the ground, according to the usual plan ; its massive square

lintel is surmounted by a semicircular strengthening arch.

The door is on the south side, and is sheltered by the close

proximity of the boundary wall ; the steps leading up to it

are of modern date, and the means of access were probably
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of wood, and capable of removal. It may be observed how-
ever, that at the foot of the present steps, and more towards

the corner formed by the junction of the boundary wall, there

are traces of circular foundations.

The exterior of the castle is as plain as it can well be, for

exclusive of loop-holes, and two small quatrefoils in the chapel,

there are only two windows in the building ; one of these (C)

is over the door, and belongs to the chief room. It is divided

into two lights by a large stone pillar, and has massive lintels

surmounted by a semicircular arch for strength. In the floor

above this is a similar but smaller window (K) between the

first and second left turrets''.

As a hint for those who may attempt to plan the floors of

castles, it may be well to observe that the accompanying
ground-plans could not have been rendered worthy of any
reliance, had I not been careful to note down the positions of

all the loop-holes from the exterior. As my note-book has

here fulfilled its part on the plans, I pass on to a descrip-

tion of the interior of this strong fortress.

The interior is divided into three stories, exclusive of the

store room or dungeon, which is above the level of the ground,

although entered from above, according to the usual practice,

and exclusive also of the little closets in the upper parts of

the turrets.

The firstfloor is a plain circular room, twenty-three feet in

diameter**, not even lighted by a loop-hole, and is approached
immediately from the entrance by a straight passage (A), five

paces long, and four or five feet broad, but without any thing

like a vestibule, as drawn and described by King. In the

centre is a large circular aperture, seven or eight feet in

diameter, communicating with the dungeon beloAV, at the

bottom of which is said to be a well, now filled up ; others

affirm that there is a subterraneous passage or sally-port from
thence, an assertion unworthy of notice. Twenty-five steps%

(giving a height of about thirteen feet and a half for the first

room,) winding up the thickness of the wall, and lighted by
a loop-hole at about the middle, conduct from the entrance

passage to

' lu the follo-wiiig description, by the intervening mouth of the dungeon,
first and second right or left turrets, I others give 21 and 22 feet for the
mean the turrets so situated to the right diameter,
or left of the entrance. *^ The width of the staircase I find

*• I did not measure it on account of stated at 5 feet.
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The secondfoor. This room, on account of the recession of

the interior wall, is about twenty-six feet in diameter, and is

lighted by a large double window over the entrance (C), which

has been before described. It is furnished with window seats,

and ascended by some steps. The lintel is a massive square

block, which is cracked from the giving of the arch. The
upright dividing post or mullion, likewise quite plain, is only

nine inches thick ; at the sides are traces of the existence of

strong bolts. On the opposite side of the room is a fine

large fire-place (D) of handsome late Norman character, the

upper part sloping to the wall, and projecting into the room,

where it is supported by three clustered columns on each side,

with stiffly foliaged capitals ; the straight portion supported

by these columns is deserving of attention, from the rise of a

kind of a flat arch, the stones of which lock into one another

in a peculiar manner. I find from the Glossary of Architecture,

(where a very good view of this chimney-piece is given, pi. 54,)

that a fire-place at Edlingham castle, of later date, and also

those of the bishop of Soissons' palace, Septmons, are furnished

with flat arches of this kind. The great west door of Rochester

cathedral, and several segmental arches in Normandy are so

built.

The only other light which is of any service to this room is

a narrow loop-hole opposite the entrance door (B), and this,

by the bye, occupies a dainty place, for it is immediately be-

tween the discharges of the two garderobes. The little atten-

tion of our forefathers, however, to these matters of delicacy,

forces itself upon our notice in almost every ruin of their

strong but comfortless abodes. At Cricceath and Beaumaris

castles, in Wales, the garderobes are close to the grand en-

trances, and are the first things to greet both the eyes and

noses of their chieftain's visitors. Such things and worse,

however, do 1 understand, still exist in the city of Caen, in

Normandy, at the present day, and fifty years ago they were,

I am told, matters of course. The entrance to the lowermost

of these garderobes is from this floor by the doorway (P), and

thence by a flight of six steps. The further end is lighted by
a loop-hole, and occupies part of the second right turret.

Between the fire-place and the door l)y which we ascend, is a

stoup or holy water basin (E) projecting from the wall.

Connected with the large window in this room, King in his

Munimenta Antiqua gives us several very learned and in-
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tercsting pages of discussion, concerning the aWovaa or guest

chambers over the porch, and confers great honour upon

Coningsbargh castle, by connecting it with the names of Homer
and Menelaus and Ulysses. Unfortunately hoAvcvei-, there is

nothing but a window at Coningsburgh castle. The height of

this room is given approximately by the number of steps

which lead to the next floor, (thirty-four,) equivalent to about

eighteen feet. The door of ascent (G) is between the fire-

place and the lai'ge window, the stair is lighted by a loop-hole

half way (H), and by another opposite the door at the top (1).

The roof is crossed at intervals by massive square projecting

ribs, between which the plaster coating still remains.

The thirdfoor is entered by a door over the window of the

state room. It is larger in diameter than the chief apartment

by about two feet and a half. A smaller double window, with

steps and seats similar to the last described (K), affords it but

a scanty light, which is not much increased by the narrow

loop of the entrance, and what little finds its way out of the

chapel. The large window is not so Avell preserved as the

other, and cannot now be approached. This floor having

little to fear from hostile attacks, the strength of the walls has

l)een less regarded, three chambers being here formed within

their thickness. The nearest of these to the entrance is the

beautiful little chapel (L), which is formed in the thickness of

the wall, and one of the turrets. It is a very interesting

specimen of rather late Norman work, and finished with much
care. Its form is a lengthened hexagon, with slender columns
(some of which have been destroyed) at the angles to support

the vaulting ribs, the effect of w^hich rising from their foliaged

capitals is very pleasing. A transverse arch, answering per-

haps to the division of nave and chancel, and ornamented
with a double chevron moulding, separates the vaulting into

two compartments, each of which is crossed by diagonal ribs.

These are ornamented in the outer division with a cable

moulding of bold character, but if I interpret my note-book

rightly, those to the east are chfferent. The diagonal vaulting

ribs appear to be stilted, but in this matter the eye cannot

always be trusted. The line of the chapel bears S. S. E. J E.

(magnetic), or about S. E. by E. \ E., by the meridian, and
at that extremity is lighted by a loop-hole, which answers for

a chancel window. It occupies the face of the turret, is deeply

splayed and ornamented on the inside by a cable and chevron
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moulding, supported by slender shafts with sculptured capitals.

The chapel is further lighted, (perhaps from a later addition,)

by two small quatrefoil lights (MM) in the two sides of the

turret, the foliation is thin and on the outside ; the interior

part, which by reason of the splay is much the largest, being

circular. Below these, but not exactly under them, is a

trefoil-headed piscina (NN), with a very small nail-headed

bead moulding running round it. I own myself rather

doubtful as to its date, for although the bead moulding is

apparently like Norman work, the trefoil head must be of

later date. This elegant little specimen of early architecture

reminded me of a very beautiful Norman chapel in Conway
castle, only visible from a distance to those who have not a

tolerable share of antiquarian enthusiasm ^

On the left side as you enter the chapel is a square-headed

door, leading from it into a small closet (0), Avhich must I

suppose have served for the priest's bed-room, the possession

of which must have been an important ecclesiastical honour,

at a time when a private bed-room was a luxury almost alto-

gether unknown. It is lighted by a loop-hole, and has at the

further extremity a square recessed locker (P), close against

the stairs which ascend to the summit of the castle.

On entering the doorway of these stairs, a very narrow door

on the left is observed, leading by a crooked passage (Q) to the

upper of the tAvo garderobes (R), which is in much the same
state as when the castle was occupied, save that the wall above

is broken away. It projects over the wall of the castle upon
a large arch, which is thrown across the angle, formed by the

contiguous turret, for the purpose of carrying it beyond the

lower garderobe. On the opposite side of the room is a hand-

some fire-place (T), smaller than the one below, but decorated

in a similar manner with clustered columns and foliaged

capitals. The one is immediately over the other, and their

flues pass straight up the wall, but do not unite, as will be

mentioned presently. Close to the door of ascent to the roof

is another stoup or holy water basin (S). The height of the

room may be concluded from the number of steps leading to

the summit, (twenty-four,) which will give about thirteen feet.

These stairs pass through the w^all in a contrary direction,

aud at the top are the remains of a door, by which we arrive

upon the walls of the castle. A plan of their present appear-

' Its width is stated at 12 feet.
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ance is here given, but it is not very easy to ascertain tlie

nature of the roof, or the manner in which it was arranged.

Around the interior circuit of the wall are large corbels, in-

tended for the support of tiud)ers. The turret (V), near which

the ascending staircase terminates in a door (U), contains in

its inner face a large circidar arch. It has a level floor, close

to which, on each side of the turret, is a very small square hole

sloping to the exterior. The next turret contains an oven (W)

in perfect condition, thus occupying a similar position to that

in Orford castle, Suffolk, a notice of which may be seen in

Mr. Hartshorne's admirable account of that ancient fortress,

Archseologia, vol. xxix. p. GO. That which we are at present

describing is two yards or more in its interior diameter, very

well built and paved ; the mouth is a small segmental arch,

one foot three quarters high, and about the same in breadth.

The two next turrets (XX) appear to have been m great part

solid, with steps curving up on the inside, so as to make them

serviceable as watch-towers. Near the turret opposite the

door of ascent, and close to the inner circumference of the

wall, are the flue vents from the fire-places ^ ; they are very

small and narrow, and se[)arated at the top by a thin stone.

At present there is no projection above the wall, and no trace

of a chimney, properly so called, ever having existed. The
summit of one of the watch-turrets, rather a giddy elevation,

commands a fine and extensive view over the town on one

side, and the vale of the Dun on the other. The two next tmTets

(Y and Z) are remarkable for the form and character of the

chambers which they contain, if chambers they can be called

from their small size. They have a low semicircular arch

towards the interior, and their floor sinks two feet below the

level of the top of the wall. The dotted line in the plan marks
the semicircular arch. The angles cut off by dotted lines in

the ])lan (**) are covered by stones level with the wall, so as

to leave hollows beneath. The last turret only (Z) has a pro-

jection from the top, which looks like the ruins of a window,
and which is seen in the distant view of the castle.

g In a short account of the castle originally. The quatrefoils are said to
published in the Gents. Mag. for 1802, be 30 inches diameter on the interior,

part I., I find an allusion to the traces and 20 on the exterior. The chapel is

of some fixture under the lancet window stated also to be 10 feet by 12, and 15
of the chapel. I did not notice any or 16 feet high. Mention is made of
thiug of the kind, but presume there an iron pipe to the piscina,
nmst have been a stone altar here
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As peculiarities deserving attention at Coningsburgh, we
may mention tlie flat lintels of the door and windows, generally

characteristic of an early period, when the arch was rather a

suspected wonder, than a principle well understood. These
lintels generally occur in Saxon work, but are found also (like

flat roofs to passages'") at a later period. The chimney flues

are interesting examples, rather later I should suppose than

those at Rochester. The absence of any light to the first floor

is also a peculiarity, since we thus have two store rooms, or

store room and dungeon, instead of one which is the usual

practice. The large turrets and the oven have been mentioned
as deserving of notice, and as resembling in both cases the

arrangements of Orford castle. Connected with the occurrence

of an oven at the summit of the castle, King mentions the

existence of a kitchen on the top of some Welsh tower.

In the Glossary of Architecture the date of the fire-place is

set down as circa 1170. From the general style of the chapel

and fire-places, I should be inclined to consider this date sufiici-

ently early, and perhaps place the erection of the castle rather

nearer to the year 1200. A castle appears to have existed

on the spot from a very early period. Caer Conan is given as

the British name, translated by the Saxons Cyning or Coning

ByrghV A castle at this place having jurisdiction over twenty-

eight townships, afterwards belonged to King Harold, and on

the overthrow of that prince William the Conqueror bestowed

it with all its privileges on William de Warren, in whose

family it remained tiU the reign of Edward III.'' Some sup-

pose that the present keep was built by William de Warren,

but that date would be too early for the style of architecture.

Richmond castle, Yorkshire, occupies a very prominent posi-

tion, being defended on three sides by a natural slope of con-

siderable height and abruptness, while the third is connected

with the more level ground on which the town is built. On this

side is the lofty keep, which from its commanding situation is

a striking object from every point of view. Two sides of the

rocky promontory are washed by the river Swale, along whose

banks are shady walks following the line of its rapid stream.

The fortress appears to have consisted of a large irregular

h See Edward the First's castles in vi. 96.

Wales, Carnarvon, Conway, Beaumaris, ^ See Grose's Antiquities, Watson's

and others. History of the Warren family, vol. i. p.

i Coningsburgh is said to mean in 30, and Camden's Britannia, by Gough,

Norwegian, " King's seat," Arclijeol. vol. iii. p. 268.
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inclosiirc surrounded by high walls, which on three sides

follow the natural boundary of the hill. The principal build-

ings now traceable are over against the keep above the river,

and also towards the angle formed by the turn in the course

of the stream. The keep forms part of the wall towards the

town, and the entrance to the castle appears to have been

between it and the river to the left, so as to be completely

commanded. Along the wall to the left, as you enter from

the town above the Swale, are a few traces of turrets and

other small buildings, now appropriated as pigeon and rabbit-

houses ; but in the angle over the river before mentioned, is

a large room commanding a delightful view over both reaches

of the stream, the weir below, and the opposite woods and

hills ; a window placed here indicates the good taste of the

builders. Nearer the keep, the chapel is recognised by a trefoli-

ated piscina, and between this and the last-mentioned window
is a horribly dark and gloomy square cavity, intended I pre-

sume for a dungeon ; its depth to my surprise is stated at only

about thirteen or fourteen feet. Opposite the keep along the

line of the river is a large building, entered by a semicircular

Norman arch. The ground floor, which is lower than the pre-

sent surface, appears from the corbels which remain to have

been vaulted ; it was lighted by square-headed loop-holes. In

the room above are double Norman windows towards the river-

wall, with little central pillars. This building appears to be of

about the same date as the keep. At the further angle of this

river-wall is a watch-tower. There do not appear to have been

any buildings along the curve from hence to the keep.

The keep, the chief object of interest, is of oblong form,

and of great height. Its dimensions are stated at fifty-four

feet by forty-eight on the exterior, with an elevation of ninety-

nine or a hundred feet. As however the walls are about

eleven feet thick, and the interior dimensions of the ground-

floor are thirty-four feet by nineteen, a length and breadth of

about fifty-six and forty-one would probably be nearer the

truth. The walls batter slightly, and are well built ; from the

style of execution of the doors and windows I should sup-

pose the tower to be about thirty years earlier than that of

Coningsbm-gh. The breadth on the side next the main

entrance is less than that on the opposite side, by reason of a

recession in the plan at the angle, as shewn in the view of

the keep, given iu Whittaker's Richmondshire, and in the
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annexed ground-plans, but this is not the case at the level

of the ground. The walls are flanked by flat Norman
buttresses, which disengage themselves from the wall only

at the level of the second floor. The square turrets, which

rise from the angles at the summit, project as in most

cases after the manner of flat buttresses below. The whole

of the upper part of the tower, including the turrets and

battlements, is, of course, to be referred to a later period, and

for this reason I have given no plan of that part. The
original entrance to the chief room of the keep was as usual

on the first floor, by a semicircular-headed doorway of mode-

rate size, falUng back from the inner face of the tower, as above

descril^ed. But it is rather remarkable at this castle, that not

only is there a separate entrance to the dark apartments on

the ground-floor, but this is by far the largest and most im-

posing of the two. It is a large semicircular archway be-

tween ten and eleven feet in breadth, ornamented both within

and without with two massive nook shafts, having orna-

mented capitals.

The ground-jloor is without any light, except what now enters

from the doorway lately opened, and from the destruction of

a part of the vaulting adjacent. The interior measures thirty-

four feet by nineteen, and the floor of the chamber above is

supported by a very massive central pillar, square below, but

passing into an octagon above. From this spring groining

ribs, as indicated in the plan, the other extremities of which

rest on octagonal shafts with square bases. The mouldings

of these and the central pillar are remarkably analogous to

those of the Perpendicular style. Hollowed out beneath the

central pillar is a well (A), and in the face of the same towards

the left side, is a hole near the top. At the entrance, the hole

for the large wooden beam, or bolt, may be observed, as also

traces of the iron hooks for the door-hinges. In the left hand
corner, as we enter, is a projecting circular turret (B), entirely

distinct from the main walls, and containing a winding staircase

forming the present means of approach to the chief room on

the first floor. The pavement of the room which we have

just described is I understand the natural rock, it presents

the appearance of large rough flags intersected by irregular

cracks. Ascending the circular turret, which is lighted by a

loop-hole looldng towards the door, we arrive by the aid of a

step ladder (C), (the turret being broken away at the top,) at
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Thefirst jioor . In the centre of this is a circular pillar (D)

about three feet in diameter, })roken away towards the top.

The size of the apartment difiers but little, if at all, from that

which is below. Being the state room, it is lighted by three

Norman windows (EEE) of moderate size, being four feet and

a half in width on the inside. The splay is but slight, and at

the sides, both on the interior and exterior, are shafts with

fluted capitals. The inside arches are ornamented, and have

a string-course embattled on the under side.

In the thickness of the wall, at the same angle as the

circular turret, is a small closet (F) with an unusually large

window, seven feet broad; the width of the room is only

four feet and a half.

At the other angle is a door four feet and a half wide,

leading to the original entrance (G), which is broad, but not

exhibiting any great precaution for strength. It is high above

the ground, the accumulated rubbish in front having been

lately cleared away, and with it the inclined plane, which, from

traces then found, seems to have formed the means of approach

by the intervention of a drawbridge, as at Rochester keep,

and Pevensey castle. The view of the keep shews the former

elevation of the ground previous to the late removal of the

rubbish. The passage is nine feet wdde, and at the door is a

step to the platform in front, occasioned by the recession at

this angle before mentioned. From the side of this entrance

passage a straight flight of stairs (I), lighted by two loop-

holes (HH), conducts to the second floor, which it enters by

the door (K). Towards the top of the stair is a large doorway

towards the exterior, at a great height from the ground (J); it

has been blocked up in comparatively ancient times, and a

perpendicidar loop-hole inserted.

The secondfioor, entered by the door (K), passed along the

top of the circular pillar, which aided in its support. This

must have been rather a gloomy room, being lighted by only

three loop-holes (LLL), which, though very wide on the inside,

are but narrow slits on the exterior. Their height from the

floor is very considerable. At P is a door leading to a closet,

to which -there is now^ no means of access ; being in the thick-

ness of the wall it is of coiu-se very smaU. A door near the

entrance of the room, and to which you cross by means of a

plank at rather a giddy elevation, leads to a small chamber
(iM) in the thickness of the wall, seven feet and a half long, and
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lighted by two loop-holes ; adjoining it along the side wall of

the castle is a long narrow passage (N); towards the further ex-

tremity is a loop-hole (0). The passage being low, passes

beneath the loop-hole (L), which lights the central chamber in

the same manner that the doorway (P) is beneath one of the

opposite loop-holes. At (Q) is a lobby or vestibule conducting

to the next staircase (R), and lighted by a loop-hole. The pre-

sent means of approach to the foot of this stair is by a ladder

from below. The staircase is hghted by four loop-holes, the

uppermost of which slopes curiously through the wall ; having

reached the level of the third floor it turns the corner, and

ascends by the side wall of the castle to the battlements and

turrets. A very narrow door immediately round this corner,

communicates with the

Third floor, which must have been remarkably gloomy,

having only one (?) loop-hole at the further angle. In the

ascent to the summit is another sloping loop-hole, and two

others deeply splayed ; there is also a loop from the interior,

but whether to light the stair or the room is a matter of ques-

tion. As there is nothing of any consequence to indicate in

the plan of the third floor, I have not included it amongst

the drawings which illustrate this description. The doorway

leading from the staircase to the summit of the tower has a

square lintel beneath a semicircular head^. As we now
arrive at works of a much later era, exhibited in the battle-

ments and turrets, we may conclude our antiquarian researches

by a walk round the walls, whence the fine and extensive view

of the town and scenery, which our lofty position commands,
will amply repay the trouble of the ascent.

A. MILWARD.

' I believe this to be the door to the arrangement of the buttresses on
which my note alludes. I may here two sides of the keep, and have there-

mention that I was not able to observe fore omitted them.
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The following instruments, the originals of which have

been communicated by the kindness of Mr. Edward Hail-

stone, in whose possession they are now preserved, are mi-

noticcd in Dngdale's Monasticon, and even in the enlarged

collection contained in the recent Monasticon Dioccesis De-

voniensis of Dr. Oliver. As part of the history of the reli-

gious houses of Plympton and Buckland, it is desirable to

record their existence ; and we are induced to offer to our

readers an abstract of their contents.

1 . A charter of William de Mewi (Jiod. Meavy) to the canons of Plimp-

ton priory. It recites the previous grant by Walter de Mewi, grandfather

of Gilda the wife of the present grantor, with the assent of Wido, his son

and heir, the father of Gilda, of parcel of the demesne of Mewi in free alms,

and of other land with the tenants thereof, viz., the 4 sons of Alwinus

named Osbert, Strewold, Edwin, and Siward, and their wives and progeny.

William confirms the above on condition of being admitted as tenant in fee

of the same lands to the priory at an annual rent with homage and relief:

there is a condition of re-entiy on neglect to pay the fee farm rent, and the

grantor does homage to Robert, the prior.

The handwriting is of early character, but the name of the

prior limits the date of the grant to some time between 1202
and 1214. See Monast. Exon. tit. Plympton priory. The
names of the attesting witnesses are also consistent with the

same date. The instrument has some of the features of a

prasfaria, a form of grant much encouraged by the old

canonists. Agreeably to the prevailing law of the twelfth

century, it should seem that the first grant was liable to be
impeached either for want of an original warranty, or because

the warranty came from a collateral ancestor without equi-

valent assets, or because the second donor claimed by some
title paramount to that of the first. In truth, regrants by
persons whose ancestors had already granted the property

are too common at this period to leave any doubt of the pre-

carious tenm-e of land for some time after the Conquest.

2 and 3. Two charters having exactly the same object, one being rather

fuller than the other. They profess to be confirmations by Gilbert de

Ferrers of a grant before made to Plimpton priory by Sibilla del Pin, his

VOL. V. I
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mother, of the chapel of St. Martin in the manor of Blakestane, and other

lands minutely described by metes and bounds. The chapel, &c. is quit of all

utiban and other services : the other land is not free from " rectis utibannis

ad regem pertinentibus." An additional grant of fishery and common of

pasture is included.

The charters are not dated, but their date cannot differ

materially from that of the next charter. The chapelry now
forms the parish of Maristow, i, e. Martinstow, and the pro-

perty belongs to Su' Ralph Lopez, Bart. The word " utiban"

has been already noticed in another part of this volume.

4. This is a confirmation by the donor in the two preceding charters of

land in Blakestane already given to Prior Anthony by Sibilla de Pynu

[Pyn], his mother.

The names of the witnesses belong to the thirteenth cen-

tury, and Anthony became prior of Plympton in 1214, so that

the deed is of a somewhat later date.

Polwhele, in his History of Devon, p. 448, n, refers to a

grant by the family of Pyne to the canons, but his statement

does not exactly correspond with the above deeds. It is re-

markable that the property is said, in the general charter of

confirmation by Henry H. printed by Dugdale, to have been

the gift of Paganus filius Serlonis, and of the fee of Baldwin

de Redvers. See Mon. Exon., p. 135.

The following deeds belong to the history of Buckland

abbey.

5. A Grant, anno 17 Edw. I., by Margaret de Ripariis, wife of Baldwin

de Insula, earl of Devon, to William, abbot of Bocland and his convent. It

releases her claim of dower in the churches of Bocland and Walkhampton

in consideration of an annuity of £8 paid to her clerk, Will, de Brenton, for

life, which the sheriff is to levy by a writ of fieri facias on the goods of the

abbey.

This summary process of execution without action is not

altogether without precedent, and some attempts have recently

been made in parliament to introduce a similar provision in

the case of debts of ascertained amount.

6. An instrument of Thomas, bishop of Exeter, appropriating the church

of Walkhampton to the use of the abbey, who were its patrons. It recites

the enormous devastation of the woods and lands of the abbey by the work-

ing of the silver mines by the crown in and around them. Date 1305.

The mines referred to are the argentiferous lead mines of
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Beer Alston, extensively worked iu the thirteenth century, in

the inheritance of the Ferrers family. The complaints of the

abbey appear in the rolls of parliament, and are also to be seen

in Dr. Oliver's Monasticon, p. 385. The lords of Beer (or

Birland, as it was sometimes called) exchanged their/errarm

or iron mines in Normandy for an inheritance of a more

precious metal in Devon ; but the known prerogative of the

crown forbid them to enjoy either the silver, or the lead which

contained it.

7. An accord or amicable agreement between the abbey of Buckland and

priory of Plimpton by the intervention of Walter, bishop of Exeter, arising

out of a lawsuit by the former to enforce the attendance of the latter at the

hundred court of Roborough in respect of lands of the priory in old Blake-

ston within the hundred. The secta, or attendance, was thereafter to be

limited to 3 courts in the year. The name of the abbot is Thomas ; that of

the prior, Mathias. Date 1316.

It is evident that litigation was encouraged in these local

franchises for the benefit of the lord of the leet or hun-
dred, who derived a considerable revenue from it. Every
step taken, or default made, in the petty causes which formed
the staple of their business, was an excuse for a fine or

amercement, and the principal object of the lord was to ex-

tend his jm'isdiction over as many suitors as possible. Hence
the provisions in Magna Charta to limit the number and fix

the time of the sittings of those courts on which attendance

was compulsory.

8. A demise by the abbot, John, to William Pomeroy, his wife and daugh-

ter, of tenements at Buttyckyswordy in the manor of Walkhampton for 65

years, determinable on their lives or the life of the survivor, reserving rent,

suit of court, works. Sec, with special powers of distress for rent arrear.

Date 7 Hen. 5.

9. A similar demise by abbot Olyver to Roger Odimer and his wife, and

their son or daughter ("progenito seu progenitse eorundem,'') of a tenement

called Schafe [Shaugh?]"in Bykelegh manor, for 60 years, determinable on

the life of the survivor. Date 14 Hen. 7.

Abbot John does not occur in the list of abbots in the

Monasticon Exon.

The two last instruments are worth notice as proofs that

the system of granting what are now called conventionary

leases for long terms determinable on the lives of three mem-
bers of a family, (a tenure which has often been noticed as a
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favourite one in Devon and Cornwall,) is not of very modern
date. Tiie duration of the last is made contingent on the

death of an unborn child, who is also a joint lessee ; a feature

of some novelty in conveyancing. e. s.

No. 1.

SciANT presentes et futuri Quod Ego Gillebertus de ferrers filius et heres

Sibille de Piiiu. Coiicessi et hac presenti Carta mea Confirmavi deo et

Ecclesie beatorum Apostolorum Petri et Pauli de Plimtona. et Canonicis

ibidem deo famulantibus in puram et perpetuam. et omnino quietam Elemo-

sinam. pro salute anime mee. et omnium antecessorum et successorum

meorum. Cappellam sancti Martini de Blakestane. et situm loci cum
Gardino. et totam terram a veteri Werpat. usque ad veterem fontem

sancti martini, et exinde usque ad spinam. et a spina usque ad Pleistowe.

et abinde per veterem viam usque ad pontem de Bokelande. et totum

boscum qui est infra hos terminos et totam Liwenesham. et octo acras

terre sub burga. et tres acras ad Rode, et totam terram que vocatur

polande cum bosco qui est inter pleissetum quod est in aquilonali parte

de Milecumbe et veterem werepat. Hec omnia, libera, et quieta sunt, ab

omni servicio. et omnibus utibannis. et omnibus secularibus serviciis.

et omnibus querelis in perpetuum. Concessi etiam et Confirmavi totam

terram que jacet inter Pleistowe et Wlfpitte in aquilonali parte veteris vie.

et a Wlfpitte sicut via ducit usque ad steneteford. sicut aqua currit usque

ad vadum de Bokelande. et a vado de Bokelande sicut via ducit usque ad

Pleistowe. Ex alia parte de Steneteford per veterem viam usque ad Wlf-

pitte. et exinde usque ad Surebirihurne. et inde usque ad fontem Ricardi.

et totam terram et boscum usque ad Ruaburgam. Ista pars terre que voca-

tur heenseaga defendit se pro duobus ferlingis. et est quieta ab omni

servicio, et ab omnibus querelis exceptis recti s utibannis ad regem pertin-

entibus solummodo. Concessi etiam et confirmavi predicte Ecclesie aposto-

lorum Petri et Pauli de Plimtona. et capelle sancti martini de Blakestana

unum ferlingum terre cum pertinentiis. ilium scilicet de la pleistowe quem

Ricardus faber tenuit. unde hee sunt divise. Scilicet, a pleistowe usque ad

pune. sicut magnum cheminum ducit usque ad terram de la pune. et a terra

de la pune sicut aqua descendit usque ad terram quam Godefridus filius

Sewoldi tenuit. tenendum et habendum de me et heredibus meis Canonicis

de Plimtona in perpetuum. in puram et perpetuam elemosinam. libere.

et quiete, integre et pacifice. cum omnibus pertinentiis dicto ferlingo

pertinentibus faciendo inde regale servicium pro omni servicio. et omnibus

demandis. Preter hec Concessi et Confirmavi dictis Canonicis totam terram

quamhabui ex aquilonali parte in dominico inter rivulum aque de Mile-

cumbe. et terram predictorum canonicorum de Phmtona apud sanctum

martinum. sicut idem rivulus descendit ab angulo gardini Sewoldi de

Blakestana. et cadit in aquam de Tavi. tenendam et habendam de me et
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heredibus meis dictis canonicis in perpetuum. in purani et perpetuam
elemosinam. libere et quiete. integre et pacifice. absque omni seculari ser-

vicio. tain in boscis quam in planis. cum omnimodis comodis ex dicta terra

provenientibus. Concessi etiarn et Confirraavi sepedictis Canonicis totam

aquam de Milecumbe. et licentiam firmandi stangnum super terrain meam
in Milecumbe ubicumque voluerint ad molendinum. vel aliud quod sibi

viderint expedire faciendum. Concessi preterea et confirmavi eisdem canoni-

cis totam molturam domus mee et hominum meorum de blakestana, Preterea

concessi et Confirmavi predictis canonicis. et eorum famulis in perpetuum.

libertatem piscandi. quiete et sine omni impedimento per omnes aquas

terris meis adjacentes. et averiis Canonicorura apud sanctum Martinum
manentium. et averiis hominum eorum pasturam in perpetuum. per totum.

intra boscum. et extra. Ut autem hec me a Concessio et Confirmacio

firma et stabilis in perpetuum permaneat. eam presenti scripto sigilli

mei impressione signato confirmavi et corroboravi. Hiis testibus. Henrico de

Ortiay. Willelmo Bastard. Roberto filio Eustachii. Johanne bloyo. Johanne

despenser de buddekeside. Ricardo curteis. Hamelino de bellewrdi. Ricardo

Marchep'. Willelmo le Chamberlenc. Waltero de Clautona. Hunfredo de

Deningntona. Thoma le Verrer. Et. multis : aliis.

No. 2.

Omnibus fidelibus ad quos presens scriptum pervenerit Willelmus de

Mewi salutem in domino. Noverit universitas vestra quod Walterus de

Mewi avus Gilde uxoris mee assensu et concessu Widonis filii sui et

heredis patris videlicet predicte G. uxoris mee pro sua et omnium ante-

cessorum et successorum suorum salute dedit ecclesie sanctorum apos-

tolorum Petri et Pauli de Plimtona et canonicis ibidem deo famulantibus

duos ferliugos terre de dominico suo de Mewi in liberam et omnino

quietam et perpetuam elemosinam. et octo acras terre que debent facere

servitium Regis tantummodo. scilicet quantum octo acre ejusdem manerii

de Mewi debent facere. Et quatuor homines tunc terram eandem tenentes.

sciUcet filios aluuini quorum nomina sunt. Osbertus. Strewoldus. Edwinus.

et Siuuardus. cum uxoribus et progenie eorum. Ego autem Willelmus de

Mewi concessu et assensu jam dicte G. uxoris mee. ejusdem Walteri dona-

tionem prefate ecclesie de Plimtona et Canonicis caritatis intuitu concedo.

et hac carta sigillo meo sigillata in perpetuam elemosinam confirmo. Hac

conventione quod ego Willelmus et heredes mei debemus tenere eandem

terram de ecclesia de Plimtona pro sex solidis eidem ecclesie quiete et

integre annuatim reddendis. ad duos terminos. scilicet ad festum sancti

michaelis. tres soUdi. et ad pascha tres solidi. Inde etiam feci homagium

Roberto priori Plimton'. fide quoque corporaliter prestita insuper juramen-

tum solempniter prestiti. quod eosdem sex solidos annuatim ad eosdem

terminos fideliter et integre reddam vel reddi faciam. Heredes quoque mei

post me priori plimton' qui pro tempore fuerit similiter homagium facient.
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et eandem securitatem fidei et juramenti prestabunt. et Relevium inde red-

dent, scilicet duodecim solidos et sex denarios in misericordia prions, et

tam ego quam heredes mei eandem terram de orani gravamine quod super

eandem terram quocunque modo evenire poterit de nostro adquietabimus.

Si autem forte contigerit quod tres solidi de termino pasche non fuerint

redditi ante festum sancti Johannis. vel tres solidi de termino Sancti Mi-

chaelis ante natale domini. Prior et canonici plimton' predictos duos fer-

lingos terre et octo acras sine alicujus contradiccione vel impedimento in

suum dominium recipiant. et postea sicut suam propriam possessionem in

proprios usus retineant vel cui voluerint tradant. absque spe recuperandi

mihi Willelmo vel heredibus meis in perpetuum. Hujus conventionis

testes fuerunt. Samson clericus. Wido de Bretevilla. Andreas lenfont.

Roberto de cnolle. Willelmus talebot. Willelmus de langewis. Helias de

lega. Benedictus bonenfont. Hugo oisun. et multi alii.
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SAXON, OR EAELY NOEMAN PERIOD.

Mr. John Dixon, of Manchester, forwarded a drawing of the base of

Walton cross, with these remarks. " At a short distance from the village

of Hartshead-cum-Clifton, Yorkshire, and near the road side leading to

the once extensive Hartshead Moor, stands the base of Walton cross, a fine

remain of Saxon workmanship. It is of elaborate design, and has a cavity

for the insertion of a shaft : it is made from a single block of fine gritstone,

4 ft. 9 in. in height, 3 ft. Gin. in width, and 2 ft. 7 in. thick at the base.

The top is 2 ft. 2 in. wide, by 1 ft. 11 in., and the cavity 11 in. in depth.

The shaft is unfortunately lost. This interesting relic is still in a very per-

fect state of preservation."

PERIOD OF GOTHIC ART.

Mr. Edward Hoai-e, of Cork, has obligingly sent to the Committee, a

lithographic drawing of another silver decade ring,

lately added to his collection, of which a represen-

tation is annexed. Mr. Hoare remarks :
—" these

decade-rings are by no means common, though from

time to time I have seen a very small number. I

never met with them in any other metal than silver. o\ IJM
It apjiears, so far as I have been able to obtain infor-

mation as to their particular use, that they were

worn by some classes of religious during the hours

of repose, so that, on awaking during the night, they might repeat a cer-

tain number of prayers, marking them by the beads or knobs of the rings.

I have also been told that they were used for the same purpose on passing

by any " haunted spot," or supposed resort of evil spirits. If worn on any

finger, except the thumb, at other periods of time than those of repose, it

must have been as a sort of penance ; and perhaps these rings were some-

times so used. The ring of which I send you a representation is plain, of

rather rude workmanship, and has been much worn. It was dug up in the

vicinity of this city (Cork) on the 29th October, 1847, not far from the site

of an ancient- monastery." Its weight is 2 dwts,2 gr. A ring of similar charac-

ter also in the cabinet of Mr. Hoare is described and engraved in this Journal,

vol. ii. p. 198. It is not unusual, in England, to find rings of this description

formed of base metal or brass, as well as of silver ; several are preserved in

Mr. Fitch's collection, and were exhibited in the temporary museum formed
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during the Meeting of the Institute at Norwich. Of
one of these rings, formed of mixed yellow metal, with

eleven bosses, and an oval facet, upon which appears a

figure of St. Catharine (?), we are enabled, by the kind-

ness of Mr. Fitch, to give a representation, of the same

size as the original. It was found in Norfolk ; the

engraved device does not appear to have been intended

to serve as a signet, but had probably been enamelled.

Its date may be assigned to the times of Henry VI.

Another example of this class here figured, and given

by Mr. Jesse in his " Gleanings of Natural History,"

was discovered in the bed of the Thames, near Kingston ; it has like-

wise eleven bosses, and is of brass : it lay near the Aveapons of bronze

and iron, celts, &c., regarded as evidences that Ceesar and the Roman

invaders passed the Thames at the ford near that spot, after a sharp

conflict with the Britons, according to the

curious details communicated by Dr. Roots, of

Surbiton, at the Meeting of the Institute at

Winchester. The interesting remains alluded

to were exhibited by the kindness of that

gentleman in the temporary museum formed

on that occasion. This curious ring has been

considered to be of the Roman times, but com-

parison with the specimen in Mr. Fitch's col-

lection appears to justify the notion that it

may be regarded as of medieval date, although found in the immediate

vicinity of vestiges of an earlier age, thus accidentally thrown together in

the alluvial deposit. Mr. Hoare, in a subsequent communication on this

subject, states that the following explanation of the use of these rings had

been given : that the ten bosses indicated ten aves ; by the eleven, ten aves

and a pater-noHter were numbered, the last being marked by a boss of

larger size ; and the addition of a twelfth marked the repetition of a creed.

It has been stated by French antiquaries that metal rings formed with

ten bosses, and one of as early date as the reign of St. Louis, have been

found in France. It was at that period that the use of the chapelet,

in honour of the Blessed Virgin, is supposed to have been devised by Peter

the Hermit. A gold ring, with ten knobs and a circular ornament of

larger size, bearing a plain cross, was found, in 1846, in pulling down an

old house in Henllan Street, Denbigh, and was in the possession of S. Ed-

wards, Esq., of that town. Its weight is a quarter of an ounce. A similar

ring, of base metal, discovered in a tomb in York Minster, is preserved in

the treasuiy of that church ; and another example, of silver, precisely similar

in form, was found in Whitby Abbey, Yorkshire, as communicated to Mr.

Hoare, by Dr. Proctor, of York.

We are indebted likewise to Mr. Fitch for the communication of another

curious ring, from his interesting cabinet of Norfolk antiquities. It is a
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plain hoop of silver, of the size here represented, <in<l bears the inscription

€C H^R AL Q;rUCeHLVND

ETHRALDRic ON LVND. Its date has been assigned to as early a period

as Saxon times, but we are inclined to attribute it to a subsequent age, the

twelfth, or perhaps so late a date even as the thii'teenth centurj'. It may
deserve notice that the mintage at London, of coins of Canute, Harold,

Edward the Confessor, the Conqueror and subsequent kings, is designated

by the legend

—

on lvnde. On coins of Henry HI., likewise, the legends

CIVITAS LVNDE NICOLE ON LVND RICARD ON LVND, Scc. OCCUr
;

whilst on those of Edward I. and subsequent sovereigns the mint is indi-

cated by the words

—

civitas London. This ring was found, during the

construction of the railway, at Attleborough, in Norfolk.

The annexed engraving repre-

sents one side of a leaden impres-

sion of the common seal of the Tin-

ners of Cornwall, which was found

in a field adjoining Lee-down, near

Bath, in the year 1842, and passed

into the valuable collection of thp

late Benj. Heywood Bright, Esq.,

of Bristol. As this remarkable and

probably unique object is not gene-

rally known, the Committee have

gladly availed themselves of the

liberality of Mr Edward Smirke,

who offered the loan of the accom-

panying representation, executed

at his expense, for the Archaeological Journal. Soon after the discovery

of this impression. Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., communicated a memoir on

it, to the Truro Institution^ in which he observes " it measured about

two inches across, and is about one-eighth of an inch in thickness. The
sides are exactly alike ; each of them bearing the impression of two men
at work, one with a pick, the other with a shovel. In the centre is a

lion's head. I have examined it carefully, and can perceive no difference

whatever in the impression on the two sides. On the contrary, even

" Notice of an Ancient leaden Seal of near Rath, by Sir Charles Lemon, Bart.,
the Tinners of Cornwall, found in a field F.R.S., &c., President.

VOL. v. K

Seal of the Tinners cf Ccravrall
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accidental defects are the same in both ; therefore I have no doubt that

the_ two sides were struck from the same die, and that the plates were
joined together afterwards. Probably they enclosed a strip of parchment,

or some other attachment by which the lead was fastened to a petition,

deed, roll, or other legal instrument; but there is no trace whatever of the

place where such a fastening could have been, nor can I discover the

junction of the two plates. It is an interesting relic, for I have every

reason to believe that it is the only impression in existence. There is no
example of it amongst the Duchy records, nor in the British Museum, nor

in the Chapter House of Westminster." To these remarks it may be

fidded, that this curious object is undoubtedly a leaden bulla, similar in

character to the metal seals used by the Hospitallers in England, examples
of which may be seen among the ancient charters in the British Museum,
and in the cabinet of Mr. Fitch, of Norwich. As it bears no mark of

having been attached to a document, it is probable it may have been

intended to perforate the upper part, in order to attach it by a lace to the

deed
; a mode of fastening which may be remarked in many instances,

where pendant bullae are used. The device represents two stream-

tinners working in their mine, " with no aid," as Sir Charles Lemon ob-

serves, " but that of tlie stream of water which nature continually supplied

in what was their principal tin-ground, namely, the beds of rivers;" Sir

Charles further remarks " this is expressed by the lion's head, which in

old seals and gems is generally used as the emblem of running water." The
field is diapered, apparently with quatrefoils ; the legend reads »J< . s' com-

VNiTATTS. sxS'NGNffTORVM. CORNVBIE. There are no very peculiar features

in the style or execution of this seal, to indicate its probable date, but from

the character of the letters of the inscription, and from the orthography of

the word " stangnatorum" it may be reasonably ascribed to a period not

later than the earlier half of the fourteenth century. Although certain

franchises were granted to the tinners of Cornwall, by the charters of the

third of John, and the thirty-third of Edward the First, their formal in-

corporation cannot be shewn : yet the use of a seal, and the style of a

" communitas," would seem to countenance their pretensions to a corporate

character at least for certain purposes ''. An analogous example of the use

of a common seal by tenants enfranchised, but not, so far as is known,

incorporated, is afforded by Sir Frederick Madden's " Remarks on the

Common Seal of the men of Alwarestoke, co. Hants," printed in the volume

of the Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of the Institute at Winchester

in 1845.

Mr. Hudson Turner submitted to the Committee a drawing of an im-

pression of a very remarkable personal seal, here represented of the full

size. It is appended to a deed (preserved in the Public Record Office)

dated in the ninth year of Edward the Third, whereby Walter deGrendene,

•> This subject is ably considered in of the Staunaries of Cornwall," &c. 8vo.
" The case of Vice af^ainsl Thomas, deter- London, 184'3. Appendix, pp. 94, 95.

)nined on ;i])pcai before the Lord VViirden
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clerk, sold to Margaret his motlier,oiie messuage,

a barn and four acres of ground in the parish of

Kingston-on-Thames. The device appears to

be founded on the ancient popular legend that

a husbandman who had stolen a bundle of

thorns from a hedge was, in punishment of

liis theft, carried up to the moon. Alexander

Necham, a writer of the twelfth century, in

commenting on the dispersed shadow in the

moon, thus alludes to the vulgar belief ;
" nonne

novisti quid vulgus vocet rusticum in luna por-

tantem spinas. Unde quidam vulgariter lo-

quens ait

Rusticus in Luna, quern sarciiui depriniit una,

Monstrat per spinas uulli prodesse rapinas"^."

The legend reading

—

te walteke docebo cvit spinas phebo gero—* I

will teach you, Walter, why I carry thorns in the moon," seems to be an

enigmatical mode of expressing the maxim that '• honesty is the best

policy,"

We are indebted to the kindness of Mr. R. P. PuUan, of Manchester,

for the communication of a very interesting sepulchral brass, of which no

representation appears hitherto to have been published. It exists in the

ehuich of AUerton Mauleverer, in the AVest Riding of Yorkshire, and is

the memorial of a knight and lady of the ancient family named Mains

Leporarms, or Mauleverer, possessed of considerable estates in that parish,

which received from their name its distinctive appellation. The knight is

represented in the armour of plate, with some portions of mail, usually worn

in the times of Richard II. ; on his short surcoat, which fits closely to the

body, and has the skirt escalloped, is seen the bearing of Mauleverer, of

the class termed " canting" arms, armoiries parlantes, namely, three gre}'-

hounds courant, in allusion to his name ''
. One feature, of rather rare occur-

rence in English sepulchral memorials, may deserve notice : this is the pro-

jecting visor, attached to his tall and acutely peaked basinet. The visor is

seldom seen in the monumental portraitures of any period, in this country,

although not infrequently found in those of Germany. It may be noticed,

however, more than once amongst the curious small figures representing

the contemporaries and friends of Sir Hugh Hastings, introduced in the

tabernacle work, on either side of his figure, in the remarkable sepulchral

brass at Elsing, in Norfolk '^. In later times examples of the visored salade

' " De Natura Rerum," MS. Harl.

3737, fo. 20 b.

•^ " Halvatheus Mauleverer, mil. temp.
Hen. v., or Mal-levorer, in Latin mains
hporartus, or tlie bad hare-hunter. A
gentleman of the county being to slip a
brace of greyhounds to run for a great

wager, so held them in the swinge, that

they were more likely to strangle them-
selves than kill the hare; whereupon this

surname was fixed on his family." Fuller's

Worthies, vol. iii. p. 453.
•^ Representations of this brass are

given in Carter's Sculpture and Painting,
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occasionally occur in se-

pulchral rej:)resentations,

but they are by no means
common.

The figure of the lady

presents no striking pecu-

liarity of costume : she

wears a square reticulated

head-dress, apparently re-

sembling the fashion which
is more clearly shewn by
the effigy of Catharine,

wife of Thomas Beau-
champ, in the choir of

St. Mary's church, at War-
wick, and that of Lady I^e

Despenser, on the nortli

side of the altar, at Tewks-
bury. Her under-garment

has a high collar closely

buttoned up to the chin, a

fashion of the fourteenth

century prevalent both in

male and female attire.

Another peculiarity of this

little brass may deserve

notice : the figures are not

cut out, to be inlaid upon

the slab, as usual in such

memorials in this country,

but engraved upon a rect-

angular plate, the field of

which is plain. The se-

pulchral brasses in France
and the Netherlands most

commonly were formed

thus, consisting of one un-

broken sheet of metal,

but the field was richly
'

diapered, or covered with some design, as shewn by several Flemish
brasses existing in England, at Lynn, Newark, Aveley, and other places.

Mr. Stapleton has favoured us with the following note regarding the pe*-sons

commemorated by the brass at Allerton. " Sir John Mauleverer, of Aller-

Cotman's Norfolk Brasses, and Waller's
Series of Brasses. This fine memorial is

now in a very imperfect state: an impres-
sion, taken lialf a century since, hy Cra-

ven Ord, before it had suffered any mate-
rial injury, is preserved in the Print Room,
at the British Museum.
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FO\lNDER'S TOMB. GILLING CHURCH, YORKSHIRE.
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ton Mauleverer, a parish in the upper division of Claro Wapentake, 4|
miles from Knaresborough, was son of Sir Halnath Mauleverer, and one of

the deponents in the famous controversy between Scrope and Grosvenor,

in the court of chivalry, A.D. 1385-90. It appears from his deposition that

he was born, in 1342, and had twice served in the Scotch wars. Sir John

died Nov. 30, 1400, according to Thoresby and Hargrove, or, according to

Sir Harris Nicolas, on Nov. 21 ; he was buried in the church of Allerton,

and on a flat slab of blue marble, inlaid with a plate of brass, are the effigies

of Sir John Mauleverer and Eleanore, his wife, daughter of Sir Piers

Middleton, of Stockeld, in the parish of SpofTorth, in the same division of

Claro. Their issue was a son, Sir Halnath Mauleverer, High Sheriff of

Yorkshire, A.D. 1420-21, who married Milicent, daughter and heir of Sir

Alexander Lutterel. The arms of Sir John Mauleverer were, gules, three

greyhounds courant in pale, collared or. Those of Middleton were, argent,

fretty, a quarter sable. His ancestor, Richard Mauleverer, founded the

priory of Allerton, as a cell to Marmoutier, in the reign of Henry II., circa

A.D. 1100." The foundation charter has been preserved by Dom Martene,

and a translation is given in Mr. Stapleton's memoir on the priory of the

Holy Trinity, York, forming part of the volume of the Transactions of

the Institute, at York, p. 27.

Mr. Goldie, junior, of York, has communicated a drawing of the founder's

tomb in Gilling church, Yorkshire, from which the annexed representation

has been taken. Mr. Goldie remarks ;
" it is in the usual position in the

chancel, viz., on the north side, and lies under the depressed arch of which

I have sent a sketch. The chancel is Decorated work, with debased inser-

tions ; from the arch mould I should say that the recess was of a later period,

but I think the tomb is evidently Decorated. I have been endeavouring,

but in vain, to find out the bearer of the armorial charges sculptured on the

shield. The present owners of Gilling are the Fairfax family, and they

were preceded by the Eltons, now extinct, though other families of the same

name exist. There are several examples of this singular style of monument,

but I have not met with any where the recumbent effigy and the monumental
cross are thus combined. The most common are found merely with the

bust disclosed. The present example has never been, I believe, pubhshed,

nor has it attracted much attention ; as in other respects the church, from

its disgraceful mutilations and bad state of repair, has little to invite the

ecclesiologist."

The Rev. W. E. Scudamore, Rector of Ditchinghani, Norfolk, forwarded

to the Committee a plan of the church of Ditchinghani, with drawings re-

presenting the mural paintings recently discovered there. The subjects

are the Last Judgment, and the popular medieval Moralite, commonly en-

titled " Le dit des trois morts et des trois vifs ;" of the latter a representation

is given in the annexed engraving. The same subject was discovered about

two years ago painted over the chancel-arch of Battle church, Sussex. In the

present instance the inscriptions on the labels are unfortunately all but ob-

literated, they were doubtless moral sentences referring to the vanity ofearthly
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grandeur. There is every reason to suppose that this allegory was as fre-

quently depicted in English churches during the fourteenth century, as that

of the " Dance of Death," of which it may be considered the first idea, was

at the close of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century f. A
remarkably well executed representation of it occurs in a manuscript

Psalter of the early part of the fourteenth century in the Arundel col-

lection in the British Mviseums. Two kings and a queen are repre-

sented as meeting three skeletons ; above each of the figures is a sentence

in English.

OVER THE KINGS AND QUEEN. OVER THE SKELETONS.

Ich am afert, Ich wes vvel fair,

Lo whet ich se, Such scheltou be
;

Me thinketh hit beth develes thre. For Codes love be vver by me.

This valuable manuscript, which appears to have been executed in Eng-

land, contains a contemporary note, that in the year 1339 it was given by

John de Lyle to his daughter Audere.

The following remarks were submitted to the Committee of the Insti-

tute, by Mr. John J. Cole.

" Although it is said in the recent part of the Journal, that the intention

or use of the singular openings in some churches called hagioscopes, lychno-

scopes, low side windows, &c., has baffled the enquiries of ecclesiologists,

I yet venture to offer another suggestion on the subject.

'• It is this ; that prior to the introduction of sanctus bell-cots, and com-

monly when these were not erected, then, at the low side window—the only

real opening in the church except the doors, and this unglazed, but pro-

vided with a shutter—the sacristan stood, and on the' elevation of the host

opened the shutter and rang the sanctus bell, as directed, I think, in the

ancient liturgy.—' In elevatione vero ipsius corporis Domini pulsetur cam-

pana in uno latere, ut populares, quibus celebrationi missarum non vacat

quotidie interesse, ubicunque fuerint, seu in agris, sue in domibus, tiectant

'

genua.'—Constit. Job. Peckham, A.D. 1281.

" This rule could be better observed by means of a low side window,

strictly regarding the words ' in uno latere,' than by a bell-cot which was

})robably an innovation, though an elegant one. There is no example of

the latter, earlier perhaps than transition Norman, whereas of the former

there is one of the Saxon period, it seems, at Caistor ; and the cot was not

as general as the window, which continued in use down to late Perpendicular.

I need hardly observe that a hand-bell is still rung in Roman Catholic

churches on the elevation of the host.

" I. H. P. finds the existing theories irreconcilable with the varied posi-

tions of the low side windows. In order to defend my own proposition, I

would suggest that when, as usually, they were ' in uno latere,' the south

f A good exami)le of the latter date in of it have been sent to the Committee by
oil is still preserved in tlie screen of Ilex- Mr. J.Fairless of tliat town.

liam cliurch, Noitliiunberland
; drawings '^ No. 8.3, fo, 128.
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side of the chancel—it will be observed thnt the dwellings, as in a very large

majority of the towns and villages of England, are to the south of the

churches—that in the exceptional cases, the openings correspond, being on
the north or on both sides, and that one is generally of later style, as if pro-

vided for a spreading population ; that when, as usuall}-, placed low, the

more convenient for the sacristan in that when higher, as in the rare cases of

Prior Crawden's chapel at Ely, and La Sainte Chapelle in Paris, they were
so on account of the neighbourhood of perhaps monastic buildings, which

would else have impeded the sound.

"I. H. P. has referred to the old directions above quoted, in another in-

teresting paper by him on squints, in which he observes that tho.se of small

size were probably to enable the sacristan only to see the elevation of the

host, and to ring the bell at the proper moment. I would add that so many
squints are in company with and so closely adjoining to the low side windows,

it is difficult to avoid the belief in their relationship, and their having refer-

ence to the same ceremony. And when we consider that no casements were
made in the windows of a church, except this one kind which puzzles us, it

is not easy to understand how, in the absence of a bell-cot, or other means
of ringing in the open air, the bell could be heard by people ' seu in agris,

scu in domibus.' I therefore imagine that it was a frequent practice, when
neither low-side window nor bell-cot existed, to use the porch doorway for

the purpose ; and that those remarkable examples of squints at Bridgewater,

at Charlton, and elseAvhere, made from the chancel across one or more
chapels direct to the porch, were to comply with the injunction to ring 'm
WW latere,' and so as to be heard. And that the squints made into rooms

over porches were, not for recluses, but that the sacristan might ring the

bell at a casement there. The examples are numerous of squints command-
ing not the high altar from a chapel or transept, but a chantry altar from

the chancel; and in some cases remaining and observed there is, as in

Norman work at Xorth Hinksey, a small squint through the jamb of the

chancel arch pointing towards a chantry altar, and in the corner close next to

it is a low side window of the same age. For what purpose ? during the cele-

bration of mass in a chapel there would be no clergy in the chancel, and of

course no laity, to use the squint ; but if the low side window was, as I

suggest, to ein-ich the sound of the sanctus bell, then whether mass were

performed at the high or at the chantry altar, the sacristan there stationed

could dii'ectly or through the squint see the elevation of the host. . In places

where a squint could not be made, we find a low side window attached to

each altar, as at Bucknell. The example from Othery, near Bridgewater,

adduced as the most remarkable and unaccountable, owing to the awkward

projection of a buttress across the window, is however yet stronger in favour

of ray theory. It is unfit for use by any one inside or outside for purposes

conjectured iii other cases, or for the exhibition of a light. But the old

shutter remains, the opening through the buttress is sufficient for sound,

and there is a squint made at such an angle as to prevent seeing the high

altar from the transept, but so as to enable a person close to the chancel end
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of it to see the transept altar, and this squint is cut from the very jamb of

the low side window, or sanctus bell door."

A correspondent who signs A. P. P., has sent the following observations

on the same subject. " The conclusion to which I have arrived respecting

the use of these openings, and which all observation as yet has tended to

confirm, is that they lighted the priest's vestry ; which I take to have been

partitioned off from the chancel by wood-work, and to have had flat ceiling.

That there must have been a vestry, or sacrarium, or sacristy, in every

parish church, can hardly be doubted by any who know the usages of the

medieval Church. No one (as yet, that I am aware of) has assigned a place

for it. That it was in the chancel, can admit of no doubt : the height of

the window would be exactly suited to it : its position, generally, as far

as I have observed, near the priest's door, will increase the probability ; add

to these that (as far as my observation goes) it is usually close to the spot

from whence the staircase ascended to the rood-loft, on which at certain

seasons the sacred dramas used to be performed, and (it is probable) little

doubt will remain in any mind. I have submitted this elucidation to mem-
bers of the Roman Church, and they assented at once. A very perfect

specimen restored ad tmguem may be seen in the chancel of Hinton Ampner
church, near Winchester. It was my wish to have restored it to its (I con-

ceive) original and legitimate use ; to light a vestry to be partitioned off as

above suggested. But the ecclesiastical authorities of the diocese prohibited

it : it has therefore been temporarily filled up with stone-work, in the hope

that eventually the interdict may be removed, and the church allowed the

decency of a vestry."

The Rev. Charles W. Bingham, of Melcombe, Dorset, communicated to

the Monthly Meeting of the Institute on Jaimary 10, an extract of a farm

lease, dated in the second year of Edward the Third, made by Alice,

widow of Robert of Wynterbourne, to Robert Fitz-Richard, of Byngham.

Twenty-four acres of land were demised for five years, at a reserved rent,

" of the half of all manner of grain on the aforesaid twenty-four acres grow-

ing, that is to say, every other sheafs ;" and on condition that the tenant

should manure yearly two acres of the said land, " ove les fienz de sa faude."

Mr. Bingham requested an explanation of this clause. It appears probable

that the word^en;: is merely the Anglo-French mode of writing "fiens,fiente,

or iems,'" Jimus, ordure \ '^ Faude'" is of course the cattlefold^; according

to this reading the tenant covenanted to apply as manure the litter of his

fold. Such a clause is not uncommon in medieval leases ; thus in a demise,

for a term of years, by John de Vere, earl of Oxford, of the manor of

Fyngrethe, co. Essex, dated 20th of April, in the fifteenth year of Edward
the Third ', it is provided that the lessee shall manure the land with " les

'' ," La moite de toute manere de ble sur ' Mr. Desborough Bedford kindly sub-
les avaiitditz vint et quatre acres cressan- mitted this curious deed to the Committee,
les, ce.st a saver chescun autre garbe," &c. One of the seals pendant to it bears the

* See Roquefort, " Glossaire de la device of a peacock in its pride, with the

Langue Romane." legend, "leo suy bel oysel."

!< J)u Cange, sub voce Fahla.
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feenz issauntz de tote maiiere des bestys de sur les dites teires sustenuz"

during the entire term. ISIr. Turner took occasion to observe, with refer-

ence to Mr. Bingham's letter, that a curious essay on agricultural economy

during the middle ages, might be founded on an accurate examination of

the Ministers' accounts on the great Rolls of the Exchequer, and a com-

parison of the numerous ancient farm-leases still preserved in public and

private repositories. It may be added, that in England " Ft.id-suit" was

a species of base service, by which tenants were obliged to send their cattle

to the lord's fold, in order to accumulate manure. This service occurs in

Domesday, as "• falde-consuetudo."

Mr. F. Mackenzie communicated a drawing of a curious doorway to a

staircase in St. Mary's church, Beverley. Its construction is very remark-

able. It swings in a circular step, and round a circular corbel at the top
;

and there is a recess in the wall of the same shape as the door to receive it,

as shewn in the accompanying drawing and plans.

DOORWAY IN STAIRCASE, ST. MART o. bE'.'ERLi

We give with this number of the Journal an engraving of the rood-screen

at Christ Church, Hampshire, from a drawing by Mr. Ferrey. It was

recently proposed to remove this beautiful work, and the Committee of the

Archaeological Institute endeavoured, by a memorial to the local authorities,

to secure its preservation ; this it is believed has been effected. A paper

on the subject, by Mr. Ferrey, will appear in the number of the Journal for

June.

VOL. V.
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A History of the Architecture of the Abbey Church of St.

Alban, with especial reference to the Norman Structures.

By J. C. and C. A. Buckler. Longman and Co. 1847. 8vo.

The abbey church of St. Alban is undoubtedly one of the most remark-

able of the ecclesiastical buildings of ancient times now remaining in this

country ; it may be regarded as one of the few monuments which connect

the Christian history of England with the period immediately succeeding

the decay of Roman dominion ; while in its constructive features it bears a

closer resemblance to Roman art than any other edifice in the kingdom.

The origin of this peculiarity is evident : when the Saxon founder of the

chvu-ch began his work in the eighth century, the ruins of Roman Verulam

afforded an ample supply of materials, and this source was not exhausted

when at the close of the tenth century preparations were made to rebuild

the original structure. Although that work was delayed from various

causes until after the Norman Conquest, the authority of Matthew Paris

establishes the fact that the church was built " of the stones and tiles of the

ancient city of Verulam ;" and thus the building was in a great measure

designed to suit the peculiar qualities of those materials ;
" at one and the

same time it may be supposed that the work of demolition on the south

side of the Ver, and that of rebuilding on the consecrated spot on the oppo-

site side, were seen in rapid progress, the structures rising with almost as

much activity into form on the one hand, as those on the other were sinking

into shapeless fragments ; and it is not surprising that a mode of construc-

tion thus rendered familiar to the workmen should have been adopted by

them in the re-employment of the materials."

In the present work the Messrs. Buckler have examined this subject

with most praiseworthy accuracy, and their observations are illustrated by

numerous engravings which shew the pecuUar construction of the founda-

tions and the more ancient parts of the church, all of which tend to prove

that " a Roman, not a Norman model" was before the architect.

The resemblance of the masomy and mode of construction to Roman work
is vciy striking, and, as the histoiy of the actual structure is fortunately

preserved to us, there can be no doubt whatever that it was raised from

the foundations subsequently to the Norman Conquest. The light which
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is thus accidentally thrown upon the vexed question of Saxon architecture

is veiy remarkable, and we are greatly indebted to the Messrs. Buckler for

their beautiful and accurate drawings of those parts of the work which are

of gieat interest and importance in this point of view.

" The interior of the bell-chamber, never havmg been covered with

cement, exhibits most fully the construction of its walls ; the brick-work of

which they consist is carried in regular courses through the deep reveals

of all the openings to the exterior. The peculiar formation of the interior

arches of the windows, and the various ornamental piercings on the sides,

are not so easily described as represented with the pencil, and the view in

the Ulterior, shewing these curious particulars of the Norman brick-work,

and at the same time the ancient timber framing by which the spire was

supported, may be deemed useful and interesting.

" The staircase in the north-west angle of the tower ap})roached from the

clerestory of the transept, and ascending to the summit, presents in one of

its loop-windows a feature too remarkable to be overlooked. The arch is

straight-lined, or gable-shaped, formed of bricks, as shewn in the preceding

rigure. Others are corbelled in order to contract the space to suit the

length of the bricks which cover the openings, and in some cases these

lintel-bricks are laid diagonally." p. 129, 130.

" Among the many curious jiarticulars presented to view in these interest-

ing features of the interior, the dexterous application of mouldings in com-

position, in order to unite the different portions of the masonry in an orna-

mental manner, will not be regarded as the least remai'kable. The work

has been so well performed, and has escaped with so little injury, that the

material is not likely to be detected except upon close examination.

" If some of the semicircular columns are Norman, which is highly pro-

bable, the greater number of the circular and octagonal piUars, in addition

to those distinguished by bands, are of more remote origin. They are so

roughly formed, that they can scarcely be supposed to have occupied a

prominent and dignified position until the present one was assigned to them

in the Norman abbey.

" Reference to the ace ompanying figures wiU be necessary in order to

fonn a correct notion of these remarkable columns. They xindoxihtedhj

claim a date anterior to the Conquest, with the architecture of which era

they can have no title to kuidred. They surpass in multiplicity of bands

almost every specimen hitherto observed of tlie peculiar class of building

before referred to ; but their affinity to it seems certain, and on this account

there can be little temerity in viewing these columns as remnants of the

Saxon church which was superseded by the present structure." p. 133, 134.

We must beg leave to dissent from this conclusion of the Messrs, Buckler;

there are many examples of banded shafts in good Norman work, not of a

late period; and we see no ground for the assumption that these shafts

claim a date anterior to the Conquest. We consider the present work as

affording indisputable evidence that the early Norman work in England
was extremely rude, and that a large number of the buildings supposed to
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be Saxon, are in fact early Norman. The finished style usually called

Noi'man, not being prevalent until after the year 1100.

" The Norman masons, as we have before seen, were at no pains to give

so much finish to their work as would be likely to provoke comparison with

the neighbouring mouldings of coated brick ; but it is by no means certain

that their ultimate intention was not to have improved its appearance, by

indenting ornaments on the surface after the stone had been fixed in its

position. A single performance of the kind was executed on an impost of

one of the arches in the triforium on the north side of the nave, as shewn in

the annexed figure ; but the relief is so slight, and the height so great, that

the characteristic ornament of early Norman architecture is scarcely visible

from below, and it might have been on this account that it was allowed to

remain without repetition." p. 81.

" The noble design which the front of the Transepts presented when the

lofty wall was surmounted by a broad and fleet gable spreading over its

extreme width, may so far be traced from the remains which have survived

the alterations of various periods, that no essential feature would be wanting

to its complete restoration. A central pilaster-buttress divides the breadth

into two bays, and similar buttresses, with a still broader surface, stand near

the angles, and terminate below the gable-springers : the spaces between

are only sufficient to admit of a single window in each ; these are in two

stages, and range with those of the clerestory and aisles, the triforium never

having received light from the exterior. , The lower part of the gable was

enriched with a tier of blank arches, inclosing others with a column in the

middle, according to the pattern assigned for imitation by the Norman
architect, wherever this kind of embellishment was introduced, which was

not departed from for any more ornamental combination. The columns and

bases are of stone, and the abacus and impost mouldings of brick ; the

upper part of the gables has been destroyed, but the springers, with con-

siderable portions of the slopes, remain on the sides, and owe their preser-

vation to the turrets which partly rest upon them. In their complete state

they were out-topped by the cones of the circular turrets, which were like

those on the chancel of the church of St. Peter-in-the-East, Oxford. The

walls of these handsome finishings of the staircases are slightly higher

than they originally were, and are pierced in the upper part with four win-

dows corresponding with the prescribed model before referred to." p. 130.

We may observe that the pinnacles at St. Peter's, Oxford, did not

originally terminate in a point, as they are made to do in the modern

restoration, the original flat capping stone is preserved, and seems to have

been surmounted by an iron cross or vane.

The successive alterations in the church are described and clearly ex-

plained ; the best authorities have been consulted in every instance, *and

the result is a volume, which as respects its execution and merits reminds

us more strongly than any other work of the kind, of the admirable mono-

graphs of the cathedrals of Canterbury, Winchester, and York, by Professor

Willis.
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The History of the Colt. eg i; of All Saints, Maidstone, by

THE Rev. Beai-e Post. London, Whittaker, 1847, 8vo.

The college of All Saints, at Maidstone, has received from the researches

of Mr. Post, a degree of illustration which we should gladly desire to see

bestowed upon many other ecclesiastical foundations in England. During

the alterations made in this building by the late Earl Romney, in I)S4">, the

structure was greatly relieved of the modern erections by which it was

choked up and disfigured, and availing himself of this favourable oppor-

tunity for examination, the author of the volume before us, with the spirit

of a true antiquary, searched out the original plan and design, as well as the

appropriate use of the rooms within the building. The county of Kent is

not particularly rich in secular foundations. Besides the college at Maid-

stone, we believe there were similar establishments only at Cobham, Wye,

and Wyngham. A deficiency remarkable, when the large number of its

monastic institutions is borne in mind.

It appears that originally there was a hospital established at Maidstone

for the benefit of pilgrims journeying to the shrine of Becket at Canterbury;

and that in 1395, it became merged by Archbishop Courtney, in this larger

foundation of his own. The terms of licence however, confirmed the ori-

ginal alms of the hospital in the grant of the new endowment. The former

house had continued for about a hundred and thirty-five years, when this

change took place ; and after the union was effected, they existed conjointly

for a period of a hundred and fifty years more. In 1547, they shared the

general fate of religious establishments in this country ; the lands were pur-

chased by the Cobhams, and from their hands passed through the Salisburys

and the Marshams, till they centered in the present Earl Romney. The

union of a hospital with a secular establishment like that founded by the

archbishop, presents many singularities in structural arrangement, and the

\inusual nature of the plan proportionately increases the ditficulty of giving

a true appropriation to the various parts of the building ; but the minute

investigations of Mr. Post, have thrown considerable light upon the cha-

racteristic features of this edifice. Having been used since the Dissolution

for farming purposes, it has been much better preserved than is commonly

the case with those buildings that have been diverted from their original

intention ; and it is mainly owing to this that there exists at the present

day, the range of buildings which form so interesting an architectural group

at Maidstone. Amongst the most conspicuous portion, there still remain a

tower supposed to have been the kitchen, and priest's lodgings, considered

the most ancient portion of the fabric : a tower near to the master's house,

a large gateway tower, the ruins of a smaller one, and a barn ; the diflferent
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rooms in these respective buildings are traced and assigned with sufficient

distinctness, a task of no slight difficulty when it was to be performed under

the obstructions and impediments the author had to contend against. There

is one very singular arrangement in the gateway, that calls for especial

mention. On the left hand side was the college bakehouse, and this posi-

tion would seem to indicate that the bread was baked here for charitable

purposes, and distributed to the applicants on their first entrance within the

precincts of the institution. That it was a bakehouse of some importance,

may be gathered from the fact of the field adjoining being called in the cer-

tificate of the college in 1546, the bakehouse mead. Connected in history

with the college of Maidstone, is the church of All Saints, where the founder

of the former, and the first master were buried. The tomb of the primate

is marked by the indent of a very fine brass, and that of John Wootton,

the first master, by some remarkable polychromatic decorations painted

over it. Of these, the volume before us, besides other decorations, con-

tains a coloured representation, indicating the original to be marked by

the mystic symbolism peculiar to medieval works of art. In the name of

William Grocyn, who was eleventh master of the college, the reader will

recognise an individual, whose friendship with Linacre and Erasmus, and

whose own literary acquirements, will however associate him with loftier

sympathies. In addition to the chorographical facts relating to the habita-

tion of these secular canons, which this work has brought to light, the

author has laid before the public a series of documents bearing upon the

general history of the foundation, which tend to throw new information on

the manorial and ecclesiastical property in the neighbourhood. If Mr.

Post had printed these only, he would have established sufficient claim to

the thanks of all those who can appreciate the value of original materials.

Historical Memorials of Northampton, taken chiefly from un-

PRINTED records; by the Rev. C. H. Hartshorne, M.A. Northampton :

Abel and Sons. 1848. 12mo.

During the preparation of this agreeable and learned sketch of the his-

tory of Northampton, Mr. Hartshorne had the advantage of consulting the

archives of the corporation, a valuable privilege rarely granted by our muni-

cipal authorities. It is to be hoped that the liberality of the mayor and

town-council of Northampton will be generally imitated. What curious

results may with reason be expected from the opening of the town chesfs of

Yarmouth, and of Newcastle-on-Tyne, two ports of past and present im-

portance on our eastern coast, the history of which remains to be written.

We will say nothing of the metropolis ; its great collection of muniments

were but superficially examined by Stow, who left more than half of the
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curious materials he selected unused in his very poor work on the history

of London
;
yet he may be said to be the only writer who ever had com-

paratively free access to the record room of the corporation ;
since his time

it has been virtually closed to historical enquirers. The reason generally

alleged for withholding access to municipal archives is the possibility that

municipal interests may suffer by their being made public ; a poor reason,

unless indeed it is to be understood that corporate privileges generally

rest, which they certainly do not, on insufficient authority. It is agreeable

to refer to the liberal example ah-eady set by Winchester, Southampton,

Northampton, Norwich, and York, while deploring the principle of exclu-

sion generally prevalent among municipal bodies throughout the country.

We dwell the more on this point because many of the best features of

Mr. Hartshorne's work would have been wanting but for the facility he

happily obtained of consulting the archives of Northampton. As an illus-

tration of medieval manners the following picturesque narrative of a com-

mercial feud between the citizens of London and the men of Northampton,

in the reign of Henry the Third may be quoted ; the story, although not

unpublished, is now first translated for the benefit of general readers. It

is derived from that most valuable manuscript in the possession of the cor-

poration of London, entitled "Liber de AntiquisLegibus,"' a notice of which

has already been given in the Archaeological Journal.

" ^ Memorandum, that in this year, at the fair of Northampton, it

happened that in a conflict between the Londoners and the men of

Northampton certain of the Northampton men were Avounded, of whom

one afterwards died, but whether he died from that wounding or from

natural causes is unknown. But the bailiffs of that town, who always

envy the Londoners, seized four of the Londoners, imputing that death to

them, and they imprisoned them, and arrested their goods, and the goods

of other of their fellow-citizens. Which being heard, the mayor and

citizens, because no Londoner ought to plead without the walls of the

city, except pleas of external tenures, sought for royal letters for their

delivery to the mayor, or to his messenger bringing the foresaid letters, for

their standing right before the king, as they ought according to the laws of

the city ; but the aforesaid bailiffs were unwilling to dismiss them, neither

for that writ, nor for another which the mayor again requested. But they

shut them up closer and more cruelly, against the precepts of the king and

the liberties of the Londoners, and so they remained there until after the

Purification of the blessed Mary, (Feb. 2,) at which time the king came to

London, and dwelt at the Tower. And on the morrow of his coming the

mayor and citizens came to the king and requested from him a third writ

for delivering the foresaid prisoners, and another writ directed to the sheriff

of the county of Northampton, that if the aforesaid bailiffs should be un-

Avilling to dismiss them, that he should enter within their liberties, and

should deliver them to the bearer of the king's letters, bringing them before

the king to be punished as they deserved, according to the laws of the city.

Which letters being obtained, behold rumours that the aforesaid prisoners
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were at Charing, near Westminster, where the mayor and baiUfFs of North-

ampton had bronght them. Which being heard, the mayor of London

sent to them certain citizens, bringing the aforesaid writ, which writ being

read and understood, they were still unwilling to assent that these prisoners

should be liberated to the messengers of the mayor. Then, indeed, the

mayor of London, with an innumerable multitude of people, approaching

the king, shewed him, heavily complaining, how the bailiffs themselves, in

despite of royalty, and to the great dishonour of his city of London, wished

to make his third writ of no avail, who, moved by anger, sent Peter de

Nevile, a certain marshal of his household, to Charing, who immediately

brought the prisoners before the king, and they were delivered to the

mayor. But the citizens immediately told against those of Northampton

their transgression, and their contempt of the royal writ, and they replied.

Upon which relation and answer the king assigned a day to give judgment

on the morrow, to give and receive which judgment, to those intent on

deceiving, it was postponed from day to day for more than five weeks, and

afterwards the third day before the feast of the Annunciation the mayor and

citizens came to the Tower, and the bailiffs of Northampton, before the king

in his chamber, there being present the chief justice Philip Basset, John

Mauiisel, Robert Walerand, and others of the royal council. And the men
of Northampton said that they would never answer to them, but to the king

alone, because they were not bound to plead beyond the walls of their

borough, and then they produced the charter of the king, which was made

in the 41st year of the king who now occupies the throne ; and the citizens

say that that charter ought not to avail them any thing, because they are

not in possession of many provisions contained in it, and chiefly because

the provisions apply to all the fairs of England ; to which they answered,

that the fairs of St. Ive's, St. Botulfs, Winchester, Lynn, and Stamford,

and even this, are particularized by their charter. Afterwards the record

of the justices' roll was read, in which was openly and distinctly specified

,

the enrolment concerning the answer made to the king for contempt of his

writ ; but regarding the complaint of the citizens and the answer of the

burgesses little or nothing was written. And the citizens said that they

complained against them that they had unjustly detained their free men,

against the liberties of the Londoners, after the receipt of the royal writs,

and even still detain their chattels ; and they complained of other injuries

which they had sustained to the value of ten pounds. To which in turn

they so replied that part they acknowledged and part they defended, and in

this business placed themselves upon the record of the bishops and barons

who were present on that day, and then sought judgment. And they

sought judgment concerning the new charter of the burgesses, which ought

to be of no value against the charters of the citizens Avhich they produce,

namely, those of Hen. IL, Richard, John, and the charter of the reigning

monarch, and that they are in possession of all the liberties contained in

the aforesaid charters.

" At length, after much altercation between them, a convention and council
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was held before the king and his barons, and because the bishops and others

who were present at that day on which the suit was pleaded were not

present, that judgment was deferred to five weeks after Easter. After-

wards, when the five weeks after Easter were past, the judgment was

deferred to the quinzaine of the feast of St. John (May 6 ?), and we hear no

more of the affair."

On this relation Mr. Hartshorne observes, " the legal question involved in

this long dispute appears to be whether the royal writ or the charter was of

the highest authority." This we think is not the case ; the writ issued

only as a natural consequence of the privilege contained in the charter of

the Londoners, viz., the right of not pleading without their walls ; the diffi-

culty arose from the same immunity having been granted by Henry himself

to the men of Northampton ; the latter were clearly wrong in detaining

their prisoners in contempt of the royal writ.

Tlie burgesses of Northampton were not incorporated until the year 1460,

by a charter of Henry the Sixth. The minutes of the council do not go

back to so early a period ; they appear, as far as we can gather from Mr.

Hartshorne's remarks, to commence about the year 1552.

Not the least important chapter in Mr. Hartshorne's work, is a valuable

catalogue of the records still remaining in the custody of the corporation,

commencing with the charter granted by Richard the First. It is very

desirable that accurate returns of the municipal records throughout the

country should be made and published ; the reports furnished to the Com-

missioners of the Public Records being notoriously incomplete.

The cross erected by Edward the First in memory of his consort Eleanor

of Castile, is one of the most remarkable architectural monuments con-

nected with the town of Northampton. Mr. Hartshorne has given a sketch

of the queen's life, and reprinted all the information respecting the erection

of the cross contained in the volume illustrative of Domestic Manners and

Expenses hi the Thirteenth and Fifteenth Centuries, presented to the

Roxburgh Club by Mr. Botfield. It is at least doubtful that the crosses

were erected by order of Edward ; the queen certainly made a will, hitherto

undiscovered ; and the only particulars respecting these monuments known

to exist, occur in the accounts of her executors. Therefore, either the

executors built them in pursuance of testamentary instructions, perhaps in

the exercise of a discretionary power not unfrequently granted by testators

in those times ; or the king had no share in the matter, unless indeed he

were one of his consort's executors, a more than probable supposition,

although he is not named in the accounts. One fact is certain, that who-

ever may have directed the construction of these memorials, their cost

was defrayed out of the estate of the deceased queen. Mr. Hartshorne's

account of the Northampton cross is illustrated by a clever engraving in

outline of the elevation of that monument and by two plates of details.

Chapters on the churches and religious foundations of the town, on the

local mint, and a reprint of the interesting letter describing the great fire

which ravaged Northampton in 1675, conclude this popular contribution to

topography.

VOL. V. M
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An AlIEMPT 10 DISCKIMINATE THE StYLES OF ARCHITECTURE
IN England from the Conquest to the Reformation:
with a Sketch of the Grecian and Roman Orders, Notices of numerous

British Edifices, and some Remarks on the Architecture of a part of France.

By the late Thomas Rickman, F.S.A. Fifth Edition. John Henry Parker,

Oxford and London, 1848. 8vo,

The long promised new edition of Rickman's invaluable treatise has

at length appeared, and the expectations of it which have been raised will

not be disappointed. It is published in a style worthy of the intrinsic

value and established chaiacter of the work; its general appearance re-

minds us forcibly of the Glossary of Architecture from the same press, and

those who possess the one will welcome the other as the fitting Grammar to

accompany their Dictionary ; the two will henceforward be almost insepar-

able, and together will form the most complete treatise on Gothic Architec-

ture which is extant in our own, or any other language. It is remarkable

that Rickman's work, though it Avas the first on the subject, is still the

best ; we may say the only really systematic and scientific treatise that

we possess. Notwithstanding all the talk about it that we have had of late

years, and the number of pretty books that have been published, the result

has been only to dilute and bring down to the comprehension of the million

those facts Avhich Rickman alone had reduced to system and order, and

the knowledge of which had previously been confined to a few.

Notwithstanding the outcry which has been raised in some quarters

against the system of Rickman, his work remains unapproached, and his

sunple easy nomenclature is universally established, and generally used

even by those who are the loudest in their complaints against it.

Let us examine a little in detail the slight and superficial grounds on

which these objections have been founded. The names Saxon and Norman

are so purely historical that no one objects to them, though an attempt

has been made to swamp them in the general term Romanesque, embrac-

ing all the varieties of debased Roman work and the imitations of it.

These are so various in themselves, that some distinctive names were

necessary, and without objecting to the use of the general term, (Mr. Rick-

man's work being confined to England did not require it,) we may observe

in passing that those who employ it do not seem to have agreed among

themselves whether the Byzantine style is included in it or not. Such

general terms indicate and encourage a confusion of ideas rather than a

real increase of knowledge.

The first term of Rickman's invention which is cried out against is " The

Early English style of Gothic Architecture." Now for the word Gothic it is

useless to contend, it is established by the common consent of the civilised

world; it was first given in mcCkery, but is now cordially adopted. The
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Gothic style then is naturally divided into three periods, early, middle, and

late. If these three divisions were alike and simultaneous in all countries,

one general nomenclature would suffice, but Rickman had acuteness enough

to see, what his opponents cannot or will not, that this is not the fact, but the

opposite of the fact; that in truth each country had a disthict progress of its

own, that the Early English style is not the same as the Early French style,

or the Early German style of Gothic Architecture. This objection then is

purely a proof of the ignorance of the objectors. The next is " The Decorated

Enylifih style of Gothic Architecture." In this style, which has been called

the Perfect Gothic, there is something more like uniformity throughout

Europe, though still with considerable peculiarities in each country. An-

other ground of objection to the name is here taken, " There are as many

plain churches in the Decorated style as in any other." Who ever doubted

it ? Did anyone know this better than Rickman himself? But it happens that

the tracery of the windows, which is the characteristic feature of this style, is

essentially a feature of decoration, a ready mark by which to distinguish it,

and an easy guide to the student; the term is singularly happy and appro-

priate, it is never forgotten, and causes no real confusion or practical diffi-

culty. We may join in the laugh at a " plain Decorated church," as we may

at many other anomalies of language, without therefore considering that the

language is a bad one, and should be altered. The next is " The Perpen-

dicular English style of Gothic Architecture ;" this term is peculiarly his

own, and it is impossible to find one which more clearly and readily dis-

tinguishes the third and last style of English Gothic from those that pre-

ceded it, and from the cotemporaneous styles of the continent of Europe.

It is peculiar to England, and the Perpendicular lines of its tracery at once

and immediately distinguish it from any other, even to the most inexperi-

enced eye. Mr. Rickman did not belong to the modern school, who con-

sider a knowledge of the Greek language an indispensable requisite for any

one attempting to study Architecture in England ; he had an abhorrence of

hard names when merely adopted for the sake of puzzling people, and of

giving an appearance of learning and research to very simple and easy mat-

ters; his object was to instruct, not to mystify.

We have scarcely allowed ourselves time to describe the beautiful book

before us, or to do more than recommend it, perhaps that is all which is

necessary, for once seen it will be felt to be indispensable. It is suffi-

cient to say that the text of Rickman's work is given entire, with such

additions as increased facilities of obtaining information seemed to have

rendered necessary, that this is done cautiously and judiciously, without

any parade of knowing more than the author. In one or two instances we

could have wished that the editor had spoken out more boldly, and not

appeared afraid to say that Rickman was sometimes wrong. For instance,

when Rickman calls the Eleanor crosses Early English, and the gateway of

Thornton abbey Decorated, it is clear that he was in error accordmg to

his own definitions of the styles; the editor is evidently aware of this, but

abstains from saying so openly, shewing a superabundance of caution luudly
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necessary: but perhaps this is an error on the safe side, Rickman's opinions

on such a subject ought not to be lightly set aside.

The chief feature of his new edition however is the mode of illustration, by

engravings in the first style of art from drawings of remarkable accuracy,

taken for the most part expressly for the work by Mr. Mackenzie and Mr.

Jewitt, from the best ancient examples remaining, instead of the vile litho-

graphs from Mr. Rickman's own designs, which disgraced the last edition.

In place of the imaginary ground-plan, we have the real plan of Wells cathe-

dral, which shews every part with equal clearness. Each of the successive

styles, and each part of a building which forms a separate division or chap-

ter of the work, is illustrated by good ancient examples, more or less numer-

ous, according as they seemed to be required or as opportunity offered.

Some idea of the richness and copiousness of the illustrations may be formed

from their number ; thirty steel plates engraved chiefly by Le Keux, and

upwards of six hundred woodcuts in Jewitt's best style. A small portion

of these have appeared in other works of limited circulation, chiefly the

Northamptonshire Churches, but by far the larger part are original, well

selected, and form a valuable contribution to the knowledge of the subject

which is now to be obtained by stay-at-home travellers. We could have

wished the whole] were original, but must acknowledge the justice of the

editor's plea, that this " would have greatly increased the price of th e book

without any equivalent advantage." We may observe also that it would

have caused still greater delay in the appearance of the volume; we know

by experience the length of time I'equired to execute such elaborate en-

gravings as these, and how few hands can be trusted with them.

The lists of churches in different counties are omitted, as was indeed

necessary, from the bulk of the book, and are announced for publication in

a separate work on the Ecclesiastical and Architectural Topography of

England, to which we beg to draw the attention of our readers, especially

those who are able to assist in such a truly valuable and national under-

taking. It is intended to form one of the series of Manuals of Archaeology

to be published under the direction of the Central Committee of the Insti-

tute, and the Notes for Bedfordshire are ready for the press.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ANCIENT PLAN OF THE MO-
NASTERY OF ST. GALL, IN THE NINTH CENTURY.

The materials for the following concise history I have principally derived from Goldast,

who published in 1606 a collection of the chroniclers and biographers of the monastery

of St. Gall, under the title " Alamannicarum rerum Scriptores aliquot vetusti. Francf.

fol. 1606." I regret that the limits of this essay have prevented me from entering

more at large into the contents of this most curious volume. I refer throughout to

its pages under the letter G. The Latin sentences printed in Italics and distingiiished

by inverted commas are the inscriptions upon the ancient plan.

I. Introductory remarks.

St. Gall was born in Ireland in the middle of the sixth

centnry. He accompanied St. Cohimban into France A.D.

585, and afterwards to a place called Arbon, near the lake of

Constance. St. Columban, after three years, went into Italy

and died there. St. Gall finally removed to a desert place

called Himilinberg, near the same lake, the neighbourhood of

which appears to have been always his residence. In this

spot (in 614) he fixed his habitation, and it was formally

granted to him by King Sigebert, together Avith the neces-

sary funds for building a cell. He afterwards erected an

oratory here, with small dwellings round about it for twelve

brethren, who had associated themselves with him ; and this

was the origin of the monastery which in after ages became
one of the most celebrated in Europe, as well for the number
of learned men which it })roduced, and for its complete library,

as for its extensive and poAverful dominions. It was sup-

pressed in 1808, but the library and the buildings appear to

be still in existence.

But to return to the history. St. Gall died at Arbon on

the IGth of October, about the year G40. His body was
removed to his oratory, and buried in a grave dug between
the altar and the wall. Forty years after, his sepulchre was
violated by plunderers, Avho mistook the coffin for a treasure

chest, but Boso, bishop of Constance, replaced the coffin, fix-

VOI.. V. N
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ing it this time ahove ground, between the altar and the wall,

having tilled up the grave which it formerly occupied. He
constructed over the coffin a lofty arch, according to the

usual fashion^ A certain priest named Othmar obtained

authority from Charles Martel, the father of Pepin and Car-

loman, by virtue of which he introduced the Benedictine rule

into this monastery, and was made the first abbot (in 720.)

He constructed various edifices for the use of the monks.
A complete rebuilding of the church and monastery was

commenced by Abbot Gozpertus at the beginning of the

ninth century; and it is to his period that the plan of the

monastery, which is the })rincipal object of the present paper,

must be refen-ed. We know very little of the state of the

church before this rebuilding. We are not told whether
Othmar enlarged or altered the oratory of St. Gall ; and
indeed our only sources of information are certain scattered

hints in the book of the miracles of St. Gall, which was writ-

ten by Walafrid Strabus, abbot of the neighbouring monas-
tery of Augia. He was a contemporary of Gozpertus, and
wrote the biographies of St. Gall and St. Othmar at his re-

quest. However, as Strabus mentions that these miracles

partly happened in his own period b, the allusions to the

numerous lights in the church, the glass windows, the crypt,

&c., which are to be found in these tales, may be probably

referred to the new basilica.

Gozpertus began this new basilica in the year 829", having

previously pulled down the old one. He completed it in

seven years, and dedicated it in the ninth year.

Evidently the new church stood on the same site as the old

" " Samens loeiilum, in quo sanctum lesque Dei famulos in onini arte et virtu-

corpus erat, posuit super terram inter pa- turn stemmate rediniitos ibi viderim. Sed
rieteni et altare, et desuper ut inoris est neque in sedificiis construendis ex omni
arcliam altiorem construxit, fossam vera materia tam industrios viros, vel raro us-

terra replevit."—Vit. S. Galli, lib. ii. cap. quam repperi, sicuti bene in nido apparet,

2. G. pp. 257, 258. quales volucres ibi inhabitant. Cerne ba-
" Vit. S. Galli, lib. i. cap. 35. G. p. silicam et ccenobii claustrum, et non mi-

25(). raris quod refero. Et ne omnibus sileam,

^ Ilatperti, de origine et cas. Mon. S. quid est Winiiiartus, nisi ipse Daedalus?

Galli, cap. 6. "Ad augmentum quoque vel quis Isenricus nisi Beseleel secundus?

nostri monasterii, veteri destructa iiovam in cujus manu versatur semper dolabrum,

S. Gallo coepit sedificare basilicam," &c. excepto quando stat ad altaris sacri minis-

G. p. 25. Tlie monks themselves acted as terium." He speaks also of a certain

the workmen. In the " Analecta" of Gozpertus, the nephew of the Abbot Goz-
Mabillon (tom. iv. p. 329) is a fragment pertus, (p. 335.) Keller suggests that

by Ermtnricus, a monk of Augia, and co- this may be the Gozpertus alluded to in

teTTiporary of the Abbot Grimaldus, in tlie inscription upon the plan. Winihar-
which he praises the monastery of St. tus is also mentioned as the builder of the

Gall. " Longum est sane per singulos church in some lines by Notkerus, quoted

nominatim velle discurrere, quantos, qua- in the Benedictine Annals, p. 570.
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one, else he would have finished the one before he demolished

the other. The same ahbot set about to reconstruct the

whole monastery on an enlarged scale, but did not live to

complete it. Abbot Grimaldus succeeded in 841, and in

his time Ilartmotus, his sub-ab1)ot, pro abba.s, completed the

whole of the claustral edifices, and erected the ahbatla, or

residence of the abbot. He also decorated the church

with various ornaments. lie constructed for the most part

the tomb of St. Gall with the other altars'', the ana/o/jit/u/, or

pulpit, and the confession ary, provided silver coronas and

other lights for the church, and decorntcd the apse behind

the altar of St. Gall with gilding and painting.

The plan of the monastery which accompanies this essay is

a fac-simile, on a reduced scale, of an original drawing which

is preserved in the liln-ary of St. Gall. That it was intended

to represent the monastery of St. Gall is shewn by the dedi-

cation of the high altar of the church, but it does not appear

at first sight whether the plan is a representation of existing

buildings or a design for new ones. There is an inscription

upon the original, which runs in the following terms :

" For thee, my dearest son Gozpertus, have I drawn out this phm of the

position and arrangement of the offices, concisely described; with which

you may exercise your ingenuity and recognise my friendship, which I

trust you have not found slow to satisfy your wishes. Do not imagine that

I have worked out this scheme supposing you to stand in need of our artis-

tic skill, but rather believe that out of love of thee and in the friendly zeal

of brotherhood I have depicted this for your own private criticism. Fare-

well," kc."

From the terms of this inscription ]\Iabillon infers that the

person who could thus address Abbot Gozpertus as his son must
have been of high dignity, and he supposes that he was no

other than the Abbot Eginhardus, who held the office of pre-

fect of the royal buildings under Charlemagne, and was well

skilled in architecture^ This view he confirms by an inscrip-

•1 " Principio vero tumbam S. Galli nem non inveniri confido. Ne susciperis

cum reliquis altaribus, et analogic) at()uc autcm me liaec idco elaborasse, quod vos

confessione ita iniiovari, iiiaxiinaque ex puteiiius nostris indigere magisteriis; sed

parte totum ex intcgro fecit edificari, sicut potius, ob ainorem tui, tibi soli perscru-

hodie videtur .et cernitur."—Ratp., cap. tanda pinxisse aniicabili fraternitatis in-

ix. G. p. 29. tiiitii crede, Vale in Christo semper memor
<2 " Hsec tibi dulcissirne fili, Ciozpcrte nostri, Amen."—Mab. Ann., torn. ii. p.

de positione officinarum paucis excniplata 57 L
direxi, qiiihus sollurtiam exerceas tuam, ' He married Imma the daughter of

meamque dcvotioncniuteuii)(|ue cognoscas, CiiarleiTiagne, but after the death of his

qua tu;i' bona' voluutati satis facere nie scg- royal master he adopted the monastic life,
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tion Avliich was painted on the walls of the abbot's house,

(the "abbatia,") which records that the hall was finished by
the architects of the palace, " a palatinis magistris," and deco-

rated by painters from Augia^. Charlemagne himself was so

fond of the monastery of St. Gall, and so familiar with its

monks, that they used to call him "our Charles," "noster

Karolus''." Bnt if we consider that the inscription sheAvs the

plan to have been made in the days of Gozpertus, while the

chronicled history tells us that the buildings of the monastery

and the internal arrangements of the church, with its altars,

confessionary, &c., were not completed until after his death,

it must be concluded that the plan was merely a design for a

complete monastery, intended to assist the abbot in planning

his new buildings ; and we need not be surprised to find, by
means of various allusions in the chronicles, that the monas-

tery itself, as completed by Hartmotus and Grimaldus, varied

in several particidars from the plan itself. It must neverthe-

less be considered as a most curious document, illustrating

not merely the monastic habits, but the general arrangements

of the buildings of Charlemagne's period, namely, the begin-

ning of the ninth century.

A copy of this plan was first published by Mabillon, in

the second volume of his Annals of the Benedictine Order.

But this copy had no pretensions to the character of a fac-

simile, either in its manner or in respect to the inscriptions

with which the original is covered. A very accurate fac-

simile was published by F. Keller at Zm'ich in 1844, accom-

panied by a good, but somewhat prolix, descriptive and his-

torical memou". I have gladly availed myself of the latter

part of his description, but have found it necessary to draw up
an entirely new and more concise historical introduction, and

a new description of the church, in the explanation of which

I have been compelled to differ from Keller in several respects.

and was made abbot of Selgenstat, where Ornavit,coluit,Hi'VDOVicipriiicipisalnu

he died in 839. The abbacy of Gozpertus Temporibus.niultis laetusfeliciter annis.

began in tlie next year after the death of In alio puriete.

Charlemagne. Aula palatinis perfecta est ista Magistris,

•5 Mabillon. Annales Ben., torn. ii. p. Insula pictores transmiserat A,vgia

572. The inscriptions in the hall were as claros.

follows,:— Canisii. Thes., torn. ii. 3, 228.

In puriete. '' " Karolus magnus Iniperator in tan-

Splendida niarmoreis ornata est aula co- turn dilexit locum S. Galli, ct ita familiaris

lumnis erat fratribus, ut eum non aliter nomina-

En Grimvvaldus ovans alto fundamine rentu'iai nosier Karolus."— Ekkehardus,vit

struxit B. Notkeri, c. 29. G. p. 277.
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The original, preserved in the library of St. Gall, is drawn
u})on a large sheet of parchment. The fac-similc publislied

by Keller was intended to have been exactly of the same size

as the original, but an accident that happened to the litho-

graphic stone compelled him to employ one that Avas not

(piite so large as his drawing, and therefore to reduce the

])ublislied copy by one-fifth. The copy now presented to our

readers is one-half of Keller's, and therefore bears to the ori-

ginal the proportion of two to five. The walls of the build-

ings, the furnitiu'e, and every detail, are alike made out by
thin single red lines, without regard to the proportional thick-

ness of the different objects ; and the plan has evidently no

l)retension to have been laid down to scale, for the church is

said in the legends written upon it to be two hundred feet

long and eighty feet broad, whereas if we attcnii)t to make a

scale by dividing the length into two hundred ])arts we shall

find the breadth only fifty-six of such parts. Similar differ-

ences occur when such a scale is applied to the intercolum-

niations, which are said to be twelve feet in the nave and ten

in the atrium. The plan must therefore be considered as a

mere diagrauL In many parts of it objects are represented

in elevation, such as the crosses erected in parts of the church

and in the cemetery, the arcades of the cloister, trees, and so

on. This license is familiar to all who have been accustomed

to ancient draAvings, and is indeed employed even in our own
time to a certain extent.

In plate 2 I have endeavoured to supply a kind of key to

the plan in its original state in plate 1, for as the latter is

somewhat confused, and requires considerable study to enable

us to distinguish the several parts and buildings, I have in

the key-plan drawn the walls with thick black lines, tinted the

covered buildings, and supplied English lettering.

The entire establishment resembles a town composed of

isolated houses, with streets running between them. This is

probably due to their having been erected of wood, with the

exception of the church. The church has the cloister attached

to its south side, and the latter is smTounded by three large

buildings in the usual manner, a])pro])riated respectively to

the dormitory, the refectory, and the ceharium or provision de-

])artment. Also on the east side of the church stands a group
of buildings arranged about a couple of courts, and including

the intirmarv and the convent of the novices. With these
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exceptions the monastery is composed of thirty-three separate

houses, comprising various offices, as well as the residences of

the abbot and physician, a hospitium for distinguished guests,

and one for the paupers, and lastly a complete series of ftirm

buildings. Moreover there is a physic garden, a vegetable

garden, and a cemetery, each separately enclosed. To judge

by the length and breadth of the church, the entire space oc-

cupied by the monastery will be about four hundred and
thirty feet square.

The draughtsman has not merely given us the disposition

of the apartments, but has also delineated the furniture of

each room, so that the plan becomes extremely interesting for

the elucidation of the domestic habits of the period. Thus,

for example, the hospitium for the distinguished guests may
be supposed to represent the usual arrangements of a large

house for that class of persons. The abbot's house is another

variety of the ordinary dwelling-house of the ninth century.

The arrangements of the farm buildings, in like manner,

must belong as much to the laity as to the ecclesiastical order,

so that this curious document is by no means confined to the

elucidation of monastic habits.

The only part of the details which are not perfectly intelli-

gible is a certain square which is delineated in the centre of

many of the rooms. The larger buildings, such as the two

hos])itia, the school, and the factory, consist of a series of

small apartments, which enclose a large quadrangular space

in the middle. This quadrangular space is either left un-

divided, as in the hospitia, or divided into two, as in the

school and factory. But each of these central apartments has

a square in the middle. Now in the superior hospitium this

square is inscribed " locitsfoci," the fire-hearth. In the pau-

pers' hospitium it bears the inscription " testudo'' the roof.

When this monastery was built, glass windows were rare, and

almost contined to churches. The mode of building, therefore,

appears to have assimilated itself to the ancient plan of arrang-

ing sleeping chambers and private apartments about one large

central room, into which they opened. This central room

either rose above the roofs of the others, so as to allow of

small open windows like clerestory windows, or else the central

room Avas so roofed over as to leave a small square opening in

the middle, which admitted light and allowed the smoke of

the lire to csca])c. In warm southerly climates, as at Pom-
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peii, the opening had a cistern below to receive rain. But in

the north, if a' fire-place was below it, the central opening

nuist have been covered with a sort of turret or lantern, with

open sides, to prevent the rain from pouring down upon the

fire. Comparing the two hospitia, I am inclined to think that

this is the interpretation of the ciuitral s(piare in most of

the examples in which it occurs, namely, that- it represents the

central 0})ening of a roof, which roof may either slope out-

wards or inwards, as the case may be, and that in some in-

stances it was covered with a small roofed turret. But the

fire-place was not always in the middle ; on the contrary, the

little oval which is seen in the corners of some of the rooms,

for example, in the abbot's house and in the bedchambers of

the great hospitium, doubtless marks the stove or charcoal

pan. In the kitchen and brewhouse the central square fur-

nace must have had over it an open lantern. In the great

kitchen it is inscribed '' foniax super arcus'' a cooking

stove upon arches. Three of the rooms in the plan, namely,

that under the dormitory, one in th3 novices' convent, and

one in the infirmary, are warmed by a hypocaust, which is

shewn by the fire-place being in a different place fi'om the

chinmey. For the fire-place, "caminus ad calefaciendum,"

is at one end of the room, and the chimney, "evaporatio fumi,"

or " exitus fumi," at the other, and both outside the walls. It

is clear, therefore, that the fire and smoke nmst have circu-

lated through flues under the floor of the apartment, as in the

ancient " hypocaust," and finally found its exit by a chinmey

at the end of the series of flues, for it is only thus that we can

account for the entire separation of the fire-place from the

chimney upon the plan. In the great farm buildings at the

south-west piU't of the establishment the small central square

nuiy indicate that the central s})ace has an overhanging shed

carried round it, leaving the opening in the middle ; or if this

appears improbable, we must suppose in this case that it means

a pond for water, or, as Keller seems to think, a little cabin or

sentry,-box, which I confess does not appear very likely.

Most of the buildings seem to be in one story only, but in

some of them upper stories are indicated by the inscriptions,

as in the three o-reat buildinu's which enclose the cloister, the

sacristy and library which are attached to the east end of the

church, the abbot's house, and the great stable for horses and

cows. The general distribution of the buildings with respect
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to the cliiircli is as follows : the cloistei-, with dorniitoiy, bath,

refectory, kitchen, and cellar with larder, are attached to its

south side ; the novices' school and infirmary, Avith their

offices, and with the ph3'sician's house and garden, lie to the

east ; the abbot's house, the school, and the hospitium for

superior guests, are placed on the north, apart from the

monastery, the latter two lying nearest the entrance, so that

the abbot separates the strangers from the monastic buildings

at this angle, and he has himself a private entrance to the

church ; the paupers' hospitium is opposite to the other, and
the farm buildings and workshops lie in the outward circum-

ference westward and southward ; the garden and the ceme-

tery eastward.

The Church.

The church is cruciform in plan : its nave has nine piers on

each side, which are said in the inscription to be twelve feet

asunder \ The width of the central alley is forty feef", and
of each side aisle twenty feet^ The transepts project about

fifteen feet beyond the side aisle walls, to judge by their propor-

tional size. They have no aisles. A chancel extends eastward

about forty feet, and is terminated by an apse : there is also

an apse at the west end of the nave. The principal entrances

of the church are at the west end. This end has an atrium

or court, of a semicircular plan, the diameter of which is equal

to the entire width of the nave and aisles, and it is concentric

to the western apse. A covered porticus or cloister lines its

wall, and is supported by eight square piers, which arc ten

feet asunder. Its middle part, between the cloister and the

apse, is open to the sky, and termed a field of Paradise'^. A
long alley leads from without to the door of the cloistered

atrium, which is protected by a vestibule ; and the western

doors of the church terminate the cloister to right and left.

Close to these church doors, however, other doors lead from

the cloister, one on each side, into vestibules sinnlar to the

' Bissenos met'ire pedes inlerque coliim- court :

—

Tias

;

Hie mum (echini imposilinn palet,.atqiie

Ordbie quas islo const Ituisse decet. columtus
^ L/tt/liido interiuris tempU pedum xl. Has interque pedes denos moderare en-

' Lddtudo utr'iusque porticus pedum xx. lumnas.
"' The following verses are inscribed Hir ptiradisiannn sine terto sternito cam-

rcspcctively in the semicircular cloister, pum
between its coluTuns, in the open space in Hie sine dowatiJius parailisl plana pa-

front oi"it, and in the semicircular eastern ranlur.
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vestibule of entrance, of wliicli llic iiortlicTU one conducts to

the liospithun of the (listinf2;uislic(l •^•ncsts and to the school,

and the southern to the paupers' hospitiuni, as well as to the

monastery in general". Two circular towers are also appended

to this semicircular cloister.

Besides the western doors of the church, hy which the

pul)lic were admitted, the plan shews a door in tlu; south

aisle which leads to the chaniher occu])ied l)y the k('C[)er of

the panpers' liospithun, and a corres})onding one in the north

aisle to the porter's chambers. In the north transept a door

opens to the chambers appro[)riated to ecclesiastical guests,

(mother to the abbot's house, a third leads to the scri})toriuui,

and a fourth to the crypt and to the stairs of the library. In

the south transept is a door to the cloister, one to the dormi-

tory, or to the room below it, one to the sacristy, and lastly

one to the crypt. The entire plan of the church is divided

by screens into various chajjcls and choirs. In the north aisle

there are four altars, each of which is placed on the west side

of a small screen, which extends from the side aisle wall to the

back of the altar, and the altar has also a little enclosure about

it, with a door to the west. But space is left for a passage

between this enclosure and the pillar of the nave, over against

which the altar stands. There is a similar arrangement in the

south aisle. The north altars are dedicated respectively to

St. Cecilia, the Holy Innocents, St. Martin, and St. Stephen,

reckoning from west to east ; and the south altars similarly to

St. Agnes, St. Sebastian, St. Mauritius, and St. Lawrence. In

the centre line of the nave, opposite to the third pillar from

the west, stands the fonf, and opposite to the fourth pillar

an isolated enclosure like those of the side aisle protects an

altar dedicated to St. John Baptist and St. John the Evan-

gelist, thus placed evidently Avith res})ect to the font. A
space to the west of the font is enclosed by screens, passhig

from pillar to pillar of the nave.

Opposite to the sixth pillar, and in the middle of the nave,

" The long alley has the following The northern vestibule:

—

verses:

—

'^ Eiiel hie hospes, vel Tenipli tecia snb-
" Owiiibits ad sacnim tnrhh patet lieec via ihit

templum Disri'iitis schola pulclirn jiiveiita simiil.''

Quo sua vota ferajit, uiide hilares re- The southern vestibule :

—

(leant." " Tofa Motwslerio faniiilaiitum hie tinha

The first, or western vestibule :

—

subiutrat."
*' Jdrciiie/is aditian popidiis hie ciiiic/iis ° " Ecce reiiascenles susceptut Chiisliis

habebit." aliinmos,"

VOL. V. O
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we find ail altar in its small enclosure, dedicated to the Cross i',

and having like the font an outer enclosure formed by screens

extending from pillar to pillar on the north, south, and west
sides. The western screen has a door. The nave is so com-
pletely obstructed by these screens, and by the choirs to be
presently described, that the only straight passages from one
end to tlie other are to be found one in each side aisle close

to the pillars, and passing between them and the altars already

mentioned.

The north transept has an altar of St. Philip and St. James
placed against its eastern wall, and upon a platform ascended
by three steps in front. This transept is also enclosed so as

to form a chapel by means of screens, which leave only a

narrow passage to the south in continuation of the above-

mentioned passage of the side aisle. Benches are placed on
three sides of the chapel thus formed, and in the centre is also

a bench inscribed ''formula!' The entrance to this chapel is

in its southern screen. The south transept is similarly en-

closed for a chapel of St. Andrew.
We may now examine the arrangements of the principal

choir and presbytery. The floor of the presbytery, which ex-

tends to the eastern piers of the central space or " crossing,"

is raised upon a crypt, and is reached by means of a flight of

seven steps'! that occupies part of the area of the crossing, and
is divided in the middle by the passage to the confession ary,
" accesmis ad confessionrm!' or cell under the high altar, which

contains the body of St.Gallus. The original plan of this por-

tion of the church is confused by the attempt to delineate the

plan of the crypt in combination with that of the presbytery

over it. The arched passage marked " involutio arcimm," evi-

dently belongs to the crypt alone. It is entered on each side

from the transepts, and passes outside the wall of the chancel,

as my key-plan No. 3 wiU shew^ These portions of the crypt

ai'c joined by a passage which nms north and south under the

jjlatform of the presbytery, and thus the central space is em-

braced and isolated by this crypt. But the central space or

P Rather, to tlie crucified SiivioKr. It sciibed " //; rr/ptam iiilroitus et e.rilns,"

hears the )ni^<:r'i])[ion " Altai e ti'ci .stilvdluris and tlie soiitli entrance "In criplam iii-

ad cnicem," and tlie line grc.sm/s et e<;irssus." An inscription be-
" Crii.i-, via, vita, saliis, mixer'iqtie re- hind the high altar declares that the holy

(kmplio niuudi." structures of the saints (altars or tombs)
'> Marked " septem grn/iiii,'' on cue side upon the crypt shall shine in glory,

ol' the passage and "A7"n/«7/7(?r" on tiie other. " Sai/cto, .super rriptam sanetortau i>triicta

' Tile north entrance to the crypt is in- jiitel/imt."
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confessionary has its separate entrance in tlie middle of tlie

t1iu;lit of steps wliieh lead \\\) to tlie ])resl)ytery. Tiiis is in

fact a very common arrangement in the early churches. The

confessionary of St. Peter at Rome, for example", was so cir-

cumscrihed by a passage. Possibly also the crypt of the

church of St. Gall extended under the apse.

Tlie high altar was dedicated to St. Mary and St. Gall, as

the inscription shews. The sarcophagus of St. Gall marked in

the plan would be, in accordance with the above explanation,

really placed in the crypt below it.

In the monastic chronicles it is well known that every

removal or change of position, "translation," or "elevation,"

of the body of a saint Avas most carefully recorded, and usually

the days upon which such translations occurred were observed

as festivals. Now, as 1 have already stated, we possess a

complete series of chronicles for the monastery of St. Gall,

extending without interrupti(m to the lirst part of the thir-

teenth century, besides the biographies of St. Gall and St.

Othmar; and the earliest writer of these chronicles lived in the

ninth century. Nevertheless the latest mention of the body

of St. Gall is the history of his re-interment by Bishop Boso

in 686, and no translation or disturbance is alluded to in the

rebuilding of the basilica by Gozpertus. On the other hand,

the second founder, Othmar, was translated four times, and

each translation is carefully recorded.

This abbot died at Stein, (A.D. 758,) and was translated

to his own monastery, (A.l). 768,) and buried in a sarcopha-

gus between the altar of St. John Baptist and the wall, on the

right hand side of the aUarV 'J'he sarcophagus rose above the

level of the pavement, and the body was deposited therein,

and not beneath the surface of the ground. AVhen the basilica

or church of St. Gall was taken down by Gozpertus, u[)on the

occasion of the rebuilding, the Avails were prostrated by means

of battering rams, and the workmen imagined the body of the

saint to be safe beneath the ground, but in their opei-ations they

shattered the tomb, and then discovered it to be above. They

then translated him into the church of St. Peter, (A.l). 8:29,)

behind the- altar, where he was suffered to remain for some

years. He was then (A.D. sd-l) brought back to the church

of St. Gall, and placed on the right hand of the altar of

s Airliitcctural Hisloiy of C;iiitcrbury ' W:il. Strab. vit. Otlini.. cap. ix. cap.

Cathedral, cliap. iii. xiii. ; Jsu de Mir., c. v. G. 281, 283, 288.
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St. Gall", and three years after removed to a basilica erected

oil purpose for him, and placed mider the altar in a stone ark.

We may infer from all this that the body of St. Gall was never

disturbed, even during the rebuilding of the church, for if it

had, the fact would have been recorded as Avell as these nu-

merous removals of St. Otlimar. It follows that the first

founder was so placed that his tomb did not interfere with

the reconstruction ; and the builders seem to have imagined

that the second founder might also have remained undis-

turbed. But this shews that St. Gall must have been placed

below, within the crypt and not above it, and therefore the
'' sarcofafjus sandi coiyoris" which in the plan is shewn be-

hind the high altar, must really have been in the crypt below.

Amongst the miracles of St. Gall there is a tale of a cripple

who was brought by his friends to the menioriam. B. Galli,

(that is, the tomb or altar of St. Gall,) and daily laid close to

the sepulchre in the crypf. But on the other hand there is

another tale concerning a lamp which burnt nightly before the

upper altar and tomb, and which gave a small light to the altar

within the crj/jjt, through a small window or openings.

It is not impossible that although the real sepulchre of the

saint was in the confessionary or crypt below, a monument to his

honour may have been erected above, behind the high altar y.

" Iso de Mirac, cap. iv. ; (but in cap. dedicated in that year. The church suf-

vii. post arum S. J. Baptistae,) lib. ii. cap. fared by a fire in 937. Abbot Vodalricus,

2. G. pp. 287, 289, 2i)4. or Vlricus, (A.D. 990—996,) made a
" Cap. xxxii. G. p. 271. " Cottidie cliapel, in vvliich was placed tlie sepulchre

juxta sepulchruni in crypta collocatus." of the Lord, constructed with jjreat care,

^ " Lumen quod ante superius altare et and decorated with gold and colours,

tnmbam ardebat per quandam fenestram There were four altars in the chapel, one
radios suos ad altare infra cryptam posi- in honour of the Holy Trinity and another

tum dirigebat."— cap. xxv. G. p. 268. of the Holy Cross. On the right hand was
y I have already stated that there are painted the assumption of the Virgin, and

discrepancies between the plan and some an altar was there dedicated to St. Mary,
of the arrangements mentioned in the On tlie left an altar of St. John, with a

chronicles. Tlius tlie altar of St. John picture of his death. In tlie crypt below

Baptist, near which St. Othmar was de- he arranged a fifth altar to Vodalricus the

posited, does not appear in the plan. The bishop. G. p. 112. In the days of Abbot
crypt is called the crypt of the twelve Ulric the Sixth (1204'— 1219) considerable

Apostles and of St. Columbanus, in cap. changes were made in the buildings, and a

xxvi. of the life of Notker (G. p. 374;) and great tower erected for the churc';. I find

tlie altar of St. Columbanus in the crypt is no particulars relating to tlie history of

mentioned; (G. p. 130;) but the writer the clmrcli after this period. Murray's
belongs to the twelfth century. However, Hand-book informs us that the abbey
in the "plan the altar of St. Columbanus is churcli is now a cathedral, and was so

on the steps of the presbytery. In 1225 modernized in the last centui-y tliat it pos-

(G. p. 137) two crypts are mentioned, sesses little to interest the stranger. The
namely, of the Apostles and of all saints : buildings of the deserted monastery date
" duas cryplas nostras xil. videticel Apo- from the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

stolortim el omnium sanctorum." They were turies, and are partly employed for govern-
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There was a second altar to tlic east of the higli altar, and

this was dedicated to St. Paul. The sides of the presbytery

and the apse were lined with benches'. On the steps of the

preshytery, to the north and sonth, arc placed altars of St. Be-

nedict and St.Cohnnbanus,each altar having a small enclosure

or rail like those of the side aisles*. To the west of the steps

the choir of the singers, " chorm psaUentiurii" is enclosed by

screens that occupy the space of the crossing. This choir has

lateral doors, which open into the long passages or gangways

that lead, as already described, along the inner sides of the

aisles, and terminate in the doors leading to the crypt. Pos-

sil)ly this arrangement was made to facilitate processions,

which would thus pass completely round the church, visiting

in turn all the altars of the side aisles and circumscribing the

confcssionary. It is besides probable that some altars were

placed in the crypt which do not appear in the plan.

The choir has also a door in the western screen, and four

seats or desks, "formula," which are placed so that the singers

would turn either to the east or to the west, but it does not

appear Avhich.

Westward of the choir another set of screens extends from

])illar to pillar, so as to enclose a space wdiich has two doors

to the Avest''. In the western part of this enclosure, and in

the central line of the nave, is placed the pulpit, " amho" of a

circular form ; and against the eastern or choir screen, on

each side of the choir door, is an rmalof/h/m, or reading desk.

These are inscribed '' analoqia adlegeiidum!'

At the west end of the church there is an altar to St. Peter,

in the middle of the apse, and a seat runs round the concavity.

But neither in this apse or in the eastern one is the usual pa-

triarchal throne indicated. The platform of this apse is raised

luent offices and for the preservation of sons. Accordingly a similar desk or " can-

tlic convent library. A complete list of tariiim," as it was called, was set up in the

the abbots to A.D. 1530, by J. Vadianus, church of St. Gall, under the direction of

is given in G. p. L50. Romanus, about the altar of the Apostles,
* The altar of St. Paul is distinguished and upon this was deposited the authentic

by the follow inn- line—" ///c Pauli dignos copy of the antiphoniriuni which he had

muani relehramiis hoiiorcs." brought with him from Rome.—Ekke-
» Charlemagne obtained from Pope hardi minimi de Vit. B. Notkeri, cap. ix.

Adrian two teachers of the Gregorian G. 3.19.

chant, one of whom, named Romanus, was '" This enclosed space has the inscrip-

detained at St. Gall on his road to Metz tion " Hie evan^eliacce recitatiir lectio pa-

by sickness, and remained there teaching ci.i" in the midst between the analogia and

the monks. At Rome it seems that they the mnhn.

had a certain desk fixed in the church, >= This altar has the line "Hie Petrus

upon which the genuine antiphonariiim cvcksiw paslnr surlilnr Iwiiorem," and the

was deposited for the inspection of all per- apse is inscribed " f.icdia."
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three steps only- The step is iiiterru])ted in the middle, as

if a passage was there to a " confessionary" or crypt beneath

the altar, bnt no such place is indicated by Avriting. In front of

the platform an enclosure is screened off for a choir, ''chorus,'"

but no seats or desks are drawn. It has one door towards

the west and two towards the east. The eastern screen is

near the font, and a bench phaced between the two doors may
serve for the convenience of those who assisted at the baptis-

mal service. On the whole, seventeen altars are marked in

the plan.

The SACRisTy^.

The saciisty, which is exactly of the same size as the south

transept, consists of a building of two stories, erected on one

side in contact with the east wall of the southern transept,

and on the other against the presbytery. The lower story or

sacristy proper, '' suhiiis sacratorinm^' contains presses, chests,

and benches : there is a large table in the middle for setting

out the sacred vessels, " inensa mnciornm vasorumJ' In the

south-east corner there is a stove, as the priests have to re-

main here a long time in winter for putting on their habili-

ments. In the upper story are kept the ecclesiastical vest-

ments, "supra vestium ecclesice repositlo!' From the sacristy

below a long passage leads to a small house, where the sacra-

mental bread is baked for the use of the church, and oil is

])i'epared for lighting the church, " domus ad prceparandum

jjanem saiictnm ef oJcuni cxprhuendiim!' Here are delineated

a lire-place, oven, table, and benches.

Library and Scriptorium.

On the north side of the presbytery is a building which in

its plan and dimensions corresponds exactly with the sacristy,

and abuts on the eastern side of the north transept in the

same manner as the latter does against the south transept.

It also consists of two stories. The lower story is arranged

for a scriptorium, or writing room, " infra sedes scribeiitium."

It is furnished with a large table in the centre, and seven

writing desks placed against the walls, which are lighted by

six A\^indows^ The upper story serves as a depository for the

<1 Tliis and the following articles are ^ The glass windows, fenestrce vHrcs, of

freely translated from Keller, witli the few the Scriptoriiini, are mentioned hy Ekke-
cxccptions which I have marked as they liardus, cap. iii. G. p. 53.

occur, and with the addition of the notes.
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books, " s//jjra InhJlotlicca^y The li1)rary is readied by means
of a staircase from the passage which leads to the crypt, " in-

IroitnH in bibllothecaiii .s/'jjcr criptani superius!^

Towers.

On the two sides of the eastern seniicircidar atrium of the

minster stand two towers, wliich, hke those of most of the

ancient basihcas of Italy, are not connected with the princi|)al

building. The access to them is by short passages from the

atrium. They are probably divided into stories, and, what is

seldom the case with belfries, are of a round form. Their

height is not given. It is uot said whether they were to re-

ceive bells, which doubtless was their principal destination. It

is merely remarked that the ascent to the smnmit of the tower

and to their chapels was (as is also shewn in the drawing) by a

winding staircase, and that the whole building could be over-

looked fiom them, " ascensm per cocleam, ad i/niversa Sf/per

inspicienda." Above, in the northern tower, there is an altar

in a chapel dedicated to the archangel Michael, " alfare sancfl

j\[icJi(adi.s in stiimiiiitdtcr and at the summit of the southern

tower a similar altar is raised to the archangel Gabriel, " altare

mncfi Gabridis in summitate!' Campaniles or bell-towers, as

is known, had not been brought into frecpient use in the con-

struction of churches very long before this plan was made

;

])erhaps first under the reign of Charlemagne. Then followed

the various, and in part unsuccessfid, eftbrts to bring them
into harmonious connection \\dth the rest of the building, to

which, by their nature, they were not suited. The floral or-

nament in the plan, which is also often seen in manuscripts of

the ninth century, has no precise signification^.

The CLOISTERh.

The cloister conrt is placed on the south side of the church.

It is a large area bounded on the north by the church and on
the other sides by three principal buildings of the monastery.

It is surrounded in the usual manner by a covered walk or

' Tlie library -of tlie old St. Peter's e It probably indicates the conical roof
cluirch at Rome was constructed on the of the building or its ornamental finial.

other side of the transept, in the angle '' I have re-written the description of
formed between it and tlie nave, and in- the cloister, which seems not to have
deed in the place where on our plan the been understood by Keller in the sense in

dwelling for visiting brothers, '^ siisceplio which I view it.

fralnnn siiperfeiiieiitiinn," is indicated.
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portlcus, and in the centre the open space was probably laid

out with grass or shrubs. The arches of the portlcus are

represented in the plan in a sort of rude perspective or hori-

zontal projection familiar to those who are in the habit of

examining ancient drawings of this kind ; and comparing it

with the known forms of Romanesque cloisters, it appears

that there was an open arch in the centre of each side, which
gave access to the central space known as the PratcIlKm,

Freaif, or CIoister-f/artI(, in the respective languages of the

above terms.

On either side of this central open arch was a group of four

arches, the pillars of which of course rested on a low base-

ment wall, behig intended to admit light and air in the man-
ner of open windows, but not to give access to the cloister-

garth. Four foot-paths, " quatuor Semitesper transversum claus-

tri," extend one from each of the central arches, and abut

against a path surrounded by a small square enclosure, in the

centre of which is a " savina," or tub, either for water or for

plants.

The north walk or aiiihiilacrum of the cloister, extends along

the QhwYchj^'porticiis ante ecclesiam!' It is considerably broader

than the other three, and is provided with benches on the long

sides, apparently because it serves also as a chapter-house, for

an inscription informs us that this is the place where the pious

multitude may hold their wholesome deliberations. '' Hlc pia
concilium 2)ertractet turba saluhre!' At one end of this chap-

ter-house a door leads us into the south transept of the min-.

ster, and through it into the habitations and dormitories of the

brethren ; at the opposite end a door opens into the parlour'.

The eastern walk of the cloister which leads towards the re-

fectory is constructed alongside of the habitation of the bre-

thren, ''portlcus ante domum stet Ikecfornace cedentem !' (The

portlcus stands before the house, which is warmed by a stove.)

The habitation consists of two stories. Below is a sitting-

room or common room for the brethren, '' subtus calefactoria

domus^.'' It is provided with a large arched fire-place, " cami-

' A iloor into tlie church near the audi- ahnoiier's chamber.
torhim or parh)iir occurs in Ekkehardus ^ This lower rcoTn was also termed
(c. 10. G. p. 83.) Et. cu7)i ad introititm ;j/,sYi//.<, i'or tlie south door of it is inscribed

ecclesicB 7il,i locus auditorii est, venissent, " egrcssiis de pisale." Under Pisalis in

&c. This door may have been at the Ducange, I find amongst otiier definitions,

north-west angle of tlie cloister, as usual, " Conclave vaporario vel fornacula cale-

or it maybe the door wliich opens to the factum unde Gall. Poe/e (Guerardo in glos-
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rnifi ml caJcfdcirndiim'' the cliininey of wliidi, " cvaparalio

fumiy as in the inner school and the intinnary, is represented,

probably for the sake of syninietry', at a distance from tlie

iire-place, and also in horizontal jirojection. The sitting room

has two outlets, one leads by a short })assage, " cf/resma cle pi-

sale^' to a detached small building, in which, under one roof,

are imited the washing-house, ''lavatorit/m," or "lavandi locus,''

furnished all round with benches, and in the centre with a

large fire-place ; and a bath-house, " hahicaiorhim^' with a

stove or fire-])lace, and two boilers. Here probably was car-

ried on the washing of the feet and cleansing of the linen

prescribed by the rule of St. Benedict, occupations to Avhich

every monk was subjected in turn. Within the monastery

there are several bath establishments, which were doubtless

constructed on account of the Icj^rosy which at that time i)re-

vailed amongst the u])per as well as the lower classes. The
other outlet from the pisalis, " exitus ad necessarium," leads to

the necessnrium, in the corner of which a light, " b/cenia,'' is

kept burning.

The sleeping a])artment occupies the upper story, " suhtus

calcfacforia dovnr-s, supra donnitorium^' in which are repre-

sented the bedsteads and benches, " lectin It is not possible

to say whether from this story the above-named light, which

by the rules of the order must burn throughout the night in

the sleeping room, could be reached, and also the necessa-

rium, which is almost always connected with the sleeping-

chambers on the same level".

A building of two stories abuts against the south side of

the cloister ", which contains in the lower story the refectory,

sar Polypt.") "Coepit nde vir venerabilis rebant esse officinas." (G. p. 92. Ekke-
Keginboldus cellain ordiiiare et fonstruere hardi Hist. S. Galli, cap. xi. See also

asdificavitque prinuiin doriiiitoriuin, subtus cap. iii. of the same cliroiiicle, G. p. 53.)

autein Pisalein," &c. (Acta Murensis Mo- 1 I have explained the disconnection of

iiasterii, p. 9.) the chimney and tlie fire-place in my in-

In our monastery the Pis/ilis plainly troductory chapter, as proving- the exist-

coincides with the above definitions and ence ol a liypocaust.

quotations. It is a room warmed with a '" 'J"he staiicases which led to the upper
stove, alid it is under the dormitory. floors are omitted throughout the jilaii.

In the abbey chronicles this chamber is In the usual monastic arrangements one
termed the Pijrale, and it appears that the leads from the dormitory to tlie transept,

arrangement ofthe buildings differed here to enable the monks to attend the iioc-

from the plan, for the scriptorium, the py- turnal services with ease : and another
ralf and the hivotoritim were contiguous to leads from the dormitor^ to tlie cloister

each other, "^'eniunt in pyrale et in eo or elsewhere. The ascent to tlie dormi-
lavatorium necnon et proximum pyrali tory, " c jxirte erclesite," is mentioned by
scriptorium, et has tres regularissimas Kkkehardus, cap. x. G. p. 83.

prae omnibus quas uncjuam viderint asse- " The south walk of the cloister is iu-

VOL. V. P
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and the upper story of whicli is destined for a vestiarium,
" infra refecforium, supra vestiarium."

In the refectory are represented six tables of different

lengths and shapes. The abbot takes his seat at the largest

of these, the '' mensa ahhatis^ which is of the shape of a

Greek IT, Avith a bench, '^ scammm'' on each side. The other

benches rnn partly round the walls of the apartment, " sedes

in circuitu," and stand partly between the tables. In the

centre of the hall is a smaller table of honour for the guests,

" ad seclendum cum Uospitibus!' Opposite to this and placed

against the wall the reading-desk, or " analogiumr is erected,

from which a brother who possesses a good delivery reads

during the meal, according to the monastic rule. From the

refectory a passage through an arched door leads to the

kitchen, " cc/rcssus ad coquinam," which is separated from

the main building, and in which we observe tables and
benches, and in the centre a large fire-place standing upon
arches ; by the above-named door is a large square press " to-

reqma^'' intended probably for keephig the plates, &c. By the

old Benedictine rule every monk must take his turn to do

duty in the kitchen, with the exception of the cellerer when he

happened to be much engaged. Connected with the kitchen

by a long passage is a building which comprises the bake-

house and brewhouse of the convent, "/,/'c victusfratrum cura

fractetur lionestay This building has a small vestibule, from

wdiich to the right and the left Ave go to the sleeping rooms of

the servants, " repatisationes vernarum.'' In the bakehouse,

"pistrimim frafrum'' are benches and tables, an oblong

trough, ''alveolus," a baking oven, " caminus" and a locker

for meal, " repositio farinw." From the bakehouse we enter

the brewhouse, " Jiic fratribus confciafur ccrvisa" in which

are represented benches, a boiler and furnace, and where; in

a separate space marked " hie eolefur celia °," the beer cooler

appears, under the same form or mark by which the cooling

apparatus, " ad refrigerandum cervisam" is represented in the

brewhouses of the hospitium and of the pilgrims.

Tlie u])per story of this buihling is, as already stated, the

vesilarium, or place Avhcre the clothes are kept, (that is," the

ordinary clothes of the brethren, whereas in the vestiarium

above the sacristy the ecclesiastical vestments were deposited.)

scribed " H(rc domui adsislit cuiiclis f/na " Whether by celia we are to iiiuler-

porgitur eesca." stand ale or wort, does not appear.
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The west walk of the cloister is hounded by another two-

storied building. The ground-floor consists of the cellar, " in-

fra ceUarium,'' into which we enter from the cloister on the

side of the refectory, " Iiuic portlcus potus f/t'oquc cclla cohe-

ret," with a great nmnber of large and small barrels, " majorcs

tumicB et minorcs." These barrels were probably destined for

keeping both beer and wine. Although the enjoyment of the

latter was originally denied to the monks, yet as early as the

eighth century wine w^as drunk in all w^ealtliy monasteries.

In the upper story is the larder and store room for other

kinds of provisions, '' st/jjra lanlariuiii et aUoriim neccasario-

rum repositio.''

The rARLOUR.

In a line with the apartment of the almoner and adjoining

to it is the long parloiu', furnished all round with benches,

which serves as a vestibule to the cloisters, and in which con-

versation is carried on with visitors, and orders are given to

the servants, " cwiitis et introifi/s ante clatistnnii ad conloqueu-

dttm cum hosjntibus et ad mandatum faciendum^
!'

The Convent of the Novices, or Inner School.

At the east end of the church stands a group of buildings

Avhich form two complete monasteries as it were, each of

which consists of a cloister with its covered arcade, sur-

rounded by the usual suite of refectory/, dormitory, &c., and

having a church or chapel on one side. Each of these little

convents has also a detached building in its neighbourhood,

which contains the bath and kitchen. The two are inge-

niously arranged with perfect synnnetry of plan Avitli res])ect

to the central building, which contains the chapels. The
chapels are placed end to end, and thus form one continuous

building when viewed from without, but within are completely

separated from each other. The apse of one being at the east

end, and of the other at the west, the entire double chapel has

an apse at each end.

One of these little convents, or cloisters as they are termed,

(for the word "claustrum" is taken to mean the whole esta-

blishment,) is appropriated to the novices and the other to the

1' See the articles Parlalorium, Luctiluriiiin, Jnditorium, Salulalorluvi, Prolocutorium,
in the Glossary of Diicangc.
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sickf and I will now proceed to describe their arrangements

separately^.

The novices' convent bears an inscription which informs us

that in this cloister are associated those who are offered up by

their parents and those who are upon probation, '-'hoc daiistro

ohiafi, 'pi(hantihus adsociantur.''

The oblati are those youths or boys who were devoted by

their parents to a monastic life. In the history of the monas-

tery of St. Gall mention is frequently made of such solemn

ceremonies. Thus for example the learned monk Iso,

A.D. 871, was from his birth vowed to the monastic life by

his parents. The expression oblati occurs in the commence-

ment of the fifty-ninth chapter of the rules of St. Benedict,

where the subject is the reception of the sons of nobles and of

poor persons. By pulsaufes'' are to be understood those who
are received into the novitiate ; literally, those wdio knocked

at the door of the monastery, seeking admission therein^ He
Avho wished to be received into a monastery, or to enter into

holy orders, nuist, according to the capitulare of Charlemagne

of the year 789, be first examined or tried, and give an ac-

count of his morals and course of life. He therefore entered

first into the so called " pulsatorium monasticum," where he

was examined and prepared.

The walks of their cloister have arcades on the sides, dis-

posed on the same principle as those of the great cloister

already described, and might serve in bad w-eather as a place

for recreation for the scholars. The principal building, which

encloses three sides of the square, is divided into six large

rooms. On the west side is the refectory and a chamber,
" camera." The south side comprises the apartment of the

master, " maumo hiagistri eoruni" and the infirmary, " injir-

morum domm" both of which are provided with a stove and

other necessary appendages. On the east side are the dormi-

tory and the connnon room, "pi8alis\" with a fire-place, " ca-

miniis" and a chimney, '' exitiis fumi." These six chambers

are not connected with each other, but each has a door which

opens upon the cloister.

In the centre of the space enclosed by the cloister is indi-

t I have added the above observations to « Another interpretation is given in Ma-
Keller's article on the Novice convent. billon's Annales Ord. S. Benedict!.

Vide the articles Oblati, Puhaic, ' Pisalis has been already shewn to

Pulsatorium, in Diicange. mean a room warmed by a stove.
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cated a square with a small circle in the middle, l)y which, as

in the cloisters, we may understand a quadrangular jjarterre,

with a tree or a well, (or as Von Arx thinks, a small house.)

On the north side the cloister is bounded by the chapel of

the sick monks and that of the novices, which, as already ex-

])hiined, is under the same roof as the former, but completely

separated from it. It is arranged as follows : a vestibule or

ante-chapel at the west end is surrounded on three sides by a

long bench against the walls, and entered by a door from the

cloisters. The fourth or eastern side is a screen, with a door

in the middle that admits to the choir, which has two benches

or little forms, ''formi(he," in it, and lastly two steps ascend

from the choir to the ])latform of the apse, in the centre of

which stands an isolated altar.

To the west of this convent of the novices, but separated

from it by a road, stands the kitchen which is ajjpropriated to

them, " coquiiia eunnidctu" in the middle of which the fire-

hearth is introduced. Adjoinhig to it and under the same
roof is a bath-room, " baljieaJori/'m," with four cauldrons, two

benches, and a lire-place (?) in the middle of the room.

The Outer School.

The school-house is near the al)bot's dwelling, and is sur-

rounded by a fence ". It is a building about seventy feet by
fifty-three. This consists of a large apartment in. the middle,

divided hy a screen or ])artition into two, about twenty-five

feet square each. Round these are placed a series of fourteen

small rooms, which open into the larger ones, two of them
also having outer doors, and thus serving as vestibules. The
rest of these little rooms are termed the dwellings of the scho-

lars, " hie mansiuHCula scolasticorum.'' The inscription which
runs across the central rooms mai'ks them as the conunon-
room of the school and place of recreation, " domus communis
schola idem vacationis" A small square in the centre of each

is inscribed " Ic^tado!' I have already endeavoured to shew
that this probably indicates the fire-place, with an open lan-

tern over it. Each of the scholar's rooms has a square, but
this is probably a table. No fumitiu-e of any other kind is

indicated hi this house''.

° The fences bear the inscription " 11<ec " I have substituted the above article

tfiinquf sepia jiremiiiit disceiilis volii jit- as the school in place of one by Keller,
vent(f." which describes the buildiii}; as having a
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Opposite to the school-house, and built against the side-wall

of the church, is the residence of the head-master of the school,
" mansio capitis scolis," containing a chamber, provided with
a stove in the corner, and with benches, beds, or other furni-

ture; also a private room adjoining, '' ejiisdem sccretiim,'' fur-

nished with side-benches, tables, &c.

Aula.

The residence of the abbot, also called the palatium and
the abbatia, stands outside the monastery, is surrounded by
a fence, and consists of two buildings, one of which is inha-

bited by the abbot himself and the other by his servants. The
first building consists of two stories, of which the under one
has an open portico on the east and west sides, ''porticiis'^

arcubus lucida!' The inner space of this story is divided into

two chambers. One is the sitting room of the abbot, ''mansio

abbatis," with benches, a stove or hre-place, two presses orna-

mented with carved work, " tore(/niata," one on each side of

the door, and a covered way to the church, ''ad ecdesiam

i/if/rcssHs." It has also a dooi' to the Avestern portico and
another to the eastern portico. The second chamber, " dor-

mitoriuDi" contains eight places for sleeping, " lecti hie," a

bench, a stove or fire-place, and other conveniences. The
upper story contains a large upper chamber, and some smaller

chambers, "supra earnerce et solarium

T

According to the rule of the order of St. Benedict there

shall be a kitchen as well in the house of the abbot as in the

hospitium, in order that the brethren may not be distm-bed

in their arrangements by the unexpected entrance of strangers

into the cloisters. Accordingly, the servants' house contains

the kitchen of the abbot, and adjoining to it his cellar and
provision store, " eellaruim,'' and also a bath room, " haliiea-

torium." Behind these rooms three chambers are introduced

for the domestics, " cubilia faniulantium!'

court in the centre, divided by a wall. The which two are down to the ground and the

central square testudo he interprets as a remainder form groups of arches resting

garden-house, and the rooms around as on a basement-w all, similarly to t*lie clois-

lecture-rooms or apartments of the teach- ters : so at least I interpret the drawing,

ers. by comparison with Romanesque build-
" Each portico has twelve openings, of ings.
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The IIospitium for the reception of distinguished
Strangers.

'^ JTdBc domus liospitihmparia est quoque suscipiendis."

This ])uikliiig, wliicli is entered on the sontli side througli

a vestibule, " u/j/ress/fs,'' comprises tlie sitting and slcej)ing

apartments of the guests of higher rank, chambers for their

servants, and stables for their horses. These rooms occnj)y

tiie circumference of the building. In the centre of the whole is

a large refectory, "donms hospilum adprmidendum." There are

also indicated in the same, a large central fire-hearth, ''locus

fuel,'' and along the walls tables, " riioisfe,'" and benches, and

one of the four doors is flanked by a pair of presses, " torcf/-

mata!' Prom the refectory we enter into the four sleej)ing

rooms, "caminatce cum ledis,'' lying at the two opposite sides

of the house, and well furnished with stoves, beds, &c. Two
other doors, situated opposite to each other, lead from the

refectory into ante-rooms, one of which, the entrance hall of

the whole, " ingresstis," is also connected with the chambers
of the servants, '' ct/hiJia serviforifm ;" the second leads to

the stables, " stahuJa caballonfw," (in which the mangers,
" prasepia,'' are indicated,) and other useful offices.

At a short distance from the hospitinm is a building which
contains under one roof, first, the kitchen for the guests, " cu-

lina Jiospitum,'' with the fire-place in the middle of the room
;

secondly, the store-room, "prowpfmritim ;" thirdly, the bake-

house, ''pistnmim^' with an oven, "for/iax," side-benches and
troughs. Also in an adjoining room, " interenda pasice locus,"

a table and vessels for wetting and leavening the meal.

Lastly we arrive at the brewhouse, " do}in/s coiificiendce celia,''

with fires, and coppers for wetting and malting the grain in

the same room, and the cooling apparatus in a separate place,

inscribed "hie refrif/eraf/n- eerrisa.''

The Dwelling of the Porter.

Opposite to the hospitinm, and erected against the wall of

the church,- are the apartments of the \^ovic\', porfarius, also

called the ostiarius, one of the first otficials of the monasterv,
who receives the guests, and therefore his dwelling is placed
without the monastery. It consists of two rooms, namely,
his sitting-room, Avarmed by means of a stove, '' caminafa por-
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iar'iir liaving one door into the court and another into the

church ; and his sleeping room, " cuhile ejus," with beds, side

benches, &c.

To this building is appended a vestibule already mentioned,

through which the guests and the scholars can pass in and
out through the semicircular cloister of the atrium, or enter

into the church itself, " exiet Mc Jiospes vel tcmpli fecfa sub-

ihit ; discentis scolaj)fdcJira juventa simul.''

HOSPITIUM EOR POOR TRAVELLERS AND PiLGRIMSy.

" Domus peregrhwrum etpaupemm."

This building is very little smaller than the nobler hospi-

tium, and like it is composed of a circumference of chambers

enclosing a common room. The chambers consist of a vesti-

bule to the east, flanked by two rooms for the servants who
waited upon the pilgrims, " scrvientium. mansiones!' On the

north and south sides is a '' dormitorium," and on the west a

chamber, ''camera," and a ''ceJIarimn," between Avhich is a ves-

tibule which leads to a detached building containing under

one roof a bakehouse and brewhouse, the arrangement and
furniture of which are as nearly as possible identical with

those of the larger hospitium. The central space of the pau-

pers' hospitium is surrounded with seats, and in the middle

the usual square which is marked in this case " tesfudo." (It

appears probable, as I have already stated, that this space is

roofed over, and that the square is the opening in the roof

through which light is admitted.) But it is remarkable that

this establishment is destitute of a kitchen, and has neither

refectory or furniture of any kind indicated in its plan ; it is

also wantino: in the other convenient offices that are attached

in su€h profusion to every other part of the monastic build-

ings. It may therefore be doubtful whether even a fire Avas

afforded in the central space ^

Opposite to the hospitium, just described, for poor travel-

lers and pilgrims, there is a vestibule, (mentioned above,)

exactly like the northern one, Avith two entrances thr.ough

y This establishment is inscribed " Hie bench running round its walls, and t1ie

jjcregrinorum IrPtetiir turha rerepta." little square in the middle he supposes to

^ Keller, indeed, from whose description be a little roof or pavilion, lint as it

I have departed in this section, interprets would be only about nine feet square, I

the drawing as if the central square apart- think tins conjecture erroneous,

ment was a court open to the sky, with a
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wliicli tlie whole of the servants belonging to the monastery

find their entrance into the establishment, " Tola monaderio

famulantum, hie turha subinfref."

Residence of the Almoner.

" Pausatio procuratoris pauperum!'

The apartment of the almoner (also called the hospitilarius)

abuts on the south wall of the church, is furnished with a stove,

has a door leading outwards and another opening into the

church, and corresponds with the apartment of the p)orlarlus

on the north side of the church.

HospiTiuM FOR Monks visiting the Monastery.

" Susapfiofratnim supervenientiumy

The hospitium for stranger monks, provided in accordance

with the regulations in the 61st chapter of the rules of the

order of St. Benedict, is opposite to the outer school, and

abuts on the north wall of the church. It consists of two

apartments, one of which has an outlet into the north transept

of the church, and is furnished with a stove and side benches;

the other room is a dormitory with stove, beds, benches, &c.

The Dwelling of the Physicians.

" Domus medicormn."

The residence of the physicians is situated, together with

the botanical garden, in the north-east corner of the monas-

tery. It is separated from the blood-letting-house by a wall

or fence, and has no direct communication with the infirmary

oj)posite. On the east side is the physician's private room,
'" iiia/isio mcdici ipnius"^'' with a stove, &c. Adjoining to this is

the repository for his drugs and medicaments, "aruiarium jJif/-

iiK'iitormiiy On the west side of the building is the apartment

of those who are dangerously ill,
'' cubkuhnn vahle i/ifrtuoruin,"

arranged in a manner similar to the physician's private room.

It is probable that this house was used for the reception of

patients attacked by infectious disorders. The situation of

* In the paupers' bakehouse, which is exactly like this, the same room is inscribed
" locus cotispergeiidi."

VOL. V. Q
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this building in the angle of the monastery, and its complete

isolation from the surrounding dwellings, appears explained

by this conjecture''.

Physic Garden.

Immediately behind the residence of the physicians, in the

north-eastern angle of the monastery, is the physic garden,

"lierhularius!'' This is laid out with sixteen beds, each of which
has the name of some herb inscribed upon it, according to the

following list, to which I have added the English names

:

Menfa, Peppermint ; Bosmarino, Rosemary ; Lilurm, White
Lily ; Salvia, Sage ; Rida, Rue ; Gladiola, Cornflag ; Pule-

gmm, Pennyroyal ; Fenugrceca, Fenugreek ; Rosas, Rose

;

Sisivibria, Watercress (or Radish ?) ; Cumwo, Cummin ; Lubes-

tico, Lovage ; Fenicidicm, Fennel ; Costo, Tansy ; Fasiolo,

Kidney Bean ; Sataregia, Savory.

The Infirmary.

On the north side of the novices' convent, and separated from
it by the double church, stands the inhrmary, which in its

arrangement and extent corresponds exactly with that con-

vent, as I have already mentioned, and as the inscription tells

us :
" Fratribus infirmis pariter locus iste paretur."

The chamber, the refectory, the master's house, the dormi-

tory and the pisalis, respectively occupy places that corres-

pond exactly to those of the same apartments in the novices'

convent, and the two churches and the cloister are also similar.

The only difference is that the room which in the novices'

convent is given to their sick, and marked "injirmorum domus,"

is in the infirmary assigned to those who are very ill, " Iocks

valde injirmorum." However it must be remembered that

the infirmary was a residence for infirm and superannuated

mordvs as well as for sick monks. Their kitchen, " coquiiia

eoninderii et sa7igimiem minueufiuni," is removed several steps

from the infirmary and to the west of the refectory. It con-

tains also a place for those who are to be bled. The kitchen,

as well as the bath-room adjoining it,
'' balnearum domus,"

Keller here observes, that the middle hall, or lastly a court with a little house in

space, and the ([uadrangle in the centre of the midst. Compare the similar quadrants
it, may either indicate a chamber with a in the hospitium, the outer school, the
large table or a fireplace, or on the other gardener's house, &c.
hand an inner o^ien space enclosed by a
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are arranged like tlie spaces similarly indicated in the novices'

convent, l^aths, as it is known, were at an earlier period

amongst the most ordinary medicinal remedies. The old

Benedictine rnle expresses itself npon the nse of baths, in the

cha[)ter de iiijinnis frafrihus, m the following manner-. Ba/-

vcarum mm infirnm quotiens expcdit offeratiu\ senibm a/den/,

et maximejuvenihm tardim concedatur.

The house for letting blood.

^' Fleotomatis hie gmtandum vel potionariis."

This building, the entrance to which is on the sontli side,

comprises one large quadrangular space, in which patients

can be bled and purged. It is furnished with six tables,

" mensiE," and the same number of benches, and is heated by

four stoves placed at the corners. As in similar cases it does

not appear to be easily determined whether a large table or

a tire-place is indicated by the great square in the centre of

the space.

The Factory.

" IIcBC sul) se teneatfratnim qui tegmina curat

^

This place bears in front of it the above line, which implies

that it is devoted to the making and repairing the clothes of

the brethren, but this is not the sole business which is carried

on within it.

The building must be intended to comply with that article

of the Benedictine rule which enjoins that the monastery if

possible should be so constituted as to contain w^ithin itself

every necessary of life, as water for the mill, the bakehouse,

the garden ; and all mechanical arts should be carried on

therein, so as to avoid the necessity of the monks going out

of its bounds. The factory consists of two parts of unequal

size, but connected with each other. The larger building

is provided with a vestibule and chambers, which enclose

tAvo quadrangular courts or apartments, in the middle of

which are two small ambiguous squares delineated, which

Keller thinks are houses or cabins for the masters or over-

seers. The inscription " domus et ojjieina camcrarii," may
a])ply to the whole apartment or merely to the squares in the

middle. Around these courts are the workshops of the shoe-
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makers, "sufores," saddlers (or stool makers), "seilarii," sword-

cutlers, (or rather knife-cutlers,) and grinders, emunclatores etjpo-

litores fflacUorum, shield-makers, (or trencher makers *= ?) "scuta-

rii," carvers in wood, statuaries, or turners, " tornatores,'' cur-

riers, " coriarii'' In the smaller building, which is separated

from the former by an open space, are three workshops, one of

which is appropriated to the goldsmiths, " aurifices," who have

to make in monasteries altar-pieces of silver and gold foil, re-

liquaries, costly bindings for books, frequently set with precious

stones, book-clasps, &c. The other workshops are for smiths,

"fabriferramentorum,'' and fullers, "fuUones." Their dwell-

ings, " eorimdem mansiunculce," are behind the workshops.

The Working-house, Granary, place for drying
Fruit, Mills, &c.

" Hie Jiabeatfrafrum semper sua vota minister!\

This long house comprises the workshops of the coopers,

" tunnariorum domus,'' and of other workers in wood com-

prised under the general phrase " tornarioriim,,'' for this word
appears to have mcXudiQA joiners iand carvers, as well as those

which are now called turners. The dormitories of the work-

men, "famulorum cubilia,'' are behind the workshops. Under
the same roof are the granaries and the thrashing-floors, for

the grain intended and prepared for brewing beer, '^ granariuni

itbi 7nundatum frumentmn servetur et quod ad cervisam prapa-
ratur." The thrashing-floor is a cruciform space in the centre

of the building, in the angles whereof are bins for the grain,

" repositoria earundem rerum."

Opposite to the convent bakehouse and brewhouse, and

standing side by side, are three houses or sheds, of equal ex-

tent and similar arrangements. In one of these is the place

for drying grain or fruit, (probably a malt-house,) " locus ad
torrendas annonas'' In a second are two large mortars,

"pil(B ;" and in a third the hand-mills, "mola.'' In each of

these three buildings there is an inner room, which serves as

a dormitory for the workmen.

The large Granary.

" Horreum vel repositio fructuum annaliumy

This is a barn of large extent, with entrances (probably

^ ScuteUa is a trencher, and scuteUarius a trencher maker.
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folding-doors, as in our modern barns) on the side towards

tlic workshops. It bears the inscription " Frucjibus hie imtat

cunctis labor executiendis."

In the centre, as in the malt granary, there is a space in

the form of a cross, destined for tlirashing the grain, " area in

qua tritu.rardur (jrana et palece!'

The Kitchen Garden.

''Hortusr

The kitchen garden extends between the orchard and the

poidtry yard in an oblong square, and is divided into eighteen

beds, " hie jjlantata Iiolerum pulehre naseeniia vernant." As
the monks, according to ancient rule, were bound to live upon
pulse, vegetables, and fruit from trees, and to gather the same

themselves, the garden and the cultivation of it were points of

special importance in a monastery. The beds are occupied in

the following manner:— 1. Cepas, Onions; 2. Alias, Garlick;

3. Porros, Leeks; 4. Aseolonias, Shallots; 5. Apium, Celery;

6. Felrosilium, Varsley ; 7. Colianclrum, Coriander; 8. Ce?'e-

folium. Chervil; 9. Anetum, Dill; 10. Laetuea, Lettuce; 11.

Fapaver, Poppy; 12. Satare^ia, Savory; 13. Radices, Ra-

dishes; 14. Pestinachm, Parsnep; 15. Magones, Carrots;

16. Caulas, Cabbages; 17. Betas, Beet; IS. Gitto, Corn-

cockle. AVith the exception of the carrots, ''magones'' all the

above-mentioned plants are introduced into Charlemagne's

Capitulare de Villis "*.

The Gardener's House,

This stands close to the kitchen garden, encloses a court in

the middle of which is a small building, " ipsa dornus," and
contains the residence of the gardener, " mansio hortolani,"

which can be warmed by means of a stove ; also two sleeping

apartments for the servants, " cubiUa famulormn ;" lastly a

place for keeping all implements shod mth iron, as spades,

hoes, mattocks, &c., and the vegetable seeds, " hie ferramenfa

reservantur, ef seminaria holeruni." Vestibules are introduced

into almost all the buildings in this plan, and the eastern

entrance to the present court is through one. Compare the

above account moreover with Avhat is said respecting the cen-

tral space in the dwelling of the physician.

*• This is printed in tlie " Capitularia Regum Francorum" of IJaluzius, t. i. p. 331.
Art. 70.
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Stalls for the Domestic Cattle.

These all lie, with the exception of the poultry-yard, in the

south-western angle of the monastery. The stalls for the

horned cattle and horses, "'isia huhus conservandis domus afque

cabaUis," form a longish quadrangular building, with a spacious

court or large room in the centre, as a residence for the herds-

men and grooms, " domus huhidcormn et cqiws servantium."

One side of the building is occupied by stalls for the mares,

over which is a wooden partition for keeping the hay, '' sta-

bulum eqiianim infra, supra tabulation.'' The mangers, "pr<^-

sepia," are indicated, and the chamber of the grooms, " ad
Jioc servitium mansio,'' is opposite to the stalls.

The building on the opposite side is arranged in exactly the

same manner. The stable for the oxen, over which there is

likewise a floor for the hay, bourn sfabulum infra supra

tabulatum," contains eleven separate cribs, "prasepia bourn,"

and the residence of the herdsmen, " conclave assecularum."

The figure in the middle of the court is probably intended

to represent a small house or a shed.

We now arrive at a group of six similar buildings which

include the stalls for the cows, mares, and foals, as also the

stalls for the pigs, goats, sheep, and servants, and are respec-

tively surrounded by a hedge or wall. Each of these six

buildings encloses a court, in which stands a small house, per-

haps inhabited by the overseer, or destined for the dwelling

of the servants. The stalls for the cows are superscribed

with the hexameter

" Hie armenta tibifcetus lac atque ministrant^'

and therein are represented the dwelling of the herdsmen,
" domus armentariorum," and their dormitories.

The stables, " domus equaritia,'' for brood mares and foals,

bear the inscription " Hicfoetas scrvabis equas tenerosque ca-

ballos,'' and contain the stalls, " stabula,'' the dwelling of the

grooms and their dormitories, " cubilia custodum!'

The last-named buildings, which resemble each other,. are

much larger, but have smaller dormitories, than the four

others. On the south side they do not extend so far as the

other buildings on tliis side. The reason of this variation

is simply the fact that the parchment at this spot was partly

too short and partly too rough for the artist.
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The goat stal)les, " i^ta domus ci/ncfa-s nutrlt servaffji/e cajjcl-

las" have roomy cribs, and two doniiitohes for the goatherds,

" cubilia pastorum."

The piggeries, "/•v/e sues locus eimfrlt ci'sfodit adalias'' with

the styes, " slabidaj' the dormitories, and a small house for

the swineherd in the middle of the court, which is indicated

as " domi'.s jjorcariori'.ni."

The sheepfold, ''hie caulas ovitim caute dispo7ie tuarwii" has

in the middle of the court a small house, " ipsa domus." The
folds, '' catdce," and the two dormitories of the shepherds,

" cufnlia ojnlionum" surround the court.

The servants' house, " hie requiem inveniatfamulantum turba

vicissiiu" is in all its parts similar to the three last-named

buildings, and it appears as though the architect did not very

well know how to appropriate this building, which was so

formed for the sake of synnnetry. It was intended according

to the inscription, " domus familice quce cum servitio advenerit"

for the reception of the bond servants and workmen dwelling

on the estates of the monastery, "famiUaforis" as they were

termed, who might come with the servants belonging to the

monastery, and require shelter. We observe dormitories for

the keepers of the place, " cubilia cusfodientium" but no pre-

cise indications of the use of the remaining spaces, which re-

semble those in the other five buildings.

The Polltry-house and Dwelling for the Keepers.

In the south-eastern corner of the monastery, and as far

removed as possible from the chm-ch and the infirmaries, is

the hen-house and that of the geese, " Pullorum hie cura et

joerpes nuiriiio constat!' " Anseribus locus hie pariter mauet

aptus alendis." They are circular yards of considerable extent,

both exactly alike. Between them is a dwelling for the ser-

vants. One division is occupied by the keepers of the hen-

house, " maiisio pullorum custodis," the other by those for the

geese, " item custodis aucarum." The central space is in-

scribed " domus communis," and presents the usual ambiguity

of a small 8([uare in the middle. It is not easy to determine

whether by this square is meant to be indicated a small house,

but the size of which could not be more than about twenty

square feet, and which perhaps might serve for keeping the

food for the fowls.
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The Burial Ground.

The burial ground is a square field enclosed by walls and

hedges, having only one entrance on the side of the cloisters,

with a large cross in the middle.

For the reception of the bodies five rows of enclosures or

beds are provided, containing fourteen in all, each of which is

apparently about seven feet wide and twenty or more in

length. The intermediate spaces are planted with fruit trees

and ornamental shrubs, so that the whole resembles rather

the laying out of a pleasure shrubbery than of such cemete-

ries as we see in our own days.

The names of the trees inscribed here are as follows : Mai.

. . . {Malarius ?) Apple-tree ; Perarius, Pear-tree ; Prunarius,

Plum-tree ; . . . n. pimc . s ? Pine ; Sorbarius, Service ; Mispo-

larius, Medlar ; Launis, Laurel ; Cadenarius, Chesnut ; Ficus,

Fig ; Gudimiarms, Quince ; Persicus, Peach ; Avellenarim,

Hazel-Nut; Amendelarius, Almond; Murarius, Mulberry;

Nw^arius, Walnut^.

All these trees are in the Capitulare de Villis. The first

however is called in the Capitulare pomarius instead of the

word which we have rendered malarius. But there remain

only a few traces of this word and of the pinus, a tree which

also occurs in the Capitulare.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

No. 1 is a fac-simile of the original plan, copied from tliat which was

published by Keller at Zurich in 1844, but reduced to one-half the linear

dimensions ; and as the size of Keller's plan is four-fifths of the original, the

copy now presented to our readers is two-fifths of the original. On account

of the small scale some of the inscriptions will probably be found illegible,

but as they are all given at length in the printed explanations, this is of

less consequence.

No. 2 is drawn on the same scale as the fac-simile and intended as a key

to it, for which purpose the walls of the buildings are drawn in black lilies

'•' I follow in this list, as in the other crux est

botanical lists, the interpretations which In qua perpeinir poma saln/is olent

Keller lias given. The following lines are Ilanc circum jaceanl dejuvcla cudavera
inscrihed about the cross, and around its fratrum
enclosure:

—

Qua radiante iterum regna poll acci-
" Inter lig7ia soli luec semper sunctissima piani."
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in order to separate them from the furniture and other details or walls of

inclosure, and the masses of building are also tinted, the distribution of the

respective colours is explained in the right hand corner of the plan. Concise

English explanatory words are added, but for the full explanation of the

uses of the several apartments and their furniture the foregoing pages must

be consulted. The inscriptions upon the original are written in every possi-

ble direction, and sometimes whimsically placed with the letters vertically

in columns or distributed fancifully over the different rooms. The plan

(as f'xplained above) is not drawn to scale. The church is said to be

200 ft. long, and the central and side aisles to be 40 ft. and 20 ft. broad

respectively, dimensions which are to be taken from centre to centre of the

piers and within the walls. The piers are said to be 12 ft. apart. That

this measure is from centre to centre upon the plan is shewn by comparing

it with the total length of the building. For as there are nine interspaces,

we thus obtain 108 ft. for the body of the church, and allowing in rough

measures 30 ft. for the width of the transept, and about 37 ft, for the length of

the presbyteiy including the apse, there will remain 25 ft. for the length of

the western apse, and the total 200 ft. will be obtained. This church, so

laid down to scale, is of a very probable proportion. The total transverse

measure of the transept must be about equal to the length of the nave,

namely 108 ft.

For want of space I have in plan No. 2 employed some figures of refer-

ence in the church and in the Physic Garden, which are to be interpreted

as follows :

For the Church :

1. Altar of S. Cecilia.

2. S . . . ? and S. Agnes.
3. Holy Innocents.

i. S. John Evangelist and S.

Baptist.

5. S. Sebastian.

C. S. Martin.

7. The crucified Saviour.

8. S. Mauritius.

9. S. Steplien.

10. Pulpit, (Ambo.)
IL Altar of S. Laurence.

John

12. Reading-desk, {Analogium.)

13. ditto. ditto.

14. Altar of S. Philip and S. James.

15. North passaije to the crypt.

K). Altar of S. Benedict upon the steps of

the presbytery.

17. Passage to the confessionary or cen-

tral crypt under high altar.

18. Altar of S. Columbanus upon the steps

of the presbytery.

19. South passage to the crypt.

20. Altar of S. Andrew.

In the Physic Garden :

1. Fasiolo, Kidney Bean.
2. Sataregia, Savory.

3. Rosas, Rose.

4. Sisblihria, Watercress.

5. Cumiiio, Cummin.
6. Lubestico, Lovage.
7. Fenicidum, Pennel.
8. Costo, Tansy.

9. Liliitm, White Lily.

10. Salvia, Sage.

11. liiita. Rue.
12. Gladiola, Coriiflag.

13. Pulegittm, Penny Royal.

14. Fenugraca, Fenugreek.
15. Menta, Peppermint.
1(). Rosmarino, Rosemary.

ROBERT WILLIS.

VOL. V,



ON CERTAIN OBSCURE WORDS IN CHARTERS, REN-
TALS, ACCOUNTS, &c., OE PROPERTY IN THE WEST
OE E^GljA^I).—{Co7itinued.)

CoKSHETE.—111 the great case of Rowe v. Brenton, tried at

bar in the Court of King's Bench in 1828, an inquisition after

the death of Edmund earl of Cornwall was put in evidence,

taken anno 29 Ed. I., containing an extent or survey of dif-

ferent manors in Cornwall. Under the manor of Restormel

the jury find a certain park there, " Item sunt in parco prae-

dicto qusedam volata? quae dicuntur cokshetes, et valent per

annum 12d."

Two other parks are mentioned in the same document, in

which the profits of the " volatse" there are also specified.

In another account of the same manor of Restormel this

item of profit appears under the head of " firma volatil' hoc

anno" (Compot. Tho. de la Hyde, 34 Ed. I.)

In a subsequent record of 11 Ed. III. (captio seisinse pro

Duce Cornubise) an extent of the same manor specifies the

profit as arising " de volatil' in parco."

In an account 21 Ed. III. we have " de volatu nihil, quia

null' in parco." In later ministers' accounts, as in 12 Ed. IV.

and 7 Hen. VII., the reeve of Restormel accounts for the

issues of a " cockrode," and we no longer find any mention of

cokshetes, volatae, or volatil(m).

We can thus trace the descent of the "cokshetes" of Earl

Edmund down to the "cockrodes" of a later period in the

same identical manor, under which latter name they are still

known in several parts of Cornwall. The cockrodes in Ware-
ham w^ood, near Callington, subsisted until a recent period,

and those in the woods of Trenant, near Looe, are still visible

to a spectator standing on the opposite banks of the West
Looe river.

A cockrode has often been described. It has been called

a " sort of net"," and it has probably been used in that sense

in some parts of the country ; but in CornAvall it means the

passage or opening cut in a wood for the more convenient

capture of woodcocks by means of nets, guns, or springs, and

^ Dictionarium Rusliciim et Urbanicuni, 8vo.
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as such is a subject of lease or grant. Those of Wareham
wood were for some centuries held by copy of court roll.

The words "volata," " volatus," and "volatile," in the

above extracts, are evidently synonymous. In an extent of

Canon Leigh priory, Devon, temp. Ed. II., (cited in Oliver's

Monasticon, Exon., p. 232,) an arable field, "juxta volatile

woodcoccorum," is mentioned. The words "flight" and
" rode," as applied to sea-fowl shooting in southern parts

of England, will be found in several of our provincial glos-

saries, as in Halhwell, liolloway, &c. ; and Carew, in his

Survey of Cornwall, tells us that woodcocks arrive in such

abundance in that county that " almost everie hedge serveth

for a roade, and everie plashoote for springles to take them."

(Ed. 17G9, p. 24.)

Neither cockshetes, nor their equivalent cockrodes, are con-

fined to the western counties. In the register of Tinmouth

priory we have the following''

:

" Concessum est Waltero filio Ricardi tenere illud cokshot quod .Joh. de

Wylom prius tenuit in orientali bosco de Wylom a die raercurii prox. post

fest. S. Lucse Evan, anno regni regis Edwardi tertii &cc. xiii usque eundem

diem anno revoluto reddendo inde domino Priori x gallos silvestres."

There follow in the same instrument other similar grants

of "cokshotes" for rent in khid.

In the observations on the names of places attached to

Mr. Hartshorne's Salopia Antiqua, the word cockshut is said

to be "of frequent recurrence in many counties." "One
would expect," says the author, " to find it easy of expla-

nation, in consequence of its general acceptance. This, how-

ever, is not the case. The Celtic cok, elevatus, caput, is the

nearest approach we can make to the prefix ; and in the same
language sj/od, ysyod, silva, is the best word which explains

the termination." The author then enumerates various cock-

shuts, cockshots, cockshutes, and cockshoots, known to him in

different counties, to which he might have added the " cock-

shoot- enclosure" in Dean Eorest. If we are correctly in-

formed by the anonymous author of a Herefordshire glossary,

recently published*^, the word is still used in that county to

signify " a contrivance for catching woodcocks in a glade by a

suspended net."

It was to be expected that, like its kindred cockrode, the

•' •) DiiLTil. Moil. 302. last eil.
' LoiuU.n, Muirav, 183!).
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word cockshut should be applied indifferently either to the

net or to the place where it was used. Those who will turn

to their commented editions of Shakspere, Richard III., act v.

sc. 3, will find, under the expression " cockshut time," a co-

pious collection of authorities, and a warm controversy on its

original meaning. All agree that the time referred to by

Shakspere is the twilight; and it is evident from the older

records which I have already cited that the cockshot itself

was a subject of tenure ; that it, in fact, implied, as the

modern cockrode does, an incorporeal privilege and profit be-

longing to the grantee, of the nature of real property.

The etymological attempt of the author of the Salopia

Antiqua does not encourage me to enter on this dangerous

field of conjecture, but I may perhaps venture to say that

the prefix of the word can admit of no doubt, and that the

second syllable has not yet been satisfactorily explained. The
learned editor of the report of Rowe v. Brenton, Serjeant

Manning, (who was the first to suggest a satisfactory expla-

nation of the word in the inquisition of Earl Edmund,) con-

siders tliat it owes its last syllable to the birds' habit of lying

" concealed or shut during the day," or of taking " their flight

or sUool at twilighf^." Charles Knight, in his recent edition

of Sliakspere, " inclines to think it equivalent to cock-roost

time, the hour at which the cock goes to rest." Unfortu-

nately for this last conjecture, the cock referred to is a bird

of crepuscular habits, that sleeps by day and flies by night.

My friend the learned serjeant is more correct in his natural

history of the bird, but I doubt whether he can shew any

warrant for the use of the words "shut" or "shoot" in the

sense he assigns to them, and I suspect the woodcock is a

fowl more shot at, than shooting.

It may be worth notice that the terminal syllable shot or

s1iut, whether occurring alone (as at Shute, near Axminster,

or Shutta, at Looe) o]* in composition, (as at Bagshot,) is

usually spelt shete, scliefe, or sefe, in records of the thirteenth

ccntnry or earlier. Thus Bramshot in Hants is Bremresete in

Domesday, and the cluster of shots which are scattered over

the old forestal district lying between Bagshot and Empshot
arc, so far as I have been able to verify them, the shetes of an

earlier period. The same termination in the Netherlands, as

Aerschot, &c., is explained by Elemish antiquaries to signify an

"^ 3 Manning and Ryhuurs reports, p. 'i.'Jl. (n.)
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enclosure or place put "en defence," and is said to be equi-

valent to the Vrcwdi p/eS'Si.s or ple.ssetifm.

Baticia ; Baticium.—In examininor an carlv reeve's or

bailiff's account of a manor west of the Exe, which included

witliin its demesnes any considerable tract of moor, heath, or

waste land, the chances are in favour of finding this word in

some shape under the head of the " Exitus manerii." The
following may be taken as examples of its use

:

" Reddit compotum pro una acra assessa ad baticium ad terininuin tiinin

annoruin.'' Coinp. Liskerret, 25 Ed. I. (Cornub.)

"Baticise in eodem vasto valent per aimuiii 18^." Comp. Tywariiayl-

tyes. 15 Ed. 2.

" De 20' de 40 acris terra? assessjE ad baticium in landa de Dunsoda anno

6'°. seminat' hoc anno cum avenis, per acram 6^; et de 3*. 3*^. de 6 acris

diinid. ternB traditse ad batic' anno septimo, pro acra G*'." Comp. Tiwar-

nail 8, 9 Ed. I.

" De 56 acris vasli batant' et seminant' siligine . . . 66 acris ad baticiand'

et sabiland', et seminatis hoc anno imo." Comp. Liskyret, 21 Ed. 3.

In a deed of the thirteenth century the abbot of Torre

granted to Galfridus de Albamarla " quod possit colere et

appruare 10 acras infra pasturam de Wodebiry sive in bati-

cio sive in alio wanagio." Abstract of Torre Cartulary.

Oliver's Monasticon Exon., p. 180.

In 1356 Bishop Grandisson fixed the endowment of Bick-

Icigh vicarage, Devon, assigning to the vicar common of pas-

ture on the waste of the manor, " salva religiosis (i. e. the

monks of Buckland, lords of the manor) potestate libere assi-

(lendi, claudendi, zabulonandi, et baticium faciendi in dicto

vasto." Oliver's Mon. Exon., p. 387. The same endowment
exempts from tithe lands " ad baticium faciendum traditas."

In a compotus 15 Ed. IV. land in Clymesland (Stoke

Climsland) is granted for twenty-one years on condition of

enclosure, " et totam terram fossatam, adustatam, ac zabu-

latam, voc' defe^."

It would be idle to multiply instances of the various forms

of entry, of which the most common is a short one of "terra

de novo batit'," or " de ])atic' nil." The only unvarying
parts of the word are the three first letters ; all the rest seem
to be left to the discretion or fancy of the entering clerk. In
one or two cases I meet with it in the shape of " baticinium."

' The latinity of reeves and stewards, as we advance towards its disuse; and cases,
capricious enough at all times, gets worse gciulcrs, and declensions, defy correction.
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The extracts are sufficient to shew the general meaning of

the term, viz., the improvement and tillage of waste land. It

disappears from modern rolls, probably because all the im-

proveable waste, not required for common rights, became per-

manently enclosed or added to the tenemental lands of the

manor, and the reeve was no longer expected to make any

return under this head. For the same reason it is observ-

able, generally, that the usual head of "exitus manerii" in

old account rolls tends to vanish or become unimportant in

more recent ones.

It is also evident, especially from the compotus temp.

Ed. IV,, supra, that the mode of reducing the land to tillage

was the one so long practised and still partially used in Devon
and Cornwall, locally called heating, i. e. paring and burning

it. Enclosures of land so reclaimed are sometimes called

" the Battens," and retain the name long after the origin of

it has been forgotten. To collect the superficial sward in

heaps, and burn them, is called " swaling the beatens," or,

sometimes, "beat burning." The heaps are called beat

boroughs. The process is described fully by Carew in his

Survey, p. 19, ed. 1769, and there are few glossarial dic-

tionaries which do not advert to it under the title of beating

or of denshiring. In the Herefordshire glossary already

quoted it will be found under the word Bett.

There is reason to believe that certain local names of places

and persons are derived from this practice; as Battisborough,

Battishull, Battiscombe, Batishorn, Batisgore, &c.

Closely connected with this word is the following :

BiNGHAY.—In a grant by Odo, lord of Trcverbyn, in the

twelfth century, to the monks of St. Andrew's, Tywardreth,

he conveys to them and their native tenants, or men, certain

rights of common pasture, " per totara terram meam Trege-

nedwid, exceptis bladis, pratis, et clausis ad bingeheies anti-

quitus reservatis." Oliv. Mon. Exon., No. xix. p. 42.

The same grant confers other riglits of common in Trcver-

byn, &c., with the exception of certain land " quam solam

mihi et haeredibus meis a kalendis Mali usque ad fest.. Ex-

alt. S. Crucis ad bingeheys reservavi annuatim."

In another instrument of the thirteenth century, to which

the abbot of Tor and Reginald de Albamara were parties, it

was agreed that the common rights of pnsturc in Woodbury
manor should be subject to certain metes and bounds.
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and that trespasses by the cattle of cither party, " in prato,

bosco, bladis, vcl rationabilibus binhaiis siiis," sliould be re-

dressed l)y damages ascertained by a jury of four suitors of

the court of the injured party. Torre Cartdary, penes Re-

nienioratorein Reginac Scacc. fo. 42.

Two or three other instances have occurred to me to which

I am unable to find the exact references.

From these it is apparent that a binghay was a portion of

Avaste or demesne enclosed or set apart for the separate use of

the lord of the manor, so as to exclude the commoners either

permanently or for a limited time, and the object, from which

it probably derived its name, was the supply of the lord's

bing or bin, i. e., the crib, rack, or corn bin. It seems to be

ecjuivalent to the " seperale" sometimes mentioned in connec-

tion with commons. Thus the prior of Tinmouth reserved

his right, " facere sibi quoddam seperale pro voluntate sua

tempore aperto . . . infra quod seperale nullus pra^dictae villas

comnmnicabit nisi," t&c. Rental of the Priory, A.D. 1378;
3 Dugd. Mon., 318, ed. 1846. Reservations of this khid

were at all times expedient, but they were especially so before

the statutes of ]\Ierton and of Westminster the Second, by
which the right of the lord to improve portions of common
lands was established.

The name of binghay is still locally retained in the West.

The rental of Marsh Barton, printed in Oliver's Monasticon,

p. 14:2, mentions a field called " Bingthehay," in St. Sidwell's

parish, near Exeter. There are also fields so called in the

manor of Liskeard in Cornw^all. The local names of Bingham,
Bingley, Binfield, &c., seem to indicate a similar origin.

E. SMIRKE.
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With the exception of the grants made by King Edward
the Confessor to his wife, and to the monastery of St. Peter

at Westminster, the earhest information reLiting to the town

of Oakham, upon which dependance may be placed, is that

contained in the Conqueror's Survey. It is indeed doubtful

whether any traditionary accounts are recorded in other

sources, at all events such have eluded research in the present

enquiry, and we are not unwillingly compelled to commence

a history of the castle of Oakham at a period when there are

accredited evidences of its actual state. Considering the very

meagre notices which occm* during successive reigns, we are

fortunate in finding in Domesday any notice whatever of the

county of Rutland. Eor it is a remarkable fact that in the

national documents which follow next in succession to this

invaluable Survey, the county at an early period is almost

entirely unmentioned, and instead of finding the expenses of

the shrievalty written on the -great roll of the Pipe, like

other counties, on a rotulet by themselves, they come in

usually appended to Northamptonshire, Nottinghamshire,

Leicestershire, or Derbyshire. The mere mention of the

county is unfrequent, and the facts detailed are of a nature-

of no particular interest to the object before us. Such how-

ever as have the least relevancy to the history of the town and

castle of Oakham shall be exhibited in chronological series.

They may not serve to throw much light on a subject that

must possess considerable interest in itself, but their defi-

ciency in this respect will probably be compensated by the

information of another kind which is incidentally to be

gleaned; such for instance as the testimony they aftbrd to

the rights of the crown, to the custom of passing its landg by

fine, and of making inquisition, at the decease of the tenjants,

into the right of succession, to the mode of ascertaining the

value of royal property, and to the methods adopted for re-

dressing complaints and expediting justice. It may be enough

to state these as some of the inferences which may be drawn

from what must otherwise appear a dry and unmeaning col-
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lection of facts. To the genealogist and the topogra|)lier they

may be more inviting, and like other local history possess

attractions for them which the general enquirer will not be

able to discover.

It may however be remarked that manorial history, whicli

is what we have now chiefly to deal with, is one of the tribu-

tary streams of that vast expanse of national history which

England more than any other country can boast of having

preserved. And every fact, whether genealogical, manorial,

statistical, anticpiarian, or architectural, though simple and

trivial when viewed alone, helps to augment this mass of

knowledge, as well as to give fresh insight into the thoughts

and condition of our ancestors. It does even more than con-

fer these benefits, for it is by a careful observation of things

minute in themselves, that we are able to unravel what is

complicated and obscure ; an acquaintance with details gives

us the power of iiuluction, and the means of generalizing with

accuracy, where those who are unschooled in the process can

perceive solely a dull and profitless investigation. As the painter

can only become a master of his art by a perfect knowledge
of the anatomy and expression of the human figure, (and Sir

Joshua has insisted very strongly upon the inqjortance of

studying detail in one of his lectures,) or as the architect can-

not plan with correctness, or design with taste, unless he has

studied the proportions of good models, and the contour of the

mouldings of the style he has selected, so on the other hand
it would be a futile attempt to philosophize on the spirit of

history until its facts were clearly established. The collection

and study of these, therefore, can never be considered by
thoughtful men an unprofitidjle employment ; a science which
brings into actual view what was remote and dim, which
gives a definite outline to what was uncertain and indis-

tinct, can never be regarded with indifference. People, for

want of a better term to denote their derision, have called

these enquiries ' antiquarianism,' and it is only within the last

few years that the progressive advancement of mental culture

has dispelled what was intended to be a title of ridicule, and
every branch of arcliLCological research has begun to take its

])roper place among those pursuits which improve and refine

the lunnan intellect. Indeed it seems now fairly established

by connnon consent, that in proportion as enquiries in the

respective branches of knowledge approach or recede from
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this standard of minute investigation, tliey are entitled to

confidence or disregard. The remote pedigree, the antique

weapon, the ruinous pile, the grass o'ergrowii entrenchment,

the verdant tumulus, the cairn and the cromlech silvered with

the lichens of ages, worthless though they may seem to eyes

which are content to judge from the mere passing and out-

ward appearance of things, are to the more highly gifted

powerful excitements to reflection, and they become effica-

cious materials of thought ; they cement the present with

the past, and speak with the voice of prophecy respecting the

future ; they are the homely looking harbingers of a brilliant

procession of ideas, grou])mg together all nations of mankind,

raising into view races which have become extinct, bringing

into notice the attributes of language, habits, and destiny,

and throwing a flash of abiding light on points of darkness,

which the mental eye has hitherto been unable to pierce.

The names of Camden and of Usher, of Spelman, Prynne,

and Dugdale, who have explained with such varied learning

the primitive institutions of their country, will be held in

veneration as long as there exists any feeling for the blessings

enjoyed under the British constitution. Nor setting these

authorities aside, can it be asserted with any semblance of

justice, that these pursuits tend to narrow the conceptions or

restrict the ideas in their search after truth. Whilst indeed

they teach us how most properly to value our own dynamical

polity, they are also the means of shewing us upon what a

solid but yet expansive foundation all the public rights and

social relations of Englishmen are based. And we have been

worse than inattentive observers of recent occurrences, if they

have not elicited from our own hearts a holier feeling of

acknoAvledgment, than the bare confession of our superiority

in these respects over the other civilized nations of the world.

To return, however, to the immediate object of this narra-

tive, which has been interrupted by what I have endeavoured

to persuade myself is an apology for the harsh outline I am
about to sketch ; it appears that Oakham at the time of the

Conqueror's survey was set down in the wapentake of "Mar-

tinslei. This is not a very usual title of local jurisdiction,

though when resolved into its primitive meaning it indicates

much the same as the division into hundreds. By this title

Alfred ordained that a particular division should furnisli a

hundred men at arms for his wars, or a hundred, men of
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sworn allcgiaHC(3 ; the other is best expLnincd in the laws of

King Edward tlie Confessor, where it is said that wliat other

counties call hundreds, Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, Nottingham-

shire, Leicester and Northamptonshire call wapentakes.

Though Edith his wife is mentioned in Domesday as having

possessed Oakham, the county was so inconsiderable that it

was not enumerated amongst those which were thus divided.

And this little incidental omission will serve to shew the defi-

ciency of information respecting Rutlandshire, at the period

we are naturally most anxious to know something about its

history. It has just been remarked that there exists a simi-

larity in the signification of these two jurisdictional divisions,

and "the proof of this is gathered from the exj)lanation of tlu;

term afforded us by the laws themselves, which set forth that

the title is not without reason, for when any one received the

pra3fecture of the wapentage, upon a set day all the elders

were accustomed to assemble in the usual place, and the pra3-

fect dismounting from his horse, all rose up before him, when

he stretched forth his lance on high, and all touched it with

their own, and thus they ratified their union ; and from the

arms, because they are called wsepons, iwcqypa^ and tacca,

which is to confirm. .

Here then in the wapentake of Martinslei, there was Kir-

kesset (Cherchesoch) for Oakham, or a church payment or

contribution of the fruits of the soil rendered on the day of

St. Martin to the mother church ; a right enforced vmder

heavy penalties by the laws of King Ina, Edgar, Ethelred,

and Henry L It does not seem improbable that a devotion

to this saint, who in records is often called St. Martin in the

Winter, (St. Martin in Yeme, Esch. 3 Hen. VI. No. Hi.

4 Edw. I. Ea^d. vol. i. p. 537,) might have influenced the ear-

lier inhabitants of the district in giving the wapentake its

name, as the villages of Martinsthorp and Tinwcll would in

like maimer derive their a[)pellations.

The entry in Domesday goes on to say that at Oakham,
with its five handcts. Queen Edith had four carucates of land,

that is, as much arable as four ploughs with their horses

could plough in a year, paying geld. There were altogether

sixteen carucates of arable. The king had two for the hall,

four were capable of being brought into cultivation. There

were a hundred and thirty-eight vilians, that is, people in a

condition of absolute servitude, who with their wives and
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families, together with their effects, belonged, like the rest of

the property upon it, to the lord of the soil. There were nine-

teen borderers, a class somewhat better circumstanced, corre-

sponding in some degree with cottagers holding small allot-

ments. These held thirty-seven carucates and eighty acres of

meadow. There was a priest and a church, to which was
assigned four bovatcs of this land. Feeding in a wood a
league long and half a league wide. In the time of the Con-
fessor these possessions were worth forty pounds a year.

Let us compare this state of the population with what it

was in the conuuencemcnt of the reign of Edw. II., when
the county first sent members to Parliament. The original

writs for that assembled at Northampton, 1 Edw. II., are

lost. When William de Basiggc, knt., and Simon de Lyndon
were returned in 1309, no manucaptors or sureties could be
produced; and when in 1311 a Parliament was summoned to

Westminster, the sheriff returned that there were no knights

resident in the county, and that therefore he was compelled

to substitute in their place two other persons, ' de discretiori-

l)us et ad laboraudum potentioribus.' These facts shew an

infant state of things, and indicate that two centuries after

the Conquest the population of Rutlandshire was extremely

small ; that there was such a paucity of the upper classes

that a difficulty existed in finding proper persons to nominate

as representatives.

In the preceding entry from Domesday book mention is

made of the hall of Oakham, which requires more than a

mere passing notice. There is no doubt this was a royal

hall which the Conqueror had then taken into his own hands,

since Edward the Confessor had bequeathed the demesne in

this county to his wife, conditionally that after her death it

should descend to the monastery of St. Peter at Westminster,

which donation was confirmed a short time afterwards by a

charter dated in 10G4'''. This shews at once the early eccle-

siastical dependence of several of the Rutlandshire parishes

upon the church of Westminster. A hall was the usual ap-

pendage to a manor, and different in its architectural charac-

ter, "as well as its nature, from a castle. There are several

mentioned in the Conqueror's Survey ; for example in Not-

tinghamshire, V^lmcr, Eluui, Osbern, Grim, Edric, and Ste-

inilf liad each their liall. There was one at Pihteslea (Pytch-

" Diiod. Monast., vol. i. pp. 2!)2. 2!) K
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ley) in Nortliamptonshirc bclonginp; to the fee of the monks
of Lincoln ; there Avas one at Winchester, and another at

Porchester. A fixed i)aynient for the iiall of JIarohl, as he-

longing to ^leon in Hampshire, is constantly mentioned in

the Pipe rolls dnring the reign of Henry II. These bnildings

answer to the nmnor-houses of a later period, and in the

Conf[neror's record they are denominated caput manerii, thus

marking the intimate connection betwixt the demesne and

the residence of the feudal chief before he had received the

king's licence to build an embattled dwelling. When Ave

come to examine the architectuml features of the hall of

Oakham we shall see what degree of conformity it bears to

coeval structures of this description still in existence. At
present the attention must rather be invited to the history of

its different i)roprietors.

" Would you know," says an ancient roll given by John
Prompton in the French language, " what are the names of

the great men who crossed the sea with the Conqueror?

Here are their surnames as we find them written, but with-

out their baptismal names, which are often wanting or are

changed ; they are

Maimdevyle et Daundevvle

Ounfravyle et Downfrevyle

Mare et Mautravers

Fernz et Fcrersy

All the other names are placed by rhyme or alliteration in

like manner, both in this as well as in another roll given by
Leland. For instance, in the latter they run thus :

Soiicheville Coudrey et CoUeville.

Fererers et Foleville.

It was upon the descendant of the Ferrers mentioned in

these couplets that Hen. II. bestowed the manor of Oak-

ham. Robert Ferrers Avas settled in Derbyshire, and in the

3rd of Stephen (1137) created the first earl. His son Wal-
chelin de Ferrers, by Margaret, daughter of William Peverel,

held in the 12th Hen. II. (1161) the barony of Oakham by
tenure of the service of a knight's fee and a half. It is to

him that the erection of the hall still existino; has been attri-

buted, and upon evidence which there seems no reasouidDle

grounds for disputing. The style of architecture alone affords

the strongest presumption that the building was erected to-
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wards the extreme close of the twelfth century. A precise

date ought not to be expected, but if it ranges from IISO to

1190 this may be considered as a fair approximation to that

of the structure, the architectural and documentary evidence

concurring to place its erection between these years.

The great rolls of the Pipe supply a few particulars regard-

ing Walchelin de Ferrars, which are deserving notice. They
tell us for example that in the 22nd Hen. II. (1176) he was

fined a hundred marcs for trespassing in the king's forests.

In the 27th Hen. II. (1181) he paid a hundred shillings for

a pardon. In the 33rd Hen. II. he answered thirty shillings

for one knight's fee and a half upon the collection of the

scutage of Galweye^ In the 34th Hen. 11. (1188) the sheriff

returns him on the great Norman roll as amerced in a hun-

dred pounds, because of a duel upon a robbery which was ill

kept in his court. From an ancient charter in the Tower,

tested at Moreton on the 11th of April, 1 Rich. I., (1190,)

we learn that Richard granted and contirmed to Walkeline de

Ferrieres and his heirs after him acquittance of eighty acres

of essarts (that is, land reclaimed from the forest and reduced

to cultivation) in the forest of Rutland, namely, in the plain

of Oakham fifty-five acres, in the plain of Braunceston twenty

acres, in the plain of Broc five acres, so that he should not

render the dues or acknowledgments he was accustomed to

make*=. Matthew Paris says he was at the siege of Acre in

the Holy Land with the English king in the third year of his

reign (1191.) By an entry on the roll of the Norman exche-

quer it appears that in the 7th Rich. I. (1195) he rendered

an account of £140, which he had received from the treasury

of Caen, to carry to the king in Germany, and for which he

had acquittance by the king's writ. Also of £89. 8s. which

he had from the focage of his land, £1 04 by the verdict of a

jury against him, and £10 for keeping his retainers. The
whole sum he was indebted was £343. 8s. : of this £100 was
paid into the treasury, £140 was pardoned him by the king's

writ, and he stiU owed £1G8. In the 8th Rich. I. (1196)

the great roll of the English exchequer returns Walkelin de

Ferrars as rendering an account of 40s. for his scutage of

lands held in the county of Rutland. The Chancellor's roll

of the 3rd John (1201) also returns him as paying this sum

" llol. I'lp. ;j;i Ueii. II. Hotel. (1187.) <' Cliaitffi Aiitiqiipe, No. 37.
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for his scutage ^. During this year he died, and was succeeded

by his son llugli, who in tlic 9th Rich. I. (119S) gave a

fine of 300 marcs to the king tV)r permission to marry tlie

daughter and heir of Hugh de Say, of Richard's Castle. He
gave Broc to the canons of Kenilworth, which thencefoi'tli be-

came a cell to that monastery. Tlie Clause rolls inform us

that all the lands he held in Herefordshire by right of his

wife, as also those in Worcestershire, were granted by John

to William de Cantilu})e'^. Dying without issue, Isabella his

only sister, wife of Roger Lord Mortimer, became his heir,

and this emled the connexion of the Perrars family with the

town of Oakham.
1 have deemed it advisable to collect together every fact

which would in the least degree serve to illustrate their his-

tory, because there is a peculiar custom existing in this place

which has been generally considered to trace its origin to

their privileges, with what amount of credibility Ave will ex-

amine at a later stage in the narrative. It has also been

considered prudent to disentangle the subject at once from

any connexion it may be supposed to have with the nume-
rous collateral branches of this noble family, who as barons

of Chartley, of Groby, of Tamworth, and of Wem, occupy so

nmch notice in the English peerage ; and also to leave at this

point the impression distinctly upon the mind, that Walke-

line de Ferrars and his son Hugh, who died in or about the

year 1204, are the only individuals of that name and family

who possessed the manor of Oakham.
In the Sth of John (1207) the Fine rolls state that Roger

de Mortimer and his Avife Isabella, gave 700 marcs and seven

palfreys for- the manor of Oakham and its appurtenances, and

the sheriff was ordered to admit them to plenary seisin. On
this occasion several of the nobility were taken as pledges to

the amount of 100 marcs eacl/. This custom of ottering

palfreys together with a sum of money was very common
during the reign. Besides her fine, Isabella had presented a

charger for the lands in Gloucestershire on a former occasion,

and boroughs frequently made donations of horses in addition

to fines for enjoyment of their privileges ^'.

J Rot. Cancel. In the 5th of John tlie seventh of John the Herefordshire i)os-

coiinty of lluthnui and Kockinii;huni castle sessions were granted to Tlionias ilc Oal-
were granted to Isabella, wife of John. Hot. weye.
Chart. H9. Regranted 17 John. Rot. ' Rot. de Fin. 9 John.

Chart. 213. s Rot. Oblat. G John.
<: Rot. Clans, (i John, p. 5. In the
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Roger de jMortimer had several children by his first wife

IMehsent, who was also a Ferrars, daughter of the earl of

Derby, but the manor of Oakham descended to his second

son Robert, by Isabella, who bequeathed it to his wife Mar-
garet de Say. She was in possession 3 Hen. III. (1219''.)

After her decease, some of her estates fell to her husband,

William de Stuteville, and in the 43rd Hen. HI. they came
to her son, Hugh de Mortimer, (1259.) It does not appear

that Oakham was amongst the number, for in 36 Hen. HI.

(1252) it was granted to Richard, earl of Cornwall, King
John's second son, in part payment of £500 due to him on
the dower of Sanchia his wife'. In the same year he received

permission to enclose the wood of Fliteris. Their son Edmund,
earl of Cornwall, succeeded to the inheritance in 55 Hen. HI.
(1271J.) In the 50th Hen. HI. (1272) he had a grant of the

castle of Oakham, to hold it in fee with the shrievalty of

Rutland^ He died at Ashridge, 28 Eclw. I. (1300), without

issue.

In the Parliament held at Lincoln the same year, at

the urgent request of the barons there assembled, the king

allowed Margaret the widow £500 per annum, to be secured

to her as well as from other somxes, so also from the castle

and manor of Oakham, the wapentake of Martinslei, and the

hundreds of Alnestow and East Hundred ; from the hamlet

of Egilton and part of the manor of Langham, also from cer-

tain issues of the court leets and sheriffs' aids in Ketton,

Preston, Oakham, Ilameldon, and various other places in the

county of Rutland. After the decease of Margaret, who had
been divorced from her husband and married to Piers de

Gaveston, and subseqnently to Hngh de Audley, earl of

Gloucester, the manor of Oakham reverted to the crown^
By an Inquisition held 28 Edw. I., (1300,) it appears that

at the decease of Edmund, earl of Cornwall, as far as the

issues of the castle itself were concerned, it was profitless.

Without the enclosure there was a garden, the fruit and
herbage of which was worth 8^. a year, also stews, a wind-

mill and a water-mill, worth £8 per annum. There was a

h Rot. Claus. 3 Henry IIL p. 395. Rot. Chius. sub anno m. 3.

* Rot. Pat. 36 Hen. IIL m. 4. In the > 9 Edw. I. the king lias the forest of
39th Hen. III. Gilbert de Preston was ap- Rutland and inquisition upon offenders
pointed justice of gaol delivery at Oakham. found therein. Incjuis. post n)ortem.
Rot. I'at. 39 Hen. III. m. 15. dorso. The " Rot. Fin. ni. 13.

county of Rutland had been granted to ' luquis. ](j Edw. III.
Ricliard, earl of Cornwall, 11 Ihn. III.
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little park called Flytterys, of which the pasture was Avorth

£5 per annum, the underwood, pannage, and nuts, of the

value of 06-. ; and another park called the Little Park, the

herbage of which was of the yearly value of 13^. 4^."* An
entry on the Clause rolls, 29 Edw. I., (1301,) states the

worth of the castle and manor of Oakham with their appur-

tenances, when assigned in dower to Margaret, widow of the

late earl, (Edmond,) to have been £112. IS*, lid."
" In the 15th Edw. II. (1321) the king conferred the manor

and castle of Oakham for good service upon his brother

Edmond, earl of Kenti". He held them mitil his execution at

Winchester in 1330, when they again reverted to the crown.

The Charter rolls assign them next to Hugh d'Audley for

his life, and in the 11th Edw. HI. (1336) for his life, to

William de Eohun, earl of Northampton, and his heirs'*. By
an Inquisition taken the 14th Edw. HI. (1340,) it appears

that the fees pertaining to the castle were the manors of

Pykeworth and Kelpsham, Belton, Knossington, Wardele,

Thorp, Twiford, two carucates of land at Braunston, and the

advowsons of IManton and North Lnffenham". On the death

of William de Bohun, 34 Edw. HI., (1360^) these possessions

passed according to the patent of 15 Edw. HI., to his son

Humphrey, and upon his marriage with Joanna, daughter of

Richard, earl of Arundel, they were assigned to her as dower
for 140 marcs, and to be held subject to the annual payment
of 40 marcs, until the rightful heir attained his full age. In

this hope, however, Joanna de Bohun was disappointed, as

she was left with only two daughters, one of whom, Eleanor,

became the wife of Thomas of Woodstock, sixth son of

"> Inquis. 28 Edw. I. No. 44. Margaret II. Abbrev. Rot. v. i. p. 2J5. William
wife of Piers de Gavestoii, lield Rutland Howard had custody of castle and county,
10 Edw. II. See also Magn. Rot. Pip. 10 20 Edw. II. ib. p. 298.
Edw. II. r Inquis. 14 Edw. IIL 2nd. Nos., No.

n Rot. Claus. 29 Edw. L m. 14. v. 67. In the IGth Edw. III., (1342,) the
Inquis. post mortem,.31 Edw. I. castle and manor of Oakham by inquisi-

o Theobald and Cecilia his wife have tion were found to have belonged to Mar-
bailiwick of the king's forest. Inquis. garet, wife of Hugh de Audley, earl of
post mortem, 10 Edw. II. Gloucester, formerly married to' Peter de

P Abbrev. Rot. Orig. Gaveston. Abbrev. Rot. Orig. v. ii. p. 98.

^ Rot. Chart.' 11 Edw. IIL No. 48. In the 21st Edw. IIL, (1347.) the castle

Gilbert de Holm had custody of the castle of Oakliau) and county of Rutland were
of Oakham with the hundreds of Martins- found to have belonged' to Hugh de Aud-
lei,Alnestowe, and East Hundred. Abbrev. ley, earl of Gloucester, by descent from
Rot. Orig. 12 Edw. II. v. I. p. 241. John Margaret his wife.— Ib.

de Whittlcbury had custody of the castle s Inquis. 34 Edw. IIL
formerly held by Hugo d'Audele, 14 Edw.

VOL. V. T
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Edward III., and the other, Mary, wife to Henry, earl of

Derby, (son of John of Gaunt,) afterwards Kmg Henry IV.

These possessions therefore returned again to the crown,

and in 4G Edw. HI., (1372,) Simon de Warde was ap-

pointed to hold them in the kuig's name. This temporary

reversion was immediately followed by an Inquisition into the

actual state of the royal fief. Erom which enquiry it appears

that William Elore of Oakham was allowed £10 per annum
for the repairs of the houses, edifices, and walls of the castle,

during the king's pleasure; 100-5. for the lodges within the

royal park of Oakham, and for the palisades of 160 acres

enclosed within the park of Elyterys, of materials belonging

to the king within the forest of Rutland t.

In the following year, 47 Edw. III., (1373,) William Hac-

lut received the stewardship and custody of the royal forests

in the county of Rutland, together with that of the manor of

Oakham". William de Whaplode, valet to the king, was
appointed constable of the castle in the 50th of Edw. HI.

%

(1376;) this was granted him for life; and upon the occasion

of his first appointment, a commission was issued to John de

Multon de Manton and John atte Hyde de Egelton, consti-

tuting them conjointly and separately overseers of the afore-

said houses, edifices, and walls of the castle of Oakham, to

the same amount of expenditure authorized in the preceding

year^. It is during the periods when military buildings are

in the hands of the crown, that we are most likely to ascer-

tain any facts respecting their condition, as official surveys

were made at these particular times, and the results of such

enquiries subsequently laid up among the national archives.

But when these structures belonged to private individuals,

the extents were rarely, most probably never taken, and there

exists therefore a paucity of information regarding all those

private castles. The direct value therefore of a survey made of

a royal fortress during the reign of the Plantagenets, will be

apparent when we come shortly to examine such an one re-

lating to Oakham castle at the commencement of the reign

we are now leaving.

t Abhrev. Rot. Grig. v. ii. p. 326. an annuity of £100. per annum granted to

" Inquis. 47 Kdw. III. him by tlie same king, issuing out of the

* Calend. Hot. Pat., p. 1!);3. castle and manor of Oakham, is amongst
y Rot. Pat. 47 Edw. III. p. 2. m. 22. tlie records in the chapter-house, West-

4 Ric. II. A release from Thomas Holland, minster.

earl of Kent, to Ric. II., of the moiety of
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To pursiio however the history of this royal fee, we Hi id

that in tlie 9th Ric. II., (1385,) it was granted to Robert do

Vere, earl of Oxford, with reversion to his heirs male if he

outlived the king, but giving oft'ence to the nobility by his

])roud and insolent behaviour, he was banished the kingdom,

and his estates forfeited^. Those in Rutlandshire were given

in 11 Ric. II. (1387) to Thomas of AVoodstock, the duke of

(Jloucester^ who as we have seen had married Eleanor, eldest

daughter and co-heiress of Hum})hrey de Bohuu. He was

de Vere's greatest enemy. He held the grant only for a year,

dying without male issue. During the vacancy an Inquisition

was made into the state of the castle, 13 Ric. II., (1389,)

when it was returned as producing no revenue beyond
reprises, or the rent-charges and duties paid to the bailifts

and stewards^.

The Patent rolls, 5 Hen. IV., (1403,) pass the castle of

Oakham with its respective manor and liberties, in special

talc, in part satisfaction for SOG marcs a year, to Edward, earl

of Rutland, eldest son of Edmond of Langley, the fifth son of

Edward III., who being killed at the battle of Agincourts
3 Hen. V., (1415,) it came again to the crown^. In the 2nd
Hen. V. (1414) the king restored the castle, town, demesne,

and manor of Oakham, to William de Bourchier and Anne
his wife, daughter and heiress of Thomas, late duke of Glou-

cester, and Anne in general tale. Portions of it were now
alienated. Constance, wife of Thomas Lord Dcspencer, and
of Edmond of Langley, had Esingdon with a mill and the

village under the castle of Oakham, which she also held,

(4 Hen. V.) Wdliam le Zouch held the manor of Kylsham
(Clipsham) as belonging to the castle, (3 Hen. V. 1415,) and
Joan de Bohun held Langham as a parcel and member of

Oakham castle, 7 Hen. V. (1419 ^)

' Rot. Pat. 9 Ric. IL, p. L m. 6. (chivaler) the manor of Kylsham, as be-
* Calend. Rot. Chart. 191. longing to the caslle of Oakliain.
* Inquis. 13 Ric. IL No. ICI. Castle of In 4 Hen. V., IHG, Constance, who was

Oakham granted to duke of Albemarle. the wife of Thomas Lord le Despenser,
Rot. Pat. 22 Ric. IL p. 1. m. 11. held Esingden with a mill and the vill, as

« He was buried at Fotheringhav. from the castle of Oakham, and also Oak-
•* Rot. Pat. 5 Hen. IV. p. 1. m. 21. ham castle.
e The Inquisitions give the following In 7 Hen. V., 1410, Joan de Rohun, late

notices of the descent of the manor muier countess of Hereford, held Langham as a
the respective years. parcel and member of Oakham castle.

In 19 Ric. IL, i;595, Williamle Zouche In 4 Hen. VL, 1425, Oakham was
de Haringworth (Miles) had the castle of among the extensive possessions of Ralph,
f ';'l<liaiii- earl of Westmoreland.

In .'5 Hen. v., 1H.5, William le Zouch In S Hen. VL, H2!t, Margaret Burirh
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The esclieats of the 38th Hen. VI. (1445) return the castle

and manor as liaving been amongst the extensive possessions

of Humphrey Stafford, duke of Buckingham, son of Edmund,
earl of Stafford, by Anne, daughter and sole heir of Thomas
of Woodstock, duke of Gloucester. They were both jointly

seised of the castle and manor, with the two parks of Stone

and Flyteris, together with the profits of a market and fair.

Humphrey, duke of Buckingham, was heir upon the death of

Joan, countess of Kent, 21 Hen. VI., (widow of Thomas
Holland, earl of Kent'.) By Inquisition made 38 and
39 Hen. VI., (1459,) on the day on which Humphrey
duke of Buckingham died, the castle, manor, and demesne

of Oakham, with their members and the presentation of the

free chapel Avithin the castle, were worth nothing annually

beyond their reprises^. After his death at the battle of North-

ampton, 38 Hen. VI., the Avidow continued in enjoyment of

the estate, and 1 Edw. IV. made William liord Hastings her

steward and constable of the castle. She enjoyed it till the

20th Edw. IV., (1480,) when her son Henry, duke of Buck-

ingham, succeeded to the honours, by which family they were

liekl till he was beheaded, 1 Ric. III. (1483.) Henry de

Gray, Lord Codnor, obtained the grant from Richard III.''

;

dying without issue in the 11th Hen. VII., (1495,) Edward,

duke of Buckingham, recovered possession, holding it until he

was executed on ToAver HiU, 13 Hen. VIII. (1521.)

Thomas CroniAA^ell, created Baron Cromwell of Wimbledon,,

some say of Oakham, received the castle and manor 30 Hen.

VIII. (1538.) He likewise lost it by his execution 32 Hen.

VIII., (1540,) but it Avent to his heir Gregory CromweU, to

hold of the king in capite by knight's service. Henry Lord

CromAvell succeeded him 5 EdAV. VI., (1551,) but in the 38th

of Elizabeth (1596) obtained a licence to alienate it to Sir

John Harrington, and after the death of his AvidoAV her son,

John Lord Harrington, sold it to George Villiers first duke of

Buckingham of that name, who resold it to Daniel, earl of

Nottingham, afterwards earl of Winchelsea, from whom it

descends to the present estimable possessor, Daniel Fmch,

Esq., of Burlcy on the Hill.

held 3rcl part of extent of manor of Braun- as Constance Despenser.

ston, as from the castle of Oakham. ' I^i'S- Bar. 165.

In 18 Hen. VL, 1 i;5f», Isabella, countess k In(iuis. -38 and .39 ITcn. VI. No. 59.

of AVaiwiek, held Esingden with mill, &c., " Dng. Bar. 712.
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Such are the evidences of history, dry it must be confessed,

])ut not uniin|)ortant, bearing on the connection of the Eng-

hsh inonarchs and their barons with the town and castle of

Oakham. It remains for me, before offering a few remarks

upon the latter, to speak upon a subject connected with both.

The peculiar custom existing in this place of compelling every

peer of parliament the first time he passes through the town

to give a horse-shoe to be nailed upon the castle gate, and if he

refuse the bailiff of the manor has poAver to arrest him in his

progress and take one from his horse's foot, is a custom of

ancient standing, since it is mentioned by Camden as existiug

in his time. The power of a horse-shoe nailed against a door

to drive away witchcraft is often described in the dramatists

;

nay, the credulity nu'ght lately have been witnessed in Mon-
mouth-street. lUit this practice, which the author of Hudi-
bras speaks of in these lines,

Chase evil spirits away by dint

Of sickle, horse-shoe, hollow flint,

is undoubtedly established on the presumption of some early

privilege. It has been supposed to have come as a liberty

from the Ferrars, who were early lords of the demesne. There

seems no other warrant for this conjecture than the fanciful

jilay upon the words de Ferrariis. The rolls of parliament in

the connnencement of the reign of Hen. V. set forth a peti-

tion from the mayor of Dover that he may take toll of every

horse passing through the town to the amount of a halfpenny,

for the purpose of repairing the harbour
'

; but there is no
trace in the various records that have been consulted that

such an allowance was ever accorded to the town of Oakham,
or to any of its proprietors. Still the early existence of the

custom seems to have established it by prescriptive right.

And by an Inquisition found in the Hundred rolls, made at

Stamford before twelve jurors of the hundred of ]\Iartinsley,

in the 3rd Edw. I., (1257,) it seems that something analogous

was then in existence. The jurors declare on their oath that

it appears to them that the manor of Oakham, with the castle,

was formerly in the hands of AVilliam the Conqueror, and was
worth £100 a year and upwards; that the king gave them
to Hugh, to hold from him in chief by fee for half a knight's

service, who held that manor from him till Normandy was

' Rot. Pari., vol. iv. p. .3(54.
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lost, and the successors of Hugh at that tune rebelled against

King John, who thereupon granted the manor and castle to

Isabella de Mortimer for her life, by the same service, and

after her death it came into the hands of Henry father of

King Edward, who conveyed it, with the castle, in free dowry,

to Senchia, wife of Richard, carl of Cornwall, father of the

present Edmund, earl of Cornwall, to hold it from him in

chief by the aforesaid service.

The jurors also found that every bailiff of Richard, earl of

Cornwall, took at Oakham, as well in the time of King Henry
as now, toll of carriages bought or sold, and of all other

things there, to the damage of £10 per annum, by what war-

rant they know not, and this unjustly. They also said that

Peter de Nevill took ten marcs unjustly from the men of

Oakham and Langham, by virtue of his ofhce, that they

should not have their dogs lawed.

In the following year (1276) the jurors returned that the

county of Rutland formerly belonged to the county of North-

ampton, until Henry HI. granted it to the king of Germany,
(Richard, earl of Cornwall,) whom they found had right of

gallows, assize of bread and ale, pillory and cucking stool.

And they said that the bailiffs of Oakham, in the reign of

Hen. HI. and Edw. I., took toll of carriages, horses bought
or sold, and all other merchandise at Oakham, and they dis-

train men of their property who are not principal merchants

nor sureties, they know not by what warrant.

Let it be remembered that the questions proposed to the

jurors in both these Inquisitions were of a most searching

nature, so that no abuse could possibly elude their vigilance.

It is clear that the custom of demanding a horse-shoe is not

named, but that of taking toll upon the animals is stated to

be without warrant and unjust. The transition to commuta-
tion of a shoe for a money payment, or the reverse, is natural

and easy to be accounted for; and I think we see by these

Inquisitions what was the origin, or at least we gather some
insight into the practice which has at various periods been

countenanced by English monarchs and the highest judicial

functionaries, and endured to the present time'*.

Reasons have already been given for assigning the erection

of the great hall still existing to Walkelin de Ferrars, at the

^ Of the existing shoes nailed on the bctli and George IV. are the most conspi-
walls of the castle those of Queen Eliza- ciious.
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end of the twelftli century. It seems to have undergone i)ut

a trifling alteration since that period. There is a document

of an interesting character still preserved amongst the Inqui-

sitions in the Tower, which minutely details its precise condi-

tion in the 14th of Edw. III., (1340,) and by tiiis record we

may be enabled to trace out the site of some of the buildings

within the enclosure which have since fallen down. " There

is," says the Inquisition, " at Oakham a castle well walled, and

in that castle there are one hall, four chambers, one kitchen,

two stables, one grange for hay, one house for prisoners, one

chamber for the porter, one drawbridge Avith iron chains, and

the castle contains within its walls by estimation two acres

of land : the aforesaid houses are worth nothing annually

beyond reprises. And the same house is similarly called the

manor of Oakham. There is wdthout the castle one garden,

which is \vorth 8s. a year. Stew^s under the castle, wdth

the fosse, of the annual value of 3s. 4d. The park called

Fliterich contains 100 acres, the pasture of wdiich is worth

£0. 13s. 4d. a year. The park called the Little Park con-

tains 40 acres, the herbage of which is w^orth £G per annum,

and the underwood 6s. 8d. A windmill and a watermill are

worth £8, and the presentation of the free chapel placed

within the castle amounts to 100s.'"

The architectural character of the hall is of that unmixed

nature that it will require but little description. It is in all

respects conformable to what is considered the most interest-

ing of the various styles, as it belongs to the period when the

plain and massive Norman w-as gradually merging into Early

English. The features of this style partake of the peculiar-

ities of both. The example before us is what may be termed

pure transitional. This is particularly observable in the

pointed lights, which are placed within segmental arches,

with dog-tooth ornaments in their jambs ; as well as in the

comparative massiveness of the buttresses, and the larger size

of the stone ashlars where they are used for walling at the

top of the building. These features, as well as the flowing

and enriched form of the capitals, the square abacus with the

angles slightly canted, entirely assimilate with the capitals of

the choir on the south side of Canterbury cathedral. Closer

resemblance in foliation it would be difficult to adduce. They
are moreover analogous to capitals in the cathedrals of Sois-

' Inquis. 1+ Edw. III., 2nd Nos., No. 67.
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SOUS and Oxford. The chancel-arch of Edith Weston in the

immediate neighbourhood helps to connect the local character

with these distinguishing marks of the transitional style ; a

style which may be equally discerned in the interior of the

hall, as in the pointed windows without. The stone used for

dressing is a fine grained shelly oolite from Chpsham, not so

coarse as the Barnack stone, nor so delicate as the Ketton

;

harder than the latter, and more readily worked than the

former. Witness in proof the exquisitely sculptured heads

under the brackets which form responds to the arches at

either end and on both sides of the hall. The wall of enclo-

sure {cim/idmn) is built of a coarse ferruginous upper member
of the oolite, with mortar made without much lime.

ELEVATION OF THE HALL, EAST END

The hall is divided by three shafts on either side into four

bays, like that formerly existing at Barnack
;
proportionately

as Necham, a writer of the twelfth century, says was the rule

;

it is smaller, though earlier, than the hall at Winchester, but

in its various sculptures and points of detail infinitely more
beautiful ; nothing in fact exceeds the spirit and the graceful-

ness of the different heads. Those of Henry II. and his* wife,

Margaret of Guienne, opposite the former door of entrance,

as placed in the most prominent part, are peculiarly deserving

attention. After this it need scarcely be said that the present

position of the door is not the original one. When Buck
published his view in 1720, it was at the east end, answering
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partially to that at Wincliester, and entirely to that in the

refectory at Dover. The ancient roof was probably semicir-

cular, like that existing still in the bishop's palace at Here-

ford. The oldest portions of the present one are two red

beams put up by Villiers duke of Buckingham, who also built

the gateway. This, the most perfect specimen of domestic

architecture of the twelfth century which probably exists in

any country, is also one of those monuments whose inte-

rest can never become evanescent. It is one which tells

the early history not merely of the little county of Rutland,

but it carries us back to the habits and usages of our fore-

fathers, to a remote period, when there are but scanty mate-

rials from which a knowledge of them may be gathered, and

thence handed down for the instruction of posterity.

CHARLES HENRY HARTSHORNE.

THE ROOD-SCREEN, PRIORY CHURCH, CHRIST-

CHURCH, HANTS.

This screen, of which an elevation was given in the last

part of the Archaeological Journal, is a very interesting exam-

ple of one of the few which are to be met with in our colle-

giate or priory churches. Its design, though simple, is ex-

ceedingly effective, owing to the bold and excellent manner

in which the parts are executed.

The work is probably of the period of Edward HI., and

though in past times it has been grievously mutilated, there is.

sufficient left to shew how good the effect of the whole must

have been when perfect ; indeed it could have been scarcely

inferior to any of those which are still preserved to us in some

of our cathedrals. This excellent specimen of medieval art is

33 ft. in width and 16 ft. 6 in. in height. In its design it

exhibits a plain base, surmounted by a row of panelled qua-

trefoils charged with shields. There are thirteen on each side

of the choir entrance, and over them is a string-com'se, from

which rose a double tier of canopied niches ; five of the low^er

range on each side of the doorway still remain, and above the

latter are remains of two richly gilt heads of canopies, having

shields of arms, now defaced, embedded in foliage.
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The niches are separated by graduated buttresses, flanked

on tlie lower stage by little shafts, which merge into pyrami-

dal heads, and are thence carried up as angular pinnacles.

There is peculiar beauty in the arrangement of the lower

tier of niches ; the pedestal of each consists of four short

columns and bases, liaving boldly carved foliated capitals, the

foliage of each capital being ditlcrent, its tendrils or stems

running into bosses and forming small groinings between the

columns, three of which are insulated and the fourth attached

to the back of the niche, producing a most agreeable effect of

light and shadow.

The screen, which is 9 ft. in thickness, and breaks forward 6

ft. west of the piers of the centre lantern, each return having a

doul)le tier of niches of like character to those of the front,

is remarkably wide, and unlike those at Canterbury, York, Exe-

ter, Wells, St. Al ban's, and Southwell, which extend no further

than the centre of the tower piers, this spreads so far laterally

as to cut ofi' from view the whole lower part of the massive

Norman pillars intended to carry the centre lantern. Such an

arrangement under ordinarycircumstances might have produced

a bad appearance, but in this instance it is eminently success-

ful, as tending to conceal an unusual and objectionable contrac-

tion of the entrance to the chancel, which is produced in con-

sequence of the choir (erected in the time of Henry VI.) being

7 ft. narrower than the Norman nave. The difference in width

between these two portions is filled up by piers ornamented
with shallow stone panelling inserted under the easternmost

arch of the tower ; but the bad effect of this diminished

width of the clioii* is greatly obviated by the wide-spreading

screen, which also hides the rude corbelling projecting 2 ft,

() in. on each side, supporting the piers. This contraction

in the dimensions of the choir was manifestly in order to

reconstruct it upon the old foundations, as the Norman crypt

under the easternmost bay of the choir coincides with the

width of the supei'structure, and hence it became necessary to

corbel the piers in the manner described, to obtain height

and space for the coved canopy work of the stalls, as without

this expedient the requisite number of stalls could not have
been formed. To have taken down this screen, therefore, (as

at one time meditated,) would have laid bare many peculiar-

ities of construction most skilfully nuisked, besides destroying

the conq)leteness of the building.
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The position whicli the rood-screen now occupies does not

appear to have been its original site. The first pier of the

nave arcade west of the centre lantern is deficient of its pro-

jecting semicircular shafts ; there are also some additional

ornaments in this compartment of the triforium, which would

seem to indicate that the choir at a former period had in-

cluded the first bay of the nave. This was the arrangement

of St. Mary's abbey, Tewkesbury, and in early churches the

choir always occupied the central tower, and sometimes ex-

tended even several compartments to the west of the tower,

as at Westminster abbey.

It is not intended by these remarks to assert that the actual

screen here spoken of was removed, but that under some
previous state of the building, when perhaps the old choir was

standing, a rood-screen of earlier date divided the choir and

nave in a more westward position. To revert, however, to the

description of the screen itself, the least successful part of its

composition is the doorway of communication to the choir and

staircase ; its square-headed form does not harmonize with the

general design, and rather conveys the idea of its being an

after-thought, although the flat soffit is pleasingly panelled.

Traces still remain where the gates or doors which enclosed

the choir once hung, but all the ancient wood-Avork has been

destroyed.

On the north side of this passage through the screen is a

narrow stone staircase ascending to the rood-loft ; of the maur

ner in which the east side of this gallery (above the canopies of

the stalls) terminated, we are left to conjecture, as the whole

of the upper portion was swept away many years since to

make room for an organ ; but it was most probably finished

with a pierced parapet in the manner of the screen at Wells

cathedral erected about the same period.

The screen has some slight traces of ancient colouring still

left, and when in former times the niches were filled with

statues its whole effect must have been gorgeous ; indeed the

priory church at Christchurch could boast of screens equal

to those of any other church in the country ; its high altar-

screen containing a representation of the genealogy of Jesse

is quite unique, and the reredos in the lady-chapel well wor-

thy of admiration.

The massiveness of these stone screens forms a great con-

trast to the extremely light and elegant character of the
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numerous oak rood-screens which still remain in many
churches in the counties of Somerset, Devon, and ^orf(Jlk:

these are so largely pierced by open tracery-work as to form

mere slight divisions between the two portions of the church,

while the solidity of the comparatively few stone-screens makes

a complete barrier between the laity and clergy; on the reli-

gious peculiarities involved in these arrangements it is not

necessary here to enlarge.

The architectural designs of the stone rood-screens gene-

rally consisted of a series of niches ; those, however, at Exeter

cathedral, and the church of Compton Basset in Wiltshire,

differ from others : the former has a loft over a stone vaulting

constructed upon pillars and arches, and the latter in addition

to these features has its eastern front perforated so as not to

present an impenetrable screen. Perhaps these last examples

may be quoted as the most pleasing designs, but whatever

may be the artistic merits belonging to any of them, it is to

be hoped that a consideration for the interesting link which

they afford in the chain of archaeological investigation, Avill

induce all those who are the guardians of our churches in

Avhich they remain to preserve them from wanton destruc-

tion. B. Y.

CORBELLING: CHRISTCEDRCH. HANTS



ON A MONUMENTAL EFFIGY IN CONINGTON
CFIURCH, HUNTINGDONSHIRE.

To the important sway exercised in this country over the

minds of many in the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth

centuries, by the members of those two great rehgious frater-

nities the Franciscan and Dominican, may, perhaps, be traced

the ehicidation of practices, once common, yet now not merely

obsolete, but the very remembrance thereof altogether so

completely sunk in oblivion, that in searching the records of

the past, we deem our labom* not mis-spent, if we can here

and there find an incidental passage or allusion which may
cast even a glimmer of light on certain matters now buried in

deep obscurity.

For although the difference in arrangement and archi-

tectonic featm*es observable in our churches are now, gene-

rally, well understood, we stillmeet with exceptions—with

peculiarities relating to usages as yet so insufficiently ex-

plained, as to be individually regarded, even at this time, as

a vexata qua.stio ; and these remarks may be applied to

monumental as well as to other ecclesiological remains.

Sometimes we have a popular notion professing to explain

these peculiarities, the truth or converse of which may be

the fact, the former being difficult of direct and positive

proof.

Whether, or how far, the popular belief, that the cross-

legged monumental effigies of the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries are those of the cruce signati, is correct, is one of

those notions. This opinion, general as it is, may be per-

fectly true, yet it is formed on vague, and at best inferential

evidence, to confirm which we stand in need of some kind of

contemporary proof, and this I have never yet been able to

meet with ; I have, however, endeavoured in some measure

to unravel, and trace to its source, another subject of popular

belief, illustrated by a very curious recumbent effigy in Con-
ington church, Huntingdonshire, and this is the oj)^^ opera-

turn, or virtue which was, in certain of the medieval ages,

popularly ascribed to the wearing of, aiul being buried in,

the friar's mantle or cowl.
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In the recumbent monumental effigies of ecclesiastics from

the twelfth to the sixteenth century, we commonly find them

represented either as vested for the Eucharistic sacrifice or in

the canonical or choral habit. But of rcHgious represented

in the monastic costumes of the different orders we have an

incredible paucity of examples. In the conventual church

of Hexham is the recumbent effigy of a supposed prior attired

in the tunica talaris or ancient cassock, over which is worn
the surplice without sleeves, and over this an ample mantle

or cowl, the cajjjja magna, with its capidium or hood drawn
over the head and eyes, leaving the lower portion of the face

only visible. In the church of Orton-on-the-IIill, Leicester-

shire, formerly an appendage to the Cistercian abbey of Mere-

vale, Warwickshire, is the recumbent effigy of a religious

represented in the cappa clausa or close cowl without sleeves,

with the caputhiiii or hood attached to the niozetfa, a plain

kind of cape, and thrown back over the shoulders, whilst on

the head is worn the close-fitting skull-cap or coif called the

birretum. These are, however, singular if not unique ex-

amples ; for whilst to the suppression of the religious houses

may be attributed the destruction of many monuments, few

of the effigies represented thereon were, as far as existing

vestiges enable us to ascertain, sculptured in monastic cos-

tume.

One of the most rare and curious effigies of this kind is

that in Conington church, Huntingdonshire. It is a recum-
bent sepulchral effigy of the fourteenth century, and represents

a knight, who had in after life taken the habit of a religious

community, that apparently of the Franciscan order. He is

clad in a hooded hawberk or tunic of chain mail, the coif and
mufflers or gloves of which are alone visible ; over this, his

defence against human foes, he wears as defensive armour
against the powers of darkness the capjm manicafa, or friar's

cowl with sleeves, girt about the waist with a knotted cord,

which falls pendant to the feet ; over the coif of mail is drawn
the capiifiiih) or hood, attached and apparently of a piece with
the mQzefia.\\\\\Q\\ covers the shoulders and upper part of the

breast. Below the wozetta the hands are conjoined on the

breast in attitude of prayer. That the body of the knight
thus represented was actually clad in this habit for burial, the

hawberk of mail excepted, is more than probable, if we inves-

tigate the motives why he should be, and that he was one of
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those in allusion to whom the great poet of the seventeenth

century observes

—

" And they who, to be sure of Paradise,

Dying, put on the weeds of Dominic,

Or in Franciscan thought to pass disguised."

And Weeverin his " Funeral Monuments," published in 1631,

tells us that many " having large portions in their own pos-

sessions, out of zeal and devotion, would give all, with them-

selves, to some cloister or other, and therein take upon them
the habits of religion," and that " in regard of burial abbeys

were most commonly preferred before other churches what-

soever; and he that was buried therein in a friar's habite,

if you will believe it, never came into Hell."

So also the author of that witty, but coarse and profane

satire, " The Beehive of the Roman Church," translated out

of Dutch into English by Gilpin, and published in 1580,

alludes to this subject in the following passage :

—
" Well, go

to nowe, read the whole bible over and over, and I will be

bound to give the theologians or divines of Louen a potle of

wine to make mery withal if they can finde out there that either

Christ or his Apostles did ever knowe that whosoever doothe

die in a gray frier's cote shall neither come in purgatory nor in

Hell ; and yet, notwithstanding, not onely Radulphus Agri-

cola, Albertus Pius, the Prince of Carpi, and Pope Martinus

woulde die in such an habite, and bee buried in it, but Ijke-

wise many other Kinges, Dukes, Earles, and Barons, as in the'

book of the Conformities of Saint Prancis is specified, and

with the Pope's Bulles established." And elsewhere the

same author, in his pretended reproof of the Heretikes, ob-

serves :

—" They do not greatly glorie to bee buried in a

monke's greasie hood."

In the " Defense of the Apologie of the Church of England,"

published in 1570, against "the Confutation and Detection of

sundry Foule Errors," &c., written by that great controver-

sialist and opponent to Bishop Jewell, Dr. Harding, who
denied that the Catholics—that is, those of the Roman
Church—put great holiness in mere outward observances, as

in apparel, and taunted Jewell, apparently in allusion to the

great controversy of 1564, Avith the diversity respecting appa-

rel found among the " ministringe clergie" of the Reformed

Church, asking him—"Doe not somme amonge you wear
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square cappes, sommc round cappcs, somme buttcn cappcs,

somuie only liattcs? Doe not somme wear side gownes

liavinge large sleeves, with tippettes, wliiclie is not wel liked

of your secte, somme of more perfection, Turkey gownes,

gaberdeines, frockes, or niglite-gownes, of the most laye

fashion, for avoiding of superstition ?" In replying to which

Jewell incidentally alludes to this subject, putting this question

to Harding—" AVherefore doothe Thomas of Aquine tel us so

certainly that the wearinge of Francise or Dominike's Cowle

liad power to remove sinne as well as the Sacramente of Bap-

tisme?"

The marginal reference given by Jewell to the works of that

great schoolman is a general one, and I have been unable to

verify it.

Amongst the writings of Becon against the Church of Rome,

those on "The Acts of Christ and of Anti-Christ," published

in 1577, contain the following passage—"Anti-Christ, for

the forgiveness of our sins and of our justification, sendeth us

to his pardons and Bulls, to his years of Jubilee, and masses

of Scala Coeli ; yea, he sendeth us to a Grey Friar's Cowl and

Avilleth us to be buried in that, promising us by that means

both remission of sins and everlasting life."

In a letter from Latimer, bishop of Worcester, to Sir Edw.

Baynton, is the following passage :

—
" I have thought in times

])ast that if I had been a Friar and in a Cowl, I could not

liave been damned nor afraid of death." And elsewhere, in

a sermon preached by him on Septuagesima Sunday in 1552,

he observes as follows^
—

" True it is that God requireth good

works of us, and commandeth us to avoid all wickedness.

But for all that, we may not do our good works to the end to

get heaven withal ; but rather to show ourselves thankful for

that which Christ hath done for us, who with his passion hath

opened heaven to all believers ; that is to all those who put

their hope and trust not in their deeds, but in his death and

passion, and study to live well and godly ; and yet not to

make merits of their own works, as though they should have

everlasting life for them, as our jMonks and Friars, and all our

religious persons were wont to do, and therefore may rightly

be called nuumerers ; for they had so great a store of merits

that they sold some of them unto other men, and many men
spent a great part of their substance to buy their merits, and

VOL. V. X
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to be a brother of tlieir houses ; or to obtain one of their coats

or cowls to be buried in."

And in a sermon preached by him many years earher in

1537, he says
—"But yet they that begot and brought forth

our old ancient pvu'gatory pickpurse; that was swaged and
cooled with a Franciscan's Cowl; put upon a dead man's
back to the fourth part of his sins."

In the works of WicklifF, who lived in the latter part of the

fourteenth century, above one hundred and fifty years before

Latimer, occurs the following curious passage: "And here

men noten many harmes yat Freris doen y the cherch

but kepyng of Godde's mauntements thei cliargen not halfe

so muche as he schulde be holden apostata, that lefe ye abite

for a dale, but for levyng of dedys of charite, schulde he

nothynge be blamed; and thus thei blasfemen in God, and
seien whoso dieth in this abyte schall never go to helle for

holynesse that is therein."

Lastly, it is related by Wadding, in his " Annales Mino-

rum," of Clement the Fifth, who occupied the papal chair

from A.D. 1305 to A.D. 1314, that he remitted to those

buried in the habit of a friar the fourth part of all their sins

;

" sepeliendis in liahitu minormn quartam partem omnium joec-

catorum remisif,''—a passage which verifies the last quotation

I have given from the works of Latimer.

The only other effigy of a friar I am at present conversant

with is a small demi-figure, acting as a crest to a tilting helme,

beneath the head of a knight in Sawtrey All Saints' church,'

Huntingdonshire ; a church in the neighbomliood of Coning-

ton. This figure constitutes a portion of an incised brassy and

appears in the ccqjjjci manicata or sleeved cowl, with the cajm-

tium or hood attached and drawn over the head, but without

the mozetta or tippet ; in the hands the ancient " discipline,"

as the instrument in the shape of a Avhip with knotted cords

was called, is represented as held. This figm^e is of the early

jjart of the fifteenth centmy, the date given on the inscription

being 1404.

In Standish church, Lancashire, there is said to be a statue

of the first Protestant rector, Richard Moodie, representing

him as dressed in the habit of a Franciscan, of which order he

had been, but this I have not yet seen.

" Noticed in Uie Archaeological Journal, vol. ii. p. 380.
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If we regard the effigy at Conington as doubly memorative

of one who in early life followed a warlike and secular, and in

his later years a religious profession, we see a type of a similar

change of feeling recorded, but in a different mode, on other

sepulchral memorials, even to a late period; as on a sepulchral

memorial in IJaltwistle chmTh, where on one side of the stem

of a cross flory is represented the sword and shield of a knight

who, in after life, went on a pilgrimage—a fact indicated by
the scrip, and bourdon or palmer's staff, represented on the

other side of the stem of the cross ; and in that inscription of

the seventeenth century in Oxhill church, Warwickshire, of the

date of 108] :

" When I was young I ventured life and blood,

Both for my kinge, and for my countrey's good
;

In elder years my care was chief to he

Souldier for Him that shed His blood for me."

M. H. BLOXAM.
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Inventories of hoiiseliold property of the date of the thir-

teenth century are of rare occurrence, and few have been

hitherto printed. The following example, selected from the

muniments of the priory of the Holy Trinity, Aldgate, pre-

served in the Chapter-house, Westminster, may be referred

to the close of that period, and is especially interesting as

relating to a small manorial residence, of the extent and ar-

rangement of which it presents very satisfactory evidence.

The tenement appears to have been situated in one of the two

l^arishes of Warley, in the county of Essex, named respectively

Great Warley and Warley Franks'".

From the mention of Prior E. (Eustace) this document
cannot be of later date than 1280, in which year he died,

having been elected either in 1264 or 1268". According to

Morant'' Reginald de Ginges obtained license from Edward
the Eirst, in 1281, to impark certain lands in Ginges-Radulfi,

within the forest of Essex ; he was probably descended from

llalpli, brother of Ilger, who held lands in that place at the

time of the Domesday Siu-vey.

Memorandum quod Reginaldus de Gynges recepit a Priore

et conventu Sanctse Trinitatis London' domos suas de Warlee

per precium . videlicet aulam cum thalamo per precium quin-

que marcarum . capellam triginta solidormn . boveriam viginti

solidorum . pistrinum dimid . marce . januam cum solar' viginti

solidorum . grangiam meliorera quinque marcarum , secundam
viginti solidorum . pro qua pecunie summa dicta edificia sunt

ap})reciata die quo ilia recepit . presentibus E . priore . fratribus

Willelmo Aygnel et Philippo canonicis . ipso Reginaldo de

Gynges . Reginaldo de Fonte . Henrico Page . Henrico Haryng.

Alexandro le Gardiner . Rogero de Ferynges et Ricardo Bay-

nard servientibus . Johanne de Eystane . Alano de Hyndele et

aliis.

Item recepit in capella superaltare marmoreum et ymaginem
Beate Marie cum tabernaculo . item algeas duas magnas .

busscllum sive batun. aratrum cum jugis et pertinentiis. cul-

trum cum vomere . duas furcas fcrreas cum carecta veteri .

tabulas duas cum tripodibus . scabellum ct cathedram et

scalam. Que omnia rcstituentur cisdem vel precium eorum
post decessum ejusdem Reginaldi. In cujus rei testimonium

* Sec Morant's Essex, vol. i. p. 111. '' Duj^dale's Monasticon, vol. v. p. 150.

" History of Essex, vol. i. p. 215.
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Imic mcmorando in inodum cyrographi confccto sigillum dicti

Keginaldi ct sigillum \V . cclcrarii altcriuitim sunt appcnsa .

Testibus supradictis.

Memorandum, that Reginald dc Gynges hath received from

the prior and convent of the IToly Trinity, London, their

houses at Warlee by valuation ; to wit, the hall with the bed-

chamber, at the price of five marks ; the chapel at thirty shil-

lings ; the bouerie at twenty shillings ; the bake-house at half

a mark ; the gate-house, with the solar, at twenty shillings

;

the better grange at five marks; the second at twenty shil-

lings ; at which sum of money the said buildings were ap-

praised on the day on which he received them; there being

])resent E[ustace] the prior, brothers Wilham Aygnel and

Philip, canons, the same Reginald de Gynges, Reginald de

Fonte, and others as above.

Item, he received in the chapel a super-altar of marble,

and a figm-e of the Blessed Mary, Avith a tabernacle ; item,

two great measures ; a bushel or batun ; a plough, with

yokes, and its appurtenances; a coulter, with a share; two

iron forks, with an old cart ; two tables, with trivets ; a settle,

and chau', and ladder ; all which shall be returned to the same

[prior and convent], or their price, after the decease of the

same Reginald. In testimony whereof, &c.

This memorandum supplies a description of the plan of an

ordinary manor-house of the thirteenth century, consisting of a

hall or principal chamber, with a sleeping room annexed, and

a chapel. The latter appendage was due probably to the cir-

cumstance of the house having been occupied as a place of

resort by the priors of the Holy Trinity. The gate-house, with

its solar or upper chamber, would be the entrance to the

enclosure, by which the hall and its offices, as the byre, bake-

house, and two barns, were surrounded. In these and later

times it was customary to remove the scanty furniture of a

mansion when the owner changed his abode; thus the two

tables, the settle, and chair, may be regarded as the only fix-

tures appurtenant to the hall.

The furnitm-e of the chapel is limited ; a super-altar of mar-

ble, and a figm-c of the Virgin, wath a tabernacle. The former

adds another illustration to the many already adduced by

Mr. Way of the customary use of a tablet or portable substi-

tute for the fixed altar'*. t. Hudson turner.
'' Aicliicological .Journal, vol. iv. pp. 239—218.
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PEIMEVAL PERIOD,

We have frequently been indebted to Mr. Edward Hoare, of Cork, for

valuable information regarding the remarkable objects of antiquity dis-

covered in Ireland. By the kindness of that gentleman we have recently been

favoured with representations of several most curious and choice specimens

of ancient workmanship in the precious metals. They comprise a reraark-

GOLD ARMILLA; FOUND AT VIEGINIA, CO. CAVAN.

able " lunette or gorget" of gold, the smallest hitherto foimd in Ireland,

measuring about 6'|in. in diameter, and the breadth at the widest part nearly

1
J,

in.; weight 16 dwts. 15 grs. It is curiously engraved witli bands of zigzag

lines. This interesting object is preserved in the museum of Mr. Anthony,

at Piltown ; it bears much resemblance to the gorget figured in Mr. Birch's

memoir on tiie Tore of the Celts, Archrcological Journal, vol. iii. p. 35. A
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single gorget of this tyj^e appears to have been discovered in England : a

representation of it was given by Lysons in the Magna Britannia, History

of Cornwall, p. ccxxii.; it was found near Penzance, in 1783, and closely

resembles the example communicated by Mr. Hoare. The next object in

interest is an unique gold armilla, dug up at Virginia, co. Cavan, in 1833,

and preserved in the Piltown museum, co. Kilkenny. It is a most elabo-

rate and beautiful example of corded work, weighing 1 oz. 15dwts. 6grs.

With this Mr. Hoare communicated a representation of a curious gold tore-

ring, of similar character to the armilla, but different in the pattern of the

twist. It was found near Waterford, and Aveighs 8 dwts. 6 grs. This ring,

of somewhat large size for the finger, nearly resembles the specimen found

on the field of Floddon, and now in the possession of Mr. S. N. Paton,

sen., represented in the Archieological Journal, vol. iii.

p. 2G9. Another very interesting tore-ring, of a simi-

lar type, is in the museum of Mr. Whincopp, at Wood-
bridge. A gold ring, of another type, formed of wire,

twisted or platted, of which Mr. Hoare has enabled us

to give a figure, was purchased at Bandon by Mr.

Zachariah Hawkes, and is now in his collection. It weighs 3 dwts. 17 gr.

It is exceedingly desirable that a careful comparison should be made be-

tween the Irish ornaments of the earlier period, and objects of similar cha-

racter found in England. Of several types which occm- frequently in that

country, examples have been discovered in various parts of Great Britain

;

whilst all ornaments formed of the precious metals are of far greater rarity

here than in Ireland. In some of these specimens of great skill in gold-

smithry a resemblance has been traced by some antiquaries to works of

Asiatic origin.

Amongst the evidences of affinity between Irish and Oriental antiquities

or usages, adduced by Col. Vallancey, in his " Collectanea de rebus Hiber-

nicis," the discovery of a Chinese coin of brass or mixed metal has been

recorded, of which representations may be found in those Collections, vol. iv.

pi. xiv. p. 99 ; in the Description of Ireland, given in Cough's edition of

Camden's Britannia, vol. iv. pi. xix. p. 232 ; and amongst the illustrations

of a Memoir on Irish Antiquities by Governor Pownall, Archseologia,

vol. vii. pi. xviii. p. 1G9. It was found in 1783, in a bog at Allenstown,

County Meath, and was of the usual form of the Chinese monies, called

cash, having the square perforation in the centre, by means of which these

pieces are strung upon a leathern thong. It was supposed by Col. Val-

lancey to be a talisman, inscribed with Syriac, or Tai-tar, and astronomical

cliaracters. Another similar piece, however, having been communicated to

him by Mr. Ardidall, reported to have been found in an Irish bog, and a

third, found in Dublin, having fallen under his notice, he then observed that

" there is great probability that these are Chinese medals imported to this

country by our East India ships*." The occurrence of these cash in Ireland

has been considered not wholly devoid of interest, in connexion with the

« Cull. Ilibcrn., vol. iv. p. 101.
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singular cubes of white porcelain, bearing old Chinese characters, stated

to have been found in the Irish bogs, as already noticed briefly in the

Archseological Jovu-naP, and precise information respecting the date of

their coinage may prove acceptable to some of our readers. This we have

been enabled to give, by the kindness of a gentleman who has made ex-

tensive researches in China, INIr. Thomas Bellott, R.N. He has presented

to the Institute siiecimens of the currency of the Tartar emperors, or Ta
ts'hing dynasty, Avhich commenced in 1616, the reigning emperor being

the seventh. These coins comprise those of Shun-che, whose reign ended

in 1661, Kang-hi, 1722, Jung-ching, 1733, Keen-lung, 1795; the coins

described by Col. Vallancey are of his reign. Also, cash of Kea-king,

whose reign ended 1820, and of Taon-kwang, his successor, now reigning.

These pieces bear on the obverse the name of the emperor in Tartar cha-

racters, reading perpendicularly, beginning on the left side ; on the reverse,

the Chinese name. Mr. Bellott made the following remark on the discovery

of such coins in Ireland. " I read the English inscription on six or eight

grave-stones of Enghsh merchant-seamen, on Coo-lun-roo, opposite Amoy,

dated 1600 and odd years; it was just as natural that their shipmates

should carry cash, &c. to Ireland, as I have to Stockport."

The curious porcelain seals, to which allusion has been made, are no

longer in use in China, and ap^jear to be of much earlier date than the

coins in question. We hope, at no distant period, to give some detailed

notices of those remarkable objects.

PERIOD OF GOTHIC ART.

The very interesting object, of which, by the kindness of its possessor,

the Rev. William Maskell, we are enabled to offer representations, was
found a few years since near Devizes. It is of pure gold, and both sides

were originally enamelled, the colours being transparent, and the field

tooled out and engraved, so that the lines Avere apparent through the vitri-

fied coating, according to a beautiful process of art which appears to have

been first used in Italy during the fourteenth century. Some portions of

opaque white enamel remain in the little flowers which appear on both sides;,

the lines of the figures are filled in with a black substance, possibly a kind

of niello? The annexed woodcuts shew the exact size and fashion of this

little reliquary : there is a cavity within for the reception of a relic; on the

side which opens, and is attached by hinges to the lower portion, appears

an arclibishop in full pontificals, bearing a cross-staff', and raising his right

hand in benediction: around his head there is a nimbus, but there is no

attribute to designate the person intended to be pourtrayed. On the re-

verse is seen St. John the Baptist, pointing to the Holy Lamb, placed on

the book of the gospels, and supported on the left arm of the saint. Beneath

are inscribed the words, "A mon • derreyne. All round the edge of the

reliquary are tears, chased out to receive enamel ; from these it has been

" See a notice of a communication by Mr. R. Anthony, of Piltown, Archosol. Journal,
vol. ii. p. 71.
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GOLD RELIQUARY, IK THE POSSESSION OF THE REV. W. MASKELL.

supposed to have been worn in memorial of a deceased person. Derreyne,

in old French, or derniere, may signify the close of hfe, the last years or

nioinont of existence ; and the words imply, as some suppose, an invo-

cation of the Baptist and the other patron saint of the wearer, for help

and intercession at his last hour. The weight of this precious little object

is 1 oz. 8 dwts. 9 grs. the gold being of considerable thickness. It appears

to be of the workmanship of the fifteenth century, probably French, and

the archbishop may represent St. Germain. It is not improbable that it

may have been destined to contain one of the consecrated tablets of wax,

the Agnus Dei, blessed by the pope at Easter in the first year of his pon-

tificate, and every seventh year subsequently, accounted to be of especial

efficacy against pestilential vapours, the falling evil, sudden death, and

other calamities.

The Rev. Edward Wilton has kindly communicated the following notes

on the church of Charlton, Wilts, with impressions from the mural brasses,

representing William Chancey, founder of the northern chantry-chapel, and

his wife'=. These figures measure about 17 in. in length, and present the

usual features of costume of the times of Henry YIII. The man wears

the long furred gown, with very wide sleeves, and his wife has a pedimental

head-dress with long lappets, her gown fitting close with tight sleeves, and

cufis offur, a broad girdle round her hips closed with three large roses,

and without any pendant. Beneath is the following epitaph,

—

©ff yo' charitc prnn for tf)c soul' of Ktill'm Ciliaucci)

Qtntijhna ^' jtlarion \)\\% tonfc \s\)\t\) UMWwx cBcftcK tf)ijs

e]:f)apcir §: DcccssmB' tf)£ ix tlay of 3lunt anno Bni ittCEiireCCCrixiiif.

On a scroll from the mouth of the male effigy is the phrase, jitlisrricorDias

Diii I cfnu cantafio. Above are two escutcheons, both alike ; with the follow-

•= The name is usually written Chancey:
in the inscription it appears to beChaucey,

perhaps by omission of the contraction
over the letter u.
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ing arms : Quarterly, 1 and 4, a chevron between 3 escallops ; 2 and 3, a

chevron between 3 castles, and a crescent for difference, (? Bromwich, of

Wilts.) The same two bearings occur impaled, on and in the chapel, with

the following : a chevron between three demi-horses, or some like animal

dimidiated per pale ; and on scutcheons supi^orted by angels, at the returns

of the hood-mouldings of the Avindows, appear bars and escallops, much

decayed and scarcely distinguishable. This chantry belongs to the lord

of the manor, and is repaired by him : it had an altar, and the trefoiled

piscina still remains. The architecture is debased Perpendicular, with

square windows, the heads cinquefoiled : the masonry badly executed.

On each side of the altar in the church of Charlton there is a bold

moulding, of Perpendicular character, forming a sort of shelf or bracket,

measuring about 4ft. Sin. in length, and 7 f in. in width. That on the

north side has the top-stone pierced, as if for serges, with eight holes, (four

and four,) the biacket on the south side has one less, (four and three.)

These projections are 3 ft. 6 in. above the floor of the chancel, and the

principal hollow of the moulding is enriched with roses, the Tudor flower,

foliage, &c. Between these brackets there is a space measuring 6ft. 8 in.;

they appear evidently to have been additions to the older fabric, as was also

the piscina on the south side of the altar, the mouldings and ornaments

being similar to those of the brackets.

This church had already been brought under the notice of our readers,

as supplying an example of the curious perforations technically termed

squints^. In reference to the remark then made "that the squints would

appear to have been originally carried across an external space," Mr. Wilton

states that this could not have been the case. " The chapel and tower are

of the same date, though the church is older ; the same masoniy, the mould-

ings continued from the chapel to the tower-door, the same arms in the

spandrils of the porch door as in and on the Chancey chapel ; the squint

therefore was only made about the year 1524. It appears meant to enable

a person in the porch, which is under the belfry, to see the elevation of the

host, and know when to ring the sacring-bell. There was another entrance

to the church at the west end ; and, as the nave and chancel are of equal

,

width, the high altar was visible from all parts ; the inner squint through

the wall dividing the Chancey chapel from the nave was alone necessary

to open the view of the high altar from that chapel ; whilst the communica-

tion with the belfry-porch appears clearly to have had reference to ringing

of bells. Are not the uses of squints defined to be twofold, by examples

like these, either to open communication and give facility for ringing the

bell at the elevation of the host, or to render the high altar visible to persons

otherwise excluded ? If the one use is unnecessary, as at Charlton, from the

form of the church, the second purpose is answered; or, where there is no

connexion between the squint and the bell-tower, its use to some part of

the congregation is apparent: perhaps also the other purpose may be

found combined therewith, if search be made for the place where a bell-cot,

d Archaeological Journal, vol. iii. p. 308.
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or other unnoticed arrangement may have been made, for the susjiension of

the sacring-bell apart from the tower."

The long brackets described by Mr. Wilton, if intended as he supposes

to receive candles, appear to be unusual. There are, however, certain

shelves of stone formed for this purpose having sockets for lights affixed to

them, in the collegiate buildings at Winchester, constructed by William

of Wykeham. Possibly, the perforations noticed at Charlton may have

been for affixing images, rather than to receive tapers of wax.

Another example of the curious class of inscribed rings, supposed to

have been regarded in medieval times as endowed with a talismanic virtue,

such as were termed annuli

virtuosi, has been commu-

nicated through the kindness

of the Ven. archdeacon of

Norfolk. It bears the same

mystic words which appear

on other rings represented

or described in the Archaeo-

logical Journal, such as that

found in Bredicot church-

yard, and now in the possession of Mr. Jabez Allies, and another communi-

cated by the Kev. H. H. Knight^. The characters upon the ring here repre-

sented shew a stronger evidence of oriental origin than any heretofore noticed

;

the Greek letters theta and gamma twice occur in the legend, which may be

seen in the annexed woodcut. The discovery of this relic, which is of gold,

weighing 5Q grains, was singular. We are indebted to Dr. Jennings for

the following particulars. " The ring was found in digging up the roots

of an old oak tree, which had been blown down by a violent wind in 1 846,

on a farm called the Rookery, in the parish of Calne, Wiltshire, belonging

to Mr. Thomas Poynder. The farm is distant about a mile from that

town, and about the same distance from Bowood. Mr. Poynder thinks

that the spot where the ring was found was in the track of the fugitive

Royalists, after the battle at Rounday Hill, near Devizes, on their retreat

towards Oxford, where the king's head -quarters were stated to be at

that time."

This curious ring is divided into eight compartments, with a row of

three little rounded points, or studs, between each, apparently in imitation

of the ornaments of a girdle or guige for the shield, termed bars, such as

are seen on sepulchral effigies of the thirteenth century, and later periods.

The hoop is bent irregularly so that the inner circle presents seven straight

sides, but the angles thus formed do not correspond precisely with the

external divisions, which are eight in number, as before stated. This

form is very unusual. Kirchman describes an antique ring, octangular

outside, and circular within, probably of Roman date; and another in-

• See Arcliaeological Journal, vol. iii. pp. 267, 358.
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scribed Roman ring of gold, with eleven facets externally, but circular

within, was found near the Roman " Stone street," not far from Norwich''.

A very elegant gold ring was brought for examination by Mr. Whin-

copp, having recently been added to his valuable collection of personal

ornaments of the middle ages. It is formed in imitation of two bands

or ribands twined together, one inscribed on the outside, fauns ticpartir—the

other on the inner side, a mil autre.

Mr. Winter Jones has communicated further information, which will

interest some of our readers, regarding the Dutch "palimpsest" sepulchral

brass, discovered in West Lavington church, Wilts, by the Rev. Edward

Wilton, and described in the last volume of the Archaeological Journals.

Through the kindness of Mr. Lardner, careful enquiries were made by

Mr. J. Van Lennep, of Amsterdam, to ascertain the locality of West-

monstre, where the brass of John Dauntesay had originally formed a

memorial of some religious endowment. After long research, no trace of

the name appearing in the indexes of works regarding the ecclesiastical

antiquities of Holland, Mr. Van Lennep has most kindly supplied the

following particulars :

—

"In the city of Middleburgh, in Walcheren, province of Zeeland, there

were three churches, one of them connected with the abbey, and dedicated

to the Virgin and St. Nicholas, the second built by Count Floris V. at the

close of the thirteenth century, dedicated to St. Peter, and connected with

a college or monastery (monster) of canons : it was called East, or Nord-

monster. The third was dedicated to St. Martin, and, having also a

chapter of canons, was called West-monster. This church appears from

charters given by Van Mieris, to have been founded by Count William

III. 'S whose sister Philippa espoused Edward III. king of England. There

was thus a near relation and intercourse between the English and Zee-

landers in the fourteenth century, which might lead to a supposition that

.

during that time, on some restoration or changes in the church of West-

monstre, the plate might have been sold or sent to England. The occasion

of its removal cannot have been after the destruction of that fabric, which

took place in 1575, the materials, iron, brass-work, and bells, being sold

by order of the magistrates for the sum of /. 1820, whilst the English in-

scription bears a previous date, 1559.

"I have found in several Dutch works on commercial matters that the

merchants of Holland and Zeeland were accustomed to send the brass and

iron they bought in Sweden or Norway to Bruges, and to barter it for other

merchandise. The prevalent notion that England imported brass plate from

Flanders may thus appear to be confirmed.

"The 'heijleghe Gheest meesters' named in the inscription were the

deacons of the congregation of the Holy Ghost. The ' gilde van sinte

Cornelis,' confrerie or fellowship of St. Cornelius, was that of the basket-

' It is figured in the Archaeologia, vol. " Groot Charter bock des Graaven von

xxi. p. 547. Holhuul, vol. ii. pp. 38!), 411, 464, 568.

'^ Archaeological Journal, vol. iv. p. 363.
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makers, a large society in a country of marsh and reed such as Zeeland is.

The term 'baleeders' nobody here can understand. Perhaps it is an

error for becleeder, signifying master or director : the name Paeschme
appears also to be erroneous : it cannot be a Dutch name, and ought

possibly to be read Paerschen, a family known in different provinces of

Holland."

A considerable number of cancelled, or " palimpsest" memorials existing

in England, have been already described by writers on sepulchral anti-

quities'. Mv. Boutell affirms that in several instances Flemish inscriptions

appear upon them : an example, as we believe, hitherto unnoticed, was to

be seen in the church of Isleworth, Middlesex, on a detached brass, which

a few years since was kept in the vestry. We shall be indebted to any cor-

respondent who may favour us with further information on the subject. It

does not appear that any positive information has been adduced to shew the

place of manufacture or export whence the large quantities of latten, or brass

plate of fine hard quality, used in England, from the thirteenth to the six-

teenth century, were derived. The only distinct evidence hitherto cited is

a passage in the contract for the tomb of Richard Beauchamp, dated 1454,

in which it is covenanted to jirovide a large plate, " to be made of the finest

and thickest CuUen plate," to cover the top of the altar-tomb ^. It is certain

that Cologne was an emporium whence the merchants of England received

a great variety of wares. In the " copye of specery," a table of rates which

may be assigned to the close of the fifteenth century, given with Arnold's

Chronicle of the Customs of London, we find amongst various merchandise

of Flanders the following wares,—" Latyn basyns at 28*. Latyn plate, ....

Dowbill plate, 16s. white plate, at 12s. sengyll plate, at 7s. 6d."

Mr. Richard C. Hussey, local secretaiy of the Institute at Birmingham, has

communicated, by the kind permission of Lady Harriet Moore, a curious

little implement formed of brass, found, as it was stated, in digging the

foundations of a cottage, at Frittenden in Kent. It measures 4 in. and a
quarter in length, and the form is fully shewn by the annexed represen-

tation. It appears to be a poiutel, greffe or stylus, of medieval times, and
constructed with a small flat button at one end for the purpose of obhte-

rating any false marks : whilst the pointed extremity is formed with four

sharp sides, which might serv'e to scrape and smooth the surface of the wax.
The ivory talblets formed to receive the wax are of frequent occurrence in

collections of medieval curiosities ; they are frequently sculptured w^ith

' See notices of "palimpsests" in the
work on Monumental Brasses, by tlie

Rev. C. Boutell, p. 117; tlic u^clul Manual
published for the Architectural .Society of

Oxford, p. XV ; the Archa°ologia, vol. xxx.

p. 121 ; and Gent. Mag., March, 1841.
•* Dugdale's Warwickshire, p. S-jljOrig.

edit.
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much elegance of design on the outer side, being hinged or strung together

like a small book, so that the writing within Avas protected from injury :

such tablets are sometimes called erroneously diptychs, bearing much re-

semblance in form to the objects of religious use properly designated by

that term. Montfaucon has given a good example of these medieval

tablets of ivory, formed with six leaves, the outer ones carved with sub-

jects of romance, such as the tale of Aristotle, in the style of the four-

teenth century 1. He gives also representations of several antique styles,

one formed with a flat button at the blunt end, like the specimen from

Frittenden™, The end was more frequently formed like a little shovel,

flat and broad, for the purpose of smoothing the wax. In the Benedictional

of St. Ethelwold, a MS. of the tenth century in the possession of the duke

of Devonshire, Zacharias is represented writing with a stylus of this form,

the tablets being rested on his knee. See the Archseologia, vol. xxiv. pi. 27.

The stylus is commonly found amongst antiquities of the Roman age, but

the medieval pointel has rarely been preserved. It appears in the well-

known portraits of Chaucer, appended by a small lace to the lower of the

three buttons which close the vent of his collar, at the throat. It may be

questioned whether any contemporary portrait of the poet exists ; there are

several copies of that given by Occleve and engraved for Speght's edition

of Chaucer's works. One of these has been beautifully reproduced by Mr.

Henry Shaw, and may be seen in his " Dresses and Decorations." A com-

parison of these ancient portraits, preserved in the British Museum, will be

fovuid interesting: the pointel is seen in all of them. See Roy. MS. 17, D.

vi. f. 90, v°. Harl. MS. 4866, f. 88 ; Lansd. MS. 851 ; Add. MS. 5141.

Palsgrave, in the " Eclaircissement de la langue Francoyse," 1530, appears

to have considered "caracte"as designating the style for writing. He
gives " Poyntell, or caracte, esplingue de ferT Horman, in his curious

" Vulgaria," 1519, under the chapter of writing, informs us of what mate-

rials these implements were made. " Poyntillis of yron and of syluer, bras,

boone, or stoone, hauynge a pynne at the ende, be put in theyr case {gra-

phiario).''' An elegant example of the "poyntillis of yron and of syluer,"

of the sixteenth century, is preserved in the curious collection of Mr. A. C.

Kirkmann ; the point is of steel, now much blunted, the handle of silver with

pretty ornaments in the Italian taste, and little figures apparently of Henry

YIII. and Elizabeth. The flat extremity formed a seal. We learn from

the Golden Legend that the stylus was sometimes termed in medieval times

a grefife ; it is said in the Life of St. Felix, who was killed by his scholars

therewith, that " a grefe {al. grefFe) is properly called a pointell to wryte in

tables of waxe." This term occurs as early as the Glossary of JElh'ia, in

which we find " Graphmni, vel scriptormm, grajf." The stylus was like-

' Montfaucon, Antiqu. Expl., torn. iii. Dictionary of Antiquities, from Mus.
pi. 194'. See also the memoir by the Abbe Borb., toni. vi. pi. 35, appears to be formed
Lebeuf, Mem. de I'Acad. vol. xx. with a flat blunt end, for similar use to

" The stylus seen in a painting found the above,

at Herculaiieum, given in Dr. Smith's
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wise termed, in old French, grefc or greffe, whence also a clerk of court or

registrar was designated grejper.

Bishoi) Kennett, in his valuable MS. Glossarial Collections, Lansd. MS.

1033, gives " Poitrel {sic) a stile or writing instrument, with one end sharp,

and the other broad."

An interesting relic, although appertaining to a comparatively recent

period, has been kindly communicated by Mr. Heniy Montague Parken,

of Exeter. It is a small steel seal, formed with three facets, and formed

so as to revolve, in a fashion common enough during the seventeenth and

last centuries. The steel is partly studded with gold, and the workman-

ship, now defaced by rust, is elegantly designed. Its date appears to be

n
about the year 1624 ; the principal face

bears the arms of Savoy impaling those

of Bourbon Conde, the whole surmounted

by a coronet and surrounded by a corde-

liere. These bearings are obviously those

of Thomas Francois of Savoy, prince of

Carignan, fourth son of the Duke Charles

Emanuel, and Catherine, daughter of

Philip II. king of Spain by Elizabeth of

France. The prince espoused, Oct. 10,

1624, Marie de Bourbon, second daughter

of Charles, comte de Soissons and Dreux, son of Louis de Bourbon, the

first prince de Conde, by his second wufe Franqoise d'Orleans. The prince

of Carignan died in 1656, and Marie survived him until 1692. Mr. Holmes

has favoured us with the description of the arms upon this interesting seal,

as follows, "I. grand quarter counterquartered, 1, Jerusalem, 2, Cyprus,

3, Armenia, 4, Luxembourg. II. Westphalia and Saxony, in pale. III.

Chablais and Aosta, in pale. IV. Geneva and Saluzzo, or Montferrat, in

pale. Over all an inescutcheon of Savoy. These arms impale those of

Bourbon-Soissons, France with the " baston alise de gueules pery en bande,"

but the bordure which was properly part of the difference, used by the Sois-

sons branch, does not appear. On the facet to the dexter side of this atchieve-

ment appears a monogram formed of a T. combined with M. probably for

Thomas and Marie, surmounted by a coronet ; and on the remaining facet

is a monogram of two Ms. combined within a cordeliere, which may be

thus introduced in allusion to the similar device termed the Savoy knot,
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forming with the letters fert, the principal part of the collar of the order

of the Aniuinciation in Savoy. The cordeliere has been supposed by some

heraldic writers to have been properly taken hy widows only : it was fre-

quently used by Louise of Savoy, mother of Francis I. king of France.

This little seal was found by a workman occupied in making some exca-

vations at Winchester, and had been attributed to the Black Prince. No
conjecture can be offered as regards the cause of its being found in such

a locality. The prince of Carignan w^as grandfather of the celebrated

Prince Eugene,

The Rev. Francis T. Bayly, vicar of Brookthorpe, Gloucestershire, and

one of the Local Secretaries of the Institute in that county, communicated

tracings of the original size, with drawings representing two curious sepul-

chral memorials, preserved in the church-porch, at St. Pierre, near Chep-

stow, Monmouthshire. They are inscribed and sculptured cofRn-lids of

stone, of the form prevalent in the thirteenth century, and were discovered

in the year 1765, beneath the surface of the sod in the churchyard, whilst

the ground around the church was lowered. Representations of these

tombs have been published in the Gentleman's Magazine, in 1765,

and in the Archa3ologia ; but they are deficient in accuracy, and we

COFFIN-LIDS: ST. PIERRE NEAR CHEPSTOW,

gladly avail ourselves of the kindness of Mr. Bayly, in supplying

accurate fac-similes, as also of Mr. Thomas Niblet, of Haresfield Court,
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to whom wc are indebted for carefully reduced drawings, to offer to our

readers the annexed representations of these very interesting memorials.

They were first noticed by Pegge, and laid before the Society of Anti-

quaries, when they attracted the notice of Dr. Milles, dean of Exeter,

the President. Subsequently they were again brought before the Society

by Mr. Strange, in his Memoir on the Roman and other Antiquities in

Monmouthshire". On one of these slabs is sculptured a I^atin cross

flory, at the side of which is a sword, and around the verge the following

rhyming inscription.—ici git le coes v. de sent pere pkeez rvu Li en

BONE MANEKE KE IH'V PVR SA PASIVN DE PHECEZ I.I DONT PARDVN AMEN

p'b. This is supposed to have been the tomb of Urian de St. Pierre,

knight, who lived in the reign of Ilenry III. and died in 1239, 23 Edw. I.,

leaving, by Margaret his wife, a son, Urian de St. Pierre, then aged 16.

He was also a knight, and had issue John de St. Pien-e, who succeeded his

father 8 Edw. III., and was the last heir male of his line. Isabella, his

sister and heiress, married Sir Walter Coksey, knt. The second slab

bears no inscription ; a human hand is sculptured upon it, in low relief,

holding a cross-staff, around the lower part of which appear three birds, a

dragon and a quadruped, possibly a lion. Towards the head is a square

space, forming a slightly depressed cavity, of unusual occurrence : it is

suiTounded by roundels, supposed by some to be heraldic. This cavity,

Mr. Bayly suggested, might have been intended for the insertion of a

sculptured head, somewhat in like manner as on the tomb at Gilling,

figured in the Journal, or else for an inscribed block. Pegge conjectured

that this slab had covered the remains of Margaret, wife of Sir- Urian".

The contracted word p'r at the close of the inscription above mentioned

was explained by Dr. Milles to signify Priez, and has generally been thus

understood. May it not rather signify Pater, according to the frequent

usage in sepulchral inscriptions to request from the faithful a pater-noster

or an ave in behalf of the deceased. Mr. Bajdy sent also an impression

from the seal of Nicolas, prior of Daventry, Northamptonshire, found in

the churchyard to the east of the conventual buildings, as described by

Rlr. Baker, in his history of the county. Prior Nicolas died A.D. 1264?.

The seal is remarkable as exhibiting an altar, supported on columns, with

a diapered antependium. The chalice covered by a corporal is placed upon

the altar.

Several ancient seals and impressions from matrices have been commu-
nicated by various correspondents at the monthly meetings of the Institute.

The following notices may interest some of our readers. Circular seal of

the fourteenth century, in the possession of Mr. Whincopp, of Woodbridge,

device, the pelican on her nest : legend, * s' margeeie ri lvthtebvrgh.

Circular matrix, of the same date as the last. The device, a figure in

° Archaeologia, vol. v. p. 76; Gough's Monmouthshire, vol. i. p. o.

Camdeu, vol. iii. pi. vi. See Pegge's p A representation is given by Mr.
account of these tombs, Gent. Mag., vol. Baker, "by the favour of the dean of
XXXV. p. 72. Christ Church," Hist, of Northants, vol. i.

" These tombs are noticed in Coxe's p. 311.

VOL. V, 7
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secular costume, holding a falcon on his right hand, and a bird's gamb in

his left, * s' lOHANNis FRAVNCEis. Circular matrix, diam. 2 | in. : it

exhibits a scutcheon of the royal arms, France and England quarterly,

a chapel with a central spire over it, and the date 1568. On the dexter

side St. Peter, on the other St. Paul. : sigillvm . . . mmvne makiscvm

DERVMNE : The church of New Church in Romney Marsh, one of the places

of assembly of the bailiff and commonalty of the marsh, is dedicated to St.

Peter and St. Paul, and is, possibly, the sacred edifice intended to be pour-

trayed on this seal. These two seals are also in Mr. Whincopp's collection.

Circular matrix, date about 1300: device, four round-shaped leaves

springing from one central point. *' le (or ie) i^amivct (?) found at Lin-

coln. In the collection of Mr. Arthur Trollope.

Circular matrix, of remarkably fine execution. The device, is a veiled

female head, of great beauty. ^ capvt. marie, magdalene. Thirteenth

century. Found at Monkton Farleigh, Wilts, and now in the possession

of Mr. Wade Browne, of that place. Communicated by the Rev. Edward

Wilton.

Circular brass matrix of elegant design : in the centre the head of an

ecclesiastic enclosed by a six-cusped panel, s' ioh' le lievre cl'.

Possibly a member of the family of Hare, settled in various parts of Norfolk.

Preserved in Mr. Fitch's collection.

Impressions formed in gutta percha, from the matrix of the seal of the

rural deanery of Ospreng, Kent : of which a representation is given in

Lewis' history of Feversham. This interesting seal is in the possession

of Mr. Faulkner Lee, of St. Albans.

Impression from a curious matrix of pointed-oval form, belonging to Mr.

Plowright, of Swaffham, Norfolk. It is the seal of the deanery of Breccles,

in that county. The device is a Saracen's head. Sigillum Bccanat' He firccclgs.

Date, fifteenth century. A circular merchant's mark and monogram of the

sixteenth century, with the letters R W and I B ; found near the old priory

at Rushford, near Thetford. Communicated by Mr. Greville J. Chester,

the possessor of the seal last described.

By the kindness of Mr. Nightingale we are enabled to give representa-

tions of a very curious silver reliquary, preserved in his museum, and

already known, probably, to some of our readers through the notice pub-

lished, a few years since, in the^Gentleman's Magazine i. This interesting

relic was found, with a silver chain, suspended from the neck of a skeleton

in the churchyard of St. Dunstan's, Fleet Street, during the demolition of

the old church, in 1831. It appears to be of Greek workmanship ; it is

probable that the type of the designs which ornament it may have been

taken from more ancient representations than the time when it was fabri-

cated; which cannot be considered earlier than the sixteenth century. The
outline of the form of this object is the mystic figure of two interlaced

triangles : on one side is seen St. George, in the act of piercing the dra-

gon ; on the other St. Helena, bearing the cross in her right hand, a book

in her left, and in the back-ground are seen the buildings of Jerusalem.

^ Vol. xix. new series, p. 490, where a figure of the reliquary is also given.
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Diameter, about 2| in ; tliickness about half an inch. At the top tliere is

a small aperture, closed by a moveable piece, and serving apparently for the

insertion of a relic, which probably was a piece of the true cross. The

figures and ornaments are chased out of the solid metal, and are in very

low relief. This reliquary was formerly in the museum of the late Dean

of St. Patrick's, sold in London in 1842, when it came into the possession

of Mr. Nightingale. Reliquaries of this kind were properly designated in

the middle ages by the name encolpium, or jjhi/lacterium, and the usage of

wearing them may be traced back to a very early period.

It is with satisfaction that we advert to the increase of interest in

archajological enquiry, and preservation of ancient remains, shewn in the

formation of local societies and museums. In East Anglia much has

already been effected by the zealous efforts of the Norwich Archaiological

Society, under the auspices of its president, the bishop of the diocese. Sir

John Boileau, Bart., and Mr. Dawson Turner. This good example, we

are gratified to hear, has been followed in an adjoining county, by the

formation of the " Bury and West Suffolk Archfcological Institute," through

the exertions of an antiquary of that place, Mr. Samuel Tymms, whose

labours are already known to many of our readers. The first quarterly

meeting took place on June 15, ult., and w'as very successful: the com-

mencement of a collection of local antiquities was made, and we hope to see

it deposited in the fine old gateway of Biuy, to the preservation of which

the indefatigable exertions of INIr. Tymms have long been devoted.

We may take this occasion to remind our readers, especially those who

reside in the southern counties, that a very interesting locality has been

chosen for the annual assembly of the Sussex Archaeological Society,

which wall take place at Lewes, in August. The Cambrian archaeologists

hold their second congress at Caernarvon, commencing on August 12th,

and closing on the loth.

In South Wales also a fresh stimulus has been given by the formation of

the " Caerleon Antiquarian Association," under whose auspices excavations

have already brought much to light in and around the ancient Isca. We
are gratified to be assured that the results of these researches will not be

dispersed or lost. Encouraged by the liberality of the president, Sir Digby

Mackworth, who has presented a site for a museum, the Society propose

to erect a simple and appropriate building, for which Mr. Lockwood of

Hull has furnished designs gratuitously. The cost is estimated at about

four hijndred pounds only, but the resources of the Association can with

difficulty meet the charge of the first establishment of such a place of secure

deposit, even on the moderate scale proposed. Any contributions towards

this desirable object will be thankfully received by Mr. John Edward Lee,

already known to archfcologists through his interesting publication on the

Roman remains at Caerleon, and we doubt not that lovers of antiquity,

sensible of the value and interest that antiquities possess, when preserved

in the locality which they illustrate, will be ready to offer on this occasion

their encouragement and assistance. Mr. Lee will readily supply further

information.
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The Visitors Guide to Reixjak, in the North Riding of the
County of York, with an Historical and Descriptive Account of Coat-

ham, Kirkleatham, Wilton, Eston Nab, Ormesby, Middlesbroug-h, Marske,

Saltburn, Skelton, Upleatham, Guisbrough, &c. &c. By John Richard
WaI/BRAN, Corresponding Member of the Society of Antiquaries of Scot-

land, Honorary Member of the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, and Local Secretary of the Archaeological Institute ofGreat Britain

and Ireland. I'imo. Harrison, Ripon ; Simpkin and Co., London. 1848.

Mr. Walbran is already favourably known by his work on the antiqui-

ties of Gainford, in the county of Durham, noticed in our thii'd volume^;

and although his present unpretending brochure aspires only to the charac-

ter of a guide-book, it will be found to contain an amount of research and

information which would do honour to any topographical essay. The ac-

count of Guisbrough and its priory is particularly worthy of perusal : the

following view of the state of the building and adjacent country, con-

tained in a letter to Sir Thomas Chaloner, written in the latter half of the

sixteenth century, may be quoted with advantage to our readers.

" At the weste ende of the Abbey Church, ouer a doore in a Steple, are

certaine auntyent letters circular wise written^. Auncyent Men sometyme

broughte upp in the Monastery told me that a Dutchman was INIaister-

workmaii of the abbey when it was builte, and yt seemeth to mee, that the

inscription is in Dutch. I remember that I had conference once with you

concerning the peopling of England. It is manifeste that that Parte of the

Country called Cleveland hath been wonderfully inhabyted more than yt is

nowe ; for wdthin the length of a fewe Myles the Lordes following have had

their Seates ; at Kyldale Castle the Perceys, Earles of Northumberland ; at

Aton, Nevyll of Westmorland ; at Wharlton Castle the Lord Menell ; at

Skelton Castle, the Lord Conniers ; at Danby Castle the Lord Latymer ; at

Harlsey Castle, S"" James Strangwaies ; at Wilton Castle, S"^ Ralf Bulmer

;

at Mulgrave Castle S"^ Ralf Bigott ; at Ingleby, the Lord Eure; all these

great Personages dwelte together in a small Cyrecuite, and in the mydeste

of them the Prior of Gysbrough, who kepte a moste pomi^ous House, inso-

much that the Towne consystinge of 500 Householdeis, and had noe Lande,

3- Archaeological Journal, vol. iii. p. manner, that the west front of the nave
184. was flanked by two towers, after the

" " It may reasonably be inferred from fashion of our chief cathedral and colle-

this jiassage, which has hitherto been giate churches. The inscription alluded
printed in an incorrect and imperfect to was most likely Longobardic."
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but lyved all on the Abbey ; twoe Gatehouses had Lodgings, and all Houses

of oflyces appertayninge to a Dwellinge House, whereof two of the Bulmers

Knights within the jNIemory of me were resydent, havinge allowance when

they came of a plentiful! Dyet, at eyther to entertaine Strangers, and as

many Horse in Winter in the Stable as in Sommer at Grasse ; the Number
whereof and other particulars one Thompsone an Almesman there, and di-

verse others have related to me ; and alsoe of the State Pryor's Service by

Yeomen, who broughte his Water to a rounde Hole in the great Chamber

where it was receayved by Gent" who served the Pryor only at his Table;

one Thing I remember of this great Provision, that a Steward of theirs was

put out of his offys because he had aforehand but only 400 Quarters of

Grayne to serve their House. But nowe all these Lodgings are gone, and

the Countrye as a Wydowe remaynethe mournfull."

There is another passage in the same letter especially interesting to the

architectural antiquary

:

"In a previous portion of this letter, where the writer is alluding to a

vein of russet-coloured sand, not far from Guisbrough, which, being mixed

with lime, he supposed would make ' a mortar as strong as Cynient,' he

incidentally mentions the very singular fact that a pillar in the chapter-

house of this priory was coated with artificial marble ; and, what is still

more remarkable, that he found the method of preparing this ancient scag-

liola recorded in one of the books of the abbey. ' W^alkinge,' says he, ' in

the chapter-house at Gisbrough I remarked a broken j^iHer, that had a

cruste of blue poUished stuffe, like naturall blewe marble, the inner p'te

being nothing else but a piece of ordinary freestone.' He then presumed

that the marble crust was compounded of the like substance as the devil's

arrows at Borouglibridge, which were long thought, from their bulk, to be

of artificial composition, ' beinge of a blewe harde stone found there in the

shallow ryvers and knowne by the name of a lyme stone, of w*^*^ stone finely

beaten and seaued after yt Iftith bin half calcyned take two p'ts, and of the

same stone not calcined but beaten, three parts, of quicke lyme made of

marble or blacke fiynte one p'te. All these bemge tempered w^^ the oulde

glayse of egges or water wherein sal gemme is dissolved (w'^'^ hath the pro-

pertye to turne wood beinge steeped therein, into a stone) make an excel-

lent marble, and when your plaister soe tempered is of the thickness of

Cyment eyther cast yt in mouldes or applye yt to pillers as they do worke

plaister of parjs. Lastly when yt is drye burnish yt w''^ oyle and w"* p'te

of the calcyned stone. This receipte I tooke out of an antyent booke be-

longinge to some of the Abbey, and, consyderinge yt, entred into a conceyte

that in steede of Sal gemme or whites of egges, allum water might very

aptly be incert in the mixtures.'

"

The following notice, by Chaloner's correspondent, of superstitions pre-

valent in the district, may be valuable to the student of our ancient manners

a nd customs

" They have a custome, that if any whi^^tle after daylight is closed, that

he must be put out of dores, and three tymes goe about the house, fur pen-
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nance. When any dieth, certaine women singe a songe to the dead body,

recytinge the iorney that the partie deceased must goe; and they are of

belief (such is their fondnesse) tliat once in their lives yt is good to give a

payer of newe shoes to a poore man ; for as much, as after this life, they

are to pass bai-efoote through a great launde full of thornes and furzen, ex-

cepte by the meryte of the almes aforesaid they have redeemed thereof for-

feyte ; for, at the edge of the launde an aulde man shall meete them w"i the

same shoes that were given by the partie when he was living, and after he

hath shodde them, he dismisseth them to goe through thicke and thin with-

out scratch or scalle. An other practise of theirs is more redyculous then

tlie former ; for, when any maydes take the potte of the fyer in great haste,

she setts yt downe, and, without feare of burninge, clappes her handes on

the pot hookes, to staye them from shakinge ; and this she doth for tender

hearte, believinge that our Lady wepeth, or greelith as they terme yt all the

while the pott hookes wagle, w'^'^ were a lamentable case."

A belief that the soul after death passed over a place called Whinnymoor
is said by Aubrey to have been prevalent among the vulgar in Yorkshire in

the seventeenth century.

We close this notice, expressing an earnest wish that Mr. Walbran may
favour the public with further researches into the topography of North

Yorkshire ; the various works hitherto published on the subject are in

general very unsatisfactory. When may we expect the completion of the

author's history of Gainford ?

The Churches of Scarborough, Filey, and the Neighbourhood.

By G. A. Poole, M.A., Vicar of Welford, and J. W. Hugall of Ponte-

fract, Architect, and Secretary to the Yorkshire Architectural Society.

8vo. Masters, London.

A collection of notes relative, as the title implies, to the churches of

Scarborough and its vicinity, illustrated by numerous cuts of elevations and

details. This little volume contains much valuable information, and cannot

fail to be acceptable to those archaeologists who may select this pleasant

watering-place for their autumnal sojourn. The names of the authors

guarantee the accuracy of their notes.

Rambles about Bath, and its Neighbourhood. By James Tunstall,

M.D. Second edition, with map and illustrations. 8vo. Sirapkin and Co.

Ijondon.

The present year has been prolific of hand-books, to spots of popular

resort in England, of very superior merit ; and among them Dr. Tunstall's

publication justly deserves mention. However we may differ from the

author in some of his conclusions on archaeological subjects, it affords us

much satisfaction to bear witness to the evident high feeling which per-
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vades his work ; to the researches he has made on the subject of local anti-

quities, and to the good taste shewn in the selection of objects for illustra-

tion. It is certainly one of the most attractive publications of its class.

Some Remarks upon the Chukch op Great Haseley, Oxfordshire,

&c. Second edition. Published for the Oxford Society for promoting

the Study of Gothic Architecture.

This revised edition of the best account of the architectural features of a

country church ever published, is distinguished by considerable additions

and an account of Rycote chapel, with an engraving of it. The chapel is

situated in the parish of Haseley, and is a good specimen of Perpendicular

work, its date is ascertained to be about 1460. We are glad to observe

that the heraldic decorations of the church have also received much addi-

tional illustration. It may be added, that it is reprinted in aid of the ex-

pense incurred in restoring the edifice, which exceeded the amount of sub-

scriptions by the large sum of £526. 9s. lOd.: but were this not so, its

republication is in every respect a gratifying testimony to the merit of the

work.

A Booke of Svndry Drayghtes. Principally serving for Glasiers : and

not impertinent for Plasterers and Gardeners : besides sundry other pro-

fessions. By Henry Shaw, F.S.A. Pickering. London, 1848.

The Editor states in his preface that this work is almost wholly copied

from a volume by Walter Gidde printed in London in 1615. The nume-
rous designs it contains cannot fail to be most useful, as working drawings,

to glaziers ; and we may add that the volume is prepared with Mr. Shaw's

usual taste and discrimination.

English Medieval Embroidery. John Henry Parker, London.

As the greater portion of this essay, written by a member of the Insti-

tute, appeared in the pages of the Archaeological Journal, we ai-e precluded

from an)'^ criticism upon it. It may be remarked, however, that the reprint

is distinguished by many additional illustrations, among which are two

etchings by Le Keux of the ancient altar-cloth at Steeple Aston church,

Oxfordshire ; and its value is further enhanced by a practical chapter from

the pen of a lady, who will be recognised by many of our fair readers

under the initials E. C. P. The want of a publication of this nature has

long been felt, and doubtless the present volume will be found in every

respect useful. The elegant style in which it is printed and its tasteful

binding render it a most appropriate ornament for the drawing-room

table.
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Ancient and Modern Coins, by J. Y. Akerman, Fellow and Secretary

of the Society of Antiquaries of London. 8vo., with many Wood
Engravings. J. R. Smith, 4, Old Compton Street, Soho.

English Medieval Embkoidery. .16mo., with numerous illustrations.

John Henry Parker, Oxford and London.

The Ecclesiastical and Architectural Topography of England,
Published under the sanction of the Central Committee of the Archseo-

logical Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. Part I.—Bedfordshire.

Some Remarks upon the Church op Great Haseley, Oxfordshire,

together with Extracts from Delafield's MS. in the Bodleian Library,

entitled " Notitia Hasleiana." Second edition. 8vo. Oxford. Published

for the Society for promoting the Study of Gothic Architecture. Parker.

The Churches oe Scarborough, Filey, and the Neighbourhood. By
G. A. Poole, M.A., Vicar of Welford, and John W, Hugall, Architect,

fcp. 8vo. Masters, Aldersgate Street.

Sketches of Continental Ecclesiology, or Church Notes in Belgium,

Germany, and Italy. By the Rev. Benjamin Webb, M.A. 8vo.

Masters, Aldersgate Street.

The Latin Church during Anglo-Saxon Times. By Henry Soames,

M.A. 8vo. Longman and Co.

Preparingfor Publication

.

The Monuments op Nineveh. From Drawings made on the spot by
Henry Austen Layard, Esq. In one handsome volume, folio, illustrated

in one hundred plates.

It is proposed to publish a Selection from the Drawings made by Mr.
Layard, of Sculptures, Bas-reliefs, and other objects discovered during ex-

cavations carried on by him among the ruins of Nineveh and other ancient

Cities of Assyria. Plans of the Buildings, and Views of the principal

Mounds, enclosing them, together with Drawings of Ornaments, and vari-

ous small objects of considerable interest in ivory, bi'onze, and other mate-

rials, will be included in the work.

The Drawings are in outline, and will be carefully engraved as nearly as

possible in fac-simile. John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Descriptive Notices of some of the Ancient Parochial Churches
OF -Scotland. 8vo., with woodcut illustrations. John Henry Parker,

Oxford and London.

Sacred and Legendary Art. By Mrs. Jameson. 2 vols. sq. crown
8vo., illustrated by numerous woodcuts, with Etchings by the Author.
Louii-nian and Co.
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THE INFLUENCE OF A PARABOLIC MOULDING UPON
THE BUDDHIST ARCHITECTURE OF WESTERN
INDIA.

The island of Salsette, or of the Sixty Villages, owes the

peculiar loveliness of its scenery to volcanic eruptions, Avhich

at some time subsequent to the commencement of the tertiary

period, have at this place burst through the trap of Western
India. In the centre of this island the trap rocks are high,

and form a crater-like basin, which is open on its western
side towards the ocean, and which is occupied by hi]ls and
undulations of volcanic tufa. Two of these hills are perforated

by Buddhist excavations, Avhich are known by the name of the

Kenneri caves. Some idea of their extent and character may
be formed from the description given by Anquetil du Perron
in the third part of his preliminary discom-se to the Zend-
Avesta, and the ground-plan which accompanies it; some
further account is to be found in Fergusson's " Rock-cut
Temples of India."

The extent of these excavations is greater than that of any
other Buddh remains in W^estern India, and the establish-

ment of that religion in this place has been so large that

erections have been made above ground. The Buddhite ex-

cavations of Western India are of three kinds ; simple cells

for the residence of individual monks ; large square caves,

appar(^ntly used as schools, and excavations containing a

chaitya, which again are either small and are possibly the

burial-places of saints, or large and evidently intended for

temples. The caves of Kenneri are peculiar in comprehend-
ing a vast number of cells, only a few square caves, and but
one completed temple.

This temple is marked 3 " of the first stage fi'om south to

north-west" in Du Perron's ground-plan, and a section of it

VOL. V. A a
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IS 111given
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the octavo plate 8 of Mr.

work. It consists of an

outer court, a vestibule, and an apsiclal

cliamber, in the apse of which is the

chaitya. The sides of the vestibule are

niches, containing colossal statues, (A in

the section,) each of which stands upon
a basement, A C, fig. 1 . One of the

mouldings, D C E, on this basement is of

a form which seems peculiar to Indian

architecture. The line D C is nearly a

parabola, of which D is the vertex, E G
the directrix, and F D E the axis.

This parabolic moulding is not seen in

the apsidal chamber. The walls of the

aisle are quite plain. The roof of the

body is hewn into a very obtusely pointed

arched roof, and is partially ribbed, but

otherwise unornamented. The pillars

behind the chaitya are plain octagonal

shafts, without base or capital. Those —
which separate the rectangular part of the

chamber from the aisle, and from which the roof springs,

are all of the character of fig. 2, with some slight variations,

which Avill be specified below. They consist of an abacus,

capital, shaft, and base. The abacus is richly carved, and
varies much in the sculptures which ornament it. This portion

of every Indian order is very conspicuous, and Sanscrit archi-

tects have made its kinds to be two, which they have named
the vira-kanth and the phul-band; the former comprehending
all those which represent objects belonging to the animal

kingdom, and the latter having sculptures referring to veget-

able productions. The Kenneri abacus is always a vira-kanth.

The cushion capital D, the neck E, and the roll E, the octa-

gonal shaft, the roll G, the neck(?) H, the singularly shaped

base I, and the square mouldings K, are the same in all the

pillars. The beads J, which vary in number, being 28; 33,

or 34, are sometimes replaced by a rope moulding. The
diameter of the shaft seems to be 2.42 ft., and the intercolum-

niation 2.5 ft. It is probable, however, that the intercolum-

niation is intended to be a diameter. Eor the rock being a

volcanic tufa, is in some parts a crumbling sand and in others

Fig. 1.
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a hard jasper, and therefore as unfavourable to dehcacy of

work as can well be imagined. This circumstance seems to

have caused the architect to despair of effecting his exact pro-

portions, and to leave this to be accomplished by a coat of

stucco, traces of which are to be found everywhere in these

excavations.

Hence it is not possible in some cases to ascertain what the

mouldings have been, as A, fig. 3.

This figure represents a portion of the screen which sepa-

rates the vestibule from the apsidal chamber. It exhibits all

the architectural characters of the screen, which is covered

with sculptures and inscriptions.

The screen which separates the vestibule from the outer

court is quite plain on its inner side, Avith the exception of

some niches, which may have been subsequently fashioned in

the naked wall.

The outer side of this screen is ornamented with sculptures

of Buddhs and lotus flowers. A low screen at the entrance of

the outer court is of a similar character, and of this a portion

with its mouldings is given, fig. 4. This screen is strictly

Buddhist, the lotus flower being their favourite emblem.

The parabolic moulding then has not been made use of in

the ordinary ornaments of this temple. In the small cells,

however, it frequently occurs, and its position is remarkable.

In the excavations elsewhere, both of the Deccan and of the

Concan, the rock being trap, the cells are openings in preci-

pitous escarpments. But at Kenneri, the surface having a

gradual slope, it has been necessary to form a little court in

clearing away a sufficient height for the front of the cell ; and

into this court the water, during the rainy season, must pom-

down from the slope above. Just at the edge of the slope,

where the water would thus run over, there is cut a parabolic

moulding, remarkable for its magnitude and boldness.

The cells have very frequently, carved on a pillar or some

smoothed surface, the emblem, fig. 5; sometimes it is the only

ornament to be seen. The curve is evidently that of the para-

bolic moulding. In one instance the stone ap])eared so smooth

and the lines so fine that it seemed possible to ascertain

whether the cm-ve is truly parabolic. Accordingly the mea-

sures AB= BC= CD =DE=1:F= 3 in. being laid off, and

GBL, HCM, IDN, JEO, KEF, being drawn perpendicular

to AF, the foliowin Qj measurements were made :
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BG=i8.5 inches. BL=7.7 inches.

CH^IO.O CM=9.2
DI=10.5 DNrzlO.2

EJ=:11.0 EO= 10.7

EK:=11.1 EP=11.0

From these ineasurements it results, that the figure has been

very roughly drawn, since it cannot have been made symme-

trical to any axis. It is much nearer a circle than a parabola,

and was probably intended to be a semicircle, IAN being pro-

duced in tangents IK and N P. It nevertheless has so para-

bolic an aspect, that these measurements do not raise a valid

objection against considering it as a rude effort to construct a

parabola; for the Buddhs, when they formed this symbol,

must have had in their minds the idea of that curve. The
above measurements, moreover, proving the inability of these

monks to construct a parabola, shew that the conic sections

were unknown to them.

In some instances, four of these symbols having been cut

on opposite sides of a square pillar, their lines have been used

as guides in cutting away the pillar, and thus an ornamented

band has been formed round its centre.

Besides the plain octagonal column without base or capital,

and the order (figs. 2 and 3) above described, there occurs at

Kenneri only one other order, which for the sake of distinction

will be called the balustrade order, and of which the varieties

will now be described.

rig. 6 is a balustrade pilaster, forming the side of a niche

on the inner side of the screen, between the vestibule and
outer court. The capital, D, is of the cushion form, but

differs from the cushion capital of fig. 2. in having a rope

moulding round its centre. It is also cleverly converted

into a water vessel, its brim, AB, being formed from the

basement of the vira-kanth (of fig. 2) ; this form of abacus

being transformed into lotus flowers in full bloom, from the

midst of which foliage depends. The neck of the column is

ornamented with lotus leaves. The roll (F, fig. 2) is con-

verted into a double roll, F. The shaft is not octangular but
round, and is remarkably short, not being a diameter high

;

and further, it is not cylindrical, but sweeps off" so as to have

the parabolic character of the moulding. This shaft stands

upon two octagonal plinths. Below these is a plain square

pedestal about as high as the rest of the })ilastcr.
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Eig. 7 is a pilaster in a cell adjoining the _
temple. In this the tall pedestal has been

banded, which is an iniprovement upon

fig. 6.

Fig. 8 is in a cell which forms part of a

sqnare cave. The shaft, neck, and capital

are fluted. The neck is double. The foliage,

pendant in fig. 6, is here raised, and becomes

the true ornamental abacus called phul-

band.

Fig. 9 represents one of two balustrade

columns which attract the eye of the visitor

as he ascends to the first platform. The
excavation of which these columns form the

entrance has been left incomplete. The in-

tention of the monks had been to make
another temple, but they have only just

made a beghming. These columns them-

selves are unfinished. The abacus. A, has

not been caned, B has not been moulded,

the band round the cushion capital is plain.

The neck is not cylindrical, but narrow be-

low, and is separated from the shaft not by
a single or double roll but by a canal. In

the varieties of this order above described,

the outline of the shaft is a curve of inflec-

tion, but this has the simple parabolic cur-

vature of the moulding.

Fig. 10 is the outline of an imperfectly

finished pillar, in a square cave, which has

been conunenced at the most remote part of

the monastery, beyond the Asoka grove, which occupies the

ancient artificial lake. The shaft is exactly similar to that of

fig. 9, except that the upper half of the neck is converted into

two mouldings, the canal E is omitted, and thus the lower

part of the neck is confused with the shaft, whose outline then

becomes a curve of inflection.

This comparison seems to shew that there is some intimate

connection between the balustrade shaft and the parabolic

moulding.

The columns (fig. 11) of the Elephanta cave belong also to

the balustrade order. The abacus is a thin phid-band. The

1i

J3

n&
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cushion capital is wider than usual. The neck is interme-

diate in character, between fig. 9 and fig. 10. A polygonal

band of sixteen sides is substituted for the circular band G
of fig. 2. There is no base. The pedestal is eight feet high,

and is quite plain, with the exception of a band seventeen

inches broad at the top, and the corners at A being cut off to

receive a little image of Ganesh.

Thus it appears that the excavations of Salsette and Ele-

phanta exhibit two distinct orders of architecture, which are

essentially distinguished from one another by the absence and
presence of something resulting from the parabolic moulding.

Figures 2, 3, 4, belong to the one, and 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, to the other. The latter has been called the balustrade;

the former I will call the Early Buddhist, without intending

to assume that it is earlier than the balustrade. The lowest

member of the Early Buddhist order is a base ; its shaft is

octagonal, and has vertical lines straight ; its cushion capital

is plain, and its abacus is a vira-kantha. The lowest member
of the balustrade order is a very high pedestal ; its shaft has

1(5, 32, or 64 flutes, or is round, and vertical lines curved; its

cushion capital is encu'cled with a band, and its abacus is a

phul-band.

The respective peculiarities of these two orders seem to in-

dicate that the balustrade is chronologically subsequent to the

Early Buddhist. Eor, first, the band round the cushion capi-

tal looks like a modern addition. Secondly, the flutes appear

to be a result of the simple octagonal form. Thirdly, the

pedestal seems to be a recent idea arising from the elevation

of columns upon screens or basements, which is very frequent,

and has been quite necessary for comfort in the construction

of cells ; the wall forming the basement being afterwards all

removed, except that which, being under the pillar, was neces-

sarily left, a cell would thus have a front of columns upon
pedestals. Eourthly, although the neck exists in the balus-

trade order, the architects seem to have been puzzled in at-

tempting to adapt it to the essential characters of this order

;

since they have made it of every possible variety, as though
they wished to retain it from old custom, notwithstanding its

incongruity. Lastly, the presence of every architectural idea

belonging to the Early Buddhist, with the addition of another

idea (the parabolic) in the balustrade order, seems a reason

why the more modern date should be assigned to the latter.
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Again the balustrade order appears only in that part of the

great temple whieh nuist have been the subject of the excava-

tors' most recent labours. The manner in which the monks
commenced and proceeded with their excavating operations

for a temple may be learnt from the unfinished work to which

the column (fig. 9) belongs. First, an outer court was cleared

;

then the vestibule was excavated, the walls being left bare to

be cut hereafter, as might be convenient ; next several adits

were simidtaneously commenced ; one at the top to form the

roof for the nave, and to fashion the opening for light ; and

others below into the aisles and body of the building, under

the upper adit. Thus all expedition was made to complete

the essentials ; but the ornament was left for after work. As
many workmen, indeed, could not have been simultaneously

employed on the adits, some might be engaged on the next

im])ortant parts of the vestibule and outer court. The image

niches, however, would have been last attended to. And since

the great temple has the parabolic form only in these niches,

and its essential parts are all Early Buddhist, it follows that

these are earlier than those which have traces of the para-

bola.

The nature and purpose of these excavations cannot be

satisfiictorily known until the Buddhist history has been more

fully investigated. Enough, however, has been already ascer-

tained to bear upon the relative antiquity of these two orders.

Buddhism originated in the north-eastern provinces of India,

aud was propagated thence by missions composed of large

bodies of monks. The numerous excavations in western

India bear internal evidence how the operations of the mis-

sionaries were then carried on. Throughout the Concan are

found single caves, or small clusters of caves, consisting each

of a room and verandah, adapted for the habitation of a single

person. If the cluster is large a chaitya will be found ; and

if the cluster is yet larger a large chaitya temple is added.

The arrangement of the clusters of cells shews that they be-

longed to a coenobitic, and not to an eremitic body. The

ground-plan of the chaitya temple proves that it was used

for congregational devotion, not for isolated worship by indi-

viduals. These circumstances combine with history to prove

that the Buddhist monks were associates in a mission, and

formed a body corporate. In AVestern India there is no ex-
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cavation which seems so hkely to have been the head quarters

and origmal settlement of the Avestern mission as Kenneri.

No other large excavations have yet been found in the Con-
can. Above the Ghauts the nearest large monasteries are

Nassick, Jooneer, and Carlee, neither of which can be com-
pared to Kenneri. All these, therefore, and all the little cells,

were probably dependencies on Kenneri. Here probably the

first mission tixed itself; and its first care Avould have been

the excavation of a large chaitya temple, the centre of Buddh-
ist adoration, and the means of preserving unity among the

whole body. Hence it is reasonable to suppose that the Early

Buddhist columns and screens were the very first efforts of

Buddhist architectural skill in Western India.

Following out this historic idea, it may be supposed that

the essentials of the great temple being completed, the monks
proceeded with their own dwellings. In these the parabolic

moulding is conspicuous, and in a situation where a reason-

able account may be given of its origin. The rains in the

Concan are very heavy, and the nature of the rock exposed

them in a peculiar manner to their violence ; on which ac-

count the monks have put out much ingenuity in construct-

ing channels to drain off the water into cisterns, where it has

been stored up against the dry season. Engaged with pecu-

liar interest on the phenomena of hydraulics, contemplative

minds, which delighted in the study of nature and art, ob-

served the parabolic cm've in which the water poured over the

eaves of their dwellings. At the first settlement those eaves

may have been cut square, presenting an architrave of the

same style as fig. 3 ; and when they saw the water wearing

away the edge and marring their work, they would natu-

rally conclude that this would not occur were the rock cut in

the same curvature as falling water. Such seems to have

been a natural origin to this peculiar moulding ; and if there

be no mistake in the above reasoning the parabolic moulding

must have originated in the Kenneri caves.

After their own dwellings, the ornamental part of the great

temple probably engaged the attention of the monks; and

the colossal statues of the vestibule may have been sculptured

where the parabolic moulding is used, fig. 1.

Underneath a statue in a niche, the sides of which are

ornamented by pilasters, of which fig. 6 represents one, is an
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inscription, fig. 12, in tlic cave character, in the Sanscrit lan-

guage, and of which the following is a translation :

" A pious offering to the image of the Blessed, by the Shak3a mendicant,

Buddh-Ghosh, inhabitant of the house of sweetest smells, the beloved disci-

ple of the doctors and spiritual teachers for the imitation of the discipline of

the blessed Buddh."

This statue serves no architectural, no devotional object in

the temple. It seems to have been merely the grateful offer-

ing of a devotee, who has been enabled to place his gift in an

unoccupied part of the vestibule. Such offerings would not

have been made before the missionaries were quietly settled

in their abode, and all which could satisfy the eye had been

completed in the great temple. I'or these reasons the pilaster

of Buddh-Ghosh must be considered posterior to the parabolic

moulding fig. 1, and much more to the Early Buddhist work.

But it seems to have been the very first of the balusti-ade

order, for it diverges less from the Early Buddhist than any

other. The transition from the ancient cushion capital to a

water-pot, and the conversion of the vira-kantha into a phul-

baiid with pendant foliage is pretty aud simple ; and this

truly Buddhist conception affords a satisfactory explanation of

the peculiarities of the other varieties of balustrade capitals

and abaci.

As the objects of the missions succeeded, and the neigh-

bouring princes became converts, it became necessary to con-

struct halls, and in these we find the order to be balustrade.

AVhen the monastery had reached its maximum importance

it was found necessary to excavate both a new hall and a new
temple. Eollowing the natural direction in which the excava-

tions had spread from around the first temple, these were
opened at the extremities of the towu, the latter as near the

original temple as possible, the hall in a beautifid, but rather

remote s])ot, beyond the ancient artificial lake now occupied

l)y an asoka grove. Unfinished as the colunuis in them are,

VOL. V. B b
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their proportions have diverged more from those of the Early

Buddhist than any other of the Kenneri balustrade order.

Such excavations would not have been designed except in the

most flourishing condition of the mission ; nor v\^ould it have

been suspended voluntarily under such circumstances. It is

necessary therefore to suppose that the monastery was sup-

pressed by violence, and that figs. 9 and 10 exhibit the style

of architecture at the epoch of suppression.

The excavation at Elephanta has been made by worshippers

of Shiva, of whose worship and legends not a trace exists in

the Buddhist caves hitherto discovered. According to tradi-

tion, the worshippers of this god and the disciples of Buddh
long contended for the exclusive patronage of the Indian

princes, until the chieftains who supported their respective

pretensions met in a general assembly, where the wisdom and
eloquence of Shankaracharya, the Shivite leader, gained so

decisive a victory that the disciples of Buddh were compelled

to emigrate. Proof has already been given that the Buddhist

caves of Kenneri were suddenly deserted at a time when the

architecture in fashion there was of the same character as that

in fashion at Elephanta. This then may have been the epoch

of Shankaracharya's victory. At all events the existence of

the same style, belonging to opposed religions, within a few

miles of one another, proves that the one religion must have

subverted the other ; and the desertion of Kenneri at that time

shews that the Shivitic faith did then achieve some victory in

the Concan.

Perhaps the moulding, fig. 13, may afford some clue to this

date. It runs round the doorway of a temple in the smaller

excavation at Elephanta. Probably, however, this is of later

Fig 13,

date than the large excavation, since the small basement
(fig. 14) is added to the foot of the pedestal of some of its

pillars ; and the object of this addition seems to have been to

relieve the unsightly uuiformity of tlic fashionable pedestal.
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The lotus and tlic elephant are the most frequent and con-

spieuous subjects of Buddhist sculpture. The former is the

flower and the latter the animal which Hindu legends asso-

ciate especially witli water and rain. The parabolic moulding

therefore seems to have an inti unite connection with the mys-

tic ideas of the Buddhists ; and hence it seems to have ob-

tained such an extraordinary ascendancy in their architecture.

On comparing the letters of the inscription (fig. 1.2) with

]\Ir. Prinsep's table of " Modifications of the Sanscrit Alpha-

bet," (Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. vii. pi. 13,)

it appears that two of these belong to the fifth century, B.C.

;

two to the third century, B.C. ; and six belong decidedly, and

seven may be referred, to the second century, A.U. The
pilaster of Buddh-Gliosh, and consequently the commencement
of the balustrade order, may therefore be unhesitatingly re-

ferred to the second century.

On the rough wall of the unfinished hall to which fig. 1

belongs is cut an inscription in Sanscrit and

cave characters. It is a mere scribble. Ball 3^^^))
Gangadhar Shastir, a learned brahmin, who
had long been engaged on these antiquities, (and who furnished

me with a translation of the other inscription, wdiich I have

lost, but which I believe is identical with that I have given

above,) could make nothing out of it. But the second letter

seems decidedly to refer it to a tune not very long after

Buddh-Gliosh, so that the balustrade order could not have

existed long at Kenneri.

Subsequently to the suppression of Kenneri the balustrade

seems to have undergone the following modifications

:

I. The square pillar of fig. 11 was cut octagonally. See

Vihara Cave Adjunta, No. 7 ; Eergusson's Rock-cut Temples
of India.

II. To apply another remedy to the same defect the pedes-

tal was cut pyramidally, as in the Doomar Lena of Ellora.

III'. A rich ornamental girdle encircled the balustrade

shaft, which is thereby obscured and confounded with the

pyramidal pedestal. This variety is very stum})y in its pro-

portions, and this character is increased by a rich deep border

which edges the pedestal. Lanka, Ellora; Eergusson, pi. 16.

IV. Neither the pyramidal form nor the octagonal shaft

being sufficient to reheve the extreme plainness of the im-

mense pedestal, the flutes of the shaft were continued down
it, which thus became nearly cylindrical. Consecpiently the
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balustrade shaft has more the appearance of a capital, and the

pedestal of a shaft resting upon the ground, without the inter-

vention of either base or pedestal. In some instances the

figure of an animal is inserted below the fluted pedestal, and
seems like a base similar to the vira-kanth under a shaft.

Adjunta and Mehavellepore ; Eergusson.

The above varieties of the balustrade order represent it in

a state of degradation, and the effect of the balustrade shaft

is destroyed by other ornaments. This may be considered as

the third Buddhist order, and called the post-Kenneri balus-

trade. Subsequently the balustrade shaft was entirely omit-

ted, and thus a fourth order of Buddhist architecture was
invented, whose varieties appear as follows

:

I. The pyramidal basement of the second variety of the

post-Kenneri order remaining and cut octagonally, it imme-
diately supported the cushion capital. Adjunta, No. 1 1

;

Fergusson.

II. The cushion capital has disappeared. The polygonal

pedestal has become a true shaft, which sometimes supports

a plain square abacus and mouldings, (No. 17, Adjunta; Fer-

gusson ;) in other cases there is a phul-band and a second

ornamented abacus, besides rich mouldings, (No. 16, Adjunta

;

Fergusson ;) and in other cases figures replace the foliage of

the phul-band, which thus becomes a degraded vira-kanth,

(No. 19, Adjunta; Fergusson.) In all these cases the pedestal

stands upon a small base, similar to the upper part of the

pedestal of Elephanta.

Such are the changes which Buddhist architecture has

undergone. It seems to have passed into Western India from

some foreign land. Introduced there, however, it assumed in

the second century a new form, owing to the invention of the

para])olic moulding, and to the conformity of this with some
mystical principles of Buddhist faith. Thus were originated

the varieties of the Kenneri and post-Kenneri balustrade

orders. In them human ingenuity vainly laboured to recon-

cile the balustrade with principles of architectural beauty ; and

after many efforts was at length constrained to reject this pecu-

liarity altogether, and produced the post-balustrade order.

This is in fact a return to some of the simple principles of

beauty in the Early Buddhist. And yet it was not a satisfac-

tory return ; nor has the Hindu architect ever since been able

to recover the comparative excellencies of the Early Buddhist

pillars in the Kenneri caves. a. b. orlebar.



SOME NOTES ON THE TRADITION OF FLAYING, INFLICT-

ED IN PUNISHMENT OF SACRILEGE ; THE SKIN OF THE
OFFENDER BEING AFFIXED TO THE CHURCH-DOORS.

It may be known to some of our readers, who have chanced
to visit the eastern counties of England, and are acquainted

with the picturesque site of the Httle town of Linton, or the

adjacent rural hamlet of lladstock, that a strange tradition

yet darkly subsists amongst the peasantry in that locality,

tlating, as it w^ould appear, from times anterior to the invasion

of the Normans. It relates to the cruel and summary venge-

ance there supposed to have been inflicted upon a sacrilegious

Dane. Few years have elapsed, since the curious traveller

who visited that secluded spot, upon the borders of the coun-

ties of Essex and Cambridge, was wont to be directed to the

north door of the little church, regarded by some as of Saxon
date, to seek beneath the massive clamps and hinges for a

relic of the Pirate Northman, whose skin had been attached

to the door, a ghastly memorial of ecclesiastical vengeance, and
a warning to all who might approach the chm'ch with like un-

hallowed intention.

I am not txwai'e when the earliest mention of this sinofularo
tale was recorded by any antiquarian w^riter of the last cen-

tury. Sir Harry Englefield laid before the Society of Anti-

quaries, in 1789, a plate of iron, taken, by permission of the

rector, from the door of Hadstock clim^ch, Essex, with a por-

tion of skin, considered to be human, found under the iron.

The tradition regarding that church had been recorded by
Morant, in his History of Essex, with the statement that a

second similar tale had been preserved in the village of Cop-

ford, in the same county. These, however, are not solitary

examples of the existence of such popular relations in Eng-
land. Havino: learned that one of the doors of AVorccster

cathedral had been reputed by common belief to bear a coat-

ing of human skin, the circumstance appeared so singular,

connected with the village traditions in a remote eastern

comity, already mentioned, that I was induced to address

myself to a zealous and intelligent investigator of Worcester-

shire antiquities, Mr. Jabez Allies, E.S.A., through wdiose
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kindness my curiosity was quickly gratified. Tlie singular

fact had, indeed, previously arrested the attention of the in-

defatigable Worcestershire antiquary, the late Dr. Prattinton,

of Bewdley, amongst whose extensive collections for the His-

tory of the County, bequeathed to the Society of Antiquaries

of London, and preserved at Somerset House, occurs the object

thus described;

—

" A portion of skin, supposed to be human, according to

the tradition that a man, who had stolen the sa//ctHS-hGl\ from

the high-altar in Worcester cathedral, had been flayed, and
his skin affixed to the north doors, as a punishment for such

sacrilege. The doors having been removed, are now to be

seen in the crypt of the cathedral, and small fragments of

skin may still be seen beneath the iron-work with which they

are strengthened^."

Having been induced to follow out the investigation sug-

gested by such ancient traditions, with the conviction that

all means of adducing evidence to substantiate or disprove

them would quickly be destroyed, in the present course of

church restoration, I sought without delay to procure speci-

mens, undeniably authenticated, of the supposed human cuti-

cle in question, with the intention of submitting it to the test

of scientific examination by one of our most skilful com-

parative anatomists.

By the prompt kindness of Mr. Allies I shortly received,

not merely a fragment of the skin taken from the great

northern doors of the cathedral of Worcester, but a careful

drawing from actual measurement, for which my best thanks

are due to Harvey Eginton, Esq., E.S.A., of Worcester, whose

knowledge and judgment in all that is associated with ancient

architecture is most honourably esteemed in his county. The
old doors had been removed about forty years since to the

crypt, and replaced by new wood-work : their date is con-

sidered by Mr. Eginton to be the fom'teenth century, and

there can be little doubt that they are coeval with the work

completed during the time of Bishop Wakefield, when the

north porch, the principal entrance from the city, is supposed

to have been erected, about the year 1386. The vaulting of

the north aisle of the nave had only been constructed towards

1327.

» A Catalogue of Antiquities and Mis- of the Society of Antiquaries of London,
cellaneous Curiosities in tlie possession p. 46.
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On close examination of the old doors, which, as usual in

principal entrances of large churches, were in several pieces,

so that the lower leaves only, or a moiety of them, might be

unfolded, unless some occasion of unusual ceremony rccpured

the whole to be thrown open, ]\Ir. Allies succeeded in oljtain-

ing from the inner side of the door, where it was traversed by

a massive bar of wood, several small portions of skin. The

wooden bar corresponded in position with an exterior one of

iron, attached by bolts or nails passing through the internal

bar of Avood, and there riveted. He Avas decidedly of opinion

that the skin had been laid upon the wooden leaves of the

door, at the time of its original construction. " I recollect,"

observes I\Ir. Allies, " a horrid talc used to be told when

I was a boy, that some person in times of yore had been

skinned alive for sacrilege, and that his skin was nailed upon

the inside of the north door of the cathedral. This tradition

is still known to several persons in this city, who recollect

seeing the skin on the inner surface of the doors, previously

to their removal."

The supposed human skin obtained from Worcester, in con-

sequence of the obliging researches of Mr. Allies and J\Ir.

Eginton, was forthwith submitted to a gentleman eminently

skilled in the use of microscopic observation for investigating

minute details connected with comparative anatomy. I allude

to j\lr. John Quekett, Assistant Conservator of the Museum
of the Koyal College of Sm-geons, by whom I was favom*ed

with the following report.

" I have carefully examined the portion of skin which you

forwarded to me for my inspection, and beg to inform you

that I am perfectly satisfied that it is human skin, taken from

some part of the body of a light-haired person, where little

hair grows. A section of the specimen, when examined with

a power of a hundred diameters, shews readily that it is skin,

and two hairs which grow on it I find to be human hairs, and

to present the characters that hairs of hght-haired people do.

The hairs of the human subject differ greatly from those of

any other mammalian animal, and the examination of a hair

alone, without the skin, woidd have enabled me to form a

conclusion. I may state that this is the second occasion in

which, from the hairs alone, I have been enabled to pro-

nounce an animal substance to be human."
Encom-aged by this result, I lost no time in the endeavour
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to obtain a fragment of the Dane's exuviae from Haclstock, in

order to subject it to a similar test. Through the kindness

of the Hon. Richard Neville, who had noticed the tradition

preserved at that place in his interesting memorials of re-

searches made by him near Chesterford and Audley End^, I

obtained such a sample. The door, being much decayed, had
been removed in 1846, but part of the original wood-work,

with the massive nails which served to attach the skin, is in

Mr. Neville's possession, as also a piece of the robber's hide,

of considerable thickness, and considered to have been tanned

previously to its being laid upon the wood. This relic had
been given by the rector of Hadstock, the Rev. C. Towneley,

to Mr. Neville, who, in a very obliging manner, supplied me
with a portion to facilitate my enquiries. Again I had the

satisfaction of receiving from Mr. Quekett an answer wholly

corroborative of the popular tradition. His opinion was thus

expressed :

—

" I have been again fortunate in making out the specimen

of skin you last sent me to be hmuan ; I found on it three

hairs which I have preserved ; I shall shortly send you a

drawing of them, as compared with one from a living subject,

and you will at once see their identity. I should fm*ther state

that the skin Avas in all probability removed from the back of

the Dane, and that he was a fair-haired person."

On communicating this satisfactory verdict to Mr. Neville,

he informed me that Mr. Towneley had likewise just ascer-

tained the fact by scientific examination of these remains.

The next step was directed by the information supplied by
Morant, in relation to the church of Copford, in Essex. On
communicating the object of encjuiry to the rector, the Rev.

Kennett C. Bayley, he kindly sent me the following reply:
" There are no remains of skin on the door at the present

time. I have, however, in my possession, a short MS. account

of the parish, written during the incumbency of John Dane,

1G89—1714, wherein is the following: 'the doors of this

church are much adorned with flourished iron-work, under-

neath which is a sort of skin, taken notice of in the year 1690,
when an old man of Colchester, hearing Copford mentioned,

said, that in his young time he heard his master say that he
had read in an old history that the church was robbed by

'' Antiqua Explorata, tlie result of Excavations made by Hon. R. C. Neville, &c.
p. 34. Saffron Walden, 1817. 8vo.
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Danes, and tlicir skins nailed to tlie doors ; upon which some

gentlemen, being curions, went thither, and found a sort of

tanned skin thicker than parchment, which is supposed to be

human skin, nailed to the door of the said church, underneath

the said iron-work, some of which skin is still to be seen."

Mr. Bayley added, " Since writing the above I have heard

that what remained of the skin was removed about four years

ago. I hear, however, of two pieces m this neighbourhood,

and if I can succeed in procming cither of them, I will for-

ward it to you." This obliging promise was fulfilled on the

ensuing day. The fragment had been taken by a carpenter

in the parish from underneath the iron-work of the door,

about the year 1843, when the church was under repair. Pie

gave it to a Mr. Eley, a miller at Copford, from whom it was
procured by Mr. Bayley.

The issue of the third appeal to the discriminating judg-

ment of Mr. Quekett proved likewise conclusive. His answer

was this : "I am happy to tell you that I have succeeded in

making out the Copford specimen to be human, as well as

the others ; I have shewn the hairs from this as well as from

the others to some friends who were sceptical, but tliey are

now quite of my opinion. I have had drawings made, and

I desired the artist to draw a human hair by the side of the

others, so that there can be no doubt of the identity of the

hair. T must ask you to allow me to mention the subject at

oiu" Microscopical Society, to shew how valuable the micro-

scope is in determining doubtful points of this nature."

The value of natural science as a friendly ally to archa3ology

in supplying conclusive evidence on a question Avhich must,

without such aid, have been left to vague conjecture, has been

strikingly shewn in the present instance. The singular cor-

roboration of the truth of popular tradition, thus undeniably

established, may serve to remind us that no circumstance,

however apparently trivial or absurd, is without utility in the

investigation of the history and usages of ancient times.

Having an opportunity of stating these facts to Lord Rray-

brookc, he had the kindness to communicate the following

curious . passage from Pepys' Diary, taken from the highly

valuable additions which liavc been made by his lordship in

the recently published edition of those remarkable memoirs.
" April 10, IGGl. To Rochester, and there saw the cathe-

dral observing the great doors of the church, as they

VOL. V.
"

c c
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say, covered with the skins of the Danes." In early times the

Thames had been freqnently the resort of tlie Danes, and the

men of Kent were continnally harassed by their rapacious

cruelty. In the year 999 they went up the Medway to

Uochester, according to the Saxon Chronicle, and made a most
fatal foray, overrunning nearly all West Kent. Rochester

cathedral was rebuilt by Bishop Gundulph, towards the latter

part of the eleventh century. He succeeded to the see in 1077.

Hitherto I have been unable, after repeated enquiries at

Rochester, to trace any other statement regarding this fourth

example of such a singular tradition ; but the report of so

minutely accurate an observer as Pepys must be regarded as

of unquestionable authority. Lord Braybrooke subsequently

observed that he had been informed by Mr. Neville that the

north door of Iladstock was that upon which the skin was
nailed, and suggested the enquiry, " Was this the case at Cop-

ford as well as Worcester ? because that aspect was always

unpopular for purposes of interment, the sun never shining

on the graves so situate." Mr. Bayley has since informed me
that the skin was on " the south door, none on the north."

Other examples, it has been reported to me, are to be found

in the north-eastern parts of the country, in the neighbourhood,

probably, of the coast, long infested by the cruel plunderers

from the North, and I hope that these notices may prove the

means of drawing forth further information on the subject.

I have thought the facts which have come to my knowledge
well deserving to be recorded in full detail, at the risk even

of appearing tediously circumstantial. In a very few years it

would be impracticable to substantiate these traditions by a

chain of conclusive evidence, such as I have now been enabled

to adduce. That so barbarous an exhibition of summary
punishment should have been permitted in comparatively un-

civilized times, in remote and defenceless villages, exposed

by their vicinity to the coast to frequent inroads of the

pirates of the Baltic, may appear less extraordinary, but it

must be admitted that the exposure of the skin of a criminal

within the walls of cathedral churches, or upon the doorS of

their most frequented entrances, was a savage display of ven-

geance, which it is very difficult to comprehend. At Worcester,

moreover, this Avas done in no days of barbarism, or disre-

gard of judicial enactments : the reign of Richard II. was
marked by the rapid advance of civilization, the introduction
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of foreign rclineinciits and luxury. It is, indeed, i)ossible that

the skin, in that instance, might have been the vestige of a

])unishnient inflicted long previously ; but its i)reservation

in such a place, and at times such as the period "vvhen the

northern part of that cathedral was erected, is a fact most

startling and incom])rehensible.

The question here suggests itself, by what authority, by

what judicial enactment, was this barbarous punishment in-

flicted, not merely as summary vengeance in a moment of

great popular indignation, in remote localities where the ad-

ministration of the laws might be imperfectly maintained, but

inflicted with the sanction of the Church, and the remem-
brance of the sanguinary deed carefully perpetuated. jMany

examples of such horrid torments might be found in ancient

history, such as the martyrdom of St. Bartholomew by the Ar-

menians, the cruel end of the Emperor Valerian, in the third

centuiy, flayed alive by Sapor, king of the Persians, or the

fate of the Chief Justice Itinerant in the north of Eng-
land, Hugo de Cressyngham, in the reign of Edward I.,

who was flayed by the exasperated Scots at Strivelyn, A.D.

129G. Knyghton thus describes the indignity thus inflicted

upon the king's treasurer. " Quern excoriantes Scoti diviserunt

inter se pellem ipsius per modicas partes, non quidem ad re-

liquias scd in contumelias, erat enim pulcher et grassus nimis,

vocaveruntque eum non Thesaurarium sed Traiturarium regis""."

Such atrocities have been committed in every age, on occa-

sions of despotic tyranny or lawless commotion '^.

Punishments of a very dreadful description were doubtless

sanctioned by law in the Anglo-Saxon and later ages. In

some of the early judicial enactments expressions occur which,

at first sight, would induce the supposition that flaying was
a punishment of no rare occurrence. " Corium forisfacere,

corium perdere, corium carere, cute ])rivare, corio conipo-

nere ''," and similar phrases appear, however, to have implied

only such excoriation as might be inflicted by severe scourg-

ing, and for this it was mostly permitted to make a comi)o-

sition,—corium redimere,—called in Anglo-Saxon, hyd-gild,

money paid by an offender to save his skin. It is indeed

« Knyghton, Decern Scriptores, col. the victims were tanned and uiade into

2519. boots.
'^ It is affirmed that amongst the dread- ^ See Ducange, Corium, Dccoriare, Cu-

fiil cruelties of the French Revolution at tis, Crines, tkc,

the close of the last century, the skins of
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possible, that in very rude times actual excoriation was in-

flicted, and afterwards commuted for severe fustigation, de-

scribed in the dreadful terms above mentioned ; and occasion-

ally it would appear that flaying is really implied in these

enactments. For example, in the laws of Henry I., it is or-

dained that if any man slay his lord, there should be no re-

demption,—" nullo modo se redimat, sed de comacione (scalp-

ing) vel excoriacione, severa gentium animadversione damp-
netur, ut diris tormentorum cruciatibiis, et male mortis infor-

tuniis infelicem prius animani exhalasse, qiiam finem doloribus

excepisse videaturV
Much more might be said in regard to the curious question

of the legality of " excoriacio," literally inflicted in pursuance

of judicial ordinances of medieval times, but I must leave

the subject to the consideration of those who are more versed

than myself in ancient laws. The penalty for sacrilegious

theft was mostly of unusual severity -. according to the laws

of Alfred, robbery in a church was punishable by fine, and the

guilty hand was to be struck off": this, however, might be re-

deemed s. In the case of spoliation by barbarian invaders,

where probably successive bands had repeatedly laid waste

the sacred fabric, it seems very probable that the enormity of

the crime would readily be admitted as a justification of the

most savage punishment, I am strongly inclined to the opi-

nion that flaying was not a specific punishment for any parti-

cular oflence or class of offences, but was an arbitrary mode
of inflicting the penalty of death, in such instances as these,'

where the vindictive excitement of the occasion could not be

satisfied by any ordinary modes of punishment.

ALBERT WAY.

f Ancient Laws and Institutes of Eng- b Ancient Laws, vol. i. p. 67.

land, vol. i. p. 579.
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ROMAN REMAINS, CADBURY CASTLE, DEVON.



AN ACCOUNT OF THE DISCOVERY OF ROMAN REMAINS
IN THE BRITISH HILL-FORTRESS CALLED "CADBURY
CASTLE," NEAR TIVERTON, DEVON.

An excavation of an interesting nature took ])lace in the

spring of the present year at Cadbury Camp, (or Castle, as it

is popularly called,) in Devonshire, by the direction of George
Fursdon, Esq., of Fursdon, the owner, and under his inspec-

tion.

This ancient encampment, which has been generally con-

sidered a British earth-Avork, is oval in form, its largest dia-

meter being from east to west about COO yards, and its

smallest, from north to south, about 400 yards ; the inner

vallum is nearly perfect for more than two-thirds of the whole
circumference, the outer vallum remains only at intervals

;

there are the evidences of two openings or entrances, one
from the north and the other from the south, both being:

somewhat to the eastward of the centre of either side ; the

superficial extent enclosed is about two acres. The camp
crowns the summit of the most lofty of a group of isolated

hills, rising on the right bank, in the valley of the river Exe,

and about two miles distant from the stream, eight miles to

the north of Exeter, near the high road from Crediton to

Tiverton, and equidistant from those towns. It is a com-
manding eminence, that in early times must have been a place

of considerable strength. The views from it are of great ex-

tent in every direction : looking to the south, the prospect

extends over the vale and estuary of the Exe to the sea, with

Woodbury Castle and downs to the left, and Sidmouth Gap
twenty miles distant ; whilst to the right is the chain of the

Haldon hills, beyond which are seen the heights of Dartmoor

;

to the north tlie view is bounded by Exemoor ; to the west

it extends beyond the limits of Devon to the Cornish moors
;

and to the east the whole range of the Black Down hills may
be 'traced, even as far as Castle NerocJte, and including the

Wellington column in Somersetshire. Within the scope of

these prospects are the earth-work called Dane's Castle, on
the north side of Exeter, the ancient camps of Dolbury,

AVoodbmy, Sidbury, Hembury, Dumdon, jMembury, and Cas-

tle Neroche, and the hne of the old Roman road at Straight-
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way Head, commanding the camps of Musbmy and Yardbniy.

The view of the camp in the parish of DawUsh, on Little

Haklon, is now intercepted by the Mamhead plantations, but

must have been visible, and by it there would have been com-

munication with the camps at Ugbrooke and those on Den-

bury Down and Milbury Down, south-west of the river Teign,

and ]\Iodbury in the south Hams.
The name of Cadbury has been derived from the Celtic

'cat' or ' cad,' helium, inilitia, jjralhnn. Hence the tribes of

the Catti and Chattuarii received their designation, on account

of their warlike character, and to this etymon are to be traced

the appellatives Catumerus, or celebrated in war ; Catvalda,

powerful in war ; Csedmon, a man of war, &c. ' Bury,' in

its primary signification, denoted a place of defence, whether

strong by nature or fortified by art, usually situated on emi-

nences, especially in early times. The number of hill-fortresses

in our own country, which have preserved the name of Bury,

is very considerable. In Welsh, 'cad' signifies a battle;

' cader,' a strong or fortified place, as Cader Idris, &c. There

are several other places in the western counties of England

still known by the same primeval designation ; for example,

in Devonshire, Cadbury to the north of Chumleigh ; in Somer-

setshire, Cadbury Camp to the west of Wraxall, North and
South Cadbury south of Castle Cary, and near the remarkable

fortress of Camalet, where Roman coins and remains have

been frequently discovered. We find also Cadbury Heath
in Gloucestershire between Bristol and Bath ; Cadleigh in

Devonshire, the adjoining parish to that of Cadbury, the camp
in which is the subject of this memoir ; Cadleigh, near Plymp-
ton Earle ; Cadley near Marlborough, and Cadly in Glamor-

ganshire, north-west of Swansea ; Cadhay, near Ottery St.

Mary, Devon ; and Cadlands on the banks of the Southamp-
ton water, Hants. ^

Mr. Em^sdon's attention had often been attracted to a dip

or indentation in the centre of the area of Cadbury Camp, and
in March last he determined on having an excavation made

;

a very little beneath the surface soil, the workmen came upon
" made ground," and at the depth of six feet the form of

a shaft or well was evident about eight feet in diameter,

but filled in with rubble, earth, &c. At the depth of twcnty-

" See observations on names of places in Hartshorne's Salopia Antiqua, p. 245.
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five feet wlicrc the sliaft was only six feet in diameter, tlie

workmen met with fragments of broken urns or vases, some
ashes, small fragments of bone, various armillge and other

ornaments, beads, &c., and five feet below these the remark-

able ring to be mentioned hereafter. The excavators con-

tinued their labour till they reached the bottom of the shaft

or well at the depth of fifty-eight feet ; at four feet from

the ])ottom the well was contracted to three feet diameter,

and formed into an inverted cone, and was evidently puddled
round with clay for the pm-pose of retaining water. No
spring rises in the hill, the supply of water must therefore

have been the rain and drippings that could be collected

from the surface, if the shaft was intended for a well.

Of the various ol)jects found, the large ring is probably the

most curious, it is of bronze and contains an intaglio of an-

tique paste, transparent and of light green colour, bearing an

object of which the name and use are unexplained. A similar

form is met with in relief on two ancient coins of Argos in

the collection of the British Museum, one of silver on which
it is alone, the other of brass where it is associated with

a tripod and a club ; these facts seem to

represents some object connected with the

to Apollo or Hercules.

There are no letters or

other characters. (Sec

sketch and impression.)

Other articles found were

a variety of extremely

elegant and delicate ar-

millae of bronze, with

very fine patina, and exhibiting small portions of gold at in-

tervals; some of them round, some square, some twisted,

some flat, the latter have varieties of the " circle and ])oint"

pattern punched on them, of delicate design and workman-
shij), some have hooks for fastening; these are very similar

to ornaments found in a Roman tomb in York. Also two
small finger rings and two styles of bronze

;
portions of rings

and armillse, and a pierced button, of jet ; several glass and
enamel beads of various sizes and colours, one of them ribbed

;

a lump of enamel or glass which a[)pears to have been set in

a ring or other ornament ; a small fragment of some instru-

ment or weapon of iron, very much corroded ; horses' teeth and

that it

sacrifices either

suggest
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alveolar processes partially fossilized
;
pieces of charcoal

;
por-

tions of clay and other rubble. Not any coins were found.

The fragments of pottery were of three kinds, one black and

two brown ; and parts of the mouths of three vases or urns

were detected, one very coarse, of black earth or clay, and
apparently unbaked ; one only had any pattern on it, in imita-

tion of network ; a few fragments of human bones and some
ashes were with some of the pieces of the urns.

It seems to be not improbable that a funereal tumulus, hill-

grave or barrow '', may have existed within the limits of the

fortress, which in later or more peaceable times, when it

was desired to turn the camp into a pasture, may have been

levelled and used to fill up the well in order to obtain an even

surface ; and that the urns which had originally contained the

ornaments and ashes, were broken unheeded during the pro-

cess, and thrown with the refuse soil into the shaft.

The existence of shafts, resembling wells, filled up with

rubbish, containing fragments of pottery and remains of the

Roman or subsequent periods, has been repeatedly noticed

near sites of Roman occupation. I am not aware that any

instance, similar to that w'hich I have described, had hitherto

been brought to light in a camp or fortress of the early British

age, such as Cadbury Castle appears to have been. It is how-

ever highly probable that on many occasions the invaders

may have availed themselves of strong-holds constnicted by

the Britons, and have occupied them even for a lengthened

period, where circumstances prevented the formation of works

according to their own more scientific practice of castrameta-

tion''.

The researches carried out by Mr. Fursdon must be re-

garded as highly interesting, as having supplied undeniable

evidence of such occupation by the Romans of a British hill-

fortress in a remote situation, during no short period of time.

It is probable that the importance of the position, as a specu-

latory fortress, commanding many points occupied by British

works, was the cause of its selection as a post permanently

occupied by the Romans.

^ Two barrows still exist not far from but for the most part insufficient to shew
Hcmbury Fort, on Wool ford Hill, and actual occupation by tlie invader. The
three on the same line of hills still further discovery of an iron Lar near Hembury
to the north-east on Brown Down. Fort, between Honiton a)ul Cullompton,

c I\lany examples of Roman remains deserves notice. It is ennraved in the

found in British camps might be cited, Archa-ologia, vol. xiv. p. 279.
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Shafts of tliis description, fr('(|ueiitly designated as " rub-

bish-holes, " and considered by some to liave been places of

sepulture, wells, or store-houses for grain, resembling the

silos of modern times, have been fomid in Thanet and various

])laces in Kent, as also repeatedly in London''. The Hon.
Richard Neville* has recently noticed one of these receptacles

at Chesterford, and a detailed account of a remarkable dis-

covery of several such shafts sunk in chalk rock at Ewell in

Surrey, has recently been communicated to the Society of

Antiquaries by Mr. Diamond, and printed in the Archaeologia,

vol. xxxii. p. 451. Similar "rubbish-holes," containing bones,

fragments of pottery, and remains of the most miscellaneous

nature, have been noticed by Mr. Trollope in several places

near the east gate, Lincoln, a site abounding in vestiges of the

Roman age. In connection vi^ith these curious remains a

passage in the description of ancient Perth, given by Pennant,

may well deserve to be noticed. He states that, in the pre-

cipitous banks of the river Almond, at its junction with the

Tay, the site of the ancient Bertha, where the Romans had a

station, antiquities of their times frequently were brought to

light by the fall of the cliffs. " Other falls," he observes,

" have produced discoveries still more singular, and have

laid open a species of interment, as far as I know, hitherto

unnoticed. Some years ago in the face of a broken bank,

were discovered six pillars in a line, ten feet distance from

one another, and eighteen feet high fi'om the top of the

ground to the bed of the Almond, shewing out of the bank

a semicircular face. These proved to have been the contents

of certain cylindrical pits, sunk in the earth as places of

sepulture. The urns were placed in them, and the hollows

filled in with earth of a different kind from the banks, and so

strongly rammed in as to remain coherent, after the former

had in part been washed away. The Rev. Mr. Duff has de-

scribed these hollows in a manner somewhat different, com-

paring them to the segments of a cone, with the broader end

downwards, and to have been filled with bones, ashes, and

•1 TJie store places for grain at the city the grain will keep perfectly sound for a

of Valetta, ^^alta, made during the rule of length of time ; the rock is naturally dry,

the Grand- Masters in that island, consist and the climate remarkably so.

of deep chambers excavated in the natural ^ Mr. Neville has printed some in-

rock; the access to each chamber is by one teresting memorials of his researches in

small opening on the surface, which is Essex, entitled, " Antiqua Explorata," and

closed by a stone cover cemented down so "Sepulchra Exposita." Saftron Walden,

as to exclude the air. In these chambers G. Youngman. 8vo. 1847-48.

VOL. V. D d
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frao-meiits of urns. These fuiiebrioiis vessels have been found

here of different sizes ; one of very uncommon dimensions as

well as materials, being of fine clay only half an inch thick,

and entirely plated in the inside with brass. It was capable

of containing ten gallons, and was filled with ashes^"

The soil of Cadbury hill is chiefly of the red sand and marl

prevalent in that part of Devon. Quite at the base of the

hill, and very considerably below the level of the bottom of

the shaft described, a spring bursts forth so copiously as to

turn a mill not far from the source.

C. TUCKER.

NOTICE OF A MEDIEVAL MIMIC ENTERTAINMENT
RESEMBLING THE MODERN PUNCH AND JUDY.

The representation here submitted to the readers of the

Archaiological Journal is taken from an outline delineation

at the foot of one of the pages of the celebrated MS. of the

Roman d'Alexandre, preserved in the Bodleian Library at

Oxford, and executed between the years 1338 and 1344"*.

' Tour in Scotland, vol. iii. p. 109.

» At the close of this fine MS., which is

known by the class-mark, 2161', Bod. 261',

the (late of completion of the scribe's por-

tion of the work is thus recorded—" Ro-
mans du boin Iloi Alixandre, qui fu pere-

scri}>t le xviij. jor de Decenibre, I'an

M.CCC.xxxviij." The illumination of the

volume was not completed until six years

later, as thus stated —" Che livre fu per-

fais de le enluminure au xviij. jour d' Avril,

per Johan de Guse, I'an de grace, M.CCC.
xliiij." The artist was possibly a native of

Gulte, in I'icardy, on the confines of the

Netherlands.
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It represents an exlii1)ition precisely similar in its arrange-

ment to that of Punch and Judy of modern times ; the small

theatre having all the lower part covered with drapery, whilst

the upper parts only of the figures appear <above the stage,

heing evidently moved by the performer Avithin the theatre,

who held them by their legs. The two figures represented in

this sketch seem, indeed, to be no other than Punch and Judy,

the latter being in the act of remonstrating with her husband,

who has evidently an enlarged paunch, and holds a club in his

hands, if, indeed, what I take to be the top of the club be

not intended for his hunch. It is hardly necessary here to

speak of the antiquity of puppet-shows as a means of popular

amusement ; the early notices of them have led to the idea

that they were figures moved in the manner of the modern
street fantoccini, which now seem to be quite gone out of

fashion, namely by wires, with which they were suspended,

and which were held by a person above their heads, so as to

allow their whole figures to be seen. Puppets were originally

called in England,—Motions. Warton states that puppet-

shows were the most ancient amusement in this country.

Horace alludes to the puppets of antiquity, as

—

" Nervis aliciiis mobile lignum,"

and the author "De Mundo," translated by Apuleius, says

that they moved the eyes, neck, arms, &c., by pulling strings.

Such was evidently the plan adopted in the puppets, both

religious and secidar, described by Strutt*", Fosbrokes and
rioncfi. The latest instance of such puppet plays in England

was, I believe, those performed by a company about twenty

years ago, at the Argyll Rooms, in Regent street. They were

very dexterously put in motion by Avires, by which they were

suspended from above the stage, and I recollect one of the

best feats was by one which drew a cork, and drank of the

contents of a bottle of wine. These were a foreign importa-

tion, and the dialogue which accompanied the movements was

spoken, behind the scene, in broken English.

An. inferior kind of puppets still to be seen are the

little dolls dressed up as man and wife, suspended by a

string through their waists, one end of which is fastened at

the end of a long foot board, and the other to the knee of one

'' Sports, book iii. chap. ii. § xvii^xxii. *' Ancient Mysteries, pp. ISP, 22P ;

•^ Encyclop. of Antiquities, p. 671. Every-day Book, vol. ii. p. 50(1.
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of the Savoyard lads, visitors of our metropolis, who accom-

panies their movements (which he produces by twitching the

string with his knee) with a rude tabor and life. The knock-

ing together of these two figures is possibly intended as a

rude illustration of the matrimonial jars of Punch and Judy.

Of the origin of Punch much has been written. The
anonymous author of " Punch and Judy," with illustrations

by George Cruikshank, London, 1828, (8vo. pp. 141,) has

collected much interesting information on the subject. Strutt

observes that a facetious performer, well knoAvn by the name
of Punchinello, supplied the place of the Vice or mirth-maker,

a favourite character in the ancient moralities. Fosbroke

makes him descended from a character well known in the

theatres of ancient Rome, whilst an anonymous writer in the

Literary Gazette (December 25, 1847) derives him from a

famous Italian buffoon, named Paol Cinella, about the year

1600, whence the name Pulcinella was immediately derived.

The origin of the names Punch, Punchinello, Policliinello or

Pulcinella, or that of his hunch-backed figure, is not perhaps

so important as his character, and we see the latter plainly

represented in the sketch here given, which is two hundred

and fifty years older than the date of the supposed origin of

his name.

It is surprising that Strutt should have omitted this design,

as the volume from which it is taken was greatly used by liun

in his " Sports and Pastimes," and contains another nearly,

similar representation of the same subject.

J. O. WESTWOOD.



NOTICES OF ANCIENT ORNAMENTS AND APPLI-

ANCES OF SACRED USE.

THE FLABELLUM, FLABRUM, MUSCATORIUM, MUSCIFUGIUM,
ALARA OR VENTILABRUM.

^YIwYj fahdilun, a sort of fan, formerly used from a very

early period in the services of the Roman Church, originated

in the less temperate climates of the east, and was introduced

with the customary ornaments and requisites of sacred use

into churches even in the most western parts of Christendom.

It was not unknown in our own country, and it Avas very

commonly used in France, during a long period, although

scarcely, if ever, required to fulfil the purpose for Avhich it

had originally been devised.

It must be remembered that even in very early times, the

frequent pilgrimages to Rome or the east from these remote

countries of Em'ope caused the introduction of various usjiges

and ornaments peculiarly adapted to the countries where
they had their origin. The simplicity of Christian rites

gradually became encumbered by the nuiltitude of external

decorations and ceremonies, whereby the vital faith was dimly

obscured. In later times a symbolical import was attributed

to every circumstance and minute detail of form or ornament
connected with the services of the Church, and objects, origi-

nally hallowed, solely by their appropriation to some sacred

purpose, assumed a holy character on account of the deep

mysterious import assigned to them. Those who were igno-

rant of their origin, as things for the most part of daily and

ordinary use in prhnitive times of Christian faith, conformaljlc

to the simple requh'ements of the country or the occasion,

might well suppose that the vestments and ornaments of the

Latin Church had been devised by divine ordinance, as were

those of the Jewish dispensation.

It. is remarkable to note the pious intention of our fore-

fathers, even in Saxon or in Norman times, when, returning

from distant pilgrimage, they sought to make demonstration

of their zeal for the enrichment of all that was connected with

the fabric or the ceremonies of the Church. In their desire

to bestow thereon the best of their possessions, they returned
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laden with the tissues of Baldak or Tarsus, the gems and
oriental rarities, the horn of the unicorn, or the egg of the

griffin, to be offered at the altar in token of devotion, or

grateful memorial of their preservation through manifold

perils. To such causes, likewise, we may doubtless trace the

introduction into the simple churches in Britain of observances

of sacred repute in other climes ; these usages, like the novel

architecture of the fabric reared by the pious founder of

AVeremouth, Biscopius, claimed reverential admiration, be-

cause conformable to the " manner of Home."
The use of the fabeUum, called in the Greek Church piirl-

Scov, has been traced by liturgical writers to a very early age.

Cardinal Bona observes that it is mentioned in the " Apo-
stolical Constitutions," in the liturgies of St. Basil and
St. Chrysostom*, and other ancient Greek and Syriac rituals.

In the liturgy of James, included by Pope Clement I, in

the " Constitutions," its purpose is thus expressed. Two
deacons, one on either side of the altar, were directed to hold

fans formed of thin membrane (e^ vfiepwv XeTTTMv pcTrlSta) oi the

feathers of the peacock, or of linen tissue, to drive away any
little flying creatures, lest they should fall into the sacred

vessels. It can scarcely be questioned that these writings,

although of great antiquity, and comprising probably much
that is of primitive authority, had been handed down with

many additions and interpolations. It is, however, highly

probable that in the hot climate of the east, or of southern

countries, the use of such an object might have been adopted

from a very early period, in churches open to the exterior air,

and where the atmosphere teems with insect life. The large

size moreover, and number of the vessels used in earlier ages

of the Church, when the congregation of communicants was
very great, rendered such precaution the more indispensable.

Much has been written on the antiquity of this usage, and
without entering further into the enquiry, it may suffice for

the present purpose to refer to the learned observations of

Bona, Goar, Suaresius, Sebastian Paulius, Catalanus and
Macer''. In the Greek Church it was customary to depict

upon the sacred fan the semblance of a cherub, and Goar

^ Divina Missa S. .loan. Chrysostomi, fiabelHs Pontificiis et Muscariis Pavoni-
Goar, Rituale Graecorum, p. 7G. See also nis ; Seb. Paul, de Patena argentea Foro-
the notes on this subject, ibid., p. I3ti. corneliensi, Neap. 174.'); Catalan, in Pon-

" Card. Bona, Ilernm Ivituro;'., lib. i. c. tificali Roman. Ilomae, 1738; Macri Hie-

25; Goar, p. l'6(i; Suaresii Diatriha de rolexicon, &c. See aUo Ducange.
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gives a representation of one formed witli the lieiul of such

angelic being allixed to the end of a staff' or handle, the fan

consisting of the six wings surrounding the face*". If such

appliance were deficient, the Greeks used a naj)kin or piece of

linen to supply its place. The jMia-onites make use of fans

formed of plates of silver or brass, surrounded Avith little

bells.

Although no mention of the jlaheUum is found in the

" Ordo Romanus" and many ancient rituals of the Latin

Church, there are sufficient evidences of its early use. Car-

dinal Bona cites the relation of iNIoschus, a writer of the

seventh century, in which an occurrence is described shew-

ing the use of the flabellum in the time of Pope Agnpetus,

(A.D. 535), and the ej)istle of St. llildebert, archbishop of

Tours, presenthig to a friend such an object of sacred use,

to drive away flies from the sacrifice, and setting forth its

mystic import. He cites also the ancient Cluniac Con-

suetudinal, and other proofs of its adoption by the Roman
Church.

In the inventory taken at St. Riquier, near Abbeville, in

the year 831, mention is made of a " fiabellum argenteum,

ad muscas a sacrificiis abigendas." In another, relating to the

church of Amiens, is found " flabellum factum de serico et

auro ad repellendas nuiscas et immunda," given by a canon of

that church, about 1:250. An inventory of the Sainte Chapelle,

at Paris, in 1363, gives the "Item, duo flabella, vulgariter

nuncupata muscalia, ornata perils," and another, in 137G,

"ij. flabelli, Gallice esmouchoirs, ornati de perils."

In our own conntry the following instances of the use of

this singular object of sacred use may be cited. In a MS.
inventory preserved at Salisbury, the following entry occurs,

A.D. 1214, " Ornamenta Ecclesie Sarum, inventa in Thesau-

raria,—ij. flabella de surto (? serico) et pergameno." In 1298
amongst the ornaments and vestments in the church of

St. Fj^ith, in the crypts under St. Paul's, London, there was
" unum nuiscatorium de pennis pavonum*^." Hamo, bishop of

Rochester, gave, in the year 134G, to a chantry founded by
him in that cathedral, " unum flabellum de serico cum virga

eburnea ^" In the enumeration of the valuable effects of the

deceased Queen Isabella, daughter of Philippe le Bel, and

<^ Ritualc Groec.,p. 137. p. 232.
*! Dugdale, Hist, of St. PauVs, orig. edit. « Registruin Rofi', p. JoK
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consort of Edward II., the following entry appears. " De
Capella. Duo flagella pro muscis fngandis. Duas pixides de

ebore et unum coffinum pro pane imponendo," &c., 33 Edw.
III. 1359. John Newton, treasurer of York Minster, be-

tween the years 1393 and 1413, gave a sacred fan to that

church, as noticed in the following entry in a description of

its valuable possessions, taken at the Reformation.—" Manu-
brium flabelli argenteum deauratum, ex dono Joh. Newton
Thesaurarii, cum ymagine Episcopi in fine enamelyd, pond'

V. unc." In the costly furniture of the chapel of Wilham
Exeter, abbot of Bury St. Edmund's, according to the CotU'

potus dated 1429, preserved in the register of his successor,

William Curteys, occurs—"j. muscifugium de pecok." By
the extracts from the churchwardens' accounts at Walberswick,

Suffolk, we learn that occasionally it was even found in small

parochial churches, in rural districts. Under the year 1493,

is the payment, " for a bessume of pekoks fethers, iv. d.^"

These examples may amply suffice to shew that this usage

of eastern origin had been adopted pretty generally in western

countries, where, as in our own, it could in no degree be

I'ccpiisite, as regarded its original intention. A few ancient

Jluhdla have been preserved on the continent, and I regret to

be unable here to offer representations of any : they are very

rarely represented in illuminated MSS., and one such design

alone has hitherto been published ; it is given by Paciaudi

from a Service Book written early in the thirteenth century,

and preserved in the Barberini Library^, In default of an

illustration from any muscarium, actually in existence, I have

to offer two curious exhibitions of its use, taken from the

ilhnninated MSS. preserved in the public Library at Bouen.

In one of these, a missal of the thirteenth centmy, formerly

belonging to the abbey of Jumieges, and known at Rouen by

the class mark 234—412, the priest appears attended by the

deacon and sub-deacon, in front of the altar, upon which is

placed the chalice covered : the first, standing immediately

behind him, raises the flabellum, a circular fan, the centre of

which is coloured green, with a broad border of red ; this .fan

is attached to a long handle. The sub-deacon standing be-

hind holds up with both hands an object which appears to

' Gardner's Uist. of Dunwich, p. 185. or fann to drive away flies from the chalice."

It is singular that so late as 1688, Holmes p. 465.

in his Academy of Armory, amongst things b Pauli Paciaxidi de Umbellae gestatione

pertaining to an altar enumerates " the flap Commentarius, Roma, 1752, p. Ixiii.
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be a flat loaf, possibly the Panagia, or blessed bread, some-

times distributed to the faitliful after the celebration of the

Periiaps, however, this may represent the paten.mass

lUumiuations from LISS. in the Public Library, Rouen.

In the second representation a bishop is seen in the act of

elevating the Avafer, he bows the head, over which the attend-

ant deacon seems to wave the flabellum, in this instance

apparently formed of a circular piece of plain white parch-

ment, attached to a handle. This subject is found in a MS.
of the thirteenth centuiy, a Pontifical of the Church of

Rheims, distinguished by the class-mark 372— 224.

A remarkable jlaheUum, supposed to be of the twelfth

century, was long preserved in the abbey of Tournus, on the

Saone, south of Chalons : it was first noticed and described

by the learned Benedictines, in the " Voyage Litteraire ','' J^^id

more recently by Du Sommerard, in his great work on

IVIedieval Art. The handle is of ivory, measuring about two

French feet in length, the circular fan measuring about twelve

inches in diameter : St. Philibert and several saints are repre-

sented upon it : Latin hexameters and pentameters are in-

scribed upon three concentric bands on the fan. Around

a pomel forming part of the handle is found the name of the

maker :—
^ -r ion elme scae fecit in honore mariae.

•• See Macri Ilierolexicon, v. Ferinen-

tum, Panagia, &c.
i Tom. i. p. 231. An engraving is

given by Guenin, in the Histoire de I'Ab-

baye de Tournus, representing this singular

vor- V. E G

object : it has been also given by Du
Somnierard, Arts au Moyen Age, ch. xiv.

Atlas, pi. iv. and Album, ix. serie, pi.

xvii.
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The verses are ciirioiis ; the following reading may not be

perfectly correct,

—

_j- FLAMINIS HOC DONUM, REGNATOR SUME POLORUM,

OBLATUM PURO PECTORE SUME LIBENS.

VIRGO PARENS XPI VOTO CELEBRARIS EODEM,

HIC COLERIS PARITER, TU FILIBERTE SACER ^

-j- SUNT DUO QVJE MODICUM CONFER! ESTATE FLABELLUM

INFESTAS ABIGIT MUSCAS ET MITIGAT ESTUM,

ET SINE DAT TEDIO GUSTARE MANUS CIBORUM.

FROPTEREA CALIDUM QUI VULT TRANSIRE PER ANNUM,

ET TUTUS CUPIT AB ATRIS EXISTERE MUSCIS,

OMNI SE STUDEAT ESTATE MUNIRI FLABELLO.

_j_ HOC DECUS EXIMIUM PULCHRO MODERAMINE GESTUM,

CONDECET IN SACRO SEMPER ADESSE LOCO;

NAMQUE SUO VOLUCRES INFESTAS FLAMINE PELLIT,

ET STRICTUM MOTUS LONGIUS IRE FACIT.

This curious example was recently in the possession of an

antiquary at Lyons. Other ancient Jlabella are in existence
;

the Benedictines mention one at the Dominican monastery of

Prouille, in the diocese of Toulouse ; another was formerly

preserved at the monastery of St. Victor, near Marseilles,

which had a handle of silver '.

The fiahcJJuiii appears gradually to have fallen into disuse

in the Latin Church : it was retained in certain churches, at

Messina for instance, at Malta and Troja in Apulia : and
Jlabella are still carried on certain occasions by the attendants

of the Roman pontiff in solemn processions. a. w.

^ St. Philihert, founder of the abbeys of Tournus.
Jiimieges and Hermoutier, died A.D. 684. ' Martene, Ant. Eccl. Rit, lib. i. c. 4.

His relics were subsequently translated to Art. viii. 6.



PEVERELL'S CASTLE IN THE PEAK.

The agreeable fictions of a popular author have rendered

the name of Peverell of the Peak familiar to most of those

readers who occupy their leisvu*e in perusing works of imagi-

nation. A writer who only looks at facts cannot, however,

offer anything so attractive to beguile an idle hour, when in

turn he endeavours to describe a spot already rendered visible

to the mental eye by the pencilling of genius and fancy.

To the divine gift of poetry and the felicitous turns of ex-

pression which arrest in their rapid flight the glowing crea-

tions of the novelist's mind, which unite the gallantry of an
heroic with the wildness of a romantic age, and transfuse the

ideal images of the past into the active vitality of the present,

he cannot, as in consciousness he ought not to incline, for the

mere sake of embellishing a dry and simple narrative. He
will be content therefore to turn away his eyes from a barren

and futile insight into false existencics, awaken from a delu-

sive vision in which only mist, and shadows, and phantoms
pass before his view, and pursuing a less in\dting track, en-

deavour to climb to the verge where truth and error, having

defined their own peculiar limits, have finally separated. Slowly

and thoughtfully returning down his rugged path, at times

guided by a clear light, and as frequently walking in obscurity,

deciphering, as he descends, the rude alphabet of antiquity,

he will endeavom' to trace its uncertain character on every

crumbling ruin which the havoc of time, or the still more ruth-

less hands of man have spared. To the patient archaeological

enquirer, the dark labyrinth of sepulchral gloom gradually be-

comes divested of its darkness, and the broken urn, the rusty

sword, the casual mingling of elemental fragments, or a mere
block of coarsely sculptured stone, are, in his hand, keys to a

forgotten language, or the enchanter's wand, as it were, which
strikes concealed light out of darkness, and elicits the earliest

glimpse of stern reality.

How widely separated are the thoughts, the aims, and the

influence of each writer! the one can never soar too high

in the unsubstantial regions of illimitable space : the other

fondly clings to a piece of dull, cold earth, the actual type of

the tabernacle of his flesh. Yet this low and undignified
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place should we always assume, when, divesting our minds
of the influence of unreal pictures, or of merely imaginative

conceptions, and rejecting traditionary or popular details, we
undertake to convey a brief and sober description of things as

they positively exist.

At the head of one of those most beautiful mountain gor-

ges, which Derbyshire, more than any other English county,

abounds in, stands the little town of Castleton in the High
Peak. It is not without some degree of interest in itself,

having at an early period been encircled with a defensive

ditch and thus protected in part from the attacks of wander-
ing marauders, even before the time Avhen the faithful atten-

dant of Robin Hood is reputed to have sought the neigh-

bouring seclusion of Hathersege for his grave. The surround-

ing forests, preserved with all the severity of their peculiar

code, frequently allured these bold outlaws to their verdant

retreats, as in modern times the sportsman is still invited

by the rippling of the trout stream and the downy heather,

to seek these favoured haunts of nature. Here, loitering by
the side of the pellucid Derwent, or gazing at the grotesque

rocks above Millstone edge, or cautiously traversing Lang-
shaw Moor, strewn with its numberless mill-stones, the seeker

of health and rational enjoyment can divert himself by turns

with the pleasures of the field, or with speculating upon the

scattered playthings of an ancient race.

When we look into the history of the early forest rights of

the Peak, we find that Henry the Third'' watched them with

most jealous vigilance, for the abbat of Mu-avalle, though
entitled to a share of pasturage in the green enclosures, was
ultimately forced to cede the property of the convent to the

Crown, and afterwards to undergo a fine for allowing his cattle

to feed within the royal demesne^. Not a stem could be

lopped, or a tree fallen without the protection of the king's

writ; and hence Peter de Rupibus, bishop of Winchester,

could not even gather sufficient fuel for the purpose of smelt-

ing lead for his church of Hales, without first memorializing

the Crown for permission\

It woidd now be difficidt to ascertain the boundaries of

the old forest, nor indeed is it necessary to do so, as the

present enquiry relates to the castle in the Peak, and what

" Rot. Clause, 7 Henry III. c Ibid., 7 Henry III.

^ Ibid., 8 Jlcnry III. '
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little information wc can glean respecting this is of more
immediate importance.

Close at the back of the town of Castleton*^ rises a lofty

hill, accessible only in one direction, and that with conside-

rable difficulty, the other sides being the rough mountain

rock, all equally steep, and impracticable of ascent. A thin

tongue, having a bold escarpment on either side, connects like

a peninsula, the hill itself with another of still loftier elevation,

but few persons are found adventurous enough to pass over

this narrow link for the sake of gaining its woody summit.

A deep and contracted valley lies perpendicularly below on

the eastern side, and presents an unusual aspect of barren-

ness and solitude. Even nature herself seems to have marked
it with the stamp of desolation, and hatred. On the western

side the Devil's cavern, below the beholder's feet, vomits forth

from its dark and ample mouth, a torrent of crystal water,

which rushing impetuously forth in many an eddying curl,

throws up its silvery spray in mockery of the sm'rounding

gloom, or in equal joyfulness at having burst through the

secret recesses of the earth where it was imprisoned. Timid
man looks down into the abyss, his nerves become enfeebled,

and awe-struck and shuddering he rapidly turns aside his

giddy head from the yawning chasm. It was here among
the wild freaks and horrid convulsions of nature, on the brink

of an isolated, rugged precipice, uplifted by the throes of a

primeval world, that Peverell, like an eagle in the air, selected

the site of his castle in the Peak.

Before William the Conqueror touched the English shores,

two Saxons named Gernebern and Hundinc held the spot

where the monarch's natural son William subsequently had
his castle of Pechfers^. In the second year of his reign

(1008) the king gave him the castle of Nottingham, and
various lordships in different parts of England : forty-four

in Northamptonshire, two in Essex, two in Oxfordshire, two
in Bedfordshire, fifty-five in Nottinghamshire, six in Derby-
shire, including Bolsover, which, with some smaller grants,

constituted the honour of Peverell \ The whole of these vast

•• Henry the Third granted it a charter the King of the honor ofWm. Peverell, and
for a weekly market to beheld on Wedncs- the Earl de Ferrars has that with the
day, in the seventh year of his reign. (Rot. whole forest. So that the labonrers of the
Clause.) forest sliould be answerable to tlie carl liini-

e Domesday, 276. self in the same way as formerly they were
' " The Castle of the High Peak (Caslnim to the king."—Testa de Ncvil. 19.

de Alto Pecco) is an escheat of the Lord
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possessions descended about the middle of the twelfth cen-

tury to his son William, who, as is reported, having poisoned

Raniilph earl of Chester, about the latter end of Stephen's

reign, and dreading the severity of Henry 11. , fled to the

religious house of Lenton for refuge, where he took the habit

of a monks. He was not able, however, to remain long in

this seclusion, as the monarch passing by to York, he was
compelled to cast aside his monkish habit, and privately

escape from the punishment of his crime. The king imme-
diately seized upon his castles of Nottingham, Bolsover, and
the Peak, together with all his other estates, and henceforward

they remained in the hands of the crown, even as the last

does, under lease to the duke of Devonshire, to the present

day.

These great possessions having once reverted to the king,

we shall experience very little trouble in tracing their subse-

quent history or descent when necessary, as the Great Rolls of

the Pipe will now throw considerable light upon their actual

value, and declare Avho became their respective possessors.

Independant of the attraction of novelty, the charm of ancient

renown, and the perpetual accession of new stores of informa-

tion, which they disclose, there is a freshness and truthful charac-

ter about the entries on the sheriff's accounts, which contrasts

most agreeably with the often sifted narratives of monkish histo-

rians ; and as the enquirer searches through the invaluable

national records of the Pipe, he draws in a degree of satisfaction

and pleasure strongly differing if he wishes to have nothing but
the truth, from the distrust, suspicion, doubt, and uncertainty

which must ever attend his enquiries, when they rest upon
the mere testimony of these credulous annalists. Yet from
these imperfect authorities English history has been written.

As, however, the ideas of men progress, and their perceptions

become more philosophical, they will grow justly dissatisfied

with such defective chroniclers, and whatever concerns the

past will be treated more as a science than a crude specula-

tion and fable. Facts that are in themselves essentially in-

controvertil)le, must form the basis, and from this knowledge

so abiuidantly stored up in the treasury of our national re-

cords, all sound historical learning must be distilled. This

vast amount of reality, though possibly susceptible of various

interpretations, according to the various turn of individual

g Gcrvase Dorobern, 1377. n. 40.
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tliouglit, is still al)solute and certain, and it will therefore

require newly analyzing, methodizing, and explaining for every

age. The history of England, like other histories, natural and
])hysical, has its silent and mysterious secrets. Its profound

depths must be penetrated by attention to minute cu'cum-

stances; patience, labour, and endurance of sarcasm will

reveal some of the fulness of its extent. But to keep pace

with the moral and intellectual improvement of man, it should

be written afresh, from original sources, for each successive

generation.

The Great Roll of the Pipe shews that the forfeited estates

of William Peverell remained in the hands of the Crown for

several reigns.

The castle of the Peak belonged to it in the second of

Henry II.'', being included among the lands held by William

Peverell in Derbyshire, the annual account of whose issues the

sheriff enters on the roll. The king was here himself in the

following year, as the official of the county returns on his

account corrodics' for the king at Pcch to the amount of

£4. Is. 5d., and corrodies of the king of Scotland at Notting-

ham and Pech, £38. 12s. 3d., and payments for wine (apud

Pech) £3. 12s.''

In the 3rd of Henry II. (1157) we find the first mention

of castle guard at the fortress, being the year's payment of

£4. 10s. to two watchmen and a porter. This annual charge

continues to be entered on the Pipe Rolls down to the 7th of

Richard I. (1195, 1196), when it appears to have ceased',

and become transferred till the 9th of John to the Clause

Roll.

It is not until the 19th of Plenry II. (1173) that any

specific notice is made of the castle, but an important entry

arises dm'ing this year, being a charge for victualhng the caslle

of Pech with twenty seams of corn, at a cost of £2. 10s. Gd.,

twenty bacons at £1. 14s., and twenty soldiers for twenty

days, £20, or at the unusually high wages of Is. per day"".

There'are also two separate charges of £2. and £40. 10s. for

works upon the castles of the king at Bolesoura (Bolsover)

'' Magii. Rot. Pipe, 2 Hen. II. bestow it on.

' Corrodium signifies a sum of money '' Magn. Rot. Pip. 3 Hen. II.

or allowance of meat, drink, and clothing ' There are specific entries on the rolls

due to tlic king from an abbey or other from the Crd of Henry II. continuonsly to

house of religion, whereof he is founder, this period.

towards the reasonable sustenance of such "' Magn. Rot. Pip. 19 Hen. II.

of his servants or valets as he thinks fit to
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and Pech. The notices of these two castles continually ran
together, having belonged originally to the same great pro-

prietor, but how widely different is their present condition,

this being a mere roofless, ruined building, the other, one of

Derbyshire's most imposing and princely of residences, the

abode of lettered elegance and taste.

In the 21st Henry II. a chamber was constructed in the

Peak castle at the expense of £4. 18s., and in the 23rd year

(1177) an additional outlay incurred of £49. upon the same
building.

Other entries of works occur during the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th,

6th, 7th, 11th, 13th, and 17th of John ", but not proportionate

in expense to those previously enumerated, a fact to be borne

in mind when we now proceed to examine the architectural

character of the building itself.

The summit of the eminence already described, is enclosed

in the shape of an irregular square by walls on every side,

having a quadrangular keep (A) at the south-west angle.

The wall running from this point downward to B, where
there is an arch four feet wide, and of later character than

the keep, appears to be of various dates. Its construction is

in some places so rude that it may be assigned to any period,

even to the time of Gernebern and Hundinc. There are

rows of herring-bone work close to the south-west angle, in

themselves no criterion of remote age, but when mixed up
with much rude masonry, they may not improbably belong
to the earliest period of the castle. It is however necessary

to remark that the stones forming the walling being of the

irregular forms dug on the spot, and not any ashlars used,

there is a natural unevenness in the face, which, being covered

also with grey lichens, tends to impart a more ancient look

to this portion of the works than is perceptible elsewhere

;

so that it may possibly be anterior to the Conqueror's sur-

vey. Proceeding along the western side, there is the appear-

ance of a sally-port at (C,) which must have communicated
with the ground below by means of a ladder. The chief en-

" The Great Roll of the Pipe under 5 John . .
.' £1. 15s. 6d.

these respective years, sets forth the ex- 6 John. Works on the liouse of the Peak
pense as follows

:

and the Stew . . 17s.
10 Ric. I. Works at Pech 102s. 7 John . . . £24:. 5s. 7d.
1 John . . . 61s. 11 John . . . 103s.
2 John , . . loos. 13 John . . . £4:3. 5s. 4:d.

^John . . . £12. 9a-. Id. 17 John . . . 50*.
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trance into the enceinte was at (D), and here was stationed

the porter, whose annual ahowance Ave find entered for such a

series of years on the Great Roll of the Pipe and the Clause

Rolls, The curtain wall on the eastern side, two hundred

and eighteen feet in length, seems to be in great measure a

modern protection from the danger of the precipice extend-

ing all along that side, though doubtlessly built on previous

foundations.

The first view of the keep shews two of its sides, the north

and west, to be stripped of nearly the whole of their facing,

which has been used for building or repairing the church of

Castleton. The heart of the walls is formed of the lime-

stone rock on which they are erected, though the whole of the

ashlaring without and within is of a fine grained and care-

fully wrought sandstone grit, brought from a distance, and at

vast trouble, when the height of the acclivity is considered.

Enough however of the facing remains to sIicav that there

was a broad and shalloAv buttress at every angle, as well as

one in the central faces of the building.

The eastern side has been similarly denuded to a consider-

able height. A doorway here under a plain double arch in-

dicates the former existence of a chamber, unless indeed it

was the opening to a temporary flight of wooden stau's to

obtain access to the first floor (B). This side is very few feet

from a tremendous precipice, and it required great skill and

caution to erect any thing so close to the very edge of the

rock.

A dangerous descent brings us upon the narrow peninsula

under the south side of the keep, and owing to the difficulty

of reaching it, we may attribute the almost entire preservation

of this portion of the structure, the lower part of the central

buttress, and some of the talus being all that is destroyed.

There is only one opening on this side, and that a thin slit

from the second floor. The building seems to have lost

nothing of its original height except the coping, if it ever

had it, and all the courses run with the most perfect Norman
regidarity.

At this, one of the most favourable positions, we will endea-

vour to ascertain by the united aid of records and the charac-

teristic features of the building, the probable period when it

was erected. There is nothing in the masonry to favour the

idea of its being an Anglo-Saxon structure, as the existence of

VOL. V. F f
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lierring-bone work below tlie basement within has given

grounds to some persons for supposing. The cyhndrical

shafts at the angles is a feature of too ornamental a charac-

ter to belong to the earliest period of Norman architecture

as we see it developed in military buildings. The manner

in which the garderobe is corbelled out, does not display an

ancient method, nor do the six varying angles of the chamfers

on the talus, look remarkably early. As we examine the inte-

rior, plain though it be throughout, we shall see stones in-

serted on the northern side, which (though not represented

in the woodcut) bear zigzag marks upon them and were evi-

dently used in a former building.

These architectural evidences of supposed date, are in ac-

cordance with similar features observable in the work of

Simon de St. Liz in the castle of Northampton, known to be

of this period, and are confirmed by the entries upon the Great

Roll of the Pipe, from which, as we have previously stated, it

appears that in the 19th of Henry II. (1173) the castle of the

Peak was victualled, and an outlay made upon the works

therein: in 1175, it seems probable the chamber leading

from the east side was constructed, and in 1179 the whole

of the keep completed. The operation upon the enceinte

being carried on in the reign of King John.

The interior, about 19 ft. by 21 ft. across, with walls 8 ft.

thick, presents a very simple, but well-executed appearance.

It is remarkable for its total want of convenience and un-

necessary decoration. Be-

low the basement are the re-

mains of herrinof-bone work 1 ^__ ^-1,1 1 "^^-^Mfr^m what might have been a ^
cellar, (see plan of basement '

A). The ground-floor is

lighted by a window to the

north and west, having a

staircase three feet wide in

tlie thickness of the wall lead-

ing to the first floor. At the north-west angle (A) is a small

chamber inaccessible : B, an entrance to the part presumed to

have been erected in 1175, now fallen; C, the garderobe, cor-

belled out over the abyss on the eastern side. The second

floor has simply three windows, and a staircase of approach.

As there is no fire-place in any part of the keep, we can
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only suppose it was designed for the reception of prisoners,

and such hapless creatures we know, from the Hundred Rolls

and other sources of information, were incarcerated at Peak
castle,since John de Nedham (2Edw.I.)ja companion of Hubert

the robber who was afterwards hung, was immured within its

walls, and Henry the clerk took from the said John whilst he

was in prison, an acre of land worth 40s., that he might

assist him in his delivery. Upon his release he paid a fine of

five marcs for being allowed to dwell in the district". At a

later period, 4 Hen. IV. (1402), Godfrey Rowland, a poor

and simple squire of the county of Derby as he styles himself,

petitioned the parliament against the injuries that had been

inflicted on him by Thomas Wandesby, Chivaler, and others,

who came and besieged his house at Mickel-Longesdon, and

having pillaged the same, carried him off to the castle of the

High Peak, where they kept him six days without meat or

drink, and then cutting off" his right hand sent him adrift p.

One historical fact still remains to be noticed. In the

year 1216 the castle was in the hands of the rebellious

barons, and there exists on the Clause Rolls a curious letter

from King John to Brian de Insula, ordering him to commu-
nicate confidentially with Robert the royal chaplain, who was
charged with the epistle, and to give up to William earl of

Derby the custody of the fortress, and in the event of his

declining compliance with the royal commands, as he ven-

tured to do, the earl was enjoined to besiege it'^

The Patent Rolls supply the following list of constables

during the reigns of King John and Henry TIL

10 John. Richard de Insula and John de Kein'.

17 John. Ranulph, earl of Chester, castle of the Peak with forest and

all its appvutenances during royal pleasure '.

18 John. William de Ferrers, earl of Derby*.

1 Hen. III. Earl Ferrers has custody of Peak and Bolsover castles till

the 14th year of the king's age ".

1 Hen. III. Richard de Insula acquittance of Peak castle''.

7 Hen. III. John Russel and William de Rughedon, custody of Peak and

'Bolsover castles y.

- Rot Hundred, 14. ' lb., 192.
V Rot. Pari. iii. 518. " Rot. Pat. 1 Hen. III. m. 6.

q Rot. Pat. 188. 192. * lb., ni. 15.

f lb., 89. >• lb., m. 6.

s lb., 153.
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16 Hen. III. Brian de Insula, custody of Peak and Bolsover castles, con-

tinued in the 1 3th and 16th j^ears, with appurtenances for life, render-

ing £100 per annum 2.

20 Hen. III. John Gubaud, custody of castle and forest of Peak ^.

27 Hen. III. John de Grey, custody of Peak castle*'.

33 Hen. III. William de Horseden, the castle and manor of Peak, (de

Pecco^.)

38 Hen. III. Castle and honour of Peak given to Edward the king's son ^.

49 Hen. HI. Castle of Peak to be delivered to Simon de Montfort ®, an ex-

change of lands having been made between him and Prince Edward.

CHARLES HENRY HARTSHORNE.

^ lb,, m. 5. 13 Hen. III. m. 13. 16 <= Rot. Pat. 33 Hen. III. m. 6.

Hen. III. m. 9. *• lb., 38 Hen. III. m. 4.

a lb., 20 Hen. III. m. 10. '^ lb., 49 Hen. III. m. 26. and Rot.

b Rot. Pat. and Rot. Chart. 27 Hen, III. Chart. 49 Hen. III. m. 4.

m. 14.
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PRIMEVAL PERIOD.

The existence of a circle of stones, sujiposecl to be a Druidical monu-

ment, on the southern shores of the Isle of jNIull, does not appear to

have been i-ecorded by any writer on Scottish antiquities. INIr. Auldjo

has communicated the following account of these ancient remains, ac-

companied by the representations here given :
" The druidical circle is

situated in a field, called the ' Field of the Druids,' a short distance be-

hind the old castle and mansion-house of Lochbuy, in the Island of Mull.

It consists of eight stones, placed at unequal distances in a circle, with one

stone much higher and larger than the rest, 118 feet to the west, and

another small one, 15 feet to the south, of the circle. The eight stones

vary in height from three to four feet above the ground, and they measure

from six to nine feet in circumference. The height of the large out-lying

stone is eight feet eleven inches, out of the ground ; and it measures eight

feet five inches in circumference. I have met with no description of this

circle in any topographical work relating to Mull, nor do I think any at-

tempt has ever been made to ascertain the original dimensions of the stones,

by digging to the former surface of the ground on which the circle was

placed. The nature of the ground of the field is very moist and peaty;

extensive draining is in progress near it, and I have no doubt that it will

be possible to clear aAvay the earth from around this circle, so that we may
hope one day to see it as it stood before the peat bog gathered around it.

" The site is the property of Murdoch Maclaine, Esq., and I am certain

that he would readily afford every facility for the accomplishment of so

desirable an object."

Mr. Gerard Moultrie, of Rugby, has supplied the following notice of the

excavation of a tumulus in Warwickshire :
" My attention having been

drawn to some large swelling mounds situated in a field about two miles

from the Foss-way, and contiguous to the village of Rytoh-upon-Dunsmoor,

I determined to explore one of them. For this purpose I hired workmen

and commenced operations on a mound about thirty-four yards in diameter

and 6even feet in height. We ran a trench from east to west, but did not

succeed in discovering any thing except some small frag'ments of Roman
and British ware, some of it ornamented with scored lines, which my work-

men threw up at the eastern extremity of the trench, about a foot beneath

the surface of the mound. The discovery of these induced me to consider

that there must in all probability be a deposit somewhere, which we had

missed, and accordingly I directed the workmen to reverse their proceed-

ings, and run a trench at right angles to the former one, from north to
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south. This they did, and at a depth of six and a half feet below the sur-

face of the mound, to the north of the centre, discovered a deposit of wood

ashes, but no indication of any thing further. However, after digging a

few feet south of the centre of the barrow at the depth of six feet, one of

my workmen struck his spade against something hard, which rang to the

stroke, and carefully removing the super-incumbent soil we exposed to view

what appeared to be a massive sheet of iron, flat and round, about six feet

in diameter, but so much deformed by rust and age that it was impossible

to tell correctly its original shape and use, though fi-om the lumps of iron,

resembling bosses, which rose from the centre of the sheet, it might not

improbably have been composed of shields. On attempting to remove it

it fell into pieces, so much was it decayed. Night unfortunately coming

on, we were forced to discontinue our operations, and refill the trench, but

if, as is most likely, we should continue our researches on the spot at some

future period, I will communicate the result."

We are indebted to Mr. Edward Hoare, of Cork, for representations of

two specimens of the gold "ring-money" of the ancient

inhabitants of Ireland. One of the two rings, now in

Mr. Hoare's collection, was found in July, 1846, in the bog

of Allen, celebrated for the frequent discoveries of ancient

relics, a few miles to the north of Cashel, (" the city of the

kings,") county Tipperary. It is of the purest gold,

weight 5 dwts. 10 grs. The second is a very small speci-

men, weighing 30 grs., and was dug out of a bog near

Ballinasloe, county Galway, in August, 1843. The an-

nexed woodcuts give the precise dimensions of these rings.

No specimen of these rings has been found, as it is

believed, in England. They have been discovered in considerable num-
bers in Ireland, and have been supposed by Irish antiquaries to be the earliest

form of currency. " Sir William Betham (as Mr. Hoare observes) was, I

believe, the first who started the idea that these relics were fabricated and

used as a medium of exchange as money, and thence denominated them
' ring-money.' His supposition has been pretty generally received as the

truth, as also, that all the ancient jewel-omaments were formed for the double

purpose of ornament, and as a medium of exchange. This conclusion has

been drawn, in consequence of a large number of these relics, ofvarious forms,

having been weighed, and the fact ascertained that their weights are for the

most part multiples of a certain amount, according to a gradually ascending

scale. Whenever a variation has been found, which has seldom occurred, it

has been only of a grain or two, easily to be accounted for, by the wear and

injuries of time which the object exhibited. The smallest of the specimens

in my possession, resembling a bit of Avire, I cannot conceive intended for

any use, except as money, unless the rings served as beads ; it weighs only

30 grs. I have had a notice sent to me of one weighing 24 grs. I have

seen another weighing 18 grs., and, in the collection of the Royal Irish

Academy, there is one of 12 grs. If formed for beads or ornaments only,
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why this strict adherence to a certain gradation of weight ? Specimens exist,

increasing in weight in the same ratio ; the very small specimens being of

the greater rarity, possibly because the rings of silver, bronze, and bone,

frequently found in Ireland, may have supplied the place of smaller currency

of gold." These penannular rings, as they have been termed, of the larger

size are occasionally found twisted, but very massive : they occur also taper-

ing towards the extremities ; a good example of this type, exhibited by

the bishop of Meath to the Society of Antiquaries, about the year 1755, is

represented in the Archseologia, vol. ii. pi. 1. A series of examples of

various forms and dimensions, the plain massive rings varying in weight

from 12 grs. to 276 grs., may be seen in the Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy, vol. xvii., with a memoir by Sir William Betham ". It is remark-

able that the weight is almost invariably divisible by six. Further observ-

ations on this curious subject may be found in Sir William's Etruria Celtica,

in Mr. Lindsay's View of the Coinage of Ireland, and several papers in the

Numismatic Chronicle by jMr. Hoare, Mr. Bonomi, and Mr. Dickinson, who
have shewn the curious analogy which appears to exist between these rings

and the penannular gold currency of Sennaar and the interior of Africa.

This remarkable class of Irish antiquities has already been brought under

the notice of our readers by the communication from Mr. Sainthill, which

will be found in the Archseological Journal, vol. i. p. 257. A fine collec-

tion was exhibited in the museum recently formed during the meeting of

the Institute at Lincoln. Mr. Hoare presented at the same time to the

Institute a hthographic representation of a sculptured bas-relief, a galeated

head, found amongst the excavated rubbish at Pompeii by Robert Gregory,

Esq., and presented by him to the Piltowu museum, county Kilkenny.

ANGLO-ROMAN PERIOD.

The very remarkable fibula and armilla, of which representations are

here given, are of very unusual character. They are of silver, and were

found in the course of excavations for the Ely and Peterborough railway.

J

We are indebted to Mr. Hertz, of Marlborough street, for the communica-

tion of these highly curious relics. The fibula measures 6 inches and a half

in length, it is of a very unusual form, and was originally ornamented with

two rectangular compartments of pierced, or triforiated, work, the delicate

* Tliis treatise was also given with the illustratioas, ia the Gentlemaa's Magazine.
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tracery of which has unfortunately been broken away, so that the design

cannot now be ascertained. Fibula, thus fashioned, are rare ; an example

with pierced work of this description, was exhibited, with some very curi-

ous remains found on the South Downs of Sussex, at a recent meeting of

the Sussex Archteological Society at Lewes. They are in the possession

of Frederick Dixon, Esq. Mr. Heitz has a fibula of similar form discovered

at Nola. The armillte measures about 2 inches and three quarters, by 2
inches and a quarter; each extremity is formed with a loop, so that they

might be attached either by a double hook, or tied with a lace.

ANGLO-SAXON PEKIOD.

We are enabled, by the aid of our obliging correspondent at Darlingtort,

Mr. W. Hylton Longstaif, to submit to our readers a representation of

another very rare type of fibula. It is formed of bronze, in shape very

similar to a small tortoise, and is now in the possession of Mr. William

Hedley, of Monkwearmouth, by whose kind permission it was exhibited in

the temporary museum formed during the recent meeting of the Institute at

Lincoln. Mr. Longstaff" gave the following interesting account of the dis-

covery :
—" The ornament here represented was found on the old Roman

road from Catterick to Piersebridge (Cataractonium—Ad Tisam) now called

Leeming-lane. In the centre of the road, near Bedale, a skeleton was

found some years since, only one or two feet below the surface : the breast

transfixed by a rude long square spear-head, very much corroded. ,0n the

shoulders were two ornaments ; one here given, the second is stated to be

preserved in the museum of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. No
armour or other remains wei'e found. This remarkable relic consists of an

oval, shell-like cup of bronze, with an ornamental border of rude dragons

and snakes intertwined. On the reverse are remains of two projecting

pieces at one end, to which the acus probably was attached by a hinge, and
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fastcnocl by a catch at the other end. The face of it is most richly orna-

mented with perforated work, adorned with five projecting studs, and

minutely twisted silver wire. The central stud alone remains. This

curious piece of pierced work was attached to the face of the fibula, by

means of four sets of holes, formed in the principal portion of the ornament,

which in the side view is represented without its ornamental covering. The
large hole was caused by the pick-axe." The annexed representations of this

fibula are of the original size.

Fibulaj of tliis remarkable type have been found in the north of Europe.

Herr Worsaae has given a curious example in his " Diinemarks Vorzeit," a

work most valuable to the English archteologist, and of which a translation

by I\Ir. Thoms, with additional communications from the author, is now in

the press. The mode of fastening is there distinctly shewn.

A similar fibula is given in the Yetusta Monumenta, vol. ii. pi. xx., de-

scribed as " an oval brass ornament of chased work, somewhat like the

embossment of a horse-bit. It was found together with a brass pin and a

brass needle, one on each side of a skeleton, in the Isle of Sangay, between

the Isles of Uril and Harris, to the west of Scotland." It is also stated,

that " the fellow of it" was preserved in the British Museum. Another

was discovered in a tumulus in Lancashire, with a stone hammer, beads,

and various remains, according to an interesting communication, for which

we are indebted to Mr. Michael Jones, and which we hope to bring before

the notice of our readers. A pair of ornaments, verj- similar to that found

on the Leeming-lane, were discovered by Mr. Rendall, with a skeleton and

various remains, near Pier-o-Wall, Orkney, and are figured in the Journal

of the British Archreological Association, with a memoir by Mr. Crofton

CrokeriJ.

PERIOD OF GOTHIC ART.

The Rev. Edwin G. Jarvis, vicar of Hackthorn, near Lincoln, has com-

municated a note of a singular discovery recently made at Market Rasen, in

Lincolnshire. Mr. Haslam, in his curious memoir on the ancient Oratories

of Cornwall, and the holy wells frequently found adjacent to them, published

in a former volume of the Archaeological Journal, noticed the prevalent

custom, in former times, of dropping pins into these wells. He stated that

pins might be collected by the handful, especially at ancient wells reputed

as sacred, and that thousands of pins might be found at a spot near the way
to the oratory of St. Piran in the sands ; since it had been customary, ac-

cording to tradition, to drop one or two pins there, when a child was
baptized*^. Borlase also mentions the superstitious practices at the well of

St. Ma'ddern, near Penzance. " By dropping pins or pebbles into this foun-

tain (he observes), by shaking the ground round the fountain, or by con-

triving to raise bubbles from the bottom on certain days, when the moon is

at a pa'-ticular stage of increase or decrease, the secrets of this well are

^ Vol. ii. p. 331. <= Archacol. Journal, vol. ii. p. 233.

YOL. V. G e
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thus extorted." Brand mentions, in his History of Newcastle, the prevail-

ing custom of taking diseased children to Bedes' well, near that town, and

dropping a crooked pin into the well, previously to the sufferer being dipped*^.

This practice was retained as recently as the year 1740. In the Western

Islands of Scotland it was likewise customary, according to Martin, for the

sick to frequent certain wells reputed of medicinal virtue ; and, after some

superstitious observances, to leave a small offering upon the stone which

covered the well, such as a pin, needle, farthing, or the like.

During a late visit to Market Rasen, Mr. Jarvis found some workmen

engaged in deepening a mill-dam : they appeared to be at work about ten

feet below the natural bed of the stream, and in the course of the operation

threw out several ancient objects of various dates, an iron javelin head, two

single-edged daggers, part of a bridle-bit, some common " Abbey pieces,"

and a farthing of Charles II. There were also found hundreds of brass

pins, of various forms and sizes, some having ornamented heads, and mea-

suring about three inches in length. One of the workmen on being ques-

tioned said that there were " Spas"' in the neighbourhood ; thei'e are springs

at Kingerby, near Rasen, to which healing properties are attributed, and

these are familiarly termed " Spas :" Mr. Jarvis understood that there also

large numbers of pins were found. It is remarkable that the country

people, who scarcely appeared to notice the finding of so large a quantity

of pins in the mill-dam, should have connected the fact Avith the existence

of healing springs, an evidence, as it would seem, of some traditional recol-

lection of the obsolete usage to which allusion has been made.

An incised sepulchral memorial of considerable interest has been found

near the east end of the south aisle, in the church of Sudbury, Suffolk. It

is a slab of stone, measuring seven feet one inch, in length, by about two

feet four inches at the head, and two feet at the foot. The portraiture of a

lady is engraved upon it ; over her head appear portions of the design of a

foliated canopy, and an inscription runs round the margin of the slab. Its

existence had been entirely forgotten, it was found concealed by pews, and

the discovery is due to the Rev. Hugh Maclean, having been made by him

about two years since, during repairs and restorations in Sudbury church.

We regret, however, to learn that this interesting memorial has been again

concealed from view : we are indebted to Mr. Almack, of Long Melford,

for a notice of the discovery, accompanied by an accurate representation,

executed for Mr. Maclean, by Mr. A. F. Sprague, of Colchester. The in-

scription, in " Longobardic" capitals, may be read as follows,—^chi . gist.

SEIEVE . DE SE (iNI QV'INTIn),LE . FEMME . ROBERT . DE . (sEINt) . QV'INTIN .

KI TRESPASSA . EN . LAN . DE . GRACE. M . CCC (lE IOv) R . DE . SEINT .

GREGORY.—closing with a commendation, probably, to the prayers 'of the

faithful, but the last letters of the legend are almost effaced. This memo-
rial presents a singular feature, very rarely, if ever, to be found in monu-
mental portraitures in this country, namely that the head of the figure, as

also the hands, which are united upon the bosom accorduig to customary

'' History of Newcastle, vol. ii. ]>. 51.
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fashion in such designs, appear to have been engraved on separate pieces,

of a different material to the slab itself, and inlaid on its surface, a peculi-

arity in sepulchral slabs uot unfrequently to be noticed in the northern

parts of France. The matrices, or indents, intended to receive these in-

crustations, now alone remain in the example communicated by Mr. Almack
;

the material originally inlaid in them may have been brass, thus sparingly

used for the sake possibly of economy ; but we are informed by ^Ir. Maclean

that, according to his opinion, it Avas white marble, and both appear to have

been frequently used on the continent in tombs of tliis description.

This peculiarity, as also the general design of the figure, closely resem-

bling that of continental memorials, would appear to warrant the conjecture

that this slab was engraved by a French artificer. It is remarkable that a

family of French origin, named de St. Quintin, doubtless from the ancient

town of that name in the department of the Aisne, long celebrated for

manufactures of linen and other tissues, appear to have had commercial

transactions at Sudbury, in the times of Edward I., not very long before

the date which may be assigned to this tomb. This fact is ascertained by

the following record of an inquisition made at Sudbuiy, 3 Edw. I.

" Yillata de Subyr'. Inquisitio facta, . . . De hiis qui discordia durante

inter Regem et Comitissam Flandrie, contra inibicionem et defencionem

Regis defuncti, et Regis qui nunc est, duxerunt vel duci feccrunt lanas

aliquas ad partes transmarinas. Sec.

" Dicunt quod Johannes Bare, Johannes Bonewile, miles de Bonevile,

Thomas Knlvet, Johannes Knivet, Robertus de Sancto Quintino, et Johannes

de Sancto Quintino, Reginaldus Cokerel, et Noelus de Aubianis®, Johannes

Mulct, Johannes Bele, omnes mercatores Ambianenses, duxerunt et duci

fecerunt lanas ad partes transmarinas, quot saccos nesciunt, et per portum

Gypewic' illas duxerunt '."

There can be little doubt that Seieve was the wife or near relation of this

same Robert, the merchant of Amiens, thus called to account for transgress-

ing the severe enactments against exportation of wool, long and extensively

carried on in the eastern counties to the j^rejudice of English dealers. The
name Seieve is of uncommon occurrence in this country : it may be noticed

however in the Exeter Domesday, and twice amongst the inhabitants of

Winchester, named in the survey taken in the reign of Henry I. ^

Weever, in his account of St. Gregory's church, Sudburv, states that

" in the said church lie buried (as I have it in the notes of burials, from

William-le-Neve, York Herald) the bodies of . . . Henry, father of Robert

Saint Quintyn, Philip Saint Quintin," Sec."

The effigy of Seieve de Seint Quintin appears to be of the earlier part of

the folirteenth century. In its general design it bears much resemblance

to the sepulchral brasses representing Margaret, Lady de Camoys, A.D.

1310, atTrotton, Sussex, and Joan, Lady Cobham, A.D., 1320, atCobham,

Kent. She wears the same loosely fitting robe, with short sleeves reaching

c Sic. Probably the riglit reading is « Liber Wiiiton. fol. {*, b. and 18. b.

Anbianis, or Ambianis, Amiens. *' Fiinerall Monuments, p. 74 t.

' Rot. IIundr.,ii. p. 179.
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a little below the elbow, but she has also a mantle, which is wanting in the

other examples. A very small dog lies on her skirt, between her feet.

Mr. Charles Tucker has communicated the following notice of an in-

teresting portion of the ancient episcopal palace at Exeter, lately demo-

lished, and of the remains of a decorative pavement. The heraldic tiles

in question have been presented by him to the museum of the Institute.

" In pulling down parts of the ancient palace of the bishops at Exeter,

previously to the erection of the new edifice, the workmen found a floor of

decorative tiles (which had been partly concealed by a more modern wooden

one) in a chamber, formerly of some note and pretension, having a basement

story beneath, and a fine lofty carved oak roof, which had also been hid by

a modern plastered ceiling. The floor was formed with armorial decorative

tiles, arranged in compartments of fours, with a border of plain reddish-

brown tiles, surrounding every four. The tiles, of which three exhibit

armorial scutcheons, may be thus described : 1, a lion rampant, Poictou ? 2, a

lion rampant, within a bordure bezanty, a fleur-de-lys being placed above and

on each side of the scutcheon ; 3, three chevronels. On the fourth tile ap-

pears an eagle displayed, in a compartment formed with many cusps, the four

principal points bearing crowns : this ornament bears much resemblance to

the fan-shaped crest which surmounted both the basinet of the knight, and

the head of his charger, as shewn by seals and illuminations of the latter part

of the thirteenth century. Mr. Pitman 'Jones, of Exeter, made a communi-

cation on the subject to an officer of the Herald's College, and has for-

warded to me the following suggestions, as to the armorial bearings de-

corating these tiles. The first shield bears the arms of Poictou, and the

second those of the earl of Cornwall, Richard Plantagenet, second son of

King John, having, upon being created earl of Poictou and Cornwall, in

1225, adopted the arms of Poictou, viz., argent, a lion rampant gules,

crowned or, within a bordure of the ancient arms of Cornwall, viz., sable

bezanty. He was elected king of the Romans in 1256, and died in 1271.

All the bearings in question appear to refer personally to Edmund of

Almaine, earl of Cornwall, son and successor of Richard Plantagenet, second

son of King John. This Edmund intermarried with Margaret de Clare,

daughter of Richard, earl of Gloucester, whose arms, three chevronels,

occupy one of the shields. The device of an eagle, Avith the crown at

the four points of the bordure, appear to refer to the dignity of his father,

as king of the Romans, and I find that he bore on his seal the shield of his

arms placed on an eagle, or rather hanging from the beak of an eagle,

with the inscription: S Eadmundi de Alemannia, Comitis Cornubie>.

" If the above explanation of the bearings be correct, it will afford a clue

to the date of the Avork, and fix it about the close of the thirteenth cen-

tury. Richard, earl of Poictou and Cornwall, the king of the Romans,
espoused Sanchia of Provence, his second wife, mother of Edmund, in 12 13.

Margaret de Clare was divorced from Edmund, carl of Cornwall, in 1294,
and Ednunul himself died in 1300.

' Sandford's Genealogical History, p. 95.
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" In another part of the same floor, but not forming any part of the armo-

rial pattern, some tiles with a rich and very fine green glaze were found.

" The roof was constructed of oak with ornamental cross beams, and finely

carved bosses at the points of junction. These were brouglit to light on

removing a flat plastered ceiling, placed there apparently when the room

had been divided and converted into secondary offices. The bosses are of

extremely bold and excellent workmanship, one is formed by the figure of a

bishop with the mitre, amice, and chasuble ; another by that of a female in

a hood, both being surrounded by foliage. Two adjoining cross beams bore

the arms of Grandisson and Montacute, on separate shields. As Bishop

Grandisson's mother was of the Montacute family, it seems most probable

that the two heads are portraits of Bishop Grandisson and his mother.

There is red, black, and white paint, and gilding still remaining on these

bosses, a third of which is formed by a crouching hound, and three others

present masses of foliage only. The bosses are between 18 in. and 2 ft. in

diameter, formed of fine solid oak, and 12 in. thick, in admirable preserva-

tion. Bishop Grandisson was promoted to the see of Exeter in 1327, and

died in 1369. He had been a great contributor to the works of his cathe-

dral, and erected the west facade ; he doubtless contributed also to the

decoration of the adjoining palace."

Amongst the various places visited by the Archfeologists during their

late meeting at Lincoln, was the ancient church of Stow-in-Lindsey, the

mother church (according to local tradition) of the Minster of Lincoln.

The restoration of this highly interesting and decayed structure has subse-

quently been proposed, and we feel assured that many who shared in the

gratification derived from their recent visit to the spot, when the most

sceptical agreed in admitting the notion of its Saxon date, or to whom it is

known as a remarkable example of early architecture, will be desirous of

aiding so laudable an object. "We have been favoured by Sir Charles An-
derson, Bart., with the following brief notices of this very curious church.

" It is a large cruciform structure, without side aisles, its total length up-

wards of a hundi-ed feet, its transept eighty, and its width twenty-five t.

" The nave is early Xorman, with one tier of small windows, and, ex-

cepting the doorwa3-s and the western window, which are insertions, agrees

very accurately with the work of Kemigius the Norman (A.U. 1070— 1092)

at Lincoln, who is said to have re-edified Stow. The more enriched choir,

with the exception of the east window, is the work of Bishop Alexander,

A.D. 1123-1147.

" The transepts and piers of the original tower (for the present tower is

built upon late pointed arches springing within the circular ones) lay claim

to be for the most part of Saxon date. It is remarkable that the transept

walls are based on a singularly solid foundation, three feet at least below

the foundation of the nave ; as the original floor of the transept is three

feet below the floor of the nave, and the present floor of the transept,

k An interesting memoir on this church, clesiastical Architecture, by whose influ-
by the Rev. G.Atkinson, has been pub- cnce and efforts the extension of an intelli-

lished in the third Report of the Lincoln- gent taste has materially been promoted in
shire Society for the encouragement of Ec- that county.
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which has been accommodated to that of the nave, shewing the latter to be

of later construction. Long and short work exists in a doorway in the west

wall of the north transept, the threshold of which is level with the original

floor. Portions of long and short work remain in several windows of the

transept, and the piers of the old tower, if not the arches, are so peculiar

in their construction, and so entirely dissimilar to any Norman, still more

so to any pointed work, that they can hardly be assigned to any period but

one previous to the Conquest. They are also so large and substantial that

they may well be supposed to have been intended for some building not less

important than a cathedral church. Eadmer describes the old church at

Canterbury as " vetus ecclesia Romanorum opere facta;" St. Wilfrid, in

674, had learnt architecture at Rome before he began his works, and

many of his earliest structures are described as built after the Roman
manner. Now no language can better describe the base of the transepts

and piers at Stow, than to say that they are done " more Romano ;" and

the contrast they afford with the shallower foundation of the Norman nave

(clearly of early Norman) is the more significant and the more important

since the notion that Saxon buildings were small and unsubstantial has

gained many advocates.

" In corroboration of the opinions founded upon these architectural pecu-

liarities may be adduced the following historical evidence.

—

" It is Avell known that the district of Lindsey was under the superintend-

ance of a Saxon bishop, a see having been founded at Lindisse, or Sid-

nacester, about the year 678, which continued to be the residence of the

bishop till the great invasion of the Danes in 870, when the whole district

was ravaged, many monasteries burned, and as Simon of Durham says, they

Avintered in the town of Lindisse near to Torksig (now Torksey) the parish

which adjoins that of Stow. From this time we hear no more of Sidna-

cester or Lindisse, but we find Eadnoth, bishop of Dorchester, (to which

see that of Lindisse had been removed after the Danisli incursion,) building

a monastery at Stow, " the place," Sanctjc Marine locus ; and, as the prox-

imity of Stow to Torksey goes far to identify it with Lindisse, coupled as

it is with the disappearance of Lindisse, and the uprising of Stow as a

designation, Avhat would be more probable than that Eadnoth should be

led by old associations to the hallowed site of the old cathedral ? But, still

further, we have an authentic Saxon document concerning an endowment

of Stow by Earl Leofric and Gudgyfe his wife, A.D. 1052, during the

episcopate of Wulfsig, which says that Eadnoth and ^Eelfric," previously

bishops of Dorchester, still claimed and possessed episcopal property at

Stow. It also establishes the fact that this church was more than a mere

abbey, that it was a minster, in which the service was to be similar to that

of St. Paul's in London.
" It might be added that molten lead ^ has been found at the level of the old

transept floor, and a vitrified mass with charcoal sticking in it still remains

between one of the piers of the old tower and the transept wall, which, if

' A specimen of this molten lead was to tlie museum of the Institute, by Mr.
luesented, at the late Lincoln Meeting, Frischiiy, of that city.
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the church has never been burnt since the time of the Danes, proves that

that portion of the building is of anterior date ; but, if fire since the Con-

quest has injured the cluirch, the same proof exists that tliese walls must

have been built before : and, on the whole, it can hardly be doubted by the

most sceptical, that in this church of Stow we behold the remains of an

ancient Saxon cathedral. It is confidently hoped that not only the county

of Lincoln, but that the lovers of antiquity in general, will readily co-operate

in the restoration of this venerable monument of the piety of our fore-

fathers. Subscribers' names will be received by Mr. Drury, 312, High-

street, Lincoln."

The Earl Brownlow, Lord Lieutenant of the county, President of the

Archfcological Institute, has placed his name with a donation of fifty guineas,

on the list of contributors. The Central Committee of the Institute have

voted a contribution of ten pounds to this work of restoration, especially

interesting to the Society, in connexion with the cordial welcome they have

recently found during their congress in Lincolnshire.

In the notices of antiquities discovered by the Hon. R. C. Neville, in the

neighbourhood of Audley End, Essex, comprised in his interesting volume,

entitled " Sepulchra Exposita," some remains are described and figured,

namely, the upper part of a head-piece, a spur, and a spear or javelin-head.

They were found near the churchyard of Hildersham, Cambridgeshire, at

a spot supposed to have been the site of Hildersham castle, the dwelling-

iron rinj. BuppOBed to be the coronal of a lance, found at Hildersham

place, possibly, of the knight whose cross-legged effigy of oak is to be seen

in the church. With these objects was found a singular ring of iron, with

a serrated edge, supposed, as Mr. Neville observes, to have been a lamp,

but it scarcely seems adapted for such a purpose. By Mr. Neville's kind-

ness an acciu-ate drawing of this relic has been obtained, and, considering

the circumstances of its discovery, it has been conjectured that it may have

been the coronal of a tilting lance. We are not aware that any specimen

has been preserved in Armories, and have availed ourselves of Mr. Neville's

obliging communication, to lay the annexed representation before our

readers. The diameter of the lower side is 3| in., height If in., diameter

of the serrated side, about 4^ in. ; it is formed with two square perforations

opposite to each other, measuring about half an inch square, and appa-

rently intended to receive a bolt, or some means of attaching the ring to a
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lance or staff. The thickness of the iron is about three-eighths of an inch.

The coronal, or little crown, was used in tilting in lieu of a pointed head,

as less liable to pierce the armour, and inflict severe injury, whilst the in-

dented edge, which gave it a better hold upon the polished surface of the

armour, aided the jouster in unhorsing his opponent. The size of the ring

found at Hildersham has been thought too large for the purpose conjectured,

but the tilting shaft was often of very unwieldy dimensions. Sir John

Peche ran a course at the betrothal of the Princess Margaret to the King

of Scotland, A.D. 1502, with a great spear, twelve inches in compass : and

at the nuptials of the Princess Mary with Louis XII., the Count Galeas used

a square spear measuring five inches each side, at the head. The lance

attributed to Charles Brandon, in the Tower Armory, is of these huge

dimensions. The coronal is usually represented as formed with three or

four points only, as in the Triumjih of Maximilian, or the Tournament Book

of the Duke William of Bavaria, 1510, published at INIunich. The fashion

and number of points probably varied according to the size of the lance.

We have received the following remarks from a correspondent who signs

himself " Rusticus," relative to the difficult and interesting subject of low

side windows :

—

Among various tlieories or speculations about the use of the Low Side

Windows found in the chancels of many of our churches, which were enume-

rated in a late number of this Journal, there is one (the 5th) which supposes

them to have been used " To place a light in, to scare away evil spirits from

the churchyard."

I am not aware how far the remark " that the situation of these windows is

generally not convenient for such a purpose," would be borne out by an

induction sufficient to overthrow the theory, nor perhaps is it easy to say

why this or that place should be more or less convenient for such a pui"-

pose. That the lights should be, at whatever distance, before the altar,

would seem natural ; and that they should be near the ground, is not in-

consistent at least with the belief involved in this theory concerning them.

However, being wholly unacquainted with the subject, and being famihar

with a church where there are two of these low side windows very near the

ground, it may be worth while to state that the following note which I met

with accidentally in the commentary of Cornelius a Lapide on St. Luke
viii. 29, suggested a similar notion of their possible use, whilst a well-known

passage in Milton's Comus, came as it were by association to account for

their position. Speaking of the spirits mentioned in the Gospel, as haunt-

ing the tombs, C. a Lapide says, " From this and other passages it is clear

that there are many evil spirits not in hell, but which haunt this upper air,

the earth, water, mountains, caverns, woods, and deserts, and that, even till

the day of judgment, to tempt men." (Here reference is made to Isaiah xiii.

and xxxiv.) " So," he continues, " St. Athanasius in the life of St. Antony,

and St. Augustine in the eleventh book, De civitate Dei, c. 33, Hence, the

pious custom of the Church that the faithful should be buried in cemeteries,

and holy places, blessed by the bishop ; in order that by this act of bless-

ing, evil spirits may be kept away from these places, and the faithful
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may pray on the spot for tliose who are there buried. In this way the

phantoms and apparitions of evil spirits are driven away, as the Atrebati,

grave and practical men, told me in Belgium. For as I was passing through

a churchyard I saw a number of lighted candles burning there, and very

many persons praying on the spot. On enquiring the reason I was informed

that frightful spectres were wont to appear there by night, but that since

the use of lights and prayers for the departed they had disappeared."

I am too little acquainted with the subject to attach any weight to this

speculation, especially as regards this country. I only mention it as coin-

ciding with what I was before ignorant of, the theory mentioned as above,

and shall be forgiven for adding the remarkable lines of the " Comus," ex-

pressive of a kindred belief, about ghosts and disembodied spirits, which

comes to my recollection in connection with the thought of prayers uttered

and light shed over graves :

" Such are those thick and gloomy shadows damp,
Oft seen by charnel-vaults and sepulchres,

Lingering and sitting by a new made grave,

As loth to leave the body that it loved."—Comus, lin. 470.

We have received from the Rev. Arthur Hussey the following note to

the i)aper " On the city of Anderida or Andredesceaster," in the Archaeo-

logical Journal for September, 1847, vol. iv. p. 203.

"It is a matter of regret, that the statement respecting the name ' Ariidred' as

applied to a farm near Newenden was (note d, p. 208) inadvertently attributed

to the Rev. B. Post; whereas he, on the contrary, had detected the original error,

which a])pears in a letter signed A. J. K. in the Gentleman's Magazine for April,

1843, (p. 370,,) wherein the authority of the Ordnance Map of Kent is allegecl for

the appellation ' Arndred.' I regret overlooking the fact, that Mr. Post, in the

article I was consulting, Gent's Mag. for December, 1844, p. 580, notices the

above assertion oidy to correct it, declaring the name given in the Map to be
really 'Arnden orHarnden,' in agreement with my own knowledge of the locality.

" \\"\\.\i reference to my remark, p. 207, on the absence, first, of ' stones likely to

have belonged to Losenham priory,' and secondly, of Roman remains in that

vicinity, Mr. Post informs me that he has a fragment 'of figured pavement,'

which he procured at Losenham ; and that Roman coins are not unfrequently

discovered in the neighbouihood of Newenden. My observation, with respect to

the first particular, was intended to ajtply solely to building stones, paving tiles

not having been sought for ; and with regard to the latter I certainly was not

aware, till Mr. Post assured me of it, that ' a considerable collection' of Roman
coins is possessed by an individual near Newenden. I finally removed from that

part of Kent in the autumn of 1831.
" I leave the advocates of Newenden, as the site of Anderida, to make what ad-

vantage they can of the above fact, being mysell' persuaded, that the exhumation of

an indefinite quantity of such coins throughout the district in cpiestion is not per se,

sufficient evidence for believing the existence of an important Roman city within

that district, still less for pronouncing the city to have been Andredesceaster."

The Annual Meeting of the Archa?ological Institute for the year 1849
has been fixed to be held at Salisbury. The Lord Bishop of Salishuiy has
consented to be Patron -of the Meeting, and the Right Hon. Sidney Herbert,
M.P., will be President on the occasion.

The monthly meetings of the members of the Institute will recommence
on Friday, Nov. 3, at 25, Great George-street, at four o'clock, and be con-
tinued, on the first Friday in each month, until June.

VOL. v.
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Examples of Decorative Tiles, sometimes termed Encaustic, engraved

in fac-simile, chiefly in their original size ; with introductory remarks by

John Gough Nichols, F.S.A. London, 1845, 4to.

Patterns of Inlaid Tiles, from Churches in the Diocese of Oxford,

drawn and engraved by W. A. Church. Wallingford, J. G. Payne,

1845, 4to.

Ancient Irish Pavement Tiles, existing in St. Patrick's Cathedral,

&c. : with introductory remarks by Thomas Oldham, Esq., F.G.S.,

Dublin, 4to.

The remains of decorative pavements, formed of baked clay, extensively

used in former times in sacred structures and in the dwellings of our an-

cestors, have recently been investigated with considerable attention. Re-

garded as vestiges of a most ingenious and effective process of fabrica-

tion, in connexion with the neglected subject of the fictile manufactures of

the middle ages ; viewed as objects of antiquarian interest, supplying fre-

quently valuable information regarding heraldry, the descent of property

and endowment of religious foundations, or merely as pleasing adaptations

of ornament, available for many practical purposes in our own days, the

decorative tiles, found in abundant variety in Great Britain, claim alike the

notice both of the architect and the antiquary. These remains have, indeed,-

found increasing estimation in consequence of the successful revival of the

manufacture of tile-pavements in later times, under the influence of a re-

newed taste for ecclesiastical architecture and decorations, strictly in accord-

ance with tlie best medieval examples.

The attention of the curious, even in the last century, was occasionally

arrested by the singular devices, the heraldic bearings or inscriptions pre-

sented by these ingenious productions of fictile art. Thoresby had admitted

into his museum certain ornamental tiles found at Fountains abbey : the

learned Ducarel called the notice of antiquaries to the interest of the armo-

rial pavement in the palace of the dukes of Normandy, at Caen. Dalla-

way, Carter, Fowler, Lysons, and other authors, endeavoured to reclaim

these relics from unmerited neglect, and the researches of later antiquaries

have brought before us a great variety of interesting examples, ranging

from the thirteenth or fourteenth century to the Reformation. The series

produced by Mr. John Gough Nichols, with the accompanying memoir,

comprising the results of his extended and careful researches, has supplied
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examples of a great variety of remains of this nature, existing in England.

The specimens which have occurred in cathedral or abbey churches in

Ireland, have formed the subject of an interesting memoir by Mr. Oldham,

well deserving of the attention of all who are interested in such branches

of antiquarian research. During the past year only, as far as we are aware,

have any decorative tiles been noticed in Scotland ; and we owe to Mr.

Cosmo Innes the knowledge of certain curious examples from the ancient

priory church of North Berwick, represented in the volume of documents

relating to that monastery, presented to the Bannatyne Club. A collection

of beautiful examples from the churches of the diocese of Oxford have been

successfully reproduced, in the colours of the original tiles, by the late INIr.W.
Church, of Wallingford ; and a profusion of other remains of tliese pleasing

decorations have been given in the Gentleman's Magazine, and many topo-

graphical or architectural publications. Whilst therefore, no public collec-

tion of specimens as yet exists, to illustrate the progress of the manufac-

ture or the characteristic varieties of design, at various periods, the works

to which we have alluded afford a mass of curious and useful information.

The decorative pavements of the middle ages, traced in their connexion

with the mosaics of Roman times, the brilliant oprts Alexandrimim, and

gold-grounded mosaics of a later period, or compared with other decora-

tions accessory to architecture, would form the subject of a memoir of con-

siderable interest, far beyond the limits of our present purpose. The
principles of general arrangement, the combination either of geometrical

designs, or of flowing ornament disposed in a kind of diapered work, on a

large scale, analogous to that exhibited by ancient heraldic blazonry, de-

serve closer attention than has hitherto been bestowed \ipon the subject.

The minor details are correctly understood, but scarcely has any attempt

been made to define the rules and conventional principles, by which general

arrangement was produced, so as to preserve harmony with the other

decorations or features of the structure ; many valuable examples of arrange-

ment exist in England, and we hope that at no distant time they may be
collected, and classified in accordance with the distinctive character of each

successive period. Such a work, although inferior in interest and beauty to

the exquisite reproductions of the geometrical mosaics of the middle ages,

displayed by j\Ir. Digby Wyatt^, from the striking examples existing in

Italy, might, we feel convinced, form a publication not less practically use-

ful in the present times of church-restoration and church-building, than

acceptable to the antiquarian enquirer.

The pavements of our own country were necessarily of a more homely
description ; the materials available for their formation and the mechani-

cal process employed were of the most simple kind. It may, however, well

excite surprise to notice the pleasing and effective results produced in many

a Specimens of the Geometrical IVIosaic saics of Italy and Sicily, printed in gold
of the middle ages, with a brief Historical and colours. Folio. Published by Messrs.
Notice of the Art : by Mr. Digby Wyatt, Day.
will) plates representing tiie medieval mo-
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instances by simple combination of red and white clays, as also the pre-

cision with which the designs were expressed by means of this ingeni-

ous expedient of medieval art. The varieties of design exhibited by these

tiles are endless ; in the publications, to which it is our present object to

invite attention, many of the most striking specimens will be found ; we

regret that the dimensions of these fac-similes, which are given for the

most part of the full size of the originals, preclude the possibility of our

offering any here for the inspection of our readers : we have endeavoured

to supply the deficiency by placing before them reduced representations of a

number of very interesting decorative tiles hitherto unpublished, existing

in Christ Church cathedral, Oxford. To these we have been enabled to

add, by the kindness of Mr. John Gough Nichols, several reduced fac-

similes of tiles of the fifteenth century.

We are indebted to Mr. John Gough Nichols for the first attempt to give

a Series of medieval tiles, used in England ; his publication materially con-

tributed to call attention to the appropriate and beautiful character of pave-

ments of this description, as decorations accessory to architecture, and to aid

the selection of good models for modern use. This publication includes

many interesting heraldic tiles and personal devices, memorials mostly of

benefactors to the fabric which they adorned ; such, for example, as the

Stafford knot issuing from the nave, of a wheel, and the swan of the

Bohuns, here represented.

Armorial subjects seem singularly suited for the enrichment of pave-

ments of this description, and they are of frequent occurrence. A very

good example of the combination of the bearings of husband and wife,

the single and impaled coats alternating, is supplied by a tile from Great

Malvern, given by Mr. Nichols, charged with the bearing of the Bracys, of

Madresfield, who contributed to the rebuilding of the abbey church. It

is the quarter of an elegant compartment of four.

The most singular application, however, of fictile ornament, recorded by

Mr. Nichols, is the use of tiles in place of panelled wood, to cover and

decorate the lower part of the walls of the choir of a church, or any por-

tion of the structure where stall-work or carved wainscot was customarily'

introduced. Our thanks are due to him for enabling us here to lay before

our readers reduced fac-similes of these curious tiles : they are given of

the full size of the originals in his work, to which we must refer for a

description. Each tile measures 8| in. by 6^ in., the set forming a design

resembling stall-work, three feet and a half in length. We are not aware

that any similar application of terra-cotta had been noticed in England or

continental countries. These examples are from Great Malvern.- The

dimensions of our page will not allow of the entire set being here given

in their proper order : the tile forming the base is ornamented with the

symbol of the pelican, the uppermost tile is dated 36 Hen. VI. (1457-8.)

In connexion with these illustrations of tile pavements, Mr. Nichols

notices a very curious ornamental pavement at Canterbury cathedral

formed of circular slabs, sculptured with designs in low relief, the excised
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DECORATIVE TILES. OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTOET. GREAT MALVERN ABBEY CHOECH

ij^wer puruuu ut loe :

Small set of five WallTilcb, dated 36 Henry VI.. H07-8
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parts being filled up with a dark coloured cement. We are not aware

that any work of this kind has been found elsewhere in England : it is

however analogous to that of incised sepulchral slabs, on which coloured

cements were unquestionably introduced in a similar manner, although

the injuries of time have left us no perfect example. The subjects here

presented are from Canterbury, and represent one of the favourite repre-

sentations of the Virtues dominant over Vices, with one of a set of the

operations of husbandry.

The collection formed by Mr. Church, and published by Mr. Payne of

Wallingford, exhibit some curious designs, found at Wallingford castle, or

in various churches in Berkshire, and Oxfordshire. The representations

in this pleasing monograph of a district, highly interesting to the archi-

tectural student, are beautifully printed in colours, as are also the wood-

cuts in Mr. Nichols* work, which materially enhances their effect''.

The tiles discovered by Mr. Oldham in St. Patrick's cathedral, Dublin,

and amongst the ruins of several Irish abbeys, have mostly a peculiar

character, and possess great elegance of design. They bear a much closer

resemblance to examples existing in Germany, at Bebenhausen, for ex-

ample, in Swabia*^, and to some vestiges of decorative pavements in Nor-

mandy, than can be traced amongst the numerous varieties found in

England. We are inclined to assign several of them to the artificers of

Flanders, whence, as proved by many records, paving tiles were exten-

sively imported, even at an early period. In the Introductory remarks

given by Mr. Oldham, comprising some very interesting general infor-

mation on the subject, we learn that amongst the Irish specimens occur

many with impressed designs, and sometimes with designs in relief

as well as those of the more ordinary kind, where the impression is filled

up with clay of a different colour. These varieties occasionally may be

noticed in our own country, proving that several modes of fabrication were

in use, and regarding these much remains to be explained by careful ex-

amination. Some persons have thought that these pavements were pro-

duced exclusively by ecclesiastics, and for the purpose of sacred decoration :

it is remarkable, certainly, that the earlier examples mostly occur, if not

exclusively, in or near churches, and private oratories in castellated or do-

mestic edifices. We are indebted to ^Mr. Oldham for the notice of a singular

passage in the statutes of a Cistercian chapter, in Normandy, relating ap-

parently to pavements of this description, fabricated by a monk of Beaubec,

who wds thenceforth forbidden to work for any but persons of that order.

This occurred in the year 1210, and is a curious proof of the estimation in

which this ingenious fictile art was held at that time. The Cistercian had

'' The blue and yellow -tile from Dor- to know whether this blue were an en-

chester church, given by ^Ir. Payne, is amelled colour, or merely a glaze, acci-

unique, if the bright colour of the field be dentally coloured in the kiln,

correct. We regret that these interesting c See the " Bakstcinpliittchen" repre-

woodcuts are not accompanied by descrip- scntcd in the account of the Kloster Beben-
tions. It would have been very desirable hauscn, by lleinr. Graf, Tubingen, 1S'2S.
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incurred blame, it seems, by designing pavements, " quae levitatem et

curiositatem prfeferunt," exhibiting some unbecoming selection of orna-

ment, resembling, possibly, the grotesque subjects, occasionally obscene

or indecorous, frequently found in cathedral or abbey churches. It is ob-

vious that he had attained no ordinary skill in works of this nature, and it

is remarkable that although few vestiges of such pavements have escaped

the decay of time and the ravages of the revolution, evidences are pre-

served, shewing the perfection and elaborate character of the fictile pave-

ments which formerly enriched the abbey churches of Normandy. The
limits of the present notice will not permit us to enter fully upon this sub-

ject, to which we hope to advert on a future occasion. The curious cita-

tion, however, given by Mr. Oldham regarding Beaubec, reminds us of the

very remarkable pavement of the chapter-house at Jumieges, one of the

most celebrated Benedictine abbeys, of which order the Cistercian was a

branch. The building, and every trace of these decorations have perished,

but a series of drawings have been preserved in the collections formed by

Monsieur de Gaignieres, about the year 1700, exhibiting the tombs of the

abbots of that monastery, described as tornbes de quarreaux, forming the

pavement of the chapitre, and arranged side by side in several rows"^. The

sketches are tinted, and shew that the figures were partly coloured ; in the

example here given, the chasuble is red, the orfrays and maniple yellow,

with blue ornaments. It is singular that the figure itself is represented as

of one piece, not, like the pavement in Prior Crauden's chapel at Ely,

of several portions cut out and united, as are the parts of a painted win-

dow. The joints of the tiles are only seen in the surrounding parts of the

tomb. Unfortunately, there are now no means of ascertaining the peculiar

construction of these tornbes de quarreaux ; it might be conjectured that

the figure was of stone, incised and painted, or of some other material, pre-

senting a flat surface and surrounded by tiles, but this seems improbable.

These curious tombs appear to have been executed at one period,

probably when the pavement of the chapter house required to be renewed.

Abbot Roger, first of the name, died, A.D. 1177. The abbots comme-

morated are those who presided at Jumieges, during the twelfth and earlier

part of the thirteenth century ; all the tombs appear to be the work of the

latter period. We have the more readily presented this curious example

to the readers of the Journal, as one amongst various fictile tombs which

existed on the continent, because it has been stated recently, that remains

of sepulchral memorials formed of tiles exist in our own country. If this

be the case, it is hoped that this notice may draw forth further information

on this subject.

<i Eglises de Nonnandie, vol. ii. pp. 3G of tombs of tiles, one representing a knight
—46. This curious assemblage of draw- in mail, is tlicrc given, from Fontenay, and
ings is preserved in Cough's Collections, is noticed by De Caumont, Bulletin Monu-
iii the Bodleian Library. Another example mental, August, 1848.
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AxTiQUA ExPLonATA, being the result of excavations made by the Hon.

R. C. Neville, in and about the Roman station at Chesterford, &;c. 1847.

Skpuxchra Exposita, or an account of the opening of barrows, with re-

marks upon antiquities discovered near Audley End, Essex. By the

Hon. R. C. Neville, F.S.A. Saffron Walden, G. Youngman. 1848. 8vo.

The pursuit of archceological investigation must receive a considerable

impulse from exertions such as are recorded by the noble author of the

volumes to which we would invite the attention of our readers. Having
adopted the study of antiquity as a means of alleviating the pains and

tedium of severe illness, Mr. Neville has brought to its aid the accomplish-

ments of a cultivated mind, and with returning health and strength has

pursued his interesting labours in the field of archaeology', plying the spade

and mattock with most laudable zeal and good success. We heartily wish

that more of our young nobility, wlio have ample leisure and means at their

command, would follow in the steps of Mr. Neville, and by giving some

of their attention to the history of their estates and neighbourhood, either

topographically or archseologically, add their contribution to the great story

of their country. The cases, however, in which the taste for the study, with

ample means to pursue it, are united, occur but seldom, and we are there-

fore disposed to speak strongly in praise of such instances, when they fall

under our notice.

The locale of Audley End is one well calculated to incite an enquiring

mind to the study of antiquity, being surrounded, almost on all sides, by

sites of no ordinary interest to the archaeologist, and vestiges of the succes-

sive occupants from primeval to Norman times.

The " Antiqua Explorata" treats of these in a most agreeable manner,

and although the author modestly insinuates in the preface to his " Sepul-

chra Exposita" that the dryness of the subject had rendered him doubtful

of the success of his first volume, we are glad to find that his experience

has taught him otherwise, and that he has been induced to produce his

second series of antiquarian memorials. It is by the careful noting down
of every fact connected with excavations and disinterments, such as are

there described, by the cautious examination of the several remains dis-

covered, and their comparison with those brought to light by similar re-

searches in this and other countries, that we are enabled by degrees to form

just conclusions as to the manners, habits of life, manufi\ctures, and occupa-

tions during the remote periods of our history, to which they relate.

We cannot applaud too highly the careful tone of both these volumes,

the anxiety not to assume any point without sufficient evidence, and the

desire to describe each discovery with minute correctness.

We are enabled, by Mr. Neville's kindness, to lay before our readers a
few of the interesting subjects represented in these volumes, engraved, as

we believe, from faithful drawings by Mr. J. M. Youngman.
Amongst the curious vestiges of Roman occupation found at Chesterford,
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some remarkable objects of terra-cotta deserve especial notice, one of them

apparently a thuribuhim, or vase for burning perfume, of singular form,

strikingly resembling that of some early baptismal fonts in England ; it

might be conjectured that their design had been copied from some such pro-

totype. The height of this curious little vessel is about four inches. The
"Borough Field" at Chesterford, the supposed site of Iceanum, had long

been celebrated for discoveries of ancient remains, including ornaments of

gold of great value. Mr. Neville has not had the fortune to disinter objects

of this precious nature, but his collection is rich in Jictilia, bronzes, imple-

ments and various interesting relics of Roman date. The bronze armilla

and volsellcB, with the ear-pick ajipended, as here shewn, are from Chester-

ford. In excavations prosecuted by Mr. Neville, near Hadstock, a flute,

formed of two pieces of bone, was found with Roman coins, remains of

tessellated pavement, " Samian " ware, &c. We believe that such a musical

instrument is an object of unusual rarity in this country.

Mr. Neville's second publication relates chiefly to discoveries made in

tumuli. He records a fresh and remarkable instance of the deposit of a

large quantity of bronze celts and spear-heads, at Elmdon, with lumps of

fused metal, giving rise to the conjecture that these curious implements had

been in course of manufacture at that spot. The thuribulum, here repre-

sented, was found with cinerary urns in a barrow near Royston : it is per-

forated at irregular intervals all around : vessels of this type are very un-

common, one only, resembling this, has been found in Wiltshire. Mr.

Neville notices an interesting discovery of Roman remains at Arkesden,

in Essex, comprising specimens of Samian and other antique wares, and

a most curious terra-cotta flgure, three inches high, apparently symbolical

of plenty or fecundity, representing a female holding an infant in each

hand. It was possibly an ex voto ; De Caumont has engraved a similar

figure, found in France, and the symbol appears on the reverses of Roman
coins. During the winter months of last year Mr. Neville prosecuted his

research at the " Borough Field" with much success : about the same

time a memorable discovery of Roman coins was made during railway

excavations ; in the bronze patella, or strainer, here figured, were found

coins : a skeleton lay near this deposit, with an urn, containing several

First brass coins of Trajan.

The remains of a later age, described and represented in Mr. Neville's

work, portions of armour disinterred near Hildersham castle, have been

previously noticed in our "Archaeological Intelligence^." The plan of a

Roman villa, with a tessellated pavement, and vestiges of a structure of

considerable importance, form an interesting feature of the " Sepulchra Ex-
posita."

We understand that of late Mr. Neville has been again most indus-

triously and successfully occupied in the disentombment of another Roman
villa at Chesterford, and we hope that he will renew also his literary la-

bours, and record with the like accuracy and intelligence the results of his

researches.

* See page 227 of tliis volume.
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Description of the Roman Theatre at Verulam. By R. Grove

Lowe, Esq. Published for the St. Alban's Architectural Society, G.

Bell, Fleet Street. 1848. 8vo.

It is gratifying to bear testimony to the increasing advantages which

accrue from the establishment of Local Archajological Societies, in various

parts of our country. The intelligent desire to comprehend and to pre-

serve the structures and vestiges of ancient times has rapidly progressed,

in late times : the investigation of forgotten sites daily brings to light

abundant evidences, and we may hope, that ere long, the obscurity,

in which the history of the earlier periods is involved, may be satisfactorily

dispersed. The desire for Government interference, in the conservation of

national monuments, has often been expressed; but, much as it might be

wished that a salutary influence were exerted by the State, and encourage-

ment freely afforded to the prosecution of research into British antiqui-

ties, many are the cases in which an intelligent Local Association may
prove far more effective than any system of legislative control.

We see with satisfaction the readiness on the part of such Local Socie-

ties, as shewn in the little work before us, not merely to investigate, but

to record the results, for general benefit. It is rarely that so valuable

a prize repays the quest of the archaeologist, as that which is due to the

sagacity of Mr. Lowe. We are indebted to that gentleman both for the

first discovery, and for an agreeable description, to which we would in-

vite the attention of our readers. Various spots are known in England,

adapted apparently for those public games, in which the Romans took so

much delight ; we believe, however, that no site of any regular structure,

resembling the remains found at Verulam, had been previously brought to

light. These important vestiges of the grandeur of that ancient jMunici-

jiium, detected casually by Mr. Lowe, have been fully investigated, by
the permission of the earl of Verulam, and through the instrumentality of

the St. Alban's Society, of which he is the President. This interesting

work was duly appreciated by other Societies, engaged in the prosecution

of antiquarian research, who readily offered their aid ; and a contribution

of five pounds was voted by the Central Committee of the Institute to so

good an object. The results of the subsequent discaveries have been

recorded by Mr. Lowe, in this memoir, read at a meeting of the St. Alban's

Society, in April last ; he has given a ground-plan and section of the

building, with plans of ancient theatres, Greek and Roman, for the pur-

pose of comparison. His remarks will be read with much interest : the

detailed account of the peculiarities of construction shews the care and

ability of the writer in the important task of watching the progress of an

investigation, and preserving a faithful narration. We rejoice to perceive

that a Society of such hopeful promise, and established under such gocd

auspices, as the Architectural Society of St. Alban's, bids fair, by taking a

more extended scope than ecclesiology alone afibrds, to acquire an archae-

YOL. V
] i
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ological reputation worthy of the ancient name of Verulam. We hope

that Mr. Lowe will prosecute with fresh energy and success the labours

Avhich have added so important a fact to the memorials of Roman occu-

pation in Great Britain.

Descriptive Notices of some of the Ancient Parochial and
Collegiate Churches of Scotland. With illustrations on wood

by Jewitt. 8vo., Edinburgh, A. Lendrum and Co. London and

Oxford, John Henry Parker.

We received this work with much pleasure, accompanied by an offer of

the use of any of the woodcuts, which are really beautiful, and the typogra-

phy excellent. At first sight we hailed its appearance with satisfaction as

a fitting companion to the Architectural Topography of England, publishing

under the auspices of our Committee. It is with great regret that we

find ourselves compelled to say that our expectations are not realized, the

work does not come up to what we had anticipated from it. A good short

and popular account of the churches of Scotland is a work much wanted.

Notwithstanding the barbarous manner in which they have been treated by

the zealous but ignorant fanatics of the sixteenth century, and the still

greater injury caused by subsequent neglect, enough yet remains to be

worth preserving, and to be highly valuable to those whose education is

sufficiently advanced to enable them to appreciate these relics of the former

greatness and piety of their ancestors. The great thing necessary for this

object is a work which can be understood by the people, and is calculated

to make them feel an interest in the preservation of what stiU remains. We
trust Mr. Billing's work will do much to effect this object, but assuredly

the present writer will do very little. His descriptions are verbose and

scarcely intelligible without the aid of engravings, which though excellent

as far as they go, are too scanty in number to be of much assistance. The

work is encumbered by hard words to excess, and presents all the specula-

tions and conceits of the Ecclesiological School. One half the churches are

described as S , and the orientation is duly described in all, occupy-

ing space that might well have been better employed. It appears to us that

a theory of orientation might with equal jorobability be based upon the

age of the moon at the time the foundations Avere laid, as upon the time of

the sun's rising on the day of the saint after whom it was named, which in

many cases could not be known until it was finished.

Whoever has looked down on the city of Caen from the hills surrounding

it, must have observed that the two great abbey churches of St. Stephen

and the Holy Trinity stand nearly at right angles to each other, and that

St. Peter's and other parish churches follow the line of the streets in which

they stand. The latter observation applies equally to other cities, in Eng-

land as much as abroad, any person who has been at the pains of observing

with the compass the orientation of a score or two of churches in England,

whether in towns or in the country, must be satisfied that no general theory
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can account for the endless variations ; and as lialf-a-dozen St. Stephen's

or St. Peter's will each have a different orientation, tlie saint can have

nothint,' to do with it. A little further observation will convince him that

the locality, the nature of the soil, and situation, had much more influence

than any other cause. So that the general direction was eastwards, no
matter how many points to the north or south, the builders appear to have
been satisfied. The author of this work, and many others, are to be pitied

for havini^ been led into the waste of much valuable labour and research,

which if properly directed might have added considerably to our stock of

knowledge in a field which is quite wide enough in itself to aflford ample
room for the most active and the most energetic.

A more lamentable instance of the mischief which must arise from the intro-

duction of the fancies of the Ecclesiologists into use, than is presented by this

book, it would be difficult to point out. Much credit is due to the author for

the labour he has bestowed upon it, and if he had exerted a little more of the

usual shrewdness and common sense of his countrymen, he would have sup-

plied a useful hand-bonk for travellers interested in architecture, and have

helped to stir up the spirit of those who have the control of the fabrics. But
a great part of his book k rendered quite unintelligible to the mass of readers,

and almost equally so to those who are really famihar with the subject. It is

notorious that the architecture of Scotland bears more resemblance to that of

France at the same periods, than to that of England, and the first requisite for

a writer on the architecture of Scotland was to make himself familiar with that

of France by personal examination on an extensive scale. Yet we should

say, judging from the book, that the author has never been in France, and

knows nothing whatever of the medieval buildings of that country. He has

chosen to adopt the new-fashioned nomenclature of "First, Middle, and

Third-Pointed," and most fatal confusion is the result. He forgets that

the Perpendicular, or " Third-Pointed" of England, and the Flamboyant, or

"Third-Pointed" of France, are two very different styles, and he gives us

no clue whatever as to which he means in describing the "Third-Pointed"

of Scotland. But worse than this, he evidently does not know the difference

between the Decorated, or "Middle-Pointed" of England, and the Flam-

boyant, or "Third-Pointed" of France, and as far as we can judge by his de-

scriptions and his engravings, the whole of that class of buildings which he

has described as " Middle-Pointed" do really belong to the Flamboyant

style. Assuredly neither the doorway at Bothwell nor the font at Inver-

keithing belong to the Decorated style, though described here as specimens

of " Mid'dle-Pointed
;

" they are Flamboyant work, or bear a much closer

resemblance to that style than to any other ; the same may be said of the

pillar and base of St. Giles's, Edinburgh.

In the Introduction the author states that from whatever cause, " the

practice of church building was in a state of entire suspension" during the

whole of the fourteenth century.

" With regard to parochial churches. If along with the inferences to be

drawn from historical events, it can be shewn that in other parts of the
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country no Gothic structures exist in anywise differing materially from

those of the Midland Counties, thei'e would seem to be just grounds for

believing that the progress of ecclesiastical architecture in Scotland received

a sudden and irrecoverable check about the end of the thirteenth century.

Whether it was that the profuse zeal of David the First and his immediate

successors had already sufBciently stocked the country with religious esta-

blishments, or that the distractions and impoverishment occasioned by the

war with England, and the prolonged contest between the families of Bruce

and Baliol for the crown, put a stop to the cultivation of every peaceful art,

is uncertain ; but it is beyond doubt that the practice of church building

was in all but a state of entire suspension during the whole of the period

that elapsed between the accession of John Baliol in 1293, and the death of

Robert the Third in 1406.

" By reference to Spottiswoode's list of Religious Houses, and other

authentic sources, it will be seen that nearly the whole of the collegiate

churches, although in sti/le belonging to the Middle-Pointed period,, were

not erected until about the middle of the fifteenth century, and there appears

to be no reason for supposing that the Middle-Pointed portions which are

appended to the original work of the cathedrals and monasteries are of much
earlier date. An examination also of other churches and chapels, seemingly

of parochial origin, that are to be met with here and there, either nearly

entire or in a state of ruin, will assist in bearing out the view here taken.

Among them only two styles are to be found, Norman and Middle -Pointed,

the former generally of advanced character, but at same time remarkably

consistent and jiure ; while on the other hand, the latter presents so many
anomalous combinations of form, accompanied too, not unfrequently, with

such feebleness and tenuity of expression as can scarcely fail to suggest not

only an absence of chronological agreement, but a falling away into those

vague and depreciated conceptions of artistic design which characterized the

general decline of Church Architecture throughout the whole of Britain a

little anterior to the epoch of the Reformation."

Notwithstanding the frequent mention of the " Middle-Pointed style," if

by this name we are to understand the style which prevailed in the fourteenth

century, usually called the Decorated style, it does not appear that any of

the buildings here described really belong to that style at all. In other

parts of the work the author does not seem to distinguish the frequent

patching, and the use of old materials, such as doorways and windows, in

rebuilding a church, which constantly prevailed at all periods, and is always

puzzling to beginners.

The author has described only thirty-four churches, and with almost un-

intelligible descriptions of these he has filled a volume of respectable dimen-

sions. The omissions strike us as remarkable in an account of the churches

of Scotland ; no mention is' found of Melrose abbey church, or Glasgow

cathedral, or Stirling church, or Jedburgh abbey, or Holyrood chapel.

The same number of pages might very well have included all the remains

Avorth noticing in Scotland, whether churches, cathedrals, or castles, and
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the descriptions would have been all the more intelligible for being thus

shortened. For instance, the description of Roslin chapel occupies thir-

teen pages, in which it is described as an example of " INIiddlc-Pointed,"

built in 1466 ; and after wading through this long description we ask our-

selves in vain what information we have gained, or can carry away from

this elaborate description. If the new-fashioned nomenclatui'e is to be in-

troduced and used in the manner exemplified in this work, the sooner all

attempts at architectural description are suppressed, the better ; they can

only tend to mislead or to make such utter confusion as to be worse than

useless.

AucH.uoLOGiA HiBERNicA. A Hand-book of Irish Antiquities, Pagan

and Christian : especially of such as are easy of access from the Irish

Metropolis. By William F. Wakeman. With numerous illustrations.

Dublin, James M'Glashan, 21 D'Olier-street ; William S. Orr and Co.

147 Strand, London, 1848.

The elaborate work of Mr. Petrie is necessarily confined to comparatively

a small number of persons by its bulk and expense ; a " Hand-book of Irish

Antiquities" for the people was therefore a desideratum which has been

admirably supplied by the present volume ; nothing better could be de-

sired, the work is well compiled and well arranged, the woodcuts are very

numerous and beautifully executed, the printing excellent, and the price

moderate. It offers quite an inducement for an English antiquary to visit

Dublin for the sake of making use of this manual. The five first chapters

treat of the pagan antiquities, cromlechs, pillar stones, sepulchral mounds,

cairns, &c., raths or duns, and stone circles. These do not differ materially

from the primeval antiquities of other countries, and as it is difficult to

notice every thing in such a comprehensive treatise, we pass on at once

to the early Christian antiquities ; the first are the oratories, a very re-

markable class of structures, the remaining examples of which are almost

confined to a particular district of the south-western part of Munster. " A
fine and hitherto unnoticed example occurs upon the rock called Bishop's

Island, near Kilkee, upon the coast of Clare : it measures in circumference

115 feet. The exterior face of the wall, at four different heights, recedes

to the depth of about one foot, a peculiarity not found in any other struc-

ture of the kind, and which was probably introduced with the view of

lessening the weight of the dome-shaped roof, which was formed, not on

the principle of the arch, but, as usual, by the gradual approximation of

the stones as the wall ascended."

The next chapter relates to the early Christian churches, with which

the extracts from Mr. Petrie's work in our third volume have already made

our readers familiar. The fourth chapter treats of crosses, &c., and as this

affords a favourable and characteristic specimen of the work, a few extracts

are necessary to give a fair idea of its value. " The graves of many of the
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early Irish saints are marked by stones differing in nowise from the pagan

pillar stone, except that in some instances they are sculptured with a cross,

plain or within a circle. This style of monument appears to have been

succeeded by a rudely-formed cross, the arms of which are little more than

indicated, and which is usually fixed in a socket, cut in a large flat stone.

Such crosses rarely exhibit any kind of ornament, but occasionally, even

in very rude examples, the upper part of the shaft is hewn into the form of

a circle, from which the arms and the top extend ; and those portions of

the stone by which the circle is indicated are frequently perforated, or

slightly recessed. A fine plain cross of this style may be seen in the grave-

yard of Tullagh, county Dublin ; and there is an early Decorated example

near the church of Finglas, in the same county. Crosses, highly sculp-

tured, appear to have been very generally erected between the ninth and

twelfth centuries ; but there are no examples of a later period remaining,

if we except a few bearing inscriptions in Latin or English, which belong

to the close of the sixteenth, or to the seventeenth century, and which can

hardly be looked upon as either Irish or ancient.

" From the rude pillar stone marked with the symbol of our faith, enclosed

wqthin a circle, the emblem of eternity, the finely proportioned and elabo-

rately sculptured crosses of a later period are derived. In the latter, the

circle, instead of being simply cut upon the face of the stone, is represented

by a ring, binding, as it were, the shaft, arms, and upper portion of the

cross together."

** The smaller cross (of Monasterboice) is most eminently beautiful.

The figures and ornaments with which its various sides are enriched appear

to have been executed with an unusual degree of care, and even of artistic

skill. It has suffered but little from the effects of time. The sacrilegious

hands which attempted the ruin of the others appeared to have spared this,

and it stands almost as perfect as when, nearly nine centuries ago, the

artist, we may suppose, pronounced his work finished, and chiefs and

abbots, bards, shanachies, warriors, ecclesiastics, and perhaps many a rival

sculptor, crowded round this very spot, full of wonder and admiration for

what they must have considered a truly glorious, and perhaps unequalled

work. An inscription in Irish, upon the lower part of the shaft, desires

'a prayer for Muiredach, by whom was made this cross;' but, as Dr.

Petrie, by whom the inscription has been published, remarks, there were

two of the name mentioned in the Irish annals as having been connected

with Monasterboice, one an abbot, who died in the year 844, and the other

in the year 924, ' so that it must be a matter of some uncertainty to which

of these the erection of the cross should be ascribed.' There is .reason,

however, to assign it to the latter, ' as he was a man of greater distinction,

and probably wealth, than the former, and therefore more likely to have

been the erector of the crosses.' Its total height is exactly fifteen feet,

and it is six in breadth at the arms. The shaft, which at the base mea-

sures in breadth two feet six inches, and in thickness one foot nine inches,

diminishes slightly in its ascent, and is divided upon its various sides, by
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twisted bands, into compartments, each of which contains either sculptm-ed

figures or tracery of very intricate design, or animals probably symbolical."

The next chapter is on the Round Towers, giving a summary of their

supposed origin, uses, and characteristics.

The third part treats of the Anglo-Irish remains, first the abbeys of

Jerpoint, Newtown, and Bective, cathedrals of St. Patrick and Christ

Church, Dublin, St. Doulough's church and well ; we select the latter as

the least generally known.
" The well of St. Doulough, which was probably also used as a baptis-

try, is quite in keeping with the singular character of his church. The

spring, which is covered by a stone-roofed, octagon building, rises through

a circular bason, cut out of a single stone, and was, not many years ago,

thought to possess miraculous powers. According to tradition, the interior

of the octagon building was anciently decorated with pictures, and holes

are pointed out as having been made by the iron pins by which they were

fastened to the wall. Adjoining is a most curious subterraneous bath. It

is supplied by the well, and even yet the water rises to a considerable

height within it. According to Mr. D'Alton, the well was dedicated to

the Blessed Virgin, and the bath was called ' St. Catherine's Pond.' "

Ancient fonts appear to be common in the Irish churches, some of them

of early character. The font at Kilcarn is a fine example of the fourteenth

century, ornamented with figures of Christ and the Apostles under canopies

with ogee heads, of which a series of engravings are given.

" Though the castles of Ireland, in point of architectural magnificence,

cannot be compared with some of the more important structures of a

similar character in England, they are frequently of very considerable

extent. Placed, as they generally are, upon the summit of a lofty and

precipitous rock, the base of which is usually washed by the waters

of a river or lake, or by the sea, encompassed with walls and towers

pierced with shot holes, and only to be approached through well defended

gateways, they must, before the introduction of artillery, have been gene-

rally considered impregnable. Several of the early keeps are circular, but

they usually consist of a massive quadrangular tower, with smaller

towers at the angles. The internal arrangements are similar in cha-

racter to those observable in the military structures of the same pe-

riod in England and elsewhere." ..." The ancient tower or castle

of Scurloughstown is, perhaps, as good an example as any now re-

maining of the keeps usually found in those districts wherein the earlier

colonies of the English had obtained footing. They are very numerous

in the baronies of Forth and Bargie, in the county of "Wexford ; and

examples occur in Kilkenny, and indeed, in most of the eastern and north-

eastern counties. Their plan is generally of the simplest kind. A tall,

square keep, with a circular tower, in which is a spiral stair-case, com-

municating with its various floors, at one of its angles. The roof of the

lowest apartment, and the floor of the second, are usually formed of a

strong arch of stone. The other floors were of wood, and the brackets by
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which the timbers were supported are often sculptured into the form of a

human head. The upper floors of a great number of these towers, how-

ever, were supported by beams of timber let into the walls, or resting upon

projecting ledges of masonry. The doorway is generally of small size,

and is almost invariably defended by a machicolation placed at a great

height above it. Most of these castles were ornamented with battlements

resting upon slightly projecting corbel-tables, but the merlons are rarely

pierced. The water was carried off the roof generally by means of small

apertures left in the wall, just above the corbel-table, spouts rarely ap-

pearing but in very late examples."

Perhaps the most interesting and valuable part of the book is the con-

cluding chapter of miscellaneous notices of the weapons, ornaments, &c.,

of the ancient Irish. " Regarding the vast number of antiques discovered

from year to year (we might almost write daily) in the bogs, beds of rivers,

and newly-ploughed lands of Ireland, we cannot help regretting that the

feeling which now very generally leads to the preservation of these evi-

dences of ancient Irish civilization, should have slept so long. Let any

one enquire of a country watchmaker, of a few years' standing, whether he

has ever been offered for sale any antique ornaments of gold or silver, and,

in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, his answer will be, ' Yes, many :

but, as there was no one to purchase them, I melted them down.' If

questioned as to their form and character, he will describe rings, fibulae,

bracelets, perhaps torques, &c., generally adding that he regretted their

destruction, as they were curiously engraved."

Some good specimens of swords, spear heads, celts, stone hammers,

arrow and spear heads, and of urns, are here engraved, but our limits

compel us to be content with two later examples of a different kind. " The
Cross of Cong, the gem of the Academy collection, affords most striking

evidence of the advancement which the Irish artificers had made in several

of the arts, and in general manufacturing skill, previous to the arrival of

the English. It was made at Roscommon, by native Irishmen, about the

year 1123, in the reign of Turlogh O'Conor, father of Roderic, the last

monarch of Ireland, and contains what was supposed to be a piece of the

true cross, as inscriptions in Irish, and Latin in the Irish character, upon
two of its sides, distinctly record."

"Among the more singular relics in the collection, a chalice of stone,

the subject of the annexed wood-cut, is well worthy of observation.

Though formed of so rude a material, there is nothing in its general form,

or in the character of its decorations, to warrant a supposition that it be-

longs to a very early period. Few chalices of an age prior to the twelfth

century remain in Ireland, and any of a later period which have come
under the observation of the writer are not very remarkable. A chalice

of silver found in the ruins of Kilmallock abbey, was melted some years

ago by a silversmith of Limerick, into whose hands it had fallen. Cups of

stone appear not to have been uncommon among the Irish. An ancient

vessel of that material, of a triangular form, remains, or very lately re-
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mained by the side of a holy veil in Columbkill's Glen, in the county of

Clare, and another was found last year in the county of IMeath, near the

ruins of Ardmulchan church."

The Hon. "William O. Stanley, in the third volume of this Journal, has

described the remarkable interment at Towyn y Capel, Anglesea, supposed

to be of the Irish slain there about the year 450. ]\Ir. Wakeman states

that in the cemetery near the very early church at St. John's Point, co.

Down, sepulchral cists appear, arranged in circular order, as in Wales, the

feet converging to the centre. We are not aware that any other like in-

stance is on record.

" In conclusion we may remark (observes our author) that a few hours'

examination of the truly national collection of antiquities preserved in the

Museum of the Royal Irish Academy alone, will afibrd an enquirer a more

correct knowledge of the taste, habits, and manufacturing skill of the an-

cient Irish, than may be obtained by mere reading, even should he devote

years, instead of days, to the attainment of his object."

We hope nevertheless that our readers will be induced to purchase this

excellent little guide-book, which cannot fail to aid the researches of any

one interested in this line of study.

MONOGRAPHIE DE l'EgLISE RoYALE DE SaINT-DeNIS, TOMBEATTX ET

FiGUEES HisTOEiQUES, par le Baron deGuilhermy, dessins par Ch. Fichot.

Paris, Didron, 1848, pp. 326. 12mo. 5 francs.

This most excellent manual is far from being confined in its use to a

mere guide-book to the Royal Church of St. Denis, and the tombs of the

royal family of France, the accuracy of the illustrations, the care with which

they are engraved and their great number, make it really a valuable work on

costume and monumental sculpture, equally available for this country as for

France itself. The care with which these tombs have been restored, and

the skill with which they have been identified, make them almost as valu-

able authorities as if they had not suffered the barbarous mutilations com-

mitted during the first revolution in France. Some parts of the earlier

restorations at St. Denis, executed when the details of medieval architecture

were little understood, have met with severe criticism from members of the

" Comite des Monumens," but much credit is due to the government of

Louis Philippe, for the zeal and liberality with which these works, com-

menced in the time of the empire, were conducted under his auspices. "We
rejoice to'hear that the republican government has not stopped the works,

but ordered them to be continued and completed, rightly considering that

.these tombs are of national and historical interest, and not merely dynastic.

The volume is divided into four parts. I. I'he history of the church built

by the Abbe Suger in the twelfth century, with notices of the two or three

previous structures, the last of which, apparently of the eleventh century,

was not entirely destroyed by Suger, but portions of it still remain in the

crypt; some fragments of the earlier structures have also been found.
* vox. V. K k
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II. The history of the sepulture of the kings and princes ; of the violation

of their tombs ; of the exhumati6n of the remains of St. Denis ; indication

and description of the tombs destroyed in 1793 ; removal of the figures to

Paris and their restoration to St. Denis. III. Description of the monuments

of the upper church. IV. The crypt, its vaults, chapels, and tombs. In

the first part is contained also a short account of the recent restorations of

the church, and its decoration with polychrome. The author is a member

of the " Comite des Arts et Monumens," and was charged by the govern-

ment with the study of these tombs in concert with the architect M. VioUet-

Leduc, this summary of his researches may be considered as an authentic

report of their proceedings. It must be observed that the whole of this

valuable series of effigies was not originally at St. Denis. They were pre-

served by the zealous efforts of Le Noir, during the destruction of the con-

ventual churches in Paris and elsewhere, in the French revolution, and

composed the interesting museum of the Petits x\ugustins, now the Palais

des Beaux Arts, in Paris. Some of the most curious examples were then

removed from the churches of the Jacobins and the Cordeliers, in that city.

The collection was dispersed at the restoration, and all the memorials in

any manner connected with the crown were removed to St. Denis : the

catalogue of this museum was repeatedly published by Le Noir, and forms

a valuable portion of his " Monumens Francais," and "Histoire des Arts en

France." These vestiges of regal and aristocratic greatness had been

rescued with the utmost difficulty and personal danger. We are assured that

in the first arrangement of the tombs brought from that museum, when

difficulties occurred in identifying the different figures, the architect charged

at that time with the direction of the restorations was aided by accurate draw-

ings made by the late Mr. Kerrich, librarian to the University of Cambridge,

and now preserved in the British Museum. Mr. Kerrich executed also several

beautiful etchings of these memorials, the more interesting as having given

the impulse to the late Charles Stothard to undertake his incomparable

work on monumental effigies. These etchings and the detailed notes from

Mr. Kerrich's collections, taken in 1785, previously to the destruction of

the churches in which many of the figures now at St. Denis had originally

been placed, proved of material value as more distinct evidence for their

identification than had been preserved in France^. When any of our

readers happen to be in Paris, we need not urge them to visit St. Denis,

but it may be a useful hint to them to go there on a Thursday in pre-

ference, as M. Viollet-Leduc is usually there on that day every week,

and his intelligence and urbanity will render tlie visit both more agreeable

and more profitable
;
permission should be asked to see the museum or col-

lection of fragments which have been found and are preserved in a work-,

shop adjoining to the church : many of these are very curious and interest-

ing. We are glad to take this opportunity also of expressing our admiration

f We believe that tlu'se evidences re- before the king of tlie French, who took a

garding tlie tombs at St. Denis were col- very lively interest in the correct appro-
lected and communicated to tlie architect, priation of these sepulchral memorials.
Mons.Debret, by Mr. Albert Way, and laid
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of tlie adininible restorations of I^a Sainte Chapelle, and of the catliedral of

Notre Dame, still in progress under the direction of the same able architect

and learned archjBologist, who has succeeded in persuading the republican

government to continue the works for the sake of keeping so many men
employed on a work which must redound to the honour and credit of the

French nation.

Manu.vl d'Architfxture Reltgieuse ATI MoYEN Age, resume de la

doctrine des meilleurs auteurs, par M. J. F. A. Peyrc, seconde edition

enrichie de figures explicatives par M. Tony Desjardins. Paris, Didron,

12mo. 212 pages and 24 steel plates, 6s.

Although called a second edition, this is practically a new work ; the

first edition was printed at Lyons in 1843 for private circulation only. The

author modestly describes his work as a condensation of the longer and

more elaborate treatises on Gothic Architecture which have appeared of

late years in France, such as the " Histoire de 1'Architecture reli^ieuse au

Moyen Age par M. De Caumont," the earliest and still the best, like our

own Rickman, to whom ^I. De Caumont would be the first to acknowledge

his obligations; the " Instructions du Comite Historique," the works of

Merimee, Bourasse, Daniel Ramee, Batissier, Schmit, Vietty, Devie, Joseph

Bond, and others, and the valuable series of papers by M. Viollet-Leduc,

which have appeared in Didron's Annales, and others in De Caumont's

Bulletin. A condensation of these works could hardly fail to be valuable,

but M. Peyre has not confined himself to the labours of others ; having

formed his common-place book from their works, he has proceeded to verify

the facts by the buildings themselves, and assisted by a young architect of

great promise, M. Desjardins, he has illustrated them by a number of examples

extremely well chosen, carefully drawn, and neatly engraved in outline. A great

part of these illustrations are from original drawings, previously unpublished,

selected chiefly from the south of France, whilst most of the previous works

are almost entirely confined to the north. This makes the work especially

valuable to English readers who wish to compare the architecture of France

with that of their own country, and to see how far the same divisions and

the same names can be applied. The conclusion we have long since

arrived at, and which is confirmed by this work, is that they cannot, that

the natural divisions are so distinct both in date and in character, that

nothing but confusion can result from the attempt to mix up the English

and French styles under the common character of Early, Middle, and Late

Pointed ; each country has in fact a distinct style of its own at each period,

and it is far more really scientific to call them by distinct names, the sup-

posed simplicity of the proposed new nomenclature is a mere affectation of

science. The Romanesque style of the south of France, which our author

shews to have continued in use to the end of the thirteenth century, is quite

distinct trom our Norman, and much more resembles the Byzantine style
;

the later styles are also suflSciently distinct, as exemplified by the elevations

of bays and sections of aisles and buttresses here given, which notwith-
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standing their small scale are so clear that the style is perfectly intelligible.

The work itself, though very concise, is so well arranged and digested, that

more information may be collected from it than from many larger publica-

tions. It is arranged in centuries, and to each century is prefixed a short

table of the prominent historical events likely to have had any influence direct

or indirect on architecture. Each century is subdivided into subjects, such

as 2)lan, masonry, buttresses, pillars, capitals, bases, Sec, with short descrip-

tions of the character of each, a good deal on the plan of Rickman. This

is followed by a concise glossary of the principal terms only, and an excel-

lent index on a novel plan. Altogether this little book does much credit to

its author, and is one of the best manuals of the subject that has yet ap-

peared. An English translation of it would be an acceptable boon to those

who cannot read French, and yet wish to be acquainted with French archi-

tecture.

Bulletin Monumental dtrige par M. De Caumont. 14e Volume.

No. 5, August, 1848. Caen and Paris.

The present number of this valuable periodical contains so much that is

interesting to our readers, that we cannot refrain from calling attention to

it, although Ave are generally obliged to omit such notices of cotemporary

periodicals on account of the space they would occupy if given regularly.

The number begins with a curious and interesting paper on some very early

examples of medieval embroidery, illustrated by woodcuts of the cope of

Charlemagne, with details ; this cope is preserved in the treasury of the

cathedral of Metz, and is considered by M. Le Normand as part of the

present sent by Haroun-el-Raschid to Charlemagne, as recorded by Egin-

hart ; the fabric is oriental, and the imperial eagles with which it is orna-

mented may have been worked by order of the califF as a compliment to the

'

emperor.—The napkin (suaire) of St. Germain is said to have formed part

of the rich silks in which the body of the saint was wrapped by order of

the empress Placidie. St. Germain was bishop of Auxerre, and died at

Ravenna in A.D. 448, and his body was brought to France to be buried at

Auxerre, in one of the churches of which city this precious relic is still pre-

served, at least enough of it to make out the original dimensions and

design, for it has been much mutilated by the zeal of the faithful in obtain-

ing fragments of it. This is also ornamented with eagles of a very stiff and

ancient character, details of which are engraved, they are evidently more

early than those on the cope of Charlemagne.—The cope of St. Maxiraus,

the disciple of St. Martin, towards the end of the fourth century ; this has

always been religiously preserved as a relic of the saint, in the treasury of

the church built over his grave at Chinon, and is " regularly exposed once a

year on the day of his festival." It is ornamented by four animals resem-

bling giraffes with lions' heads, tied by the neck to a rope attached to a

kind of beacon or fire-altar, an emblem of the religion of Zoroaster, and this

piece of silk is considered by M. Lc Normand as Persian work of the fifth
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century.—The chasuble of Sf . Aldegonde is of considerably later character,

probably of the tcntli or eleventh century.—The ancient tissue preserved at

Le Mans is perhaps the earliest and most curious of the very remarkable

collection of which M. De Caumont has here favoured us with engravings

of faithful character; this is ornamented with lions of rude design, each

having a star on the hind shoulder, they stand face to face, with a beacon or

fire-altar between each pair, a comjjarison of these with the celebrated bas-

relief of the lions over the gates of Mycene, and other ancient sculptures,

seems to prove that they are oriental work of the fourth century, and of the

dynasty of the Sassanides, such at least is the opinion of the learned M. Le
Normand, no mean authority on such a subject.

The second pa2)er is on the Tower of King Richard at Chains, by M. de

Verneilh, with an engraving which shews that the tower before which our

lion-hearted king was slain, was a small but lofty round tower, very much
resembling one of the round towers of Ireland ; it formed part of the forti-

fications standing at one angle of the court-yard, but was not part of the ex-

tei'nal fortifications ; the account of the death of the king here quoted bears

strong marks of authenticity, and is said to be from a cotemporary though

anonymous author printed in Bibl. MS. libr. P. Labbrei, t. ii. p. 302. " In the

year of our Lord 1199 Richard the most valiant king of the English was

struck on the shoulder by an arrow whilst he was besieging a certain tower

in a certain castle of Limousin called Chalus-Chabrol. In the said tower

were two knights with about 38 other men and women. One of the knights

was called Peter Bru, the other Peter de Basile, of whom it is said that he

shot the arrow from the cross bow that struck the king, and of which he

died within twelve days, namely on the third festival before the Sunday on

which was celebrated the procession of palm branches, the eighth day of

April, the tenth hour of the night. In the interval while he was ill he

ordered his people to besiege the castle of the viscount, called Nuntrura

(Nontron), and a certain other tower called Montagut, (or Piegut,) which

they did, but the death of the king being heard of, they retired in confusion.

The king himself had proposed in his heart to destroy all the castles of the

said Viscount Ademan."

It appears that at the time the king was struck the principal parts of the

fortress were already taken, and that the king was in the court-yard in the

interior of the castle, at one angle of w'hich this round tower is situated.

The third paper is a notice of the discovery of 450 Roman coins at

Aveze near Ferte Bernard, in the department of Sarthe, in December

1846by Mr. E.Hucher.

The fourth paper is an account of the church of Champ-le-Duc in the

department of the Vosges, by M. Digot; this church appears to be of the

twelfth century, with a part of the beginning of the sixteenth, oi'namented

with sculptures of which a' lithographic plate is given.

The number concludes with proceedings of a meeting of the French

Society for the preservation of the INIonnments of Antiquity, held at the

country house of M. De Caumont, at Yaux, near Caen, on the 19th and
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20th of June last; these proceedmgs are interesting and are ilhistrated by

numerous woodcuts in a similar manner to the Archaeological Intelligence

in this Journal. The woodcuts are,—the tower of the church of Brannay,

near Sens, it is of the thirteenth century with a gabled roof in four divisions,

each face of the tower having its own small gable, this arrangement is com-

paratively common in France, though rare in England.—A Roman pedestal

with a fragment of an inscription of which the words " Signum Mercurii cum

sede," are legible, it was found at St. Germain-la-Campagne, near Orbec.

A Roman head found at Boulon.—A tomb in the church of Cerissiers, in the

department of Yonne, a high tomb of the thirteenth century, ornamented

Avith a trefoil-headed arcade, and the sides pierced with open panels, shew-

ing through them the recumbent effigy of a female, it bears an inscription

with the date 1226.—The chalice of the chmxh of St. Pierre-le-rond, at Sens,

which has a very rich stem and foot.—Some curious tile-paving from the

ruined abbey of Plessis Grimault, of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries
;

in these the most prominent ornaments are the castle of Castile, and the fleur-

de-lis of France, the whole of the patterns are very similar to those found in

England.—A tomb formed of tiles which formerly rested in the church of

Fontenay-sur-Orne, from a drawing preserved in the Gagnieres collection,

in the Bodleian Library, Oxford ; it consisted of thirteen tiles, and represents

a man in ring mail with a surcoat.—Six specimens of pavement of stone,

with grotesque figures incised and filled with mastic, from churches in the

department of Calais, of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, these are very

similar to the pavement round the shrine of St. Thomas a Becket, at Can-

terbury.—A pavement in squares divided diagonally into black and white,

from a representation on a tomb at Le Mans, similar pavements may fre-

quently be observed in the illuminations of manuscripts.—The tower and

spire of the church of Rouvres, near Caen, a very elegant specimen of the

thirteenth century, with an open parapet, angle pinnacles, and a pierced

spire.—A Romanesque altar at St. Germer, with an arcade of good Norman
character on the front.—The Romanesque altar of the church of Arenas,

the front of which is richly ornamented with sculptures of Christ and the

Apostles.—The chateaux of Balleroy and of Vaux.—Elevations of the barns

of Ardennes, thirteenth century, and Perrieres, twelfth century, very curious

and interesting, divided into nave and aisles ; the roofs continuous, including

all three divisions.—Section of the keep of the castle of Villeneuve-le-Roi,

of the fifteenth century ; several other engravings of military architecture

are promised, from drawings already made for the purpose by Mr. Victor

Petit.—Bell-cot of the ruined church of Villous in Calvados, corbelled out

on the point of the gable in a similar manner to those to which Mr, Petit

was the first to call attention, in the first volume of our Journal ; this is

handsomely acknowledged by Mr. Bonet, who has given a translation of

Mr. Petit's paper, with copies of his woodcuts of Harescombe and Corston
;—they are followed by the church of Conde, cruciform, with a cential tower,

having a saddleback roof.—The chateau of Longprc,—and the church of

Norrey.—Much credit is due to M. De Caumont for his industry and per-
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severance in producing such a number in these troubled times. We observe

that he is now endeavouring to assemble another Meeting of the Society

at Caen in the first week of October, and especially invites English

Archicologists to attend it, on account of its ready access by way of South-

ampton and Havre, and thence by the steamer up the river Orne direct to

Caen, in a few hours.

Annales Archeologiques dirigees par didron aine, Secretaire du

Comite Historique des Arts et Monuments. Tom. 8, livraisons 7, 8.

Paris, July and August, 1848,

Since the revolution of February M. Didron has found it necessary to

change the plan of his Amiales so far as to publish only six parts in tlie

year instead of twelve; it now appears once in two months only, at the

same price as before, in numbers, thirty francs for the year. It is conducted

with the same spirit and talent which have hitherto distinguished it.

The present number is fully as interesting as usual ; it commences with

the rules of the National Society of Archaeology, founded at Paris in Jan-

uary, 1848, chiefly under the auspices of M. Didi'on himself, and his im-

mediate friends. We ai-e of course bound to wish prosperity to all societies

whose object is to spread the study of archaeology ; but remembering the

proverb that " union is strength," we cannot help regretting that the mem-
bers of this new Society have not united with tlie " Societe Fran^aise pour

la Conservation et Description des Monuments Nationaux," which has been

several years in existence, and of which M. De Caumont is the leading

member, whose activity and zeal are deserving of every encouragement.

\\'e will however hope that an amicable rivalry will stimulate both so-

cieties into continued exertion, and perhaps more good may result than

would have followed a union of forces. Tliis has been in some degree ex-

emplified in England, and we may fairly hope that it will be the case in

France also.

The second j^'iper is " An essay on the Instruments of Music in the

middle ages," a continuation of an able series of papers, by M. de Cousse-

niaker; this is illustrated by engravings of figures holding musical instru-

ments, from a house of the thirteenth century at Rheims, called the house

of ths musicians ; tliey are interesting specimens of sculpture resting on

corbels and under trefoiled canopies evidently of that period ; and other

small figures from tlie illuminations of manuscripts of the fourteenth and

fifteenth 'centuries.—The next is a paper on " French Monuments at Rome"
by M. F. de Guilherniy ; the present part relates to Charlemagne, a series

of papers in continuation is promised ; as also another on similar monuments

in Other parts of Italy by the Abbe Lacroix, French chaplain at Rome.
This paper is illustrated.by an outline of a group of figures from an ancient

mosaic, representing St. Peter, seated, with smaller figui'es, Pope Leo III.

kneeling on the right hand, and Charlemagne on the left; this mosaic is con-

sidered to be contemporary with Charlemagne, and his figure as an authentic
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portrait ; it agrees in a remarkable manner with a small equestrian statue of

Charlemagne in metal, in the possession of INIr. Albert Lenoir.—The next

paper is on " The Goldsmith's Work of the middle ages" by the Abbe

Texier ; the present paper is chiefly occupied by an account of the workmen of

Montpellier and Limoges; in future numbers we are promised an analysis,

classification, and description of their works ; the present paper is illustrated

by an engraving of the reliquary of St. Julie at Jouarre, it is an elegant

work of the thirteenth century.—The next is a continuation of a series of

papers on the drama of the sixteenth century, by M. de la Fons Melicocq.

The next head is "Melanges et Nouvelles," corresponding to our "Archae-

ological Intelligence." Under this head the first subject is the " Jesse

Window at Dorchester, Oxfordshire," with an engraving of it from the

Oxford Society's history of that church ; it is probably well known to most

of our readers as a window of the fourteenth century, and not much if at

all after 1350 ; it is assigned by M. Didron to the end of the fifteenth cen-

tury. This mistake probably arises from the resemblance of the later ex-

amples of English Decorated work to the French Flamboyant work of a

century later. M. Didron states that there are no examples of Jesse win-

dows in France, similar to this at Dorchester, with the exception of the

pierced tympan of the north doorway of Beauvais cathedral, and he does

not appear to be aware that there are several other examples in England.

We have next an unpublished letter of Chai-les VIL, relating to the

siege of Orleans in 1429. Some account of 2:)aintings on the walls of several

churches in the departments of Lot and Haute Vienne, by the Abbe Texier.

A remonstrance against the mutilation of the church of Saint Leu, and the

destruction of the church " Des Dames du Calvaire," in Paris, and. on the

suppression or mutilation of several other monuments. The number con-

cludes as usual with short notices of recent archseological publications, a

valuable and useful feature of the Annales, especially in this countiy, where

it is often difficult to learn the progress of archteology in foreign countries,

or to hear of the new works of foreign archaeologists.

It is but justice to M. Didron to mention also that the engravings in his

Annales are beautifully executed, some on copper, others on wood, which

are also carefully printed on separate pages as plates ; while those in De
Caumont's Bulletin, though very numerous, are very rough and coarse

woodcuts, and printed in the most rude manner merely as type.
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ON THE SEPULCHRAL SLABS EXISTING IN THE
COUNTIES OF NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM.

The numerous grave-stones and monumental slabs of early

date, scattered over the remote parishes of Northumberland
and Durham, have as yet attracted but very little notice,

though many are deserving of attention from the beauty of

the designs cut upon them, or from the remarkable symbols

(hat they })resent. From the abundance of freestone in both

of the above counties, such slabs were no doubt preferred

to the more i)erishable material of wood. AA e believe that

the same has been observed in all the English parishes

situated in mountainous districts.

Every year, during the repairing of some one or other of

the old churches in this district, a few of these ancient grave-

stones are brought to light, but too frequently, from ignorance

or neglect, they are lost, or are used in the reconstruction

of the walls. They are frequent in the walls of churches of

Decorated and Perpendicidar date, being often placed above

the whidovvs, or as window sills, or again they lie as steps in

the i)orches, or are built up, as at Lanchestei", in the belfry

tower.

For some years it has been my practice to make rubbings

of these slabs wherever I chanced to meet with them, as every

year some are destroyed or lost, or are becoming rapidly ob-

literated. There cannot, I think, be less than a hundred or

a hundred and twenty of these slabs, mutilated and entire, in

Northumberland alone, while Durham will supply at least fifty,

and Cumberland ])erha})s an equal, if not a greater number.
The ruljbings already made amount to nearly ninety, and I

have drawings of majiy others, but ex})crience has taught me
that many sketches may resemble the originals, without being

accurate and faithful copies. Many of these slabs present in-

teresting symbols, besides the beauty of the form of the cross
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they almost all bear. The emblems which accompany the

cross, are generally regarded as indicating only the trade or

profession of the deceased, but a careful study of numerous
examples has induced me to differ somewhat from the gene-

rally received explanation of at least one of the symbols.

The grave-stones of ecclesiastics are easily recognised by
the chalice sculptured thereon. Sometimes there is only the

chalice, or again, the paten is also to be seen, and sometimes

both the host and the paten. Not unfrequently the chalice

is incorporated in the stem of the cross, with the paten

above it, as in the annexed cut of a slab from St. Mary's Hos-
pital, Newcastle. No doubt this refers to the well-known

custom of burying a leaden ? chalice and paten in the coffin

of a priest, when these insignia of his sacerdotal office were

generally laid upon the breast of the deceased. I have found

the chalice thus forming part of the stem of the cross in four

instances out of twenty-four grave-stones of ecclesiastics of

which I possess rubbings. In two instances only have we
seen the hand extended in benediction over the chahce. One
of these slabs occurs at Barnard Castle in Durham, and is

figured by Surtees, in his History of Durham ; the other was
fonnd four years ago in taking down the south transept of

St. Andrew's church, Newcastle. We have rarely found the

chalice and book together. The latter has been supposed

by some to indicate a deacon, but I have often found the book
combined with other emblems certainly not of an ecclesiastical

character.

It has long appeared to me somewhat singular, that while

the emblems of the trade or profession of the deceased were

pretty frequently discovered upon these grave-stones, no
symbol had yet been determined upon, as the distinctive

emblem of the female sex. When we remember how jealously

the sexes were separated in churches during service, and
how frequently altar-tombs have been raised to females of

high rank, it seems strange that the wives and daughters of

the tradesman or of the knight should not be distinguished

by any sign whatsoever. Before this time I had beei) well

aware of the general opinion of the common people in the

north, that the shears on a grave-stone indicated that the

deceased was a female. Such was also the opinion held by
the late historian of Northumberland, the Rev. John Hodgson.
By most of the writers in the Archaeological Journal, the
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shears have been considered to indicate the profession of a

clothier. This trade must have indeed been a flourishing one

in olden times, for I find the emblem of the shears on thirty-

five grave-stones out of a hundred and twenty or a hundred

and thirty of which I have ruljljings or drawings. In fact,

clothiers must have been as numerous as soldiers, even in

those days when the profession of arms was so universally

followed.

I was thus led to examine the emblems wnth which the

shears were generally found to be associated. It is not often

that any other symbols occur upon the same stone, the shears

appear generalli) but not ahvat/s on the right hand of tlie

cross. The emblem most frequently found with the shears

is undoubtedly the key, and in two instances double keys

are placed below the shears. Now I do not know^ how far

I shall be justified in assuming the key or keys to be like-

wise an emblem of the female. One of the grave-stones at

Bakewell church, figured in the Archaeological Journal, vol.

iv. p. 49, is an example of the shears and key combined.

Supposing these Avere merely symbols of trade, we must in

this instance, as in the one figured above from Bamburgh,
believe the deceased to have followed the two not very con-

gruous employments of a locksmith and a woolstapler.

The next point was to ascertain if the shears w^ere ever

associated with any emblem unsuited to the female character,

as with the sword, or with the bugle horn, or with any un-

doubted emblems of a trade.

I have, however, never in a single instance found the sword
and shears on the same stone lohere there was but a single

cross', nor have I seen the shears associated with the other

symbols here alluded to. In one instance I found the shears

forming the sole shaft of a cross or rather rosette engraved on

what had evidently been a tomb-stone.

Further researches elicited still more convincing proof. In

differei'^t localities in Northumberland and Durham I have met
with laro-e monumental slabs bcarino; two crosses, and even

more. It would naturally occur to all that these double

• In the 'fourth volume of iSurtees' arms of tlie cross, the shears are phiccd he-

History of Durham, p. 47 of Memoir of low. On the reverse, opposite to the sword,
Robert Surtees, is a rude engravinp; of a are two letters prohahly the initials of the
small cross or headstone, on wjiicli are hnshand's name, and opposite to tlie shears

s<-uli)tured hoth the sword and the shears. two other letters for the initials of the fe-

Tlie sword occupies the intersection of the male.
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crosses represented a Imsband and wife. And tliis is still

further borne out by tlie symbols attached to each cross.

At Newbigghig on the Sea in Northumberland there is a

ridged slab five feet long by twenty inches broad at the head,

and tapering to twelve inches at the foot. The left hand cross

is slightly crocheted in the stem, but is otherwise of poor de-

sign, and has no symbols attached to it. The right hand cross

is of still meaner design, and has associated with it the symbol

of the shears. The fine slab at East Shaftoe, figured first in

the Transactions of the Antiquarian Society of Newcastle,

is another of these double grave-stones. Here we find the

shears accompanying the left hand cross, and the sword

and shield, with three crosses moline, associated with the

plainer cross on the right hand. I do not see what other

explanation can be given of these emblems, than that they

denote a knight and his lady.

In the chancel of Aycliff'e church in the county of Durham,
there lies a large slab of blue limestone, bearing on the right

hand a cross, with the sword, and a hammer and pincers, and

on the left a cross, with shears and the key. The husband

here had probably been an armourer and smith, and the ham-

mer and pincers are the symbols of his trade. The theory

that the key also is an emblem of the female sex is con-

firmed I think by this stone.

Lastly, I have in my collection a rubbing from a stone re-

cently in a church in the neighbourhood of Darlington, but

now in private hands. Upon this mutilated grave-stone are

two finely worked crosses, the right exhibiting the sword, the

left the shears and two keys, or at least a portion of two

keys, while between these is a smaller and a plainer cross,

near to which is a shield now defaced.

All these four slabs seem to me to speak strongly for the

truth of the supposition I have advanced, that the shears are

the appropriate emblem of the female, and that the key in all

probability is a symbol of the same import.

Few of the grave-stones of Northumberland or Durham
exhibit any inscriptions or letters. I have found but. two

relating to females, and on both of these the shears are in-

scribed. One is a narrow slab at Horton church, near Blyth,

in Northumberland. Here we find the words ©rate pro

^ni'ma gCnnc Uaiiiolul, t\ic shears being placed in

the mi(hl!e of the sentence.
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Chiiroh neax Darlington, Durham.
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Horton, Northumberland.

11. 12.
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St. Mary's, Gateshead Wcodhorn, Not thumbcilancl,
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The only other inscription I liave to refer to is on a very

elegant stone slab recently disinterred at Hexham. This

grave-stone had evidently been bnried in the earth very soon

after it had been placed in the church-yard, for the letters

and mouldings are as fresh as though only cut within the past

year. The inscription is plainly as folloAvs :
?Bic jacct /tlnti'iUa

u.xor (^9)ljiltppt mcrccvarif. "Here lieth Matilda wife of Philip the

merchant." Docs mcrcerarius here mean a mercer, clothier,

or woolstapler ? If so, this stone would rather tend to sup-

port the notion of the shears being the woolstapler's mark,

but, on the other hand, if they denote a female, the wife of

the mercer w^ould be as much entitled to them as any other

woman.
I shall not here enter into any disquisition regarding the

forms of the crosses on these sepulchral memorials. Ont of

the m-eat number that I have examined T have hardlv met
with two perfectly similar. I have remarked however that

certain forms of the cross prevail in certain districts aiul

parishes ; for instance, that the designs of the cross are much
richer and more ornamented along the banks of the Tees, than

in the remoter church-yards of Northumberland.

I have also met with two emblems, the meaninof of which

I am unable to explain. One is the outline of a fish (cju. sal-

mon?) on a cross of Early English date, in St. Mary's church,

Gateshead. The key is associated Avith this figure, and some
would therefore refer the two symbols to St. Peter, while others,

Avho explain the emblems as denoting the trade, must suppose

that the individual here commemorated carried on the two

rather dissimilar trades of a locksmith and of a fishmon2;er.

The other symbol I have met with in three instances, at

Woodhorn, Northumberland, wdierc it accompanies the cross

;

in the belfry of Lanchestcr church, where it is similarly asso-

ciated ; and lastly, in a drawing sent to me, I believe from the

county of Durham, but I have been unable to ascertain the

exact locality. \\ hat the instrument of trade here figured

may be, I cannot determine ; in the last instance mentioned,

there is a sword on the other side of the cross.

The suijo-estion I have made in reference to the meaning of

the shears and key,- will, I hope, engage the attention of those

who have more leisure than myself to investigate the subject,

so that we may, even in these minor particulars, add some-

thing to archaeological science.
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I may add, too, that the whole of the ilhistrations accom-

panying this memoir have been reduced by the camera lucida

from the original rubbings.

EDWARD CHARLTON.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF MEDIEVAL MANNERS, CHIVALRY,
AND COSTUME, FROM ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS.

CEREMONIAL OF CREATION OF KNIGHTS. ORDER OF THE BATH.

Amongst the interesting contents of the volume of collec-

tions, from which, by the liberal permission of the Lord
Hastings, we have already derived some curious illustrations

of ancient manners, the following document is preserved. It

is needless to repeat the description of the highly valuable

MS. offered to our readers in a previous volume*. The ordi-

nance, now selected from the Astley Book, appears to have

been written at the same time as those already given, namely,

about the time of Henry VI. A ceremonial of creation of

Knights of the Bath, from early times of the institution

of the order, has been repeatedly printed ; both the original

French text and the English version are to be found in

various works on Chivalry. The copy of this curious formu-

lary, however, which has been preserved in the MS. at Melton

Constable, supplies a text of that version, apparently of earlier

date than the transcript already published, from which it

varies in many material particulars. The two versions, in-

deed, although substantially similar, are by no means iden-

tical ; and we hope, in giving publicity to the following an-

cient text of so remarkable an evidence connected with the

history of Chivalry, that our readers Avill not deem excuse

required for an apparent repetition, which at first sight might

be considered superfluous.

now KNYGHTIS OF THE BATHE SHULDE BE MADE.

" First, the kynge oure sovereyne lorde writith oute lettris

un to certeync squyers of his rewmc, and desuynge them for to

See the Notice on .Toasts and Tournaments, from documents in the Astley MS
Archieoi. Journal, vol. iv. j). '220.
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make them redy for to rcsccyve the hye and worshipfiille ordir

of knyghthode, at hye festis of the yere, or at suche tyme as

it likith the kynge for to desire them for to come''. % The
evyn of the day of the feste, alle the squyers that schalle be

made knyghtis, they schalle come alle to gedir im to the

kyngis Palys^, and then the statis of the kyngis hoiis schalle

mete with hem, and brynge hem up in to the kyngis presence,

and then schalle the kyngis sewer goo iin to the kechyn for

his mete, and alle the squyers Avith him, that schalle be made
knyghtis, for eche on of them schalle bere a disshe, and they

schalle serve the kynge but of the firste course : and when the

kynge is servid then schalle the gentilmenusshers brynge hem
alle to gedir in to ther chambir : then they shalle have ther

service in to ther chambir, and dyne alle to gedir, and when
they have dynid then schalle the gentilman usshere come in

to the seyde Chambir, and asyne every squyer his plase for

his bedde and for his bayne ; and when the kynge hath dynid,

then schalle be sent be the kyngis comaundement serteyne

squyers of his housolde to awayte upon them that schalle be

made knyghtis, and be ther servauntis and chambirleynes.

•[ Then schalle the kyngis barboure come and shave alle the

squyers, and every squyer schalle paye for his berde sliavynge

XX. s. and every squyer schalle ordeyne for his bayne xxiiij. elhs

of lynnyn clothe, and that schalle the kyngis barboure have

for his fee. % Then schalle the seyde squyers goo un to ther

bayne, and alle that abillment the sergaunt of the chaundre^

shalle have for his fee ; and when they be in ther bayne then

schalle the herawdis of armys goo un to the kynge, and lete

him liave knowlege that the squyers bene in ther bayne : then

schalle the kynge comaunde the stewarde of his house, with

otliir lordis and knyghtis for to goo un to the squyers, and
yeve them ther charge as they sitte in ther bayne. % Then
schalle the stewarde come Avith alle the lordis and knyghtis,

the kyngis mynstrellis and herawdis of armys before them,

un to the chambir dore, and then the lordis entir in to the

chambir with the herawdis, for to yeve them ther charge as

they bene in the bayne, sayinge in this wise, ^ Brothir, the

kynge oure sovereyne lorde wolle that ye take this hye and

b This prefatory paragraph does not oc- pare the account of tlie equipment of tlieir

cur in the text published by Anstis. liorses afterwards, where tlie same fee to
•^ Here occurs this marc^inal addition in the marshal is named,

a later hand, " and the marschalle of yng- '^ The Chaundelere, Anstis.

land schalle have alle ther horsses." Com-
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worshipfulle ordir up on yow, the wliiclie I, as a knyglit, de-

clare nil to yow certeyne poyntis that loiigith an to this hye

and worshipfuhe ordir of knyglithode. ye schalle love god
above alle tliinge, and be stedfaste in the feythe, and sustene

the chirche, and ye schalle be trewe un to yowre sovercyne

lorde, and trewe of yowre vvorde and proinys and sekirtee, in

that ought to be kepte : also ye schalle sustene wydowes in

ther right, at e\ cry tyme they wol rcquere yow, and maydenys
in ther virginite, and helpe hem and socoure hem with yowre
good, that for lak of good they be not niysgovernyd. Also ye

schalle sitte in noo plase where that eny jugement schulde

be genyii wrongefnlly ayens eny body, to yowT knowleche.

Also ye schalle not siiffir noo murdreris nor extorcioners of the

kyngis pepille with in the Contre there ye dwelle, but with

yowre power ye schalle lete doo take them, and put them in

to the handis of Justice, and that they be punysshid as the

kyngis lawe wolle : and then ye schalle ])utte yowre hande in

to the bayne, and take up watir, and make a crosse up on his

lyfte schuldir before and behynde, and kisse it and say, in

nomine patris, &c. God sende yow as moche Avorshipe as evyr

had eny of yowre kynne : and thus muste doo alle the lordis

and knyghtis un to every squyer as he sittith in the bayne.

^ Then they schalle goo oute of ther baynes in to ther

beddis, and then they schalle arise and make them redy in

hermytis aray of Colchestir russet, and the sergaunt of the

kyngis chaundre schalle have alle the beddis, the whiche bene

thus arayed, a matras, a payre of blanketis, a payre of shetis,-

a covyrlite and a coverlid of worstide, and a clooth of golde

up on that", and a reed tapite of worstide at his beddis heed

hyngynge over the heed'". % Than they schalle goo alle to

gedir in to the Chapelle, and bee in ther preyeris tille in the

mornynge un to .viij. of the clokke : than they schalle have a

masse of the holy goste, and then they schalle offir a tapir,

and a peny stikynge in the tapir as nye the lyght as it may
i-esonably. When masse is done, then they schalle goo un to

ther chambris and chaunge hem, and the kyngis wayte schalle

liave alle ther wacchynge garmentis. ^ Than they schalle

chaunge them in to a notli(i)r araymcnt. Firste, they schalle

putte up on them dubletis with blak liosis chasemles, a reed

* The form <i;ivcn by Anstis describes it ' This description differs much from the

as a " coverture of cloth of gold, culled published I'ornmlary.

Sighjion."
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cote of reed tartaryn, and a white Icdir^ girdille aboute liim, and

the gyrdille may have iioo bokille : then he miistehave a white

Coyfe up on his heed, and then a mantelle of reed

tarteryn purfild aboute witli (white erased) ermyn, and

that muste be putte above him, and a wdiite lase muste be in

the seyde mantelle before at the breste, Avith a peyrc of white

glovys knyt in the seyde lase. ^ Then the servauntis and

cliambirleynes that bene asynid to awate up on them sehalle

take ther swcrdis, and the skabcrt sehalle be white ledir with

onte any bokille, and a payre of gilte sporis hangynge up on

the hiltis of the same sworde, and the seyde servauntis and

chanibirleynes sehalle bere the seyde sworde with the sporis

before them. *[ Then they sehalle come downe and take ther

horsis, and ther horsis sehalle be arayde in this wise, the

saddle muste be blak, and bordrid aboute with white ledir,

and the bridillc nmste be blak with a crosse of latour

hyngynge in the frunte of the horse, and a paytrelle of the

same sute^, and the marchalle of Engelonde sehalle have alle

ther horsis for his fee. % Then they sehalle alyghte, and

come in to the kyngis presence with ther swordis borne before

them, and makynge ther obcysaunce : then they sehalle come

evyn to the kynge : then sehalle two knyghtis take the sporis

of the sworde and doo hem on ther lielis : then sehalle the

kynge g}i"de his sworde aboute him : then the squyer puttith

bothe his thumbis with in the las of his mantelle ', and lyftis

up his armys ovyr his heed, then the kynge puttith bothe his

liondis with in his armys, and takis him about the nekke with

bothe his handis, and kissis him, and plukkis him be the

nekke, and sayes un to him,—scoyes boun chevalere,—then

he knelys downe and standis by tille the kynge hath made
hem alle, than they shalle be ladde un to the ehapelle with

knyghtis. ^ When they come in to the ehapelle, evyn be-

fore the hye auter, then they shalle ungirde him, and leye

his sworde up on the auter, and then knele downe and ley his

hande, uj) on the auter : then the deen, or on for him that is

assynid for to say in this wise. Be this holy auter, that oure

lordis body is mynistrid on, ye sehalle susteyne the chirehe,

c Tliis word is somewhat indistinct : "a ' Tliis singular gesture is not described

gyrdill of whyte ledyr wijhout any liar- in the text given by Anstis. Tlie intention

neyse of ony metall." Anstis. possibly was tbat the new knight should
'• " His brydyll shall be blac letlier raise bis arms, without appearing to eni-

playne with long reynes in the gy^e of brace the sovereign, which might be cou-
Spayne, and a crosse plate (patee) in the siilered indecorous,

forehede." Anstis.

VOL. V. M m
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and kepe this bye and worsliipfulle ordir tliat ye have takyn

up on yow, ye sere. % And when they be goynge onte of the

chapelle, then schalle the kyngis mayster cook mete with hem
at the dore, and he schalle say unto them, in this wise,—ser,

I, as the kyngis mayster cook, come at this tyme to lete yow
have knowlege wdiat is myne office. Sere, myne office is, yf ye

be untrewe to yowre sovereyne lorde or doo ayens this hye

and worshipfulle ordir that ye have takyn, myne office is, that

y nmste smyte of yowre hele ^ be the smalle of yowre leggis,

and herfore I claime yore sporis, the whiche I pray yow
remembir this in yowre mynde, and ^ yeve yow grace to kepe

this hye and worshipfulle ordir, and yeve yow as moche wor-

shipe as evyr had eny of yowre kynne. % Then they schalle

be brought in to the halle ; then the kynge comyth in to the

halle and wasshis, and is sette : then shall alle the newe made
knyghtis wasshe and sitte at a side borde, and when the kynge

is servid, then alle the halle schalle be servid, but the new^e

made knyghtis schalle ete noo mete ™, and when the kyng is

servid of the laste course, then the herawdes shalle crye the

kyngis largesse, in foure plasis in the halle : then the herawdis

schalle come in ageyne and crye, larges, in two plasis of the

halle, of the newe made knyghtis : and when the kynge hath

dynid, then they schalle goo in to ther chambris and doo of ther

arayment, and that the herawdis shalle have for ther fee.

% Then they shalle doo up on them longe blewe gownis, and it

muste be purfild aboute with ermyne, and a white lase of silke

with golde in the toftis muste be pynnid (with) a pyn up on his

lyfte schuldir, and a hood of the same, purfiled aboute, of the

shappe as bacheleris of lawehan : and the hood nmste be caste

aboute his nek, and the hood and the tipet pynnid to gedir

up on the lyfte schuldir ; and then they schalle goo alle to

gedir un to the kyng, and when they come in to his presence,

on shalle say for them alle, in this wise. Most hye and excel-

lent and most myghti prince, oure sovereyne lorde, we thanke

yow of this hye and worshipfulle ordir that ye have gyve un to

us, and we as yowre liege men schalle be redy at yowre com-

aundement : then they schalle bowe them downe alle at onys,

and arise, and goo ther wey : then they schalle goo in to ther

'' According to the formula printed by the rest, hut neither to eat nor drink, " but
Anstis, " with a grete knyif, with which he yf grete nede be, nor he shall not move
dressetli his messes." hym, norloke hedyr nor thcdyr, more than

' Sic. Probably— (God) yeve yow grace. a \Vy iff new wedded." Anstis.
" The new knifflit was to be served as
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chambris, and chaunge hem, and alle these gownis and hodis

the sergaunt of tlie kyngis Chaundre schalle have for his fee.

And then alle the newe made knyghtis may doo what them
likis, for alle is done and endid."

It does not appear requisite to repeat here the observations

on early usages in regard to creation of knights by bathing,

as set forth by Selden, Dugdale, Anstis, and other learned

writers on this subject ; that ancient custom, symbolical,

doubtless, of the purity of life and conversation, and accounted,

in accordance with the true spirit of chivalry, to be the cha-

racteristic and chief ornament of knightly condition, was not

limited originally to any Order or country.

In regard, however, to the document before us, and cer-

tain details relating to costume or other curious points, Avhich

the MS. in the possession of Lord Hastings tends especially

to illustrate, a few notes may prove acce})tab]e. It is interest-

ing to compare documents of this description with the original

narratives of the life and actions of certain worthies of chroni-

cle or romance. The internal evidence of authenticity, derived

from such comparison, is singularly calculated to arouse fresh

interest in researches of this nature ; the dry document throws

a light of truth upon the pages of ancient story, and from these

mouldering vestiges we may yet regain the knowledge of the

life and spirit of those who have been before us.

In the ordinance under consideration many passages occur,

closely corresponding with the circumstantial details of life

and manners, presented by the metrical tales and chronicles of

medieval times. For instance, in the very commencement the

S([uire is presented to us engaged in servile functions, led by

the sewer to the kitchen, and required to convey the dishes

into the hall. The reason of this observance is not stated in

our document, but the copy edited by Anstis clearly ex-

presses it to have been done, " for to take leave of servyce of

Squyeys." This service was not merely in consideration of

the Royal presence, it was part of the customary education of

young men of condition in those times ; they were nourished

in' gentle courtesy in the households of distinguished persons

towards whom they were required to render services, which,

it might be supposed, should properly have been discharged

by menials. How strikingly does this recall the interesting

pictures of manners preserved in such lively narratives as
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" Le petit Jehan de Saintre," or the " Tres joyeuse Hystoire"

of Bayart, by the " loyal Serviteur "." At a much later period,

likewise, the custom of England required a similar discipline

for the children even of the most worshipful families, a prac-

tice regarded Avith no small surprise by the Venetian envoy
in the reign of Henry VII., whose interesting relatione has

been so ably and agreeably edited by Miss Charlotte Sneyd,
ibr the Camden Society.

This is but one example of many interesting illustrations

of the customs and spirit of the past, w^hich evidences like

this might suggest.

The formulary for the ceremonious toilet of the incipient

knight is curiously circumstantial. In the older version now
given, it may deserve reniark, it is only stated that the squire's

beard was to be freshly shaven, but in the copy used by
Anstis it is added, "and his liede rounded ;" an instance of

the value of matters of costume as evidence towards fixing the

date, as well of any written memorial as of a limning or a

sculpture. From this trifling addition the age of this copy
might Avith much probability be assigned to the earlier part of

the fifteenth century, when the flowing curls of the times of

the Edwards and Richard II. were succeeded by the ungrace-

ful fashion of " rounding" or cropping the hair short around
the face, as shewn in the well-known portrait of the Regent
Duke of Bedford". Very shortly after, a more becoming
fashion was resumed, Avhich was carried in the reign of Henry
VII. to an extravagant degree, in the profusion and length of
" syde lokkys" hanging upon the shoulders.

In the account of the ceremonies of the "bayne," described

in Anstis' copy as a " fatte," that is, a vat or tub, some curi-

ous particulars are to be noticed, which are not found in that

text. When the neophyte in his bayne had been duly ad-

monished by the most worthy and wise knights, thereto de-

puted, one of these worshipful monitors was directed to take

" I cannot allude to Bayart without plate armour, the origin of the term, to

commending to notice the charming volume "round" the hair, is to be traced. It was
of liis History, recently " set forth in Eng- used in later times, when short hai;- again

lish by Edward Cockburn Kindersley," in became in vogue. llormaii says, in his

whose version of the narrative above-men- Vulgaria, "Rounded heare becometh men,
tioned the interesting pictures and quaint and unrounded, women." Palsgrave has

originality of the old chronicler are most the verb " to round ones heed witli a

pleasingly j)reserved. payre of cysers, roigner." W. Thomas,
" There can be little doubt that to this Ital. Diet. " Tondare, to rounde or cut of

singular fashion, which arose possibly for tho heare."

convenience in wearing a head- piece of
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water, and make a cross on the left shoulder of the squire,

and kiss it, saying,—in nomine patris, &c., Avith a conckiding

benison. The union of sacred solemnity with secular observ-

ances on such occasions is quite in accordance with the spirit

of the age, and deserves notice in other parts of this ceremo-

nial ; it is, however, curious to find a symbolical action of this

nature, resembling in some measure the rites of baptism, per-

formed iiy any save a priest. It was not, perhaps, without a

certain intention of averting some untoward influence on the

left side that the sign of the cross was thus solemnly made,
and it appears to explain the motive of affixing to the left

shoulder the white lace, or stif/ma militare album, as Upton
terms itp, mentioned afterwards, which was to be worn till the

new-created knight had proved his prowess. Upton speaks

of it as an ancient custom established in England, titi docet

consuetudo An (/lie ; it does not appear, however, that it was
exclusively observed in our own country. A degraded vestige

of this usage of chivalry may yet be traced in the shoulder-

knots of modern times.

After the ceremonies of the bath were concluded, the no-

vice was removed to a bed, the furniture of which is described

minutely ; and he then prepared for the nightly watch in the

chapel, being provided with an outer wrapper, a cape of black

russet, with long sleeves, the hood sewn to the cape, like a

sclaveyn, or hermit's attire, " in hermytis aray of Colchester

russet," as the Astley MS. gives this passage. After mass
said, the offering of the taper with a silver penny sticking near

the light, and the other ceremonies of the night concluded,

the squire was to be clad, suitably for coming into the royal

presence, in a doublet with black hose " chasemles," (in the

French,—"chaulses de noir'^ avecqucs semelles de cuir"

—

" hosyn of blac sylke, or of blak cloth, with soles of ledyr

sowed to them"",") a cote of red tartaryn (" kyrtel de rouge tar-

tarin,"—surcot, or gown, in other English copies ^) girt with

'' Upton, de Milit. Off, lib. i. cap. iii. p. ther stockings, with soles of leather sowed
10. Ill a fragment relating to Edw. IV., to them." Translation given by Dugdale.
printed by Ilearne, Sprot's Chron., p. 288, In the Wanlrobe liock, 12 Rich. II. "j.

these laces are termed " tokens of whijte par calig' de panno nigro long.'" Anstis,

silke." . App., p. 20.

•I Erroneonsly printed denons, both in ^ Apparently in the place of the gar-

the notes to Upton, and by Anstis. "Chan- ment called in early accounts cointesium,

sez noirs de soy,ove uii' drap.ove semeles — quoyntesium, 3 Edw. III. — quanta-
de cuyr." Cott. MS. Nero, D. II. sium, &c.,—tunica, and in later documents,

' Copy edited by Anstis, p. 102. " Ne- surcotts, &c.
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a plain girdle of white leather, a white coif, and a mantle of red

tartaryn, or tissue of Tarsus, edged with ermine.

A term of costume is here used, of very rare occurrence,

" chasemles ;" it may be found in a list of apparel for the

Bath for Prince Edward (Edw. VI.) printed by Anstis from a

MS. in his own possession. " Item, a pere of hose and silke

blacke, the solles of black lether, called chassembles," that is,

as he remarks, " chausses semelles de cuir." This term occurs

likewise in a curious enumeration of objects of costume,

written apparently in the reign of Henry V., mention being

therein made of "chausez, solers, botes ou hoseux et bo-

teaux, chausemblez\" &c. Anstis adopts without hesitation

the explanation that this term implies merely chausses semel-

Ues ; may they not have been a kind of ?^;^r/er-hose, as

usually worn, but in this instance soled with leather? Emhler,

according to Roquefort, signifies " deroher, soustraire ; sembler,

sesqidver,'' &c. " en emhlez,—en caclieite, en secret."

The whole of the costume and colours thus minutely pre-

scribed was of symbolical import, and in accordance Avith

ancient usage, not confined to our own country or to the

Order of the Bath. The explanations, given in certain Italian

memorials, cited by Anstis" from Erancisco Redi, the " Or-

dene de chevalerie" by Hue de Tabarie, and in the " Ordre

de chevalerie" of Johan de Vignay, in his " Gieu des eschez,"

are highly curious, as regards the significance of colom^s.

Many other particulars might be noticed, suggested by a

careful comparison of this extract from the MS., for the use of

which we have been so much indebted to Lord Hastings, with

the copies of this formulary already published. These observa-

tions, however, it is feared, have already entered into tedious

detail, and the authorities above-mentioned will supply nuich

curious information to any reader who may be disposed to

pursue the investigation.

The Erench ordinance, to which allusion has been made, is

a document of much interest ; and, although we have been

unable to discover any record of the precise text of which the

Astley MS. has preserved a translation, we are induced tp lay

before our readers a copy of the original, for the purpose of

comparison. This curious example of ancient language has

never, indeed, been printed with accuracy ; and the following

* From collections bound up with the B. li, 40.

MS. of "Femina," MS. Trin. Coll. Camb. " Anstis, Appendix, pp. 95, 97.
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transcript has hevn taken from one of the Cottonian MSS.
differing essentially from that selected by Anstis.

Le ordre pur faire lez cliivalers de la Bathe, solonque le custome dengletere,

et auxi solonque le custome de lez An(ci)ents Romayngs.

(Cott. ]\IS. Tiberius, E. viii. f. 72.)

Quaunt un Ecujer vient a Courte pur receyver le noble order de Chivalrie,

et en temps de peas, solonque le custome dengletere de la Bayne, il serra

tresnoblement receux par lez Officers de la Courte, come del Senesclialle,

ou de chamberlayn, sils soient presentz, et autrement par marsshalle et his-

suyer ; et adonques seront ordeignez deux escuyers donour, sagez et bien

apris en curtoyste, nuriture, et en la manere del fait de chivalrie, et ils seront

chamberlayns et governours de quanque appent a celluy quy prendra lordre

suisdit. Et, en cas que lescuyer vien par devaunt dyner, il serviera le Roy
del ewe, un dune esquelle de primer cours soulement, en tokene quil ne jamez

porte esquelle, ne servera en apres en tiel maner, a Roy ne a auter, pur le

honour quil ad prist. Et puis dyner lez ditz escuyers chamberleins ames-

neront lescuyer qui prendra lorder a sa chambre, sanz pluis estre veue en

celle Journee. Et a vespre lez escuyers chamberlayns envoyierent apres le

Barbour, et il apparaillera un bayn graceusement attournez, come lynge-

toylle sybien deinz le coeve* come dehors, et que le coeve soit bien coverte

de tapitz et manteux pur la frodure de noet. Et adonques serra lescuyer riez

du barbe, et veoir ou sez chiv'eux roundez^: cest finiez, lez escuyers cham-

berleynz irroiit au Roy et dirront, sire, il est vespre et lescuyer est tout ap-

paraillez au bayn quanque vous plerra. Et sur ceo le Roy commandera a

son chambei'layn dengleterre, quil soit present, ou a Southchamberlavn quil

amesne ove le Roy mez al chambre del escuyer lez jiluis noblez, et gentylx,

et pluis sagez chivalers quy sont presentz, pur luy enformer, conseyller, et

ensigner lorder et le fait de chivaler ; et ensemblement que lez auters escu-

ers del hostelle ovesque lez mynystrallez voissent par devaunt le Roy et lez

sreygnours et chivalers chantantz, dansantz, et embatantz, tanque allehees^

del dist escuyer. Et quanque lez escuyers chamberlayns oyent le noyes

dez mistrallez, ils desplayeront lescuyer envers le venu du Roy, ou chamber-

layn dengletere, et ils le mettront toutz nuez en le bayn ; mez al entre del

chambre lez escuyers chamberleyns ferront lez minstrallez teer, et lez es-

cuyers aussint, pur vn temps ; cest fait, lez seignyours gentyls sagez chiva-

lers entront en le chambre descuyer tout en scilence, saunce noyse faire.

Et adonqus le graunde chamberlayn, ou chamberlayn le Roy, ou lez chivalers,

doneront reverence chescun a autre, quy serra le prymer jiur counseyller

lescuyer en bayn le ordre et le dist fait. Et quaunt ils sont accordez, dont

irra le prymer al bayn, et illoques il genulera pardevaunt le coeve, a dextre

parte de ve\"e, en dysant en secretez
;
que serra fait par le graunde chaumber-

leyn, sil soit present, et in graunde honour, ou autcrment par ascun graunt

* Queve, Domit. xviii. Cuvc, Nero, c. ix. » .\luys, Doniit. //«/*, a door, entrance,
' Ilez sa barbe et ses clieueulx roue. ostium.

Domit.
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Duke, on g(ra)untls » seygnoure, a graunde honour soit il a vous ycest bayn,

et puis il luy monstra le fait et le ordre a mieulx que sciet. Ceo fait, 11 met-

tra del ewe de bayn sur lespaulle descuier, et adonques le Roy ferra un cruce

sur lespail (sic) desca del escuier et le basera le dit cruce sur lespail desca

del escuier, et prendra conge, toutz foitz que lez escuyers chamberlayns gar-

deront lez costers du bayn. En mesme le maner ferront toutz lez auters ches-

cun apres autre, tanque il ont trestoutz parfaites. Et donque isseront le Roy

et toutz lez chivalers hors de la chaumbre en scilens, pur un temps. Cest

fynyez, lez escuyers chamberlayns prenderont lescuyer hors du bayn, et luy

mettront en son lit, tanque quil soit enseichi ; et soit le lit symple, saunz cur-

teyns et celour. Et quaunt lescuyer est tout seich(i), il levera hors du lit, et

serra attournez et vestuez bien chaudemeut, pur le vaylier du noet, et sur

toutz sez draps il veysteyra un cope du noyer'' russet drap, ove longs maun-

chees, et le chaperon cusez au dit cope en guyse de hereniyte; lescuyer is-

sint attournez le barber oustera le bayn, sibien desur come de soubz, il

prendra pur son fee ensembleraent : pur le colee, come ensuyt : sil soit

Counte, Bai'on, Banerett, ou bach(eler)e solonque lez customez du courte.

Cest parfait, lez escuyers chambei laynez overont le hoese de la chaumbre, et

ferront lez sagez chivalers rentrer pur amesner lescuyer alle chapelle, toutz

foitz lez (es)cuiers dansantz enbatantz par devaunt lescuyer, ove lez

ministralles faisantz lour melodyez tanque a la chapelle : et quaunt ils

sont entreez en la chapelle, les espj-ces et le vyn serront pi isez a doner

asditz chivalers et escuyers : ce fait, lez escuyers Chamberlayns amesne-

ront lez ditz chivalers par devaunt lescuier, pur congee prendre. Et

il lez mecira, tout en cilence, de lour giaunde travayle, honeurs, et cur-

toysiez, quils luy ont fait, et en cest maner ils departeront hors de la

chapelle. Et sur ceo lez escuyers chamberlayns fermeront la porte de

la chapelle, tanque alle albe de jour ; mez quils neit en la chapelle forsque

lescuyer, ses chamberlayns, sez presters, le Chandeler et le Wayt. Et en

cest demurra lescuyer en la chapelle, tanque a jour toutz ditz en orysons

et priers, requirants le puissant sire et sa benoyt myere, que luy done grace

sen (?) comfort, et poiare a prendre cest haute dignytie temporele, al honour

et loenge de luy et saynt Esglis, et al ordr de chivalrie. Et quaunt homme
vest laube de jour, il avera le prestre pur confesser de quanque luy greve

de pecches ; cest finiez, il oyez'a cez matens et messe, et poest estre com-

munes, sil voet. Mais depuis lentre en la chapelle il avera une sierge ardaunt

pardevaunt luy : la messe comence un dez chambeilayns tiendra le syerge

pardevaunt lescuyer, tanque al evaungelie. Et al evaungelyle Chaniberlayn

baillera le sierge al escuyer, tanque al fyne de le Evaungelie, toutz foitz le

test covert. Et a fyne del evaungely lescuyer chamberlayn ostera le syerge

et le remyttera par devaunt lescuyer tanque a fyn du messe. Et al'levacon

del. sacrament un dez chamberleynz oustera le chapei'on del escuyer, et

apres le sacrement il remettra, tanque al evaungelie, In principio. Et a

' G(ra)untie. ? MS. tira une CoH de drape Russet, avesques
'> Voyer MS. "Cocte de drap roussct uiiez longuez mancliez et le Cliapjjeron a

noir." Uom. " Etsur tous lez drapes il ves- ladit Kobu en guise doung liermite." Nero.
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comencement de In princlpio le chamberlayn ostera le chaperon del escuyer,

luy fera estre, et donera a luy le sierge en sa mayn, mez quil eit en la sierge

un denyer fuchez b"y pres al lumer, et quaunt y vient, Ad verbum caro fac-

tum est, lescuyer genulera et offerera la sierge et le denyer. Cest assaver le

sierge al honour de dieu, le denyer al honour de luy quy luy ferra chivaler. Ceo

fait,lescuyers chaniberlayns remesneront lescuyer a sa chaumbre et luy remet-

tront a son lit tanque a haulte jour. Et quaunt a son lit il serra remendez

pardevaunt le temps de son reveyller, cestassaver ove un coverture de ore,

appelez sigleton, et ceo serra lynez de carde. Et quaunt y seniblera temps

a lez chaniberlayns, ils irront au Roy, et luy dirront, sire, quant y yous

playst nostre maystre revaillera ; et a ceo le Roy conunaundera lez sagez

chivalers et escuyers et ministrelles daler ove le Roy mesmes a la chaumbre

du dit escuyer, pur luy revayller, attourner, vestier, et amesner par devaunt

luy en sale. Mez pardevaunt lour entre, et le noyse dez mynystralles oyez,

lez escuyers ch lumberlayns ordeignoront toutz sez necessariez prestez par

ordre a bailler lez chivalers pur attourner et vestier lescuyer. Et quaunt

lez chivalers sont venuz al chaumbre descuyer, ils entront en scilence, et

dirront al escuj-er, seigneur le tresbon jour vous soit done, et sire il est temps

de lever, et vous adresser ; et ove ceo lez chaniberlayns luy prendront par

lez braas, et luy ferront adresser ; et donque le Roy, ou le graunte cham-

berlayn, ou pluis sage chivaler seignour donera a lescuyer sa chemyse ; et

un auter chivaler luy baillera sez brayes ; lez tierce luy donera un doublett

;

un auter luy vestiera ove un kyrtelle de rouge tartaryn ; deux auters luy

leveront hors du lit, et deux auters luy chauseront, mez soient lez chausez

noirs de soy, ove un drap, ove semeles de quyr ; et deux auters laceront

sez maunches, et un auter luy sentira ove un centure de quyr blank, sanz

cest (?) hernoyse de metalle, et un autre pynera son test, et un auster mettra

la coife, un auter luy donera le mantelle, del suytc del kyrtelle, de rouge tar-

taryn, taychez ove un lace de soy blanc, ove un par de blanc gantz peudantz

a boute de la lace, mez il avera de luy chandeiller de hostiel le coyf, la

ceynture et lez gauntz; et dautr partie le chaundeler prendra pur son fee toutz

lez garnements, et tout le array, ove toutz lez necessariez es queux lescuyer

estoit attournes et vestuez, le jour quil enti-oit le courte pur lordre prendre,

sinon sez Juelles, ensembleraent ove le lit en quelle il gestit, primez apres le

bayn, sibien ove lez segletans come dez auters necessariez touchant le dit lit.

Et oustre ceo le prymer Robe qui soit vestuz apres lordre pris. Et ceo par fait

lez sagez chivalers monteront a chivalle, et araesneront lescuyer tanque al

sale, toutditz lez mynystrelx pardevaunt faisants lour mynystralcies ; mes

soit le chivalle attournes come en suyte ; il avera un celle coverte de noyr

quyr. lez arsons de blank fustyan,etesquarrez, lez esternes(?) noirs de noir, ove

longes ferres, en gyse despayne, et un croice patee, le farrez dorrez, le patrell

noir quyr, ove un croce patee dorre pendaunt pardevaunt le pis du chivalle,

et saunz croper, le freyn de noir, ove longes ferres en guyse despayne, et

un croice patee en le frounte : et aussint soit ordeign un Juvencelle escuyer

gentylle quy chivachera pardevaunt lescuyer, et il serra dischaperonne, et

portera lespee ove blanke escalles frettez de blank quyr, le ceyntur de blank

VOL. V. N \\
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qujr, saunz herneis, et le Juvencelle tiendra lespee par le poynt ; et en tielle

nianer ils chivacheront tanque al sale du Roj', toutz ditz lez chauinberlayus

prestes a lour mestyer, et lez sagez chivalerez amesneront le dit escuyer

;

et quaunt il vient pardevaunt la sale, lez inynystrallez et usshers serront pre-

stez al encountre escuyer, et aluy dirroiit, seignour, descendez, et il desceu-

d(r)a; le marschalle preudra son chivall pur son fee, ou Ixvjs. viijd. al eleccon

de cluvaler. Et sur ceo lez sagez chivalers amesnerontlescuyer en sale, tanque

al haute table, et puis il serra dressez al entent de la table seconde, tanque al

venue du Roye ; lez chivalers dencoste (?) luy, le Juvencelle ove lespee es-

teaunt pardevaunt luy,parentre les chamberlayns. Et quaunt le Roy soitvenuz

a sale, et regarde lescuyer prest a prendre la haulte ordre, dignytie temporele,

il demaundera lespee ove lesperons, et le chauniberlayn du Roy preudra

lespee et lesperons del Juvencelle, et lez monstra au Roy. Et sur ceo le

Roy prendra lesperon dextre, etle baillera al pluis noble ou pluis gentylle, et

a luy dirra, mettez cestuy au talon descuyer, et mesme cest seignour en genu-

lera ove lun genoyle, et prendra lescuyer par le jaumbe dextre, et mettra

son pee sur son genoille dextre descuyer, et fucheron lesperon a talon dextre

del escuyer, et le seignour ferra un croyce sur le genoylle dextre descuyer,

et luy baysera : ceo lait viendra un auter seignour quy fuchera lesperon a

talon sinistre, en meisme le maner. Et adoncs le Roy, de sa graunde cur-

toysie, prendra lespee, et cinctera lescuyer ; et puis lescuyer levera sez braas

en haulte, et le Roy mettera ses braas entour le coel descuyer, et issint il

levera la mayne dextre, et ferra lescuyer sur le colle, et dirra, soiez bon chiva-

ler ; et puis le novelle chivaler baisera le faux' dexstre de le Roy. Et adonques

les sages chivalers amesneront le novelle chivaler en la chapelle, ove tres-

graunde melodye, tanque al haute aulter,et illonques genulera, et soy mesmes
disceintera, et lespee, ove graunde devocion, et priers a dieu et saynt esglise,

il offera, empriantz a dieu et toutz sez sayuts que de gardre lordre quil a pris,

tanque al fin garder purra : ceste accompliez il prendra un sope de vyn,

Et al issue dehors du chapelle le maistre Cook en serra prestez douster lez

esperons, et prendre pur son Fee vjs. viijd.<^ nies il ne mayngera ne venera al

table, ne soy movera, ne regardera de ceo ne de la, fee (?) pluis que novelle

mariez. Et toutz foitz un de sez chamberlayns avera un coverchief en sa

mayn, et tiendra pardevaunt sez oilles pur luy eaiser, quaunt y busoignera.

Et quaunt le Roy se leve de la table, et passe a sa chaumbre, adonques serra

le novelle chivaler amesnez a sa chaumbre one graund fuson dez chivalers,

escuyers et ministraillez faisants lour melodiez pardevaunt luy, tanque a sa

chaumbre, et a sa chaumbre, et al entre de la chaumbre lez chivalers et

mynystrelles prendrout conge, et il irra a son dyner. Lez chivalers et escuy-

ers departiez la chambre serra fermez, et le novelle chivaler de sez apparay-

ments dispoilliez, et ils serront donez a lez Royes herauds, silzi soien_t pre-

sents, sinon as auters herauds silzy sont, autrement as mynystrelles ; le Russet

<= The following passage occurs liere in veille, je coupperai vos esperons de dessus

another MS. Nero, c.ix. "Etdirajesulsvcnu voz talons. Et puis les chevaliers le renie-

le maitie (jueii.x du Roy, et prens vos espe- neront en la sale, et il commencera la table

rons pour niou fie ; et, si vous faites choses des chevaliers, et il sera servi, si comme
contre I'ordre de chfvalerie, que Uieu tie les autrus, mais, &c."
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Cope de noet a le gait, ou mynystielles, ou autiement un noble, Etdonque

il serra revestiez dun robe de blieu, le quelle nest fee a nully, ove lez maun-

chez de surcote en guyse de prestre : et il avera a lespaulle synyptre un la (ce)

de soy blank, pendauiit ; celly blank lace il porteia sur toutz pez garnements

quil vestura paramount de eel jour, tanque il eit gaignez honour et renoune

de armez, issint recordez de cy haulte recorde, come dez noblez chivalers,

descuyers, et dez heraudez, et quil le renome de sez faitz, come devaunt est

d(it) poit recordez a aucun haute prj'nce, on a tresnoble dame, que plaise a cel-

hiy prynce. on a celluy tresnoble dame, de coupire la lace del chi\ aler, en dis-

antz. Nous avons taunt oyez de vostre renoun, et del honour que vous avez

fait en dyversies parties, a graund honour de Chivalrie. de vous meismes et a

celluy qui vous fist chivaler, que deserd et droit ct le voet que ceste

lace soit oustes. Mes apres le dyner lez chivalers donour et gentils viendront

apres le novelle chivaler, et amesneront en presence du Roy, toutz foitz lez

escuyers chamberlayns pardevaunt Iny. Et q\iaunt le novelle chivaler serra

en presence du Roy. il genulera par devaunt luy. et dirra, Tresnoble et tres-

redoulte seignour, de mon petite poiare, et de quanque jeo puis pluis, vous re-

mercie de trestoutz honeurs, curtoiseez, et bountees que vous me avez faitz.

La enpreridront congiede lour maistre en disantz,seignour,nous avons par fait

le commandement du Roy, et sicome nous fuissons chargez, et a nostra poiar,

Mais seignour, si nous avons displeu par negligence, ou par paroile ou par fait

en cest temps, nous vous prions de pardon : dautre parte, seignour, et come de

nostre droit, solonque lez customez de comte de Roy, et dez Roialx aunciens,

nous vous demandons Robez et Feez, a terme de vie, come et^cuyers de Roj',

Compaignons, et bachilers as auters seignours. Et lez regarderont honour-

ablemeiit par voy del Fee, on auterment, come le maner este. Et adonques

apres. lez ditz novelx chivalers chivacheront apertement procheyn devaunt

le Roy, de suis le barons et noblez del Roialme, L^sint quil purront estir. . . ,

. . ou le Roy pleirra; come, sils soient faitz a le tour de Loundres, ils chi-

vacheront a Westm' payleys, ou auterment, et serront procheyn devaunt le

Roy, tout le temps del tryumphe, quils sent faitz chivalers, etc. <*

It may be acceptable to some of om* readers to give a note

of various ancient transcripts of the formularies which have now
been submitted to their consideration, as also of the printed

copies given in various works. Selden, in his Titles of Hon-
our, pidjlished in 1614, refers to a French ceremonial, which

he supj)osed to be of the time of Henry YH. Sir Edward
Bysshe, in his notes upon Upton's treatise " De studio mili-

tari," printed in 1054, published this French formulary, proba-

bly the original of our English text, from an old MS., and

gave engravings of twenty-three subjects delineated in an-

other MS. in the library of \A'illiam Le Neve, Clarencieux ^.

"* This document lias been printed here which appears occasionally to denote a final

in pxletiso, with the exception of a few con- mute e.

tractions of questionable power, particu- « Upton, De Studio Militari. Notse,

larly the final n,with a mark of contraction p. 21.
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This document is entitled, " L' ordonnance et maniere de

creer et faire nouveaulx Chevaliers du baing, au temps de

paix, selon la custmne d'Angleterre," commencing thus,

—

" Quant ung escuier vient en la Cour pour recevoir I'ordre de

Chevalre," {sic.) It was not, however, very correctly given,

and Bysshe has not recorded the MS. from which he derived

it. Dugdale, in his History of Warwickshire, published 1656,

gives an English version from an ancient tract in French, pre-

served in a MS. in the College of Arms \ and he added im-

pressions from the plates used previously by Bysshe, taken

from Le Neve's copy ; the subjects were drawn in the origi-

nal in much larger proportions, and illuminated, as Dugdale

supposed, about the time of Edward IV.

Anstis, in his observations introductory to an Essay upon

the Knighthood of the Bath, 17.25, speaks of several copies

remaining, of earlier date than the reign of Henry VII., one

of them in his own possession ; and he printed another, from

Cott. MS. Nero, C. ix, with an old English version ^. Ancient

transcripts of the French text are preserved in Cott. MSS.
Nero, D. ii. f. 254 ; Domit. xviii. f. 243 ; and Ashmolean

MS. 764, f. 90^. A copy of the English text may be found in

Harl. MS. 41, f. 19. The formulary is preserved also in

Arundel MS. in Coll. Arm. xxvi. f. 28. The tract in Lansd.

MS. 285, f. 7, agrees in substance, and a copy is found in one

of the Lambeth MSS. The rare tract, entitled, " The man-

ner of creating the Knights of the Ancient and Honourable

Order of the Bath, according to tlie Custom used in England

in Time of Peace, with a List of those Honourable persons

who are to be created Knights of the Bath at his Majesties

coronation, 23 April, 1661," is probably a rei)rint of Dugdale's

text. A copy is preserved in Harl. MS. 1462.

Sir Harris Nicolas, in his History of the Order of the Bath,

reprinted the English Eormulary, given by Anstis from Cott.

MS. Nero, C. ix., but he has altered the spelling in accordance

with modern orthography, and sacrificed to popular conve-

nience the originality and authentic character of this curious

document. albert way.

' Marked L. 5, f. 28, a. This trans- tract there found,

lation was reprinted by Sir Samuel Mey- ^ Anstis, Kniglithood of the Bath, Ap-
rick in his Critical Enquiry, vol. ii. p. 17L pendix, p. 99.

edit. ISS-I. He gives it as if it were an ^ See the description of this MS. in

original translation, found in tlie Herald's Mr. Black's Catalogue of tlie Ashmolean
College, but it a])pears to have been only MSS. col. 381. This tract appears to be

a version given by Uugdale from a French the same which was given by Bysshe.



ON CERTAIN OBSCURE WORDS IN CHARTERS, REN-
TALS, ACCOUNTS, &c., OF PROPERTY IN THE WEST
OF ENGLAND.— (Co«/mMed)

Berbiagium ; Barbage.—Bloimt, in his Uragmenta Anti-

quitatis, mentions, under villenagc tenure, the berbiage rent

paid by the serfs of Clymeshuid and Calstock in Cornwall.

The following are the extracts contained in his notes

:

" A. B. nativus de stipite quondam tenuit unum messuayium cum per-

tinentiis in Clymeslond. . . etrespondet inde per annum ad quatuor terminos,

2*. 4"^ ; et berbiagii ad fest. Apost. Phil, et Jacob. 16^. &c,

" Nativi tenentes de Calistoke reddunt per annum de certo redditu

vocato berbiagium ad le Hokeday."

His authority is an ancient survey of the duchy. The word
also occurs in his Glossary, as well as in Cowel's Interpreter,

voc. Berbicage.—" Wliy this rent was called berbiagium,"

says Blount, "I am to seek.—For the meaning you must

consult some learned Cornish man."

As neither CoAvel nor Blount had the advantage of the

labours of Ducange, their inability to explain the word is not

inexcusable. Later annotators on Blount have obtained from

that author some obscure conception that it had something to

do (as it certainly had) with brebis or sheep. The word is

noticed by Ducange, who cites several examples of its use in

French documents ; but he does not seem to have ])cen aware

of its use in this country, and the instances which he gives

look, at first sight, rather like a tax than a regular, annual,

rent, such as it was in Devon and Cornwall. Tlie l)est ex-

planation of its meaning will be afforded by extracts from the

records which throw liglit upon it, in connexion with other

documentary notices which seem to throw back the proof of

its existence in fact to a period long before it occurs in name.

The Domesday survey shews that customary ])ayments in

sheep and cattle were received from tenants of different manors

in CornwaU and Devon. Under St. Petrock is a list of

lands alleged to be usurped from that priory. Five out of the

seven ])arcels of land rendered, or luul before the Conquest ren-

dered, either oxen or sheep, as well as money. The following

are instances ;
" In Trefornoc diniid. hida terrtr. Reddebat 12
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oves et 15 denarios In Talcarn dimid. liida terrse.

Reddebat imum bovem," &c.a

In the succeeding century we have a charter of Walter de

Clavile granting to the priory of Canons Leigh, among other

things, " decimam reddituum meorum in gablis, et in redditu

molendinorum, et in redditu ovium de Hockeday^." (OUver's

Monasticon Exon., p. 227. Num. II.)

In the Extent of the lands of De la Pomeray, in the Testa de

Nevill, f. 186, the '' nativi operarii" (i.e. the customary tenants

owing agricultural and other labour to their lord) are stated to

render yearly at Hockeday 4 sheep or 2^. In the same record,

among the free tenants of the bisliopric of Exeter (libere

tenentes de episcopatu) assessed to the aid levied by Henry
HI. on the marriage of his sister, we find a long list of

tenants rendering to the bishop money rents, sheep, aids, and
various agricultural services : thus

" Rogerus clericus [tenet] dim. acram et dim. ferling" pro \5d. etdiinid.

ove et 8^* parte ovis et auxilio, ut alii." (f. 203.)

" Will. Travail un. acram et ferling' pro 2s. 6d. et tm. ove et quarta

parte unius ovis, et arura et seura et auxilio, ut alii." (lb.)

The above, which are only two out of a long series of simi-

lar entries, furnish examples of fractional sheep rendered by
the bishop's tenants. Another and later rental of the see, to

be noticed presently, exhibits the same feature.

One of the first occasions on which I have met with the

word herbiage is in the Inquisitio post mortem of Earl Ed-,

mund, taken in 29 Edw. I.'' It is there named under several

manors ; thus, under Liskerreth (Liskeard), we have, among
other rents of the conventionary and villan tenants, " De ber-

biagio eorundem" (i. e. conventionariorum) " et villanorum, ad
Pascham, 13^ 5^"

Under Tibesta, in another part of Cornwall, the libere

tenentes, or freeholders, are said to render " de berbiagio ad
eundem terminum S''. Michaelis, 5^ ll**." The same pay-

ment is made in Clymesland. In these three manors, and in

that of Calstock, the berbiage rents continued to be payable

by certain tenants down to a very recent period.

* Vol. i. f. 121. The Exon Domesday the true reading,

shews the rent to be annual. • It ^^ill. probably, be found in some of
'' Du;rdale, wlio gives an inspeximus tlie ministers' accounts in the time of the

charter of the Clavile grant, has misread earl himself, of which there is a remark-
or misprinted the word " ovium," and sub- ably fine roll of the date of 25 Edw. I.

stituted "dominii." Dr. Oliver has restored among the records of the exchequer.
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Although the above extracts are enough, perhaps, to make
it probal)ie tliat the berbiage and the sheep rents are iden-

tical, a decisive proof of their identity is sup])lied by a rental

of the see of Exeter, A.U. 130b, ])rinted in Dr. Oliver's Mo-
nasticon, (pp. 4:27—430.) From the manors in Devon and

Cornwall I have selected the following notices :

" Criditon. Ue beibiagio ad terminum de la Hockeday uno anno 26

oves matrices, et alio anno 12 oves matrices et 5 hoggs."
'• Summa totius berbiagii in Devon 189 oves matiices et 17 hoggs uno

anno, et alio anno 184 oves et 22 hoggs, et solvuntur a la Hockeday."

In Cornwall the bishop's berbiage was paid at " Calemay,"

that is, the feast of St. Philip and James, instead of Hocke-

day. e. g.

:

" Polton. . . . Sunt ibidem ad Calemay 206 oves matrices de berbiagio

p!Eeter defectum et acquietantiam, et 14 hoggs et dimidium, et 20 agni."

" Lawytton. . . . Item de berbiagio 69 oves et di. ped."

"S. Germanus . . . De berbiagio 71 oves 3 ped."

" Tregaer . . . Berbiagium ... 38 oves matrices, 3 ped. ovium, et 1 ag-

nus."

"Kaergaul. . . . De berbiagio, 4 oves 1 hogastr'."

The render of aliquot parts of sheep may appear paradoxical,

and the reader may feel curious to know hoAV Roger the clerk,

mentioned in the Testa, contrived to deliver to the bishop of

Exeter the half and one eighth of a sheep ? or how the tenants

of Polton and Lawitton managed to drive into his pastures

the flock of 206 ewes, 14 yearlings and a half, or of 69 sheep

and one moiety of a " pet" lamb ? If indeed the berbiage was
rendered in the form of meat, cadit quaestio ; but 1 apprehend

that the delivery of so large a supply of a perishable article on
a single day in each year would have overstocked even an epi-

scopal larder of the 12tli or 13th century; nor docs the lan-

guage of the record admit of that construction. A lawyer is,

indeed, less startled at the difficulty than a layman is likely to

be ; for he knows well that oiu* ancestors were often called upon
to render the service due " pro tertia parte unius mihtis," and
he has read in our law reports the case of the West India planter

who recovered a verdict in an action of " trover for 10 negroes

and a half'\" At all events the form of reservation was not

new in 130S; for we find, about 400 years before, in the

•i See 3 Ktble's Rep., p. 785.
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Polypticoii Fossatense, published by Baluzius% that some of

the'tenants of that monastery " solvunt mense maio verveces 9^

cum agnis." In truth, the problem may be solved in various

ways without resorting to the knife : thus a sheep of a certain

age or condition may have been conventionally estimated at

some multiple of another of a different age or state ; and this

actually happened with the ceorles of Hurstborne, who, as

early as the 10th century, rendered, among other customary

dues, ewes and lambs to their lord at Easter, and reckoned a

young sheep at the half of an old one^ ; or four persons, each

liable to | of a sheep, might unite in delivering one whole

sheep ; and thus it was that the Geburi before the Conquest

may be said to have supplied, each of them, the keep of half

a dog^. Or, lastly, the value of the fractional animal may have

been paid in monies numbered ; for the practice of fixing an

alternative of money in lieu of a rent in kind has universally

prevailed from the earliest times'".

With regard to the nature of this rent, a very early question

arose whether it was a real ox 2i personal charge : i. e., whether

the custom attached to the land or to the status personae.

In an assession or arrentation roll of the lands of the earldom

of Cornwall, anno 7 Edw. III. the following entry occurs under

Calstock manor. "Mem. quod tenentes supraclicti non oner-

antur de berbiagio quia berbiagium una summa continetur in

extenta'. Levantur {sic) de aliquibus nativis ratione personse

et non ratione tenementi." Yet I find the berbiage rent sub-

sequently paid by several free as well as native tenants.

In a register of the Black prince's letters &c. extending over

the years intervening between 25 & 39 Edward III., there is

a mandate to enquire whether berbiage is due "ratione san-

guinis," or " ratione terrse ;" but no return to it is there re-

corded. It is evident indeed that the prince's officers 500

years ago knew as little as (it may be less than) we know
about the natiu^e of the rent ; and as they were removed, per-

haps, by a like interval of 500 years from the date of its origi-

« 2 Capitularia Reg. Franc, f. 1390. nem vel 2. denarios." For the learning on
' " We tala'5 two geong sceap to eald sheep, and tlieir treatment, under tjie vari-

sccapan."—Kemble, Dip. Anglo Sax., vol. oiis names of oves, multones, castores, agni

V. p. 147. et hogastri, the reader must consult that

K " Duo et duo pascant unum molos- learned lawyer and practical farmer, the

sum." Rectitudincs singularum persona- author of Fleta, lib, ii. c. 79.

rum, in Thorpe's Ancient Laws of Eng- ' This refers to an old extent or survey,

land, vol. i. p. 435. possibly that of the Queen Isabella, which
h The Gebur in the Rectitudincs (?/6/,s-M- is also extant among the Augmentation

liTii) " Dare debet ad pascluun 1 ovem juve- Itccords.
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nal establishment, this ignorance is not surprising. We have

seen that the freehokl tenants of the bishop of Exeter owed sheep

rents as well as other agricultural services and dues in the time

of Henry III., and, with respect to the duchy manors, it is cer-

tain that the berbiage or, as they are now called, harhcuje rents,

have been paid \y^ free, as well as hy freehold, tenants, as far

back as any record of their payment can be traced. It is re-

markable that, as we are able to trace back the payment of

sheep rents in money or kind to a period of nearly 200 years

before they are noticed in the Domesday survey, so we can

bring down the innnemorial payment of barbage money to

the present day. The commissioners, who sat under an act

passed in 1844, (7 and 8 Vict. c. 105,) commuted and merged
it, with other dues, in one entire rent-charge, payable out of

each of the different tenements subject to it"".

There is, of course, no ground for supposing that a rent

payable in, or in respect of, sheep, is locally confined to Devon
and Cornwall, although the Norman designation of it has

not been noticed in the records of other English counties.

The Welsh rentals contain like payments. Thus in an extent

of the possessions of the See of St. David's, A.D. 1326, (Pen-

ton's Pembrokeshire, App. p. 38,) the jurors say, " Quod om-
nes (tenentes) praedicti dabunt collectam ovium quolibet 3''°

anno in Kal. JNlaii;" and in another entry in the same work,

(p. 4,) we find a " coUectio de tenentibus, vid.t, de qufdibet

carucata terrae Anglicana ununi bidentem pretii 12*^, vel in

pecnnia 12'' solvenda ad fest. S. Mich."' I have little

doubt that an equivalent rent under some name or other Avill

be easily detected in other counties.

Blestakia—In a deed of the 12 th century, executed by Odo
Fitzwalter, lord of Treverbin, in fa\'oiu" of the monks of Ty-

wardreath, mention is made of blestarise in the lands granted

or reserved. We there find a "blestaria ad molendinum
})ertinens ;" also an exception of blestaria:' and pasture in

Rostadec (probably Roscradoc.) Over other land rights of com-
mon are granted, with the exclusion of certain meadows, from

the 1st of April to the feast of the Exaltation of the Cross, and
of blestarias from the same day to the feast of St. Peter ad Vin-

'' Their award finds that tlie tenants tiien the early rentals,

paid /hij-iliari/, Jiarba^i', Head Silver, and ' Tliis triennial collectio or ci/mmorth is

sonie other dues of which the meaning; had the exact counterpart of the " trihutuni ex

long perished. They were no other than ovihiis" mentioned hy Ducange, voc. Ber-
the auxilia, herbingtiim, and capitagiiim of biagium.

VOL. V. ^ " O O
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Cilia, during which time they are to be " in defense," that is, the

common rights are to be sus})ended. With regard to the moor
of Penhalward, in which rights of common are also granted,

the donor gives np his right " in dicta mora pratnm vel blesta-

riam facere in postcrmn." (Monasticon Dioc. Exon., p. 42, 43.)

In another grant, ap})arently of the 1 2th century, to the alien

priory of Talcarn in Cornwall, the donor conveys certain lands

in the northern part of the county, with the addition of

"pannagium de bosco, &c., et c(m\munem pascuam, &c., et

omnia necessaria ad ignem suum de blastario meo ubicunque

voluerint." {lb., p. 64.)

Some local knowledge enables rae to say with confidence

that in the vicinity of all tlie lands specified in the above

instruments, there must still be tracts of peat and turbary

ground, supplying a fuel much employed on and near the

moors in Cornwall. The last charter plainly points out this

meaning of the word " blestaria ;" and the first is quite con-

sistent with it.

It is singular that the Avord is not in the Glossaries ; but

the word blesta or blestia, from which it is formed, is found

both in Spelman and Ducange. Spehnan assigns to it exactly

the sense which it seeius to bear hi the above charters, and
Ducange makes it synonymous with " gleba." " Bleta" is also

another form, in which it is used in com})any with turbary

by the brethren of St. Robert of Knaresborough in a petition

to the king in parliament, 35 Edward I."'

I have not fallen in with the word in a Devonsliire charter ;.

though I should expect to find it in deeds relating to the

Dartmoor district, where there is i)eat in abundance. It is in-

deed inserted in a charter professing to grant Gidley manor,
which was dignified by an inspeximus or innotescimus under
the great seal of Henry VIII., and still figures among the muni-

ments of a gentleman whose title is certainly too sound to re-

quire the sapjiort, or even to be damaged by the aid, of so

clumsy a fiction ". The instrument is set forth in the MS.
copies of Westcote's Devonshire, and is referred to by Risdon.

™ " Fodenmt turvas et bletasin foresta." mission. Tlie main difficulties in it are

1 Rot. Pari. 2()(). Tlie pass;i^e is cited l)y tliat one Martin, duke of Cornwall and earl

(^)vvel. (^otgravc also has the word. oi' Moriain, who never existed, is therein
" Perhaps I underrate the meriis of the made to grant to one Egidius de Gidley

docnment ; for it is said to have been re- a variel}' of lands, some of which are wholly
ccntly produced vvitli great success on a inuiginary, and lujue of which any duke of

question of boundary before the Tithe Com- Cornwall ever had to give.
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The compiler of the charter seems to have selected his dis-

cordant materials from genuine charters of various and very

distant dates, and it is therefore not iinpossihle that he found

the words " cum stagnis, tm'bariis, bliatariu,'' &c., in an au-

thentic instrument. The word used for this purpose in such

genuine records as 1 have seen, coimccted with Dartmoor, is

the connuon one " turbaria."
—

" (jllebaria" is employed in the

same sense in some A¥elsh charters.

From the word blestaria, or blcsta, such local names as

Blisland, Bhston, and Tewai) Blusty", ai)pear to be derived.

E. SMIRKE.

BERKSIIIIIE ANTIQUITIES.

In the course of the present year, and also two years ago,

some barrows were opened in the neighbourhood of Ilsley

Downs, in this county ; and as a record of such proceedings

is always of a certain value to antiquarians, both as a guide in

future researches, and to prevent useless trouble in making
them, it may not be unacceptable to the readers of the Jour-

nal, to be presented with a few particidars of what occurred.

The tumuli in question are situated in the parish of Blew-

bury, upon the estate of John S. Phillips, Esq., who had
kindly given ])ermission for them to be examhied. There
had formerly been many of these, of large dimensions, on the

hill above the village ; but in the progress of cultivation, the

plough has passed over most of them, and two, if not more,

have been conqjletely dug down and levelled, so that hardly

a trace of their site remains. One, however, of the largest and
most consj)icuous, called Churn Knob*, still maintains its

position, partly in consequence of having been planted with fir

trees about 40 years since, and forms a land-maik for many
miles round, especially in coming towards Blewbury along the

bottom from Kate's Gore, on which side it is seen to much
advantage. Close by, and almost attached to this, is a smaller

and lower barrow, now ploughed, wliich seemed to have been

" Tewan or Towan Blusty seems to be * A term applied also to Cuckamsley,
the old name of Newquay on the north both bein;; a sort of knob or excrescence

coast, or of some place near it. See Mo- on the brow of the lulls on wliich they re-,

nasticou Dioc. Exon. p. 5i. spectively stand.
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included originally in one fosse with the other : on this it

was determined to begin.

Before going farther, it should be remarked of the Knob,
that, as far as can be judged from the very indifferent growth
of the trees upon it, and the appearances manifest wherever

the rain has washed away the grass springing up on its sides,

its summit, whatever the rest may be, is composed of chalk,

in which particular, as will be presently seen, it differs much
as to construction from others in the neighbourhood.

1848. Sept. 18. The small barrow, on being cut into, from the

nature of its contents, seemed to present the novelty of a sup-

plemental tmnulus to the larger one. It was composed of the

ordinary soil around it ; and upon digging down to no great

depth, there was found in the middle a conical heap of loose

stones, with no deposit either above or beneath, unless the

plough had swept it away ; while on the north, south, and east

sides, (the other was not examined,) at aliout two or three

yards from the centre, a blackness of the soil to a considerable

extent indicated the presence of decayed animal matter, per-

haps as much in each case as might be produced by the de-

composed bodies of small horses. Amongst this were mixed
bones and teeth of horses, teeth of swine, and small bones of

animals, together with many small liun})s of iron'', conjectured

to have belonged to harness ; but there were only a few in-

considerable fragments of charcoal, and no place of cremation

discoverable.

Sept. 19. The next attempt was upon the largest and
most western of two barrows which stand upon the native

down in the bottom between Churn and Lower Chants farms.

These are so considerable in size as to be marked upon the

Ordnance map. The one opened stands just 150 yards north

of what is called the Devil's Ditch *", is of the bell form, mea-

b Owing to these not being affected by the our stand upon the barrow, if we trace its

magnet, they were at one time supposed to course towards tlie west, wliich would be

be iron pyrites, tlie natural produce of the upon the right liand, it passes first into a

chalk soil; but upon a large spear-head ploughed field, and there goes round, not

discovered at Wittenham being submitted through, a yet unoj)ened barrow, which it

to the same test, it was observed to be no has been observed, these works always do.

moreattractedthan the fragments had been. It then creeps visibly up the opposite hill

c Carefully to be distinguished from below Fox barrow ; from which point it

Grimsdyke. It is one of tliese numerous forms the boundary between the parishes of

banks and ditches running over the downs, Ilsley and Blewbury, as it does afterwards

for the irregular courses of whicli Sir R. between those of Ilsley and Chilton ; and
C. Hoare felt himself so much at a loss to continues along the north side of the chalk

account. He has noticed this one in his hills, (a usual course, according to Dr.

Aulient Wills, Northern part, p..51. Taking Stukeley,) being in good preservation,
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sures 109 feet across the top to the middle of the fosse, and

Diay have been about 11 or 12 feet high. A section was

made in this in a north-westerly direction, of the length of 56

feet, which, of course, passed the centre ; and it was found to

be a saving of time and trouble to form the cutting in a

wedge like shape, widening from the outside, so as to allow

the middle ])art to be better dug and searched than the rest.

Beo:innin<>: from the base, the workmen at first found much
difficulty in getting through a bed of chalk rubble, and then

chalk, which appeared to have been put together wet and
pressed down : but after they had advanced rather more
than half way, earth and soil only were thrown out, so

that fears be2;an to Ije entertained lest the tumulus should

have been searched before. This seemed more probable from

the occasional occurrence of small quantities of wood ashes,

and bits of broken British pottery ; one fragment, and one

only, of pale burnt Roman ware, part of a vessel, of which

a representation is given
;
portion of a deer's horn ; teeth and

bones of horses ; teeth of swine, &c.

Sept. 20. However, upon the second day, in a spot which

through the parishes of East Hendred and
Grove, and where it is distinctly to be seen

until it crosses the Ridgeway. This it

does a short distance on the east side of a

public house called the White House, in

the parish of Wantage ; and afterwards gets

into some ploughed fields and is lost. Its

last direction appears to point toward War-
borough.'AVilts ; and on Warborough plain

it is said to be very fine and perfect : per-

haps more careful searcli than has been
made might discover it between that place

and the parish of Wantage. It has been
remarked that it forms a parish boundary
in its whole course through the hundred
of Coini)ton, hut no where else.

If we look to the left hand, or in a south-

east direction, after mounting tlie opposite

hill, it runs on to Thorpe down and Aston
down, where it is in very good preservation,

especially v*'hen sinking towards Hog-
trough-bottom. 'J'hen ascending the hill,

it crosses the road which leads from East
Ilsley to Wallingford ; and at what is called

The Fair Mile, enters Unhill farm. There,
after being nearly lost in the ploughed
grounds, it can still be traced up to the

homestead ; and from thence to Unhill
wood, wherj it is again very visible; after

crossing the wood, it again appears on the

down for a short distance, and taking a sud-
den direction towards the valley which leads

to Streatley, is there lost. In various

places, branches diverge both to the right

and left from the main line, and after a while

re-unite with it ; of which perhaps the in-

stance most accessible to observation is one

on the side of the hill before reaching Hog-
trough-bottom. And hereabout the work
undoubtedly bears the appearance of a road,

being a flat surface betw-een two banks of

nearly equal height ; whereas in other parts

it is what Sir R. C. Hoaresaw and described,

a plain bank and ditch, the latter being on
the south side.

For confirmation of the substance of

much of the statement given above, I am
indebted to the local knowledge of Mr. Job
Lousley. It may be added, that on the

portion of the Devil's Ditch thus traced,

nothing is known to occur which would
afl!brd reasonable ground of conjecture as

to the period or purpose of its being made.
If we suppose the larger works, such as

Grimsdyke and Wamsdyke, (in which
words, it may he observed, "dyke" seems

to be used in the Dutch sense, as the re?-

Xos or rampart, and not as the fosse,) to

have been boundaries of kingdoms, for what
were these smaller ones intended? Sir R.

C. Hoare finding that by following them
he generally arrived at some British village,

speaks (but doubtingly, as he well may), of

them as roads.
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was very nearly the centre, and at eight feet below the surface,

we came upon the place of cremation, still abundantly strewed

with wood ashes of oak, and immediatel}^ afterwards disco-

vered the deposit of calcined hvmian bones. These were in

considerable quantity, not secured in an urn, but placed in

moist clay soil, and, judging from their absolute freedom

from any admixture with it, imist, when first assigned to their

place of concealment, have been carefully enveloped in some-

thing which had perished, either a cloth, or, more })robably,

the skin of some animal ; but no pin of m^y material could

be found. Within a foot of this lay the elegantly shaped

bronze instrument represented by the annexed woodcut,

which was so perfect that the rivets which had fastened it

to the handle still remained in the two openings, though the

handle itself was gone'^

In addition to the effects produced by the action of a very

strong fire, the bones appeared to have been pounded or com-
minuted in some way, so that no piece shoidd remain of any

length : but notwithstanding the dampness of their hidingplace,

they had not suffered in the slightest degree from moisture or

decay, but were as fresh and perfect as when gathered from

the funeral pile. It is obviously difficidt to say much re-

si)ecting them, but from tlie worn appearance of the teeth

found, which were very small, and gave the idea of those of a

female, the individual to whom they belonged must have been

rather past the middle age. There was also the lower jaw of

a child of two or three years old, and some small fragments

of iron as before, mixed up with the whole. AVith respect to

the bronze instrument, never having seen any like it, I can

only offer a conjectiu-e with much diffidence. It has exactly

the make of a plumber's knife, is rather blunt at the oids,

and designed to cut at the sides. It is too weak for an offen-

sive weapon, and had it been intended for such, would assur-

edly, according to the usual fashion both of spear and arroAv-

heads, have been strengthened by a rib u}) the middle. Such

an arrow-head of bronze, and which has also been secured by

rivets, may be seen re})resented in Sir R. C. Hoare's Ancient

Wilts, (southern part, plate xxxii. fig. 1,) and in this the differ-

ence will be very obvious. Something nearly of the same

kind has been found in Dorsetshire, and is now deposited in

*iie county museum at Blandford. It is figured in a subse-

'' It is now deposited in the Ashinoleaii Museum, Oxford.
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qnent page of this Journal (see Archaeological Intelligence) but

differs both in being wider at the base, and having a shoulder

to receive the haft. If tlie implement in question was not an

ordinary knife, and used as such ^ it may perhaps have been

a sacrificial instrument, em})loyed in flaying the victim, for

which its peculiar make would exactly fit it. If it were so,

we have a reason why it was deposited in the barrow, as hav-

ing lent its aid in removing the skin of the animal in which

the bones were wrapped, and therefore, from a superstitious

feeling, interred with them.

On the construction of the barrow, which was somewliat

peculiar, a few words nuist be said. It appears to have been

this. A ring or basin of chalk rubble, of about half the dia-

meter of the present moimd, was first raised on the plain

surface of the down, as a preparation for the funeral pile.

This was put together wet, and a good deal more chalk pow-
dered and moistened and spread over it ; which being either

rammed, or trodden in, as is most probable, by naked feet,

formed the kind of strong concrete, which has before been no-

ticed as troublesome to the workmen. On the smooth surface

in the middle, was spread n layer of clear, red, moist clay,

about half an inch thick, (it was so found,) probably for the

purpose of receiving and securing all the relics of the body

;

and on it the funeral pile was built. When bm"nt out, the bones

were carefully collected together preparatory to being finally

deposited by themselves ; and it nuist have been in the course

of this operation that the little heaps of wood ashes occurring

from time to time on the side of the barrow, were thrown out

of the central basin to clear the Avay. When all was properly

disposed, the material cm})loyed in filling u}) was first the stiff

clayey soil of the coimtry, in which the bones are found em-
bedded, and in which it is wonderful they can have been pre-

served at all, and then lighter mould, the parings of the down,

until the tumulus was fasliioned and completed ; the chalk basin

being left undisturbed, and rising quite up to the surface

® On the subject of tlie British warriors' 'Arpei'Si/s be, tpvaffdixei/os x^'P'"'"'' M''"

knives, and with which it is loo nuicii to ite X^-'P"'')

feared they sometimes cut their enemies' "H ol irap ^icpfos fieya icovXfhv aliv &a>pTo,

throats, 1 do not recollect to liave seen it 'Apuwv iic iciipaXiciv Tafxve rpixas' avrap
remarked, that Agamenn^on liimself cou- (ireira

stnutlii wore one. He uses his for a digni- K-i'jpu/cey Tptlioov koX 'Axatwr vflixav api-

fied and holy purpose, that of cutting off cttois. ic.r.\ 1\. y. 271.

wool from the heads of the victims, hut it That fxaxcipa may sii:;nify a knife, and
was also as a substitute for a pair of scis- small one too, it is unnecessary to prove,

sors, which he did not possess.
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of the sides. So that, m the result, we have a basin fitted to

receive and hold water and moisture ; and not, as is usual,

contrivance used to exclude it, and keep dry the relics within.

That the parings of theDown had been employed for the purpose

above mentioned, was apparent when we came to the floor of

the barrow, where, to our surprise, we found ourselves at least

eighteen inches above the level of the surrounding soil.

Sept. 19. In the course of our researches upon this mound,
and when we were anxiously looking for its occupant or occu-

pants, and to learn in what fashion they had been placed beneath

it, we came upon a discovery which caused some excitement

and speculation ; that of the skeleton of a young and tall man,
clearly no aboriginal Briton, who, from his strange position,

seemed to have been deposited here by being thrust or

jammed into a hole, rather than buried. It was found in the

mould, on the south-east side, three or four yards from the

centre, and somewhat more than one below the surface; the head
towards the south-east, the body inclined to the north-west.

The skull was all broken, probably by weight of earth, with

the face downwards, and resting on one hand, while the other

was raised upon it ; the body so twisted that the hip bone had
the front nearly uppermost ; the knees were raised up towards

the pelvis, and the legs, one of which was broken, gathered

again under them. The individual had been of tall stature,

for the femur measured 19 inches, and the humerus 13;
and was probably not more than 20 or 21, for the epiphyses

of the long bones were found separated from their shafts, in con-

sequence of not having been consolidated with them, and the

dentes sapientise were only just appearing. Neither trinket,

weapon, or article of dress was discovered. Here then was cause

for curiosity and conjectiu'e. It might be a person unfairly

dealt with ; or a tramp so buried by his companions to save

funeral charges ; but the soundness and freshness of the bones

forbad the idea that it could be one of the original occupants

of the barrow. \Vlio and what the individual was, will per-

haps for ever remain unknown ; but it has been thought that

history may throw some light on the latter particular. For,

upon reference to Sir Edward Walter's historical discotu'ses,

vol. the last, pp. 13, 14, it appears that in 104 4, the garrison of

Charles I. at Reading, having, with the assistance of his

army, dismantled the works there, and evacuated the town, had
on Saturday, May 18, their rendezvous on the Downs near
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Compton ; and qiiiirtcred about that place and towards Wan-
tage, continuing about the hitter town till the 24th. And at a

later period in the same year, after the second battle of New-
bury, Mhich was fought on Sunday, October 27, Rushworth
(vol. vi.) informs us that the Parliamentarians remained where
they were, i. e., by Newbury, till Saturday, November 2,

when they marched towards Oxford in pursuit of the king

;

and that night their head quarters were at Compton. The
next day (Sunday) they advanced towards BlcAvbury, and their

head quarters were at Harwell ; at which place a council of

war having been held, in consequence of the determination

then adopted, upon the 5th their horse were drawn up on

Chilton plain, and the whole army ordered to return the next

day to Newbury, w^iich was accordingly done ; some of the

ro^'al forces advancinsr the same nioht from AA'allinoford into
o o O o

the quarters from which they had lemoved. We have here

the evidence of two (hft'erent writers, that in the course of the

year 1644, both the Royalist and Parliamentarian armies passed

over, if they did not occupy, the very ground in which the l)ones

were found, being the valley leading from Compton to Blew-

bury ; and if the description of Charles's Reading garrison, that

they were " old soldiers," does not agree with the evident youth

of the individual, yet it is to be recollected they had then been

joined by the main army, and it might be one of these Avho

was so unceremoniously disposed of. But as the Parliamen-

tarians were a mixed body, and had been fighting only a few

days before at Newbury, it is more probable that it was one

of their number who had died of his wounds or perished from

fatigue.

The adjoining large barrow on the down was opened in

part some years since by Messrs. Lousley and King, who found

at the time remains of animals, an arrow-head, and some trifles,

and abnndoned further pursuit of the work; but the soil coat-

ing down owing to ]-ain, after their departure, disclosed many
snu\ll vessels of British pottery, which seemed to have been

set in a circle. It does not appear that they penetrated to the

main deposit, 'i'hree low barrows near Lower Chants and to-

wards Compton, now ploughed over, Avere examined two years

since, and ])roduced. British remains, viz., an urn of unbaked

clay tilled with the debris of animals, as teeth of horses and

swine, fragments of deers' antlers and bones, a bone of a large

VOL. V. p p
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bird, apparently a goose'', &c. ; lliere was also found a bone

pin.

Sept. 22. The last attempt was made upon the easternmost

of the three tumuli, now ploughed over, and standing in a row
on the brow of tlie hill overlooking Churn farm. It was 86
feet across, but little elevated, and of a regular bell shape. At
a depth of 18 inches it produced simply a deposit of burnt

bones, Avhich fi'om their delicacy seemed to be those of a

female or very young person, carefully placed in the soil ; and
though no place of cremation could be discovered, the con-

struction of the barrow was precisely similar to that of the

larger one. It must have belonged to the same tribe.

So far our enquiries would lead to the inference that the tu-

muli scattered over these Downs are British. But this is by
no means the case with all of them. For, as the line of

country on the hills close by, along the edge of which the old

Tiidgeway runs, has ])robably in all ages been open and free

from wood, so it has ever been debatable ground. Briton,

Roman, Dane, and Saxon, have possessed or disputed it in turn.

At a period when most of England was a forest, the invader

could only find access to the interior along the open hills, or by
British trackways ; and in coming from the eastern coast, the

Danes, there is every reason to suppose, made use of the old

Ikenild way, which conducted them at once to the great ford

of the Thames ; which when once passed, and they had gained

Cuckamsley, the way up to Abury and Stonehenge was open

before them, and the whole country seemed at their command.
Meanwhile, the thick w^oods in the direction of Newbury, of-

fered a secure retreat to the Briton, from wdiich he could sally

forth and attack his enemy upon his inarch ; and here one at

least of his secret fastnesses may still be seen ; and other inva-

ders having used the same ])olicy, we find consequently in this

locality, memorials not of one nation but of all. Scarcely two
miles froniChurn,to the south-east,may be observed onLowbury
(hlaew-bury) hill, the highest point of the whole district, the

' It is scarcely necessary to quote tlie and accurate. Iti one of the cross barrows
well-known passage of Ciesar, on one part near Uslty, opened in IS^S, was found the

of the customsof the ancient Britons, Lepo- skeleton of a tall and strong man, who ap-
rein, et g. llinani, et anscrem, gustace fas pearcd to have died from the effects of a
non ))ut'ant ; Iulh- tamen rihuit aninii volii])- wound inflicted hy a weapon, the iron liead of

tatlMjUc causa." (Ue Bello Gall. v. 12.) which still adhered to one of the vertebrae.

15ut I here refer to it for the purpose of At his feet were the bones of a hare and a
making the observation, that in this and duck, doubtless his pets: the bill of the
every other particular, in which I have latter I have seen,

been able to follow him, l.e is most exact
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traces of some building or inclosiire of regular masonry, \vitliiu

which have been found Roman coins, pottery, tesseras, &c., and

oyster shells in (|uantity sufficient to liave su[)[)lied fish for the

appetite of Aj)icius himself. ]\lore distant, on the south, and

lost amongst the woods of Wellliouse, a hamlet of Hamstead
Norris, is Grimsl)nry castle, a circular camp of extraordinary

strength, never, until lately, even mentioned by antiquarians;

while on the north-east appears Sinodnn hill, overhanging

Dorchester, the ancient Dorocina ; both of which latter cam])s,

if not constructed, were certainly used and occupied by the

Romans. Turning to the west, and ascending to the Ridge-

way, we come, a little beyond Ilsley, to the memorial of a Saxon

prince, viz., Cuckamsley, Cwichelm's hla^w or hill, which still

gives name to the eminence on which it stands ; and whether in-

tended as a sepulchre, a boundary, or a beacon, is unquestion-

ably a genuine piece of antiquity, having the privilege of being

noticed in our earliest English history^. Lastly, close by Blew-

bnry itself, and in a hamlet of it called Aston Uj)thorpe, is a

remarkable hill called Blewburton", the sunnnit of which is

crowned by an oval inclosure measuring 12.'25, by 440 feet

across, which is defended by a single ditcli and vallum all

round ; bnt on the west side, next Blewbury, Avhich is that of

entrance, there are six terraces (as they may be called), and on

g See the Saxon Chron., anno 1006, about Oxford, which from bearing the im-
where tlie Danes are recorded to have priniatur of W. Delaune, Vice-Cl>ancellor,

gone up to it from Wallingford and Choi- must liave been publislied between 1702
sey, along /Esccsdun. See also Robert of and 1705. If Cwiclielin really was in-

Gloucester, p. 29G. Cwichelm, king of the terred here, he would not be burnt, as a

West Saxons, was baptized at Dorchester Christian ; and as a Saxon, he would be
in 636, and died the same year. In (JIS, laid in a cist below the suiface of the soil

;

Kenwal, then king, gave his relation and since tlie researches have not yet pro-

Cuthred, Cwichelm's son, 3,000 hides of ceeded so far, the discoveiy may still re-

land by Ashdown, i.e. near t!iis district. main to be made. But circumstances ren-

This remarkable barrow, which staiuls in der it improbable tliis was a place of sepul-

the parish of East Hendred, is described ture at all. Eor a regular market was of

by Sir R. C. Hoare, who saw it when per- old kept here, till abolished by .lames 1. in

feet, to have bien of the bell shape, -i 90 1620, when, in his grant to Sir Erancis

feet round, and in sloping heigiit 77, and Moore of a weekly market in East Ilsley,

to have bad a vallum and ditch. Of late he prohibits all persons from assembling

years, it lias been cut through dowu to the at the aforesaid place called Cutchinloe, to

floor aiul fowercd by the proprietor Mr. buy, sell, exchange, or deliver cori), &c.,

W. Allin. but without finding any thing under pain of his royal displeasure. And
except a few trifles, a stoue bead, an iron Dr. Hii.'kes quotes a record of a county

buckle, some teeth of horses, and a large court holden here in the time of King
post charred, and bound round with withs Eilielred. See Mr. Wise's Letters on the

of willow and 'hazel. If the hill was in- White Horse.

tended for a beacon, and Mr. Wise, writing ^ It is impossible that the Messrs. Ly-
in 17i58, says that until lately there had sons could have seen or heard of tliis sin-

stood here a post for it, this was ]>art of the gular work, for they take no notice of it ; nor

apparatus: it is exactly represented in an indeed of Grimsbury castle, which is more
early edition of the map of the country excusable.
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the north the same. From the general regularity of the whole

work, its having no opening or particular defence on the east

side, which is perfectly accessible, while what have been named
terraces on the west, where the ground is steep, are disposed

rather for display than strength, the place looks more like the

area of a destroyed Druid ical temple (if stone circles really

were such), than any thing else ; but if the inclosure be a camp,

we may venture to refer it to the Danes. Tradition asserts

that it was connected with the battle of Ashdown, and that

Alfred offered up his devotions in the neighbouring chapel of

Aston Upthorpe, such as it was in his time, before the onset.

Certain it is, that there has been hard fighting about here, as

may be learnt from the numbers of skeletons wliich have been

discovered from time to time not far off; particularly in making
the new road from Blewbury to Wallingford ; but having my-
self seen none of these, I purposely forbear making any obser-

vation upon them.

It seems not to be a just conclusion, although it is one

which possibly may be drawn, that because the mode of inter-

ment Avhich has been above described is, in the extreme, plain

and simple, therefore the people using it must have been ne-

cessarily very poor and destitute. It is true, the country they

inhabited was bleak and open ; and being far removed from
the coast they had not those opportunities of supplying them-
selves with trinkets, ornaments, and other things, by means of

the per mercatores commercia, which Caesar mentions in the

case of the men of Kent. But in addition to the fact of traces

of the Romans beina; found in all directions in the neiohbour-

hood, the circumstance of a piece of Roman pottery being

thrown out from the substance of the tunudns, (and a further

search might have disclosed much more,) proves that those'

who raised it lived in Roman times, had seen s[)eciniens of

their art, and probably also of their luxury. Again, toge-

ther with the Roman pottery, were found fragments of what
is called British ; so that they had urns, as well as other na-

tives, and could have secured the bones in one, had they

pleased ; while as far as regards the place of cremation, it was
arranged with unusual and peculiar care. They must have

had weapons, however })lain, for their own purposes ; arrow

and spear heads of flint ; shields
;
pins also of bone or bronze,

and perhaps some few personal ornaments ; but as none of

these things have been found, the true explanation of all is,
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tliat the simplicity of their mode of interment was the fashion

or habit of the tribe.

I'or, as Britain in the early times was the ])rey of many bodies

of invaders from the continent, there is no donbt that some

of them remained and settled, retaining their pecnliar habits

and cnstoms, which wonld appear in nothing more distinctly

than in their funeral ceremonies. So tliat in barrows we have

a great variety of shapes, contents, and dates ; one is British, and

another Roman, a third Saxon, a fourtli a cenotaph, a fifth

a l)omidary, &c., while the whole number in the kingdom put

togetlier wonld supply graves only for an inconsiderable ])ortion

of the population, even in Ca3sar's time, when, however, it is

reported by him to have been great. It has been affirmed to

me by a gentleman, a native of Germany, that in the isle of

Rngen, which is understood to have been the great seat and

focus of Teutonic superstition', the barrows are always found in

groups of eleven in number, a singularity for which no reason is

known. And upon looking through the pages of the history

of Ancient Wilts'' the same thing may be observed on Salisbury

plain. We find there described at Winterbourne Stoke, a

group of barrows eleven in number, three of which turn out to

be mere cenotaphs, surrounded and separated from all others,

as it were, by an oval bank and ditch of slight elevation. Sir R.

C. Hoare remarks upon them, that there is something in this

case altogether peculiar. AVell indeed might he say so ; but

assisted by a knowledge of the fact above mentioned, we seem

to gain a clue to the mystery ; and it surely is not an unfair

inference to suppose that either some wanderers from the shores

of the Baltic, oi' others who acknowledged the su})erstitions pre-

valent in the isle of Rngen, mayhave seized upon and consecrated

this spot for their own use, by drawing a line around it, and
withinthrowing up the invariable eleven barrows, although three

of them as yet were not wanted. And with regard to the

poverty of the barroAVS at Churn, compared with the barbaric

wealth of many of those investigated by Mr. Douglas in Kent,

or Sir Richard C. Hoare on the downs of Wiltshire, believing

as I do, for the reasons already hinted, that it arose rather

from a custom of burying nothing, than the having nothing to

bury, it may not be uninteresting to illustrate this idea, by the

record of an ancient people, among whom the practice actually

prevailed, in committing the bodies of their friends to the

' See Cluvef'.s Germaiiia, p. 60(j. '" Soutliern part, p. 115.
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flames and to the earth, of wastmg and dividing the inheritance

amongst themselves. The acconnt whicli I am abont to pro-

duce is taken from King Alfred's Saxon version of Orosius, and
is given in the words of Dr. Ingram, the translator >, to whom
I am indebted for reference to it. And curious though
the passage be, as an authentic picture of ancient manners, yet

inasmuch as the Estonians, who are spoken of, lived far

remote, and nothing appears to bring the case home, j^erhaps

the reader might not have been troubled by its transcription, did

not unimpeachable evidence from another quarter, namely that

of Tacitus in his work De moribus Germanorum, tend to esta-

blish a kind of connexion, now inexplicable, between the iEstii

or Estonians and the Britons. King Alfred is describing,

from the account of Wolfstan, who had seen them, the manners
of the Estonians, a people inhabiting Avhat he calls a very ex-

tensive country to the east of the mouth of the river Wisle or

Vistula"", and the narrative proceeds to the following effect

:

"There is also this custom with the Estonians, that when
any one dies, the corpse continues unburn t with the relatives

and friends for at least a month ; sometimes two ; and the

bodies of kings and illustrious men, according to their respec-

tive wealth, lie sometimes even for half a year before the corpse

is burned, and the body continues above ground in the house

;

during which time drinking and sports are prolonged, till the

day in which the body is consumed. Then, when it is carried

to the funeral pile, the substance of the deceased, which re-

mains after these drinking festivities and sports, is divided into

five or six heaps, sometimes even more, according to the propor-

tion of what he happens to be worth. These heaps are so dis-

posed, that the largest heap shall be about one mile from the

town ; and so gradually the smaller at lesser intervals, till all

the wealth is divided, so that the least heap shall be nearest

the town where the corpse lies.

" Then all those are to be summoned together who have

the fleetest horses in the land, for a wager of skill, within the

distance of five or six miles from these heaps ; and they all

ride a race towards the substance of the deceased. Then conies

the man that has the winning horse toward the first and la'rgest

heap, and so each after other, till the whole is seized upon.

1 See Dr. Ingram's Inaiigur.il Lecture on tioties. The Estlionia of tlie maps is now
the Utility of Anglo-Saxon Literature, p. called Revel, and is pait of Russia in Eu-
82. rope.
" So Tacitus calls them i^stiorum na-
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lie procures, however, the least heap who takes that which is

nearest the town ; and then every one rides away with his

slifire, and keeps the whole of it. When the wealth of the

deceased has been thus exhausted, then they carry out his

corpse from the house, and burn it, togetlier with his weapons

and clothes ; and generally they spend the whole substance by

the long continuance of the body within the house, together with

what they lay in heaps along the road, which the strangers run

for, and take away.
" It is also an established custom with the Estonians, that

the dead bodies of every tribe or family shall be burned ; and

if any man findeth a single bone imconsumed, they shall be

fined to a considerable amount."

The coincident testimony of Tacitus, which I now proceed

to give, is most remarkable ; and wliether we consider the pe-

culiar habit of gathering amber, or, what is more important, the

affinity of language, goes far towards shewing that the iEstii

were not strangers to our ancestors.

" Ergo jam dextro Suevici maris littore TEstiorum gentes alluuntur, qiiibus

ritus habitusque Suevorum, lingua Britannicse proprior. Matrem deum ve-

nerantur : insigne superstitioiiis, formas aprorum gestant. Id pro armis

omnique tutela, securum dese cultorem etiam inter liostes prsestat. Rams
ferri, frequens fustlum usus. Frumenta, ca^terosque fructus patientius quam

pro solita Germanorum inertia laborant. Sed et mare scrutantur, ac soli

omniian succinum, quod ipsi Glesum vocant, inter vada atque in ipso lit-

tore legunt," &c. &.C.—Taciti Germania, cap. xlv.

I. W.

DISCOVERY OF A SAXON INTERMENT AT LONG WITTENHAM.

Communicated by the Rev. James C. Clutterbuck.

An interesting discovery has recently been made at Long
Wittejiham, in Berkshire, where remains have been brought

to light, of a later age than the period to wliich the foregoing

memoir relates. The following account, which has been kindly

supplied by the Rev. J. C. Clutterbuck, vicar of the parish,

may most appropriately be connected with the memorials of

Berkshire antiquities.

" The ancient arms and remains, (of which representations

are here given,) were lately dug up in this parish ; I was
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unfortunately not apprized of tlie discovery until they had been

removed by the workmen. I can therefore only give such

information as to their position, with reference to the skeleton

with which they were lying, as I obtained from the labourers.
" Long Wittenham lies on the right bank of the river Isis,

about midway between Abingdon and Walhngford, a mile

and a half west of Dorchester, and one mile north-west of the

ancient encampment on Sinodun Hill. The exact spot whei'e

the discovery occurred is on the right hand side of the road

leading from Wittenham to Walhngford, about one hundred
yards south of the site of the ancient village cross, from which
the road takes its name.

" The discovery was made by some labourers employed in

digging the foundations for a cottage. At about three feet be-

low the surface of the soil one of them struck a pickaxe into a

human skull, and he subsequently dug out the remainder of a

skeleton, lying with the head to the south, and the feet to the

north. Over the left shoulder, by the side of the head, Avas

an earthen vase which was unfortunately broken to pieces, and
of which all the fragments were not collected ; close by the

side of the vase was a spear-head of iron, in good preserva-

tion, measuring 11 inches in length: on the same side lower

down lay a two-edged iron sword, measuring 2 ft. 1 1 inches in

length, and 2^ inches across the blade. On the right side

was found a small knife or dagger, six inches long, with one

edge ; on the breast were a number of fragments of iron,

amongst which was apparently the boss of a shield, of conical

shape, terminating in a squared projection, rising about half

an inch, and measuring about three-eighths of an inch across.

On a fragment of iron, Avhich appears to have formed an outer

rim to the boss, was an iron stud or bottom, covered with a

very thin plate of silver ; of these studs there were four in all

;

a fragment of iron which appeared to have formed a circular

hoop, ending in a hook, and other remains of various forms

and dimension, were also found."

These curious vestiges will be readily recognised as mark-

ing an interment of the early Saxon age ; and a remarkable

conformity in the fashion of the weapons and objects deposited

with the corpse, in their relative position in the tomb, and
other details, may be noticed in the sepulchral discoveries of

this period. The head is usually found to the south ; the

iron sword, the entire length being mostly about thirty-five
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inches, was deposited at the left side, and the spear at the

right, the point in a line with the head, as if the weapon

had been placed in the right hand of the deceased warrior.

Occasionally the spear-head measnrcs as much as fifteen

inches in length. The single-edged knife is commonly found

at the right side, in the same position as the dagger of later

times ; the shield was evidently laid upon the body, and the

umbo, attached by several Hat circular studs, is sometimes

found between the thigh bones. At the feet occasionally

may be noticed a fictile vessel*. Several examples have

been recorded, shewing that the fashion of plating with sil-

ver the blunted point of the umbo, as also the studs with

which it was attached to the shield, probably of wood, was

not unusual. Douglas gives a representation of an vmho

thus ornamented, found near Ash, in Kent''. Another ex-

ample is supplied by an interment described by Sir Richard

Hoare, discovered in a small tumulus on Rodmcad Down,

Wiltshire. Mr. Cuhnington notices a fragment of thin silver,

which possibly had been destined for a similar purpose, found,

with an umbo and remains of the " iron-period," in another

barrow in the same county, near the village of Codford ".

Fictile urns have been found, but not very frequently, in

the tombs of this period. In form, they are distinct from the

peculiar cinerary urns of the British age, and they are mostly

ornamented with zigzag impressed patterns. A good example

of coarse red clay, is given by Douglas, found in a tumulus

on Barham Downs, near Canterbury '^.

The opinion that these remains are Anglo-Saxon is also

confirmed by the representation, given in Douglas's Nenia,

plate I., of remains found in a tunudus opened on Chatham

Lines, in Kent, in the month of September, 1779. The body

was deposited entire, and with the head to the south, as that

at Wittenham, but in a cist : the sword, knife, and spear were

in the same relative position, and precisely of the same make
;

the earthenware bottle, also of the same fashion, and described

as of the same material, viz., red earth, was at the feet, in-

stead of being by the head, and the boss of the shield between

the thigh bones.

a Compare Stukeley's account of remains <= Ancient Wilts, vol. i. p. 47; Arcliae-

found near Charteris, in the Isle of Ely, ologia, vol. xv. p. 345.

Gent. Mag., March, 1776. '' Nenia, pi. 11. p. 47.
i* Nenia Britannica, pi. 7. p. 26,

VOL. V. Q q
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It may not be uninteresting to add that Douglas describes

the umbo of this shield as four inches in diameter, and four

studs were found near it. The Saxon shield he supposes to

have been small and orbicular, with a boss in the centre, the

whole diameter not exceeding eighteen inches^; the spear-

head was fifteen inches long, the shaft having been of ash. The
sword, 35J inches long, two inches broad, flat, double-edged,

and sharp pointed, apparently had been inclosed in a wooden
sheath, covered with leather ; while that at Wittenham must
have had precisely the same dimensions, as the cross-piece at

the extreme end for seeming the handle is lost. Neither, ac-

cording to the peculiarity of Saxon swords, had any guard to

the handle. The knife also was in a wooden sheath, and had
impressions of cloth discernible upon it. The bottle of red

earth is described as twelve inches in height, and five inches

in its largest diameter. It appears to have been of precisely

the same fashion and material in both cases ; and was pro-

bably part of the military equipment, and tied at the back,

like our knapsack.

Mr. Dongkas refers (p. 128, note) to the representation of a

Saxon foot-soldier's dress, given in an illuminated MS. of Au-
relius Prudentius, marked Cleopatra, c. viii. in the Cottonian

Library, and attempts to give a date by observing that the

Saxon Heptarchy was established in 582, and burials within

the walls and near to churches (even " in tumulis paganorum")
commenced in 742. These Saxon interments must have taken

place in the interval. If so, the remains at Wittenham may.

have been deposited about the year 600, as there is nothing

whatever to denote that the individual was a Christian.

It may be added that a curious Saxon fibula, from the

Ashmolean Museum, engraved in vol. iv. p. 253 of the Archae-

ological Journal, was found in the breast of a skeleton in Mil-

ton North field, near Abingdon, which is not far from Long
Wittenham ; and that as the camp on Sinodun Hill, which

almost adjoins Wittenham, is of the description called Danish,

this individual may possibly have fallen in an encounter with

that people, such contests having been very frequent in the

ncighbom-hood.

• Nenia, Obs., p. 128.



OBSERVATIONS ON THE STATE OF HORTICULTURE
IN ENGLAND IN EARLY TIMES, CHIEFLY PREVI-
OUS TO THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

[The following pages contain the substance of a paper read at the Monthly Meeting

of the Archaeological Institute in April last.]

(From a MS of tlio Bomatint d'Alexandre, Bodleian Library.)

It is generally believed that little horticultural skill pre-

vailed in this coTUitry before the sixteenth century ; an erro-

neous opinion mainly attributable to the credit hitherto enjoyed

by Harrison's " Description of England," printed in llolin-

shed's Chronicles. That curious, and, in some respects,

valuable essay, contains so many statements wholly at vari-

ance with well ascertained facts, that it is not to be taken as

a good authority on any one point. Indeed it requii-es a

very small amount of reflection when we read such state-

ments as that the first apple orchard was planted in Sussex,

in the fifteenth century, and that cherries were first grown in

Kent, to perceive there must exist great misapprehension on
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a subject which should be peculiarly interesting to a garden-

ing nation like our own. It is true that the ancient history

of horticulture in England has been investigated by several

eminent writers during the last and present century, but

with what little snccess may be at once seen, when the late

Mr. Loudon gravely stated " that we have no proof that

cherries were in England at the time of the Norman Conquest

or for some centuries after it'\"

It is clear that the first rudiments of horticultural science

must have been introduced into this country by the Romans

;

and the writings of Pliny shew us that the fruits cultivated

by that people at the zenith of their rule included almost all

those now in culture in Europe, with the exception of the

orange^, pine-apple, gooseberry, currant, and raspberry. Even
in those early times, and when much of the country was forest

and marsh, we have the testimony of Tacitus ° that " the soil

and climate of England were very fit for all kinds of fruit-

trees, except the vine and the olive ; and for all plants and
edible vegetables, except a few which are peculiar to hotter

countries." If this observation does not exactly prove that

the experiment had been widely tried, it supports the conjec-

ture that it was not long before the Roman settlers introduced

those fruits which they were accustomed to consume in

their own country, and which were not found indigenous in

this. Pliny states explicitly that cherries were planted in

Britain about the middle of the first century ; they had been
brought from Pontus to Italy by Lucullus'^ a hundred and
twenty years previously. Notwithstanding the opinion of

Tacitus, that our climate was not suited to the vine, it was in-

troduced by the Romans in the third century, and that its

culture was not afterwards abandoned, is proved by Bede's"

notice of vineyards at the beginning of the eighth century.

AVhatever may have been the amount of horticultural

knowledge difi'used in England during the period of Roman
occupation, there can be no reasonable doubt that much of it

was soon lost amidst the anarchy and devastation which
succeeded the immediate period of their dominion. Nature
would in a great measure provide against the entire destruc-

tion of the trees and plants which they had imported and
• Encyclopsedia of Gardening, part iii. but see on this subject the edition of Des-

bk. i. p. 923. ed. 1835. fontaines, Paris, 1829, vol. v. p. 10, and
' Though this has been doubted ; some the Excursus, p. 99.

writers having supposed the "mains as- c Vita Agric, cap. xiv.

Syria," or " citrus medica," mentioned by ^ Hist. Nat., lib. xv. cap. xxx.
Pliny, lib. xii. cap. vii., to mean tiic orange

;
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acclimatised, but the science of gardening wonld gradually be

forgotten. In fact it was not resuscitated in any part of Eu-

rope until the time of Charlemagne. That monarch greatly

encouraged the art in France, and as England became more

settled in its government, horticidture might be expected to

revive with the other occupations of peace; yet our Saxon

ancestors do not seem to have emulated the example of their

French neighbours. We know they had their herb-gardens,

whence our term orchard, and the existence of one apple-

garden is noticed in Domesday; it was at Nottingham : hortij

and hortidi, gardens, or little gardens, are frequently men-
tioned also in that record. It must be admitted, however,

that little or nothing is known of the state of horticulture in

this country prior to the Norman invasion : and when, after

that event, we begin to find traces of horticultural knowledge

among monastic writers, it is evident from the names applied

to various fruits that France had the honom* to supply those

which were held in most esteem, during the tAvelfth and thir-

teenth centuries. The late Mr. Loudon divided the history

of ofardenino; iu France into three eras ; and from the time of

Charlemagne in the eighth, he falls to the period of Louis XIV.
in the seventeenth century^ ; supposing, it may be presumed,

that the intervening period was unmarked by any progress;

however this may have been, the names of many of the fruits

grown in England during that time clearly prove their French

origin.

Excepting a notice in William of Malmesbury relative to

the culture of the vine in England, particularly in Gloucester-

shire, the earliest English author who has treated of horticul-

ture, and that only incidentally, is Alexander Necham, the

learned master of the grammar school of St. Alban's, at the

close of the twelfth century, and afterwards abbat of Ciren-

cester. He was born about the year 1157 and died in 1217.

Kis valuable, comparatively unknown, and as yet unpublished,

work " de Naturis RerumV' is a sort of common-place book,

wherein he entered under various heads the gleanings of his

secular and theological reading ; but as much of that reading

in matters ap[)ertaining to natiu'al history was limited to

Sohnus.and Isidore, his observations must be received with

e Encycl. of Gardening, p. 80, ed. 18.35. teenth century.

Mr. Loudon does not appear to liave known 'There are numerous MS. copies of

the valuable work of Oliver de Serres, this work ; several are in the British Mu-
which fully illustrates the state of garden- seum, principally in the Royal CoUec-
ing iu France at the close of the six- tion.
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some caution. Thus his description of what a "7iobilis orfus''

should contain is evidently in a great degree purely rhetorical,

since it enumerates besides trees and plants indigenous to, or

then probably acclimatised in, England, others which were, and
still are, except under very special conditions, natives solely of

the south-east of Europe and of Asia. That his description,

however, was not wholly inapplicable to an English monastic

garden of the twelfth century, is proved by his mention of the

pear of St. Regie, a fruit of Erencli origin and name, and one

which, as will be shewn hereafter, was extensively cultivated

in this country during the thirteenth century. Besides this

pear he enumerates apples, chestnuts, peaches, pomegranates,

citrons, golden apples, almonds and figs. A doubt may be

reasonably felt as to the cultivation of either the pomegranate

or citron, even in the most scientific claustral garden, in Eng-

land dming the latter half of the twelfth century. It should

be remembered, nevertheless, that both had been grown in

Italy and the south of France, from the time of the Romans,
and that specimens may have been introduced as curiosities

by some one or other of the travelled, or ahen, churchmen of

Necham's time. We know from the interesting memorials of the

early abbats of St. Alban's, preserved by IMattheAV Paris, that

they frequently visited Italy on the affairs of their house, and
they may have imported from thence horticultural rarities for

theii' garden, just as they were accustomed to bring over rari-

ties in art for the decoration of their church. There is no
reason to suppose that the chestnut, even though not indige-

nous, a fact by no means certain, did not grow in this country

subsequent to Roman times ; the same remark applies to the

peach, almond, and fig ; the first of these fruits was cultivated

as far north as St. Gall in the time of Charlemagne, and was
certainly planted in the palace garden at Westminster as early

as the year 12 7G, There remain then of the fruit trees

which Necham thought requisite for a " noble garden" only

the " golden apples" {aurea mala) to be disposed of; it is not

at all probable that they were golden pippins, and they must,

we fear, be assigned to the fabled Hesperides of which he had
read in his favourite Solinus. Although he does not name
them as desirable in a "noble garden," Necham mentions, in

another place, cherries and nmlberries, with this remark,
" they (and other soft fruits) should be taken on an empty
stomach, and not after a meal." Among soft fruits he reck-

oned apples ; his notion that pears, unless cooked, were cold
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and indigestible was shared by Pliny ; the opinion was due

probably in both cases to the fact that the most common
varieties of that fruit were adapted chiefly to culinary pur-

poses. Necham makes no practical remarks on horticultm'c
;

he was acquainted, however, with the process, still in use, of

grafting the pear on the thorn.

Grafting was a branch of horticultm-al science which exer-

cised the minds and ingenuity of the religious from the earliest

time. Manuscripts of the works of Varro, Columella, and Pal-

ladius were of frequent occurrence in the monastic libraries of

the middle ages ; and the expermientalists of those days, al-

though they certainly failed to produce, fully believed in those

marvellous results said to be attained by grafting, which de-

ceived the credulous from the days of Virgil and Pliny to the

time of Evelyn.

Of the vine, which was extensively cultivated in this coun-

try during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Necham says

little. That it was so cultivated in order to make wine there

can be no doubt ; and at the present time it seems wholly in-

credible that such a controversy as that which took place in

the last century between Daines Barrington, who adopted

the opinion of Sir Robert Atkyns^, on the one side, and
Dr. Pegge on the other'^, respecting the culture of the vine,

could have been maintained so long in sheer ignorance of the

vast mass of accounts relating to vineyards which are pre-

served in our several Record offices. From the time of Henry
II., the great rolls of the exchequer present numerous illus-

trations of the subject, and although after that monarch's

acquisition of Guienne, in right of his consort, Eleanor of

Aquitaine, the manufacture of wine in this countiy may have

been checked by the importation of a more generous product

fi'om Bom'deaux ; still wine, whatever may have been its

quality, continued to be made in many a vineyard in England
even so late as the fifteenth centmy. The accounts of the

keeper of the vineyard at Windsor castle in the reign of

Edward III. detail every operation, from planting, grafting,

and manuring, till the fruit was pressed, casks made or repaired,

and the wine barrelled '. For some time the superintendence

of the Windsor vineyard was in the hands of one Stephen of

g That vinea meant an ay)ple orchard. Journals of Works at Windsor, preserved
Ancient and Present State of Gloucester- among the Exchequer Records formerly in

shire, p. 17. the custody of the Queen's Remembrancer
'' Archaeologia, vol. i. and ii. and now deposited in Carlton Ride.

These accounts are included in the
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Bourdeaux, who had doubtless been summoned from Guienne,

to impart to EngUsh gardeners the method of culture practised

by the vine-dressers of the Garonne. It was part of the

economy of the Windsor vineyard, as of others, to make
nearly as much verjuice as wine, a circumstance which may
indicate, perhaps, the poorness of the vintage. Verjuice was

much used in the sauces and other culinary preparations of

those times, and appears to have been prepared either from

the juice of the grape, from vine-leaves or from sorrel. The
only interesting remark made by Necham on the vine refers

to its usefulness when trained against the house front J.

From the time of Necham till the close of the thirteenth

century we have little information respecting English horticul-

ture that is not supplied by records, authorities which are

necessarily meagre in detail. In considering their contents

it will be convenient to take the several fruits mentioned in

some sort of order ; and first as to the Pear. In accounts of

the fourth and twentieth years of Edward I., 1276, 1292,

we find enumerated among purchases for the royal garden

at Westminster, plants, or sets, of pears called Kaylewell, or

Calsweir, RewF, or de Regula, and Pesse-pucelle ; these are

rude versions of the names of Erencli varieties formerly in

great repute. The Kaylewell was the Caillou, a Burgundy
pear ; hard, of inferior quality, and fit only for baking or

stewing. The Rewl' was the pear of St. Regie, which we
have seen noticed by Necham in the twelfth century, and ap-

pears to have derived its name from the village of St. Regie,

in Touraine. The Pesse-pucelle ^ may have been the variety

anciently known in Prance as the " Pucelle de Saintonge
;"

there was also another sort called " Pucelle de Plandres." Of
these varieties the Caillou seems to have been most commonly
grown in England -. there is extant a writ of Henry HI.

directing his gardener to plant it both at Westminster and in

the garden at the Tower. In pursuing our enquiry as to the

difi'erent kinds of pear known in this country in the thirteenth

century, much valuable assistance is derived from a series of

bills dehvered into the Treasury by the fruiterer of Edward
I. in the year 12921 They enumerate in addition to the

St. Regie, Caillou, and Pesse-pucelle pears, others named
Martins, Dreyes, Sorehs, Gold-knobs ("Gold-knopes"), and

j
" Paiiipinus latitudine sua excipit aeris ^ Also called " Pas-pucelle."

insultus, cum res ita desiderat, et fenestra ' Now preserved in the Chapter-house,

clemeutiamcalorissolarisadmittit." Lib. ii. Westminster.
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Clieysills. ]f tlieir prices arc to be taken as any indication of

the esteem in m liicli the several varieties were held, or of their

rarity, the St. Regie and Pesse-pucelle apjjear to have occupied

the first places; the cost of those fruits ranging from 10^. to

2,^. and 36'. a hundred; Martins sold at br/., the Caillou at 1*.

and the other sorts at 2<'/. or Sd. per hundred.

To the ])receding list of pears cultivated in England in

early times must be added another sort which may be reason-

ably claimed as of ])urely native origin. The horticultural

skill of the Cistercian monks of Wardon, in Bedfordshire, a

foundation dating from the twelfth century, produced, at some
early but uncertain time, a baking variety of the pear. It

bore, and still bears, the name of their abbey, figured on its

armorial escutclieon "', and sup})lied the contents of those AYar-

don-pies so often named in old descriptions of feasts, and
Avhich so many of our historical novelists" have represented as

Inige pasties of venison, or other meat, suited to the digestive

capacities of gigantic wardens of feudal days. It is time, in

justice to these venerable gardeners, that this error should be
exploded. Their a])plication to horticultural pursuits, even up
to the Dissolution, is honourably attested by a survey of their

monastery made after that event -. it mentions the " great

vineyard," the " little vineyard," tw^o orchards, doubtless the

same in which the " Wardon" was first reared, and a hop-

yard. The AVardon pear is still known in the west and other

parts of England. Lawson, whose " New Orchard and Gar-

den" was published in 1597, remarks that "hard winter fruit

and Wardens" are not fit to gather until some time after

Michaelmas ; another author, of about the same date, says
" Wardons are to be gathered, carried, packt, and laid as win-

ter peares are°."

With the Wardon I com})lete the best list of the ncnncd

varieties of the })ear known in this country during medieval

times, which my researches have, hitherto, enabled me to

"' Tlie arms of Wardon abbey vere, ac- " Mr. Loudon observes tbat the Wardon
cording to Bishop Tanner, Ar. three War- pear was so called from "its proi)erty of

don pears or, two and one; but the counter keeping!" Arboretum et Fruticetuni Bri-

seal appended to the deed of Surrender, tannicum, vol. ii. p. 882.

preserved' among the Augmentation Re- ° "The Husbandman's fruitfiill Or-
fords, bears a demi-crosier between three chard." p. 4. The Wardon seems to have
Wardon pears. 'J'he late editors of Dug- been improved in later times; there is a

dale's Alonasticon remark that Wardon sort now known as Uvedale's Wardon,
pears were sometimes called Abbats' pears, otherwise Uvedale's St. Germain, which is

j)Ut no autliority is given for the assertion. s -id to have been grown to weigh upwards of

Monasticon, vol. V. p. 37L three pounds. It requires a wall. Loudon.

VOL. V. R r
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make. It should be noticed, however, as " Gold-knopes" are

named above, that there is still a common Scotch pear called

the " Golden Knap," which is possibly the very sort supplied

to Edw^ard I., more than five centuries and a half gone by.

The APPLE should be noticed with the pear. One sort only

is named in any account of the thirteenth century that has

fallen under my observation ; the " costard"^ ;" it occurs in the

fruiterer's bills, already quoted, of the year 1292 : but as this

fruit was very generally cultivated from an early time "^ there

must have been many varieties known. The pearmain was
certainly known by that name soon after the year 1200, as

Blomefield instances a tenure in Norfolk by petty serjeanty,

and the payment of 200 pearmains and 4 hogsheads of cider

or wine made of pearmains, into the Exchequer, at the feast

of St. Michael yearly "". Cider was largely manufactured during

the thirteenth century, even as far north as Yorkshire ; thus

in 1282 the bailiff of Cowick, near Richmond, in that county,

stated in his account, that he had made sixty gallons of cider

from three quarters and a half of apples^ It has been already

remarked that our forefathers considered the apple to be a
" soft fruit," and more wholesome than the pear : Necliam

records that an apple swims when thrown into water, while a

pear will sink.

It may be interesting before proceeding to enumerate the

other kinds of fruit generally cultivated duruig this century,

to place before the reader a statement of the resources of a

nobleman's garden in the year 1290; and I should remark

that althouo-h it belono;ed to one of the wealthiest barons of

that period, it was not, probably, better stocked, or more ex-

tensive, than many annexed to the Cistercian abbeys of the

same age ; that religious order being then pre-eminent for

their skill in horticidture and for agricultural enterprize.

P "Poma Costard';" they sold for one (moesiin.) Add. MS. 6159, fo. 220. Law-
shilling the hundred. son, who lived in Yorkshire, thus describes

1 Malmesl)ury, speaking of Gloucester- the process of making cider and perry in

shire, says, " Cernas tramites publicosves- his time, that is before 1597: "dresse

titos poniiferis arboribus, non insitiva ma- every apple, the stalke, upper end, and all

nus industria, sed ipsius solius humi na- galls away: stampe them, and ^trains

tura." them, and within 21 houres time tunne

History of Norfolk, voh xi. p. 242. ed. them up into cleane, sweet and sound ves-

1810. sels, for feare of evil! ayre, which they will

' In a tract on Husbandry, written in readily take : and if you hang a poeke full

England early in the fourteenth century, of cloves, mace, nutmegs, cinamon, gin-

we find itstatfd, under the rubric "coment ger, and pils of lemmons in the midst of

horn deit mettrc le issue de sun estor a the vessell, it will make it as wholesome
ferme," that x quarters of apples or pears and pleasant as wine. The like usage doth

ought to yield a tun (/owO of cider as rent Perry require." A New Orchard, &c., p. 52.
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There is preserved in the otticc of the Duchy of Lancaster

an account rendered by tlie baihff of Henry de Laci, earl of

Lincohis of the profits arising from, and the expenditure upon,

the earl's garden in Holhorn, in tlie sul)urbs of London, in

the 2ith year of Edward L Wc learn from this curious

document that apples, pears, large nuts, and cherries, were

produced in sufficient quantities, not only to supply the earl's

table, but also to yield a profit by their sale. The compara-

tively large sum of nine pounds two shillings and threepence,

in money of that time, equal to about one hundred and thirty

five j)ounds of modern currency, w^as received in one year

from the sale of those fruits alone. The vegetables cultivated

in this garden were beans, onions, garlic, leeks and some
others, which are not specifically named. Hemp was also

grown there, and some description of plant which yielded ver-

juice, possibly sorrel. Cuttings of the vines were sold, from
which it may be inferred that the earl's trees were held in

some estimation.

The stock purchased for this garden comprised cuttings or

sets of the following varieties of pear-trees ; viz. two of the St.

Regie, two of the JNIartin, five of the Caillou, and three of the

Pesse-))ucelle : it is stated that these cuttings were for plant-

ing. The only flowers named are roses, of which a quantity was
sold, producing three shillings and twopence. It appears there

was a pond, or vivary, in the garden, as the bailift' expended
eight shillings in the purchase of small fish, frogs, and eels, to

feed the pikes in it. This account further shews that the

garden w^as enclosed by a paling and fosse ; that it was
managed by a head gardener who had an annual fee of fifty-

two shillings and two pence, together with a robe or livery: his

assistants seem to have been numerous, they W'Cre engaged in

dressino; the vines and manuring; the e;round : their collective

wages for the year amounted to five pounds.

Quinces [coi/ncs) and medlars are frequently mentioned
in the, royal household accounts of the thirteenth century ; so

often, indeed, that there is no reason to doubt that these fruits

were extensively cultivated in England. Quinces are named
in the fruiterer's accounts of the year 1202, before quoted, and
were sold at the rate of four shillings the hundred.

Peaches, as already stated, were enumerated as garden
stock by Necham in the twelfth century, and slips of peach-

i The last of tliat name who bore the title ; he died in 1312.
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trees were planted in the royal garden at Westminster in the

fourth year of Edward the First, 1276 ".

I have not found any notices of the nectarine or apri-

cot earher than the fifteenth century ^.

The ALMOND is mentioned by Necham ^, but we may reason-

ably assume it was cultivated chieHy as an ornamental tree,

and that the large quantities of this nut eaten during Lent, in

ancient times, were imported from the south of Europe. It is

worthy of remark that Necham speaks of the date-palm, a tree

which appears to have been cultivated in England as early as

the sixteenth century. Lawson, in his " New Orchard," gives

instructions for setting date stones.

Plums are seldom named in early accounts.

Notwithstanding Mr. Loudon's assertion, it may be fairly

presumed that the cherry was well known at the period of

the Conquest and at every subsequent time. We have seen

that it is mentioned by Necham in the twelfth, and that it

was cultivated in the earl of Lincoln's garden in the thirteenth

century. It is true no varieties of it are named, as of the pear,

but when we examine writers of the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, as for instance the " Husbandman's fruitfull

Orchard," published before 1609, we find that four varieties

of the cherry Avere then grown in England, viz., the Elemish,

the Gascoyne, the English and the Black cherry. The foreign

sorts ripened in May, the native not before June. It is ex-

tremely probable that the Gascoyne cherry was brought into

this country soon after Guienne became a dependency of the

British crown, and our great mercantile intercourse with

Flanders, from a very remote time, would naturally occasion

the introduction of its fruits as well as its manufactures. The.

late Mr. Loudon ^ refers to one Richard Haines, fruiterer to

Henry the Eighth, as the ])erson supposed, by some, to have

re-uitroduced the culture of the cherry in England. This opi-

nion was derived from the " Epistle to the Reader," prefixed

to " The Husbandman's fruitfull Orchard ;" the name of the

fruiterer was not Haines but Harris ; he was an Irishman,

and planted an orchard, celebrated in the seventeenth century,

at Teynham in Kent, which bore the name of the " New-gar-

u From the commentary of Goclefridus ^ Both are named by Lawson in the six-

on Palladius, transhited in the fifteentli teenth century.

century by NichoLas BoUarde, we find that J' Directions for planting it are given by
the fruit of tl.e peach was then called its Nicholas ]5ollardc, in the fifteenth century.

apple. " Also the appul of apechcr shalle MS. Karl. 1 1(J, fo. IS/i, 6.

wox rede if liis ... be gryfted one a jdane >= Encyclopiedia of Gardening, ed. 183-5,

(?plome) ti-e." MS. llarl. IKi, fo. h'AJ. p. 22.
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den." lie is said to have fctclied out of "Fraiincc grcate

store of graftcs especially pippins : locfore \vliieli time there

was no right pippins in England. He fetched also, out of the

Lowe Countries, Cherrie grafts, and Peare grnfts, of divers

sorts." Henry the Eighth planted a great quantity of cherry-

trees at Hampton Court through the agency of Harris ".

The MULBERRY, or More tree, as it Avas called in the hftecnth

century'', appears to have been grown in England from a very

remote period; it is included in Necham's list of desirable fruits.

The earliest notice of the gooseberry, which I have found,

is of the fourth year of Edward the First, 1270, when plants

of this genus were purchased for the king's garden at West-

minster ; but as it is an indigenous fruit we may infer that it

was known at a remoter time, though probably only in its

wild state.

Strawberries and raspberries rarely occur in early ac-

counts, owing probably to the fact that they were not culti-

vated in gardens, and known only as wild fruits. Strawberries

are named once in the Household Koll of the countess of

Leicester for the year 12G5. This plant does not seem to

have been much grown even at the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury". Lawson speaks of the roots of trees, in his model or-

chard, being "jjoivdred with strawberries, red, white, and

green." Raspberries, barberries, and currants, he describes

as grown in borders. Both fruits behig indigenous would be

found plentifully in the woods in ancient times, and thence

brought to market as they are at the present day in Italy and
other parts of southern Europe.

Of NUTS the sorts conunon in this country from an early

period appear to have been the chestnut and hazel-nut. The
"large nuts" mentioned as growing in the garden of the earl

of Lincoln in Holborn, were probably walnuts ; for although

the exact period of the introduction of this variety is not

known, it was generally cultivated as early as the middle of

the fifteenth century, and the wood of the tree known by the

name of " masere ;" whence, probably, the name given to those

wooden bowls, so much prized in medieval times, called ma-

zers ^. It has been supposed that these vessels derived their

a Tlie accounts arc Still preserved; they d "Take many rype walenottcs and

were formerly at the Chapter-house. water hem a while, and i)ut hem in a moiste
'' MS. Uarl. IKJ, fo. 155, h. pytt, and hile hem, and ther shdbe grawe
' In the time of Henry Vlll. strawberry therof a grett stoke tlut we calle ma ere."

roots sold at fourpence a bushell. Ilanip- Nicholas Hollarde's version of Godefridus

ton Court Accounts, super Palladium, MS. Har IK), fo. 158.
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appellation from the Dutch word maeser, signifying a maple ^
and it is probable they were sometimes made of that material,

as they were occasionally of the ash and other woods
;
yet the

timber of the walnut tree being often beautifully variegated

would supply a material in every respect equal, if not superior,

to the common maple.

Nuts were cultivated in England in early times in order to

obtain oil. It was estimated by an English writer of the early

part of the fourteenth century that one quarter of nuts ought

to yield four gallons of oil \ but he does not specify any par-

ticular sort of nut.

Little can be said with certainty respecting the varieties of

culinary vegetables cultivated in England previously to the

fifteenth century. The cabbage tribe was doubtless well

known in the earliest times, and generally reared during the

middle ages : of leguminous plants the pea and bean were

grown in the thirteenth century ; the latter it will be recol-

lected was among the products of the earl of Lincoln's garden

in Holborn. The chief esculent root was probably beet,

which is mentioned by Necham. The pot herbs and sweet

herbs cultivated and used from a remote period, were the

same which are enumerated by our native writers on horticul-

ture of the early part of the seventeenth century^. Of salads

the lettuce, rocket, mustard, watercress, and hop, are noticed

by Necham. Onions, garlic, and leeks appear to have been

the only alliaceous })lants in use before the year 1400. With
these remarks I quit the kitchen, for the flower, garden.

Our invaluable authority, Alexander Necham, says a " no-

ble garden" should be arrayed with roses, lihes, sunflowers,

violets and poppies ; he mentions also the narcissus (N. pseudo-.

narcissus ?) The rose seems to have been cultivated from the

most remote time ; early in the thirteenth century we find

King John sending a wreath of roses to his lady, jo«r amours, at

Ditton ; roses and lilies were among the plants bought for

the royal garden at Westminster in 1.276 : the annual render-

e See Arch. Journal, vol. ii, p. 262. from tlie character of the writing in each
f " P^ vin (juarter de noyz deit respoun- being the same it may he conjectured with

dre de iiij. galons de oille." Tlic title of probability, that he was the author of both
this curious tract is," Ici aprent la manere works. Add. MS. 6159, fo. 220.

coment horn deit charger baillifs e provoz g Compare Lawson's " Country House-
sur lur acounte rendre de un nianer. E wife's Garden," chapters 7 and 8. Here I

coment hom deit maner garder." Thetrea- may remark that Mr. Loudon in his " En-
tise immediately following it, in the same cyclopajdia of Gardening" has attributed

manuscript, purports to liave been written the introduction of many pot and sweet
by Sir Walter de llenlee, knight—"Ceste herbs to the sixttentli century which were
Uite fist Sire Water de Henlee chivaler"

—

certainly known here long before.
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ing of a rose is one of the commonest species of quit-rent

named in ancient conveyances. The extent to which the cul-

tivation of this flower had been carried between the fourteenth

and the sixteenth century, m.'iy be estimated by the varieties

enumerated by Lawson ^ ; they are the red, damask, velvet,

double-double Pi-ovcnce rose ; the sweet musk rose, double

and single, and the double and single white rose. The Pro-

vence rose was probably first imported in the fifteenth cen-

tury, when the occu{)ation of Trance by the English may be

conjectured to have caused the introduction of many addi-

tional varieties of fruits and flowers ; the marriage of Marga-
ret of Anjou Avith Henry the Sixth maybe regarded also as an

event likely to have brought the Provence rose to our northern

climate. Of all the flowers, however, known to our ancestors,

the gilly-flowcr or clove pink
',

(chu-de-r/iroj/ee,) was the com-
monest, and to a certain degree the most esteemed. ]\lr.

Loudon has stated, erroneously, that the cruelties of the duke
of Alva in 1507, were the occasion of om' receiving through

the Tlemish weavers, gilly-flowers, carnations, and Provence

roses. The gilly-flower had been known and prized in Eng-
land centuries before: at the end of the sixteenth century,

Lawson, who terms it the king of flowers, except the rose,

boasted that he had gilly-flowers ''of nine or ten severall

colours, and divers of them as bigge as roses. Of all flowers

(save the Damaske rose) they are the most pleasant to sight

and smell. Their use is much in ornament, and comforting

the spirites, by the sence of smelling." There was a variety

of this flower well known in early times as the wall gilh-flower

or bee-flower, "because growing in walles, even in winter,

and good for BeesJ." The reserved rent, " /f//if/.s cJavi (jario-

JiHy which is of such frequent occurrence in medieval deeds

relating to land, meant simply the render of a gilly-flower,

although it has been usually understood to signify the pay-

ment of a clove of commerce ; the incorrectness of this read-

ing must be apparent if it be recollected that the clove

was scarcely knoAvn in Europe in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, when this kind of reserved rent was most

common.
Another flower of common growth in medieval orchards, or

gardens, was the pervinke, or periwinkle
;

h " A New Orcliard and Garden," &c., J "The Country Housewife's Garden,"

p. 57. p. 1 1.

> Dianthus Caryophyllus,
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" There sprang the violet all ncwe,

And fresh pervinke, rich of hewe,

And flowris yellow, white, and rede
;

Such plente grew there nor in the mede."

—

Chaucer.

As this plant will flower under the shade of trees or lofty

walls, it was well adapted to ornament the securely enclosed,

and possibly sombre, gardens of early times.

T'rom an early period the nurtm'e of bees had occupied

attention in England ; the numerous entries in Domesday in

which honey is mentioned shew how much that product was

employed for domestic purposes in the eleventh century.

Among other uses to which it was applied was the making of

beer or ale {cervisia.) When the duke of Saxony visited Eng-

land in the reign of Henry the Second, the sheriff" of Hamp-
shire had an allowance in his account for corn, barley, and

honey which he had purchased to brew beer for the duke's

use''. An apiary was generally attached to a medieval garden,

and formed })art of the stock which, according to the usage of

early days, was sometimes let out to farm. In the fourteenth

century an English writer, whom I have before quoted, ob-

served that every hive of bees ought to yield, one with

another, two of issue, as some yielded none and others three

or four yearlyl In some places, he adds, bees have no food

given to them during winter, but where they are fed a gallon

of honey may suffice to feed eight hives yearly. He estimated

that if the honey were taken only once in two years each hive

would yield two gallons. It is in accordance with this ancient

practice of gardening that Lawson, in his " Country House-

wife's Garden," devotes a chapter to the " husbandry" of bees.

"Your bees," he observes, "delight in wood, for feeding,

esi)ecially for casting; therefore want not an orchard. A
Mayes swarme is Avortli a mares foall : if they want wood
they be in danger of flying away."

It is not probable that much art was shewn in the laying

out of gardens or orchards before the fifteenth century.

Water being an absolute necessity, every large garden would

be supplied with a pond or well, and it appears from ancient

illuminations that fountains, or conduits, often of elaborate

^ Madox's Hist, of the Exchequer. lorn, e la ou horn lour douiie a manger si

' " E cliescouue rouche de eez deit res- pount il pestre viij. rouches tot le yver de

poundre de deus rouches par an de lour uu galon de mel par an. E si vous nel

issue, lun parniy lautre. Kar acoune lie quillez fors en ij. aunz, si averes ij.ga-

rent nule, e acoune iij. ou iiij. par an. E louns de mel de chescoune rouche."—
en acoun lu lour doune loni a manger rien Add, MS. G159, fo. 220.

de tout le ivcr, e en acou ]u lour doune
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design, were sometimes erected in the gardens of the wealthy.

The engraving prefixed to this article, copied from a manu-

script of the fourteenth century, represents a flower garden,

or lawn, separated by a wooden i)aling from the orchard, where

a gardener is busied in pruning "".

Our ancestors seem to have been very fond of the green-

sward, and any resemblance to modern flower-beds is rarely

seen in the illustrations of old manuscripts ; where flowers are

rei)rcsented so planted they are generally surrounded by a

wattled fence. The annexed cut, copied from a manuscript of

GABDEN OF THE XVth CENTURT.

(From a MS, of the Romaimt de la Rose, Britisli Museum.)

the fifteenth centuiy, proves that the ordinary form of the
" erbour" has not undergone any change since that age, and
it also shews how the " seats and banks of camamile" or

other flowers, referred to by Lawson, were constructed. A
bank of earth appears to have been thrown up against the

enclosure wall, the front of it was then faced with brick or

stone, and the mould being reduced to an even smface was

VOL. V.

•" It is taken from a niiniatuie in the lloniaunt de la Rose.

S S
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planted according to the taste of the owner. Numerous ilhis-

trations in works of the fifteenth century shew that a bowUng-

alley, and butts for the practice of archery, were not un-

common features in gardens of that date. There is great

reason to beheve that in this century the style of gardening in

England was considerably modified by the introduction of the

Flemish modes of decoration, which the connexion then formed

between the courts of England and Burgundy would materially

contribute to bring about. It is to this period that we may
ascribe the first appearance of "mounts" in English gardens.

This ornament was contrived, it would appear, to enable per-

sons in the orchard to look over the enclosure wall, and in this

respect it was analogous to the mound, or specidatorium,

usually thrown up within the bailey of a Norman fortalice.

When the garden happened to be situated in a park, and

herds of deer browzed even up to its walls, the mount be-

came useful as a point from whence, as honest Lawson observes,

" you might shoote a bucke." These mounts were formed of

stone, or wood " curiously wrought within and without, or of

earth covered with fruit trees." They were thrown up, as

Lawson notes, in " divers corners" of the orchard, and were

ascended by " stares of precious workmanship." When con-

structed of Avood the mount was often elaborately painted in

gaudy colours. The accounts of the w^orks at Hampton Court

in the time of Henry the Eighth contain many curious items

relative to the decoration of the mounts erected in the garden

of that palace, and also of the expenses for " anticke" works

there. At the commencement of the sixteenth century the topi-

ary art came into full practice in this country. Lawson, who
wrote at the close of it and after an experience of half a cen-

tury, observes, the lesser wood might be framed by the gardener
" to the shape of men armed in the field, ready to give battell

:

or swift running greyhounds : or of well sented and true run-

ning hounds, to chase the deere, or hunt the hare. This

kincle of hunting shall not waste your corne, nor much your

coyne."

1 must now conclude these notes on medieval gardening,

and defer to a future occasion the observations it was my in-

tention to make on the agricultural economy of the English in

early times. Fully conscious that the few notices, derived

from widely difiercnt sources, Avliich are here presented in a

connected form, do not exhaust or even add much that is new
to the subject, I would hope that, such as they are, they may
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have the effect of attracting persons more competent than the

writer to the study of the ancient state of horticultural science

in this country. To alter slightly the meaning of LaAvson,

who may be justly esteemed the Izaack AValton of gardeners

;

what " an hinderance shall it bee ** to the common good, that

the unspeakable benefits of many hundred yeares, shall be lost

by th'audacious attempt of an unskilfull Arborist."

T. HUDSOIs TURNER.

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE

OF THE THIRTEENTH AND FOURTEENTH CENTURIES.

Some houses of the twelfth century have been described in

a former volume of this Journal, but as these were in a town
and of a small size they could hardly be considered as types of

the usual plan of a house of that period.

There is however no doubt that the arrangement was gene-

rally the same during that and the two following centuries.

The house consisted of a hall with a building attached to each

end of it. The hall was generally the whole height of the

house, (but occasionally there were low rooms under it,) and
was the usual living apartment for the whole family.

The building at each end of it was divided into an upper
room called the solar, and a lower room which at one end was
usually the cellar, and at the other the kitchen, at least this

seems in some instances to have been the case, for the exact

place of the kitchen is still an unsettled point, the cooking

was probably sometimes carried on in the hall, and sometimes
certainly in the open air, as represented on the Bayeux tapestry,

and in the celebrated manuscript of the fourteenth century of

the " Romaunt d' Alexandre," so extensively used by Strutt,

in hi^ Sports and Pastimes ; but this was probably the case

only on great and special occasions, it could hardly have been
the ordinary practice;. The upper room at one end was some-

times the chapel, but this does not appear to have ever been
the general ])ractice ; the chapel was often a small room
attached to the solar.

The first house to Avhich we now wish to call attention, has
we believe hitherto escaped observation, at least wc have l)een

unable to find any account of it, and Lysons does not even
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mention it. The name by which it is popularly known in

the neighbom'hood is the Monk's House. It is situated at

Charney in the parish of Longworth, near Wantage, in Berk-

shire, close to the small church or chapel of Charney, but has

a private chapel of its own, though the church being older

than the house, it must always have been side by side with

it. This may perhaps be accounted for by the circumstance

that it was a grange belonging to the abbey of Abingdon, and

the occasional residence of the abbot. In those days every

manor had its grange, which was often a house of considerable

importance, more what we should now call a manor house

than a mere farm house, which we now commonly understand

by a grange.

The present house consisted as usual of a hall and two

transverse wings ; the front of the hall has been rebuilt and its

place supplied by a modern building divided into several

rooms, but the foundations and part of the back wall appear

to be original; it was about 36 feet by 17. The two wings

are nearly perfect, the front gables are in the same plane with

the front of the hall, but they extend much farther backwards,

and the south wing, which adjoins the church-yard, is length-

ened still more by the addition of a chapel attached to the upper

room at the east end, the principal front of the house facing the

west. The place of the altar is quite distinct ; the piscina and

locker remain ; the east window is of two lights quite plain, the

south window a small lancet with a trefoil head, widely splayed;

the roof is modern. It is separated from the larger room by a

stone M'all, with only a small doorway through it, and is itself

so small (12 ft. 5 in. by 9 ft. 10 in.) that it appears to have been

merely a private oratory for the abbot, or the two or three

monks who usually inhabited the house. The whole of the

details of this chapel, and of the rest of the original work in

the house, belong to the latter part of the thirteenth century,

the end of the reign of Henry the Third, or the beginning of

Edward the First. If any of our readers who are familiar

with court-hand, will examine the chartularies or other rolls of

Abingdon abbey, which are preserved some in the British Mu-
seum, and others in the collection of Sir Thomas Phillips at

Middle Hill, it is probable that the exact date of this building

may be ascertained. The ground-floor of the south wing is di-

vided into two rooms corresponding to the solar and chapel

above, the larger room is 30 feet by 16, and has an original fire-

place in it, the head of which is of the form so common at that
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period, called the square-headed trefoil ; and three original win-

dows, two of them square-headed, the third at the east end, a

double lancet ; it has a door into the court-yard, and had an-

other into the hall. This room would appear to have been the

kitchen, but the fire-place is not large enough for very extensive

cooking. The small room under the chapel appears to have

been a cellar, and is still used as such ; it has no windows but

only small loops.

The solar, or larger room above, adjoining the chapel, has its

original open timber roof, which although plain, is of good

character ; it is canted, of seven cants, with tie-beam, king-

post, and struts ; the king-post is octagonal, with square aba-

cus, and base, which sufficiently indicate its date. The entrance

to the solar is by steps from the yard, and it appears always

to have been external and in the same situation, probably by

a covered projecting staircase, oppo-

site to one of the doors of the hall,

traces of which still remain. The
north wing has its walls nearly in

their original state, though some

windows and doors have been in-

serted, and the interior arrangements

have been altered. In the west gable

is a small quatrefoil window, or open-

ing into the roof, and one of the up-

per rooms retains its original double

lancet window ; there is also part of

an original chinmey, but the fire-place is of the fifteenth centtuy.

At Sutton Courtenay, near Abingdon, is another house of

about the middle of the fourteenth century, or the reign of

Edward the Third, and in this instance the hall is nearly per-

fect, it measures 40 ft. by 23 ft. 10 in. ; its original open tim-

ber roof remains, it is very lofty, canted, and supported by

king-posts with struts resting on wooden arches which rise

from stone corbels, most of which are carved into heads, and

one of these has the wimple ; the arches and purlins are well

moulded with the quarter round and fillet. There are two

windows on each side, which have originally been lofty, with

pointed heads carried up through the roof in the manner of

donners, these have been altered, having been cut off at

the transoms ; the alteration of the roof consequent u])on

this is very perceptible, the dormers over the heads of the win-

dows having been removed, and on the outside these windows

Window in the Ga
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being thus made square-lieaded, have wooden labels put over

them; and a modern parapet of lath and plaster has been
added -"^

: the lights below the transoms have never had glass

fixed in them, but must have been closed with casements or

shutters. This hall is now called the chapel, which it clearly

was not.

It is very remarkable that under one of the windows of this

hall is a low side | fv^

window, the first I I

that has been no- g^p
ticed in domestic '- -M

work : this is near-

ly perfect on the

inside, and has

good Decorated

tracery ; the hooks

for hanging the

shutter also re-

main, but on the

outside it is plas-

tered over. At the

north end of the -

hall is the passage

called the Screens, Low side Window

with a doorway at each end according to the usual arrange-

ment still continued in use in our College halls : the framing

of this passage is original, and the bays of the roof are made
to ao-ree with this arrano-ement.

The two wings of this house have been more or less altered,

one more than the other, being now used as the dwelling house;

the south wing is more perfect, and in this is the solar, which

was probably about 35 feet by 17 and the original open timber

roof, which still extends the whole length of this Vv^ng, though

part of it has been ceiled, and parted off into different rooms.

This solar is lighted by two lofty Decorated windows of two
lights with transoms, the one on the north side square-headed,

that on the east pointed. In the room on the ground-floor

there are remains of a fire-place ; there are the corbels of one

in the -upper room, through the back of which at present an

entrance is made by a ladder from the hall ; one of these

corbels rises from a ball-flower, the other from a twisted

stem ; the chimney belonging to the lower fire-place still re-

° These windows have beta restored in the woodcut annexed.
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mains, and is an octagonal shaft battlemented. The original

entrance to the solar is by an external covered staircase,

opposite to a door at the north-east angle of tlie hall : the roof

is exactly similar to the one at Charney, excepting that the

monldings of the capital are of later character, being here of

decided Dc^corated work and not very early in the style.

The building is of stone with the exception of the upper

part of the east wing, which is of wood. The windows iDotli

of the hall and of the solar are widely splayed, and have

a hollow moukling running round the angle of the splay.

The north wing does not extend backwards beyond the width

of the hall. There arc other buildings connected with this

wing and forming part of the present mansion, but tliese are

of subsequent periods : there are also offices to the east, com-

])leting the quadrangle, which appear to have been erected in

the fifteenth or sixteenth century, when some other alterations

were made in the buikling.

At Charney the fire-place on the ground-floor is more per-

fect, and evidcntlv ori2;inal, in both cases these rooms were

probably the kitchens. In other instances the fire-places

have generally been found in the upper rooms only, and not as

in these cases on the ground-floor ; no instance has yet been

noticed of a fire-place on the ground-floor in the twelfth cen-

tury : the finding them in the thirteenth and fourteenth and

not in the twelfth may possibly be a mark of the progress of

civilization.

This house at Sutton Courtenay is called by Lysons the rectory

house, but this is a mistake ; there is another rectory house in

the village, and this is not on the rectorial farm. In the

Saxon period the whole manor belonged to the abbey of Abing-

don, but it was exchanged with King Kenulf for other land on

which was the site of an ancient royal palace at or near Abing-

don, " where the king's hounds and hawks were kept to the

great annoyance of the convent." After the exchange we
may presume that these were removed to Sutton, and it re-

mained in the royal possession until King Henry the Second

gave it to Reginald Courtenay, ancestor of the earls of Devon.

It remained in the possession of tliat fiimily until the attainder

of Thomas Courtenay, earl of Devon, in the time of Edward
the Tourth. At the time this house was built, the manor was

therefore in the possession of the Courtenay family, and there

is httle doubt that they built it as their manor house, i.h.p.
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The following documents, extracted from the Registry of the

Exchequer Court of York, are of a class of testaments seldom

printed, neither the testators nor their descendants having

attained any rank to mark them in history. We have offered to

our readers on a former occasion an inventory which illus-

trates the condition of the husbandman or small farmer at the

close of the thirteenth century", and now present to them
similar evidences regarding two worthy yeomen of Yorkshire,

who flourished in the times of the Reformation, and died in

the days of strong religious reaction, in the reign of Mary.
We are indebted to the kindness of Richard Almack, Esq.,

E.S.A., for the communication of these documents : and it is

needless to observe how valuable are all materials of this de-

scription, as authentic information relative to the personal

and social condition of the various classes of the community
in former times. A well-selected series of such memorials

would form a most valuable addition to our antiquarian lite-

rature, and might serve as the groundwork for a complete illus-

tration of the private life and advancing civilization of our

forefathers, through successive generations.

In the name of God, Amen, the iiij.th day of m'che in the yere of our

Lord god, 1558. I, John Almoche, of Sandhuton^, hole and good of.

Remembraunce, make this my last will in maner and forme following,

first, I gyve my souU to almyghtie god, and to our blessed Lady Saint

Marye, and to all tlie holy company of heaven ; and my bodie to be buried

in the P'ishe churche of our Ladye in thriske^. Item, I gyve to S"". Bar-

tilmewe Smyth half a bushell of Whete, and half a bushell of Rie. Item, I

gyve to george norton half a quarter of Barlye malte. Item, I will that

Thomas almoche, my brother, shall have my farmehold. Item, I gyve to

the said Thomas almoche ij. of the best oxen, a Iren bowne wayne, a

cowpe', a plewghe yok', and teames, and all that belonges them, and the

said Thomas to have a Duned meare, and all tymber wood about the farme-

hold, ij. tres excepted. Item, yt is my mynd that my brother Robert

Almoche shall have a howse and a porc'on of Land. Item, I gyve to my bro-

ther, Robert almoche, a Cowe with Calf, a gray fyllie stagg-*. Item, I gyve

to Elizabeth yates one blake oxe. Item, I gyve to Isabell Carter one spynke

oxe^, a Duned maire, and ij. yowes. Item, I gyve to the said Elizabeth

* Archaeological Journal, vol. iii. p. 65.
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and Isabell all the howshold goods, excepte a maskefatl" Item, I gyve to

Thomas Almoclie cue oxgauge of Corned Item, I gyve to M'garet Kaget

xiij. s. iiij. d. Item, I gyve to Jane epson a yowe and a lambe. Item, I

gyve to Richard yates one colte stagg4, a gymmer hogg^, and a lambe.

Item, I gyve to eu'y one of my brethren and sister children a gymmer

lambe. Item, I gyve to Richard fraunsse half a Bushell of Rye. Item, I

gyve to my three s'vand' ev'y one of theme a Lambe. Item, I give to

maulde nelsone and avis her sister half a bushell of Rye. Item, I gyve to

Richard exon a gymmer hogg. Item, I gyve to Robert Almoche all the

fyerwoode about the bowse. The residewe of my goodes, my Dettes,

fermes, Legacies and fun'all expenc' fulfilled and discharged. I make

Thomas Almoche, Robert Almoche, Elizabeth and Isabell my hole Exe-

cutors, wytnesses of this my last will and Testament, S"^ Bartilmewe

Smyth, Thomas pallesser, John Cutay, Thomas Londe and John Raper.

This will was proved at York, the 10th day of May, 1559, by the oaths

of Thomas Almoche and Robert Almoche, two of the Executors therein

named, to whom probate was granted.

In the name of god. Amen, the xviij. day of may in the yeare of our lord

god, 1558. I, Richard Almuke, of Sand-hooton, of hoole mynd and good

remembrance, make this my last will and testament in man' and forme fol-

lowyng; first I geue my soull to Almightie god, and to our blessed lady

saint mary, and to all the holy company of beauen, and my body to be

buried within the P'she churche Earth of our blessed lady in Thriske. It.

I geue to S'^ bartholniew Smithe halfe a bushell of Rye, to pray for my soull

and all cristen soules. It. I will that John Almoke my sonne shall haue

my farmehold'*. It. I geue to Robtt. Almoke my sonne a cow, iiij. yewes

and thayre lambes, vj. shepe hogges^*, and one gray horse. It. I geue to

Jane hexen a quy stirke, a yew and a lambe, an almery", a calf; and yf this

Jane chaunce to dye yt shall remayne to Richard hexon her brother. It.

I geue to Richard yates a quy and a gymer lambe '^. It. I make Thomas

Almoke to be sup'uisour of this my last will, to se that yt be fullfiUed and

discharged in all things, as my trust is in him. All the residew and ou'-

plus of my goods, my detts, fermes, legacies and fun'all expences payd,

fulfilled and discharged. I make John Almoke my sone to be my full

Execuf. Thes witnesseth s"" bartholniew smith, Thomas pallisscr, An-

thony hurwith, Richard Newson and Thomas lund.

Proved at York, the 16th day of September, 1558, by the oath of John

Almoke the son, the sole executor therein named.

NOTES.
(1.) Sandhutton, adjoining to Tbivsk.

(2.) Tlrirsk, in the Xortli Riding of Yorkshire.

(3.) Coiip-eart, in the northern dialect, signifies, according to Brockett, a short

cart which is capable of being conpcd, or turned up to be emptied : the long cart

not being so. Bailey explains it as l)eing a close cait, giving instances of this

" country word," a lime coop, a muck coop, &c.

VOL. v. T t
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(4.) Stag-, a colt or young horse from one to three years okl, in the dialect of the

north. The author of the Craven Dialect would derive it from Belg. Stegen, to

mount, ^M. a colt fit for riding. See Brockett and (Jamieson,) v. Staig. The word
occurs in the Durham Inventories, published by the Surtees Society, vol. i. pp.
242, 245, &c.

(5.) The terra spiuk, which signifies a chaffinch in some local dialects, has not
been noticed by north country glossarists, nor by Mr. Halliwell, in the sense here
implied. It probably means spotted, as spinked is explained in the "Craven
Dialect." Spiiikie, in the Scottish dialect, signifies slender. (Jamieson.) In ano-

ther north country will, published by the Surtees Society, a " takked cow" is

mentioned, the same probably as spynke, above.

(6.) A mash-vat, a large vessel used in brewing. To mask, in the north, signifies

to infuse, as—mask the tea. (Brockett.) " To maske, ceryif/are." (Catholicon ma-
lerna lingua, MS. dated 1483.) The terms mashin fat, mashfatt, mashin tub, are

of frequent occurrence in the Wills and Inventories published by the Surtees

Society. The complete brewing apparatus in a small family in the north, at the

time when the testator lived, appear to have been " a brew-lead, a mashin fat, one

gile fatt and a woort tub," valued at 18s.

(7.) An oxgange or oxgate, bovatus terre, commonly signified so much land as

might be ploughed by one oxe in a day
;
jugum denoted the extent which might

be ploughed by a yoke of oxen. The quantity of the oxgange differed according

to custom, it has been rated by some writers at thirteen acres. See Spelman.

Here, however, the term denotes as much corn as grew on an oxgange, according

to Yorkshire measure. This mode of expression was not singular in the north.

Margaret Burdon, widow of a wealthy farmer of Elton in the county of Durham,
beciueathed, in 15(35, to her son, " halfe a oxe gand of hard wayre corine, grow-

ing nowe of the ground winter and ware corne." To another person she left

'halfe a oxe gand of hard corne (wheat or maslin sown before winter) and of

wayre corne (barley or oats) now of the ground." Dated, Jan. 10. She also

speaks, more correctly, of the hard corn and " wayre corn of one oxgand of land,"

and makes distribution of land she held, by " oxgands," during the remainder of

her lease.—Wills and Inventories, Surtees Society, vol. i. p. 239.

(8.) A gymmer, in the north, is a ewe sheep from the first to the second shearing,

according to Brockett : a hog is a sheep from a lamb to its first shearing, after

which it is a dinraont, if a wedder, and a gimme r, if a ewe. See Craven Dialect,

Jamieson, &c. Su Goth, gimraer, ovicula que primum enititur. Gelt-gimmer,

a barren ewe. Gemer lamb, gymmer's hoggs, &c., are frequently named in the

Durham Inventories published by the Surtees Society, vol. i. pp. 229, 239, 318.

(9.) The expression " farmehold," which occurs in both the wills given above,

does not appear to have been noticed by glossarists, Ralph Claxton, a Durham
yeoman, gives, in 1567, to his wife the lease of his " farmhold" during her life,

but if she remarried, he willed that his son should have "• the said lease and

fermhold during all my yeres to come." He willed also that his sou should

have the lease of his fermhold after his widow's death. Wills and Invent., vol. i.

p. 275. Farm, properly signifying the land let out for rent, as also rent itself

;

Jiriiia, this term denotes land held by such payment.

(10.), Sheep hogs, already explained to be sheep in the state from a lamb to the

first shearing, sheep one year old, in Scotland harvest hogs. The term is com-

monly used in the north, in the southern and eastern counties they are more com-

monly called hoggrels. Porkers were distinguished as " swine hogges," as still in

the north they speak of hog-pigs.
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(II.) Tlie alinery, or ambry, a moveable receptacle fur household stufT, is one of

the chattels of most freriuent occurrence in old wills or inventories, and appears to

have been amonj^st the first objects of superior convenience or luxury in furniture

introduced in the houses of the middling classes in early and simple times. It is

universally named in documents connected with the northern counties. See Wills

and Inventories, pp. 258, 281, 334, <Scc. Tlie precise distinction between the

almery and the cujjboard may be questionable : possibly the former was closed,

the latter for the most part open, like a small buffet of several shelves, yet we find

cupboards described with three locks, with two locks, &c. Amongst the furniture

of a draper at Durham, in 150H, occur in the shop, " ij. chists, a cupbord, an

auiberye, xxvj.s. viij.'l." He had other like conveniences in his parlour, aiul in

" the hall house a ambre vij.s., a cupbord ambrj, iiij.s." The almery is usually

tluis distinguished from the cupboard ; in one instance we find an ambry and a

" drinke ambry," valued together at 8s. This must have been of the nature of the

modern cellaret. " An almery with four doores and two shootes."—" A grete new

slandyng almery with iv. leves." See Promptorium Parvulorum.—" Almery, n/??(a -

rium. Almery of mete kepyng, or a save for mete, cibutum.'"

(12.) A quy-stirk, a quy. In the north a heifer is called a quey, (generally pro-

nounced whye,) until it has had a calf. They speak of a quey-calf. See Grose,

Brockett, and Jamieson. A stirk is a yearling ox or heifer, Ang-Sax. jurencits,

biicula. In the Inventories frequently cited in these notes, mention is continually

made of quycs: " IG stottes and quyes £8. 8 quyes thre yeares olde, prased to

£i. 4 twinter whyes at £4. 7 elder whies at £9. (5s. 8d. 23 kyen and whaies

i,'28." See. They must not be confounded with ki/e,co\\ii, " 39 kye, prased to £39.

farrowe kyene, at 26s. 8d. (each)—kyne newc kalved with ther calves, 30s." &c.

Gymer Iamb has been explained previously.

It does not appear from these documents Avliat relationship

subsisted betAveen the two testators, although, probably, they

were kinsmen. They evidently both adhered to the old faith

of their forefathers, and were content if their remains might

rest together with them within the " Parish Churche Earth ^ of

our Blessed Lady" at Thirsk, the mother-chui'ch of Sandhut-

ton, where they were resident. The descendants of Richard

Almoke remained at that villao;e for about a centurv and a

half after his decease, and many of their wills preserved at

York re])eat the old request to be buried in or at the church

of St. INlary, in Thirsk. The name is sometimes Miitten

Awmoke.
Tliese testaments were both, very ])robal)ly, written by " Sir

Bartholomew Smyth," by Avhom they were also witnessed; he

doubtless administered the last rites to the testators, and

prayed for the repose of their souls, having received a bequest

of grain for such service, half a bushel of wheat, the value

about one shilling, with half a bushel of rye, about Sgd. It is

' This term is unusual. Church- <:ar/li, 1393, wills liis body "to my graven in the

the enclostd cemetery yard,.\n}^. Sax. geard, Mynstor Garth, be for the butres at tlie

an encldsure or ^^arclen. is not uiiconuiioii riiarnell."

ill tiie north. .Ion of Croxton, of York,
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scarcely needful to observe that the title of Sir,

—

domums, was
very commonly given to priests in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries : William Thomas, in his Rules of Italian Gram-
mar, 1548, gives '' Ser, {Ifal.) sir, appertaineth to a knight
or to a priest." Dominus was a title given in the universities to

graduates, according to Hearne, in the Glossary to Robert of

Gloucester ; originally attributed to bishops or ecclesiastics of

superior sanctity or dignity, it became the designation of

abbots, and at length the monks had the title of Dom, Doni-
nus or Dan. In the wills, frequently cited before, the title of

Sir is constantly given to the clergy; the Reformers desig-

nated the Roman priests by the contemptuous name of Sir

John,—Sir John Lack Latin, &c. Thus Tindal,—" then one
sort are your Grace, your Ilolines, your Fatherhode : another,

my Lord Bishop, my Lord Abbot, my Lord Pryor. Another,
maister Doctour, Father Bachelar, Mayster Parson, maister

Vicar, and at the last commeth in simple Syr John"."

The following deed, found among the muniments of the

dean and chapter of Exeter, and communicated by Dr. Oliver

and Mr. P. Jones of that city, is worthy of notice as confirm-

ing the better opinion of those topographical writers who have

derived the name of Drewsteignton, in Devonshire, from that

of a former owner of the property. The well-known cromlech

at Shilstone in that parish has tempted a certain class of local

historians to refer the name to a Druidical origin, and the

theory is so po})ular and plausible, that the temptation has

generally been too strong to be resisted.
—"The very name

instantly determines its original a])propriation to the Druids,"

says the industrious Polwhele : Chapj)le zealously adopts and
enforces the sauie view, and even Mr. Rowe, our best and
most judicious as well as latest guide to the scenery and natu-

ral features of the Dartmoor district, seems to be almost per-

suaded to fall in with the same etymological heresy.

Whether Drewsteignton was really the chief-lieu of a

Druidical archbishopric, it is needless to discuss. The deed at

all events sup})lies a fact, namely, the early ownership of a

Tciguton by one of the Drew family, and a probable and ade-

(juatc cause of the distinguishing name of the place, Avhich,

according to the rules of souiul logic, ought to be admitted

until displaced by something better than conjecture.

" Practise of Prelates, Tiiulal's Works, ter to his motlior, written 1553. Martyrs'

p. Sl'.j, edit. 1572. See also Bradford's let- Letters, p. 292. orig. edit.
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There are several places called from tlic river Teign, still

designated by the names or descriptions of their ancient pos-

sessors. Thns we have King's Teignton ; Bishop's Teignton
;

Canonteign ; Teigngrace, &c ; and if a Drew was owner of

another, he wonld (as llisdon expresses himself) probably both

give to it, and take from it, his own name.

The instrument, though without date, is evidently of the 12th

century, and is, in substance, a release by one of the Ponie-

roys to his tenant in chief, a Dennis, of all claim to certain

property, saving military service ; and a confirmation to Drogo

or Drew and his heirs of his tenure, paravaile under Dennis.

The person immediately benefited is, of course, the actual oc-

cupier, from whom therefore and his family the consideration

in money and kind proceeds. It is remarkable that all the

three parties are still represented in lineage, if not in name,

by families subsisting and respected in the part of England

to which the transaction refers, and there is reasonable ground

for believing that the ancestors of all are named in Domesday
as tenants before, or at the time of, that survey.

Notum sit tain futuris quara presentibus quod ego Henricus de Pomerio

Concessu et assensu heredum meorum clamavi quietum JuUano de DacJiu et

heredibus suis Hostellagium quod mihi vendicavi in terra de Whielega, ita

quod ipse et heredes ejus tenebunt in feodo et hereditate de me et de here-

dibus meis terram illam per vicesiinam partem servicii feodi unius militis.

Concessi eciam sicut principalis Dominus assensu heredum meorum Brogoni

de Teingtona et heredibus suis ut ipsi in feodo et hereditate teneant eandem

terram sicut hereditatem suam de predicto Jollano et heredibus suis per

predictum servicium, sciHcet, per vicesimam partem servicii feodi unius mi-

litis, et idipsum eciam concessit ipse Jollanus assensu heredum suorum.

Et pro hac mea concessione dedit milii j)redictus Drogo quatuor marcas ar-

genti et unum palefridum, et AVilliehnus filius et heres ejus unum anu-

lum aureum. Quod ut ratum et inconcussum permaneat sigilli mei impres-

sione confirmavi, et presentis scripti testimonio corroboravi. His testibus.

Roberto filio WilUelmi et Ricardo fratre suo. Johanne filio Theobaldi.

Hereberto de Boleto. Reginaldo de Marisco. AVilliehuo de Sancto Phili-

bertO. Waltero fiho Williehni. Randidfo de Poltuda. Stepliano de Padford.

Henrico coco. Roberto colo. Tlioma Tiranno. Waltero de Mortuna. Os-

berto Camerario. Eadmundo.

There is reason to l)elieve that Stanton Drew, in Somerset,

is indebted for the last ])art of its name to the same family of

Drogo, although there, too, the circle of stones (which proba-

bly suggested tlie first part of the name) has misled topogra-

phers and local guides.
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EARLY BRITISH PERIOD.

The Rev. C. W. Bingham, of Bingham's Melcumbe, Blandford, has

kindly communicated drawings of various ancient objects discovered in

Dorsetshire, and deposited in the count}' museum at Blandford ; amongst

these are certain imjilements of bone, here represented, found near Dor-

.chester, and presented to the Dorset collection bj' the Rev. Henry Moule,

vicar of Fordington. No example, unfortunatel}% has hitherto been met

with in a perfect state : the longest fragment measures about 7 inches in

length, and three quarters of an inch in diameter : these rude implements

are blunt at one extremity, and perforated like a needle or bodkin at the

otlier, which has led to the conjecture that they may have been intended

for some like use, possibly for fabricating fishing nets : their size, and the

obtuseness of the point renders it improbable that they should have been

used as pins for fastening the garments. In one of the British barrows

opened on Alsop Moor, Derbyshire, by Mr. Bateman, as related in his

valuable " Vestiges" of the antiquities of that county, three instruments of

bone were fomid, formed of the ribs of some animal, neatly rounded at each

end, and much like a mesh-rule for netting, or perhaps, as he sujiposed,

used as modelling tools in the construction of urns*. None of these, how-

ever, were perforated. Another bone pin f(jund in Dorsetshire, appears to

have been used in the dress ; the point unluckily is broken ; this object is

neatly rounded, and is formed witli a ring at the other end, to which a lace,

or some pendant ornament, might be attached ; it closely resembles one

found in a tumulus at Lake, North Wilts, given by Sir Richard Hoare,

pi. 30. It measures three inches in length, and is stained green, probably

from coming in contact with metal. Another, similarly coloured, of flattish

form, with an eye at one end, is in a perfect state, as here shewn. With
these remains Mr. Bingham noticed some weapons of bronze, consisting of

the broken blade of a dagger, found in a tumulus near Came, Dorset, and

presented to the museum b)^ the Right Hon. Col. Darner; also two other

blades of bronze, found with the bone implements, and jiresented by Mr.

Moule. The former measures nearly nine inches in length, and two inches

in breadth, at the end w^here it was attached to the haft by rivets, the holes

for which are seen in the annexed woodcut. This weapon bears some

resemblance to the kind of blade considered by Sir Samuel Meyrick to

have l)een a spear-head of the earliest form, not a dagger, and to which he

gives the name of gwaew-fou"^; the next improvement being the form

willi a socket for the shaft. This example however seems to have been a

'1 Vestiges, p. 60.
'' Sktlton's lUuslr. of the Goodrich Court Armory, vol. i, pi. 47.
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dagger-blade, resembling those found in burrows in North Wilts, discovered

by Sir Richard Hoare*^. Another specimen, found near Blandford, of

nearly the same dimensions as that given by Col. Darner, is represented in

the Journal of the Archaeological Association, vol. ii. p. 98. The manner

in which these blades were hafted is best shewn in the plates given in the

Transactions of the Antiquaries of Zurich by M. Keller : the specimens

found in Switzerland have mostly handles of bronze distinct from the blade,

and attached by rivets ; those discovered in our own country were probably

hafted with bone, horn or wood. The other two blades, here represented,

are likewise of the class of short-handled weapons ; they had suffered much
by corrosion : one is of singularly small dimensions, the entire length in its

present state being only l| in. and the width upwards of an inch. A small

bronze blade found in a tumulus in Berksliire, and bearing much resem-

blance to this, has been described in a memoir by the Rev. John Wilson, in a

previous jiage. Mr. Bingham sent also a sketch of a small vase of very

dark ware, lately found under the house of John Floyer, Esq., M.P., at

Frome Billet, and presented by him to the Dorset museum. It is ap-

parently of Anglo-Roman fabrication.

The museum of Dr. Mantell, containing numerous antiquities discovered

in the neighbourhood of Lewes and other parts of Sussex, many of which,

by his kind permission, have been exhibited during the meeting of the In-

stitute at York, as also at subsequent meetings of the Society, in London.
Amongst the most interesting of the discoveries which contributed to his

collection, a deposit of remains of the *' Age of Bronze" deserves especial

notice ; and we are indebted to Dr. Mantell for the following statement, as

also for permission to give representation of these I'emarkable relics of the

early age.

" The four armillse, celt, and torque with two spiral rings, were dug up in

1825, within the earth-work, termed HoUingbury Hill, situated on the sum-
mit of the down between Brighton and Stanmer Park, on the left of the

road and railway, going towards Lewes. These ancient relics were all dis-

covered at the same time by a labourer occupied in digging for flints, of

whom I purchased them a few days after they were dug up. They were

found, according to the man's statement, deposited in the manner repre-

sented in my ' Day"s Ramble in and about Lewes ''.' With the exception

of cinerary urns with burnt human bones and ashes, no other antiquities

were met with by any of the labourers employed during that year in flint-

digging on that part of the South Downs ; for I kept all the men in my pay,

and often rode to the spot to stimulate their search, and secure any relics

that might be found.

"The amiouncement of the discovery in the Lewes papers (Febr. 1825)

brought me several letters from persons who had obtained antiquities from

« Ancient "Wilts, ])1. xiv., xv., xxiii., gular discovery is likewise given in the

xxvii., xxviii. See also tlie dagger found catalogue of Dr. Mantell's museum, for-

iu Derbyshire, Batemau's Vestiges, p. DO. merly attached to the Sussex Literary In-
"^ P. 12. A representalioa of this sin- stitution at Brighton, 1836, p. 39.
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the South Downs, and amongst them from Mr. William Holt, a silver-

smith of Eastbourne, informing me that, in 1805, or about that time, four

large gold armillaj, of the same pattern as those found at Holjingbury Hill,

were discovered near Southbourne, having been brought to light by a fall

of the cliff, owing to the inroads of the sea. They were sent to Sir Joseph

Banks, who found a purchaser of these ornaments, and JNIr. Holt stated that

they were exhibited to the Society of Antiquaries, in 1807. In 1818, another

armilla of gold was found in the same neighbourhood, and obtained by Mr.

Holt. It was quite plain, and bent to the shape of the wrist. It was sold

for twelve pounds to some collector of antiquities in Sussex ®."

The armillse of gold, to which Mr. Holt's observation refers, do not ap-

pear, however, to have been similar in form to those in Dr. Mantell's pos-

session, as from some erroneous impression he had stated in his letter.

They were exhibited to the Society of Antiquaries on March 19, 1807, and

a representation of one of them, given in the Archseologia, shews that they

were simple rings, with dilated extremities, resembling certain gold orna-

ments found repeatedly [in Ireland. It is remarkable that celts, a portion

of a broken sword of bronze, and lumps of pure copper, were found with

these armillfe. HoUingbury castle is an earth-work, consisting of a square

entrenchment, enclosing an area of about five acres ; it crowns the summit

of a conspicuous conical hill, scarcely two miles distant from Brighton.

The objects here represented were found under a low mound of earth, stated to

have been within the vallum of the fortress, and at a slight depth beneath the

turf. They lay, in the regtdar arrangement, placed as here shewn, in a slight

excavation on the face of the chalk i-ock. The tore, of the simple funicular

type, twisted like a cord and tapering towards the ends, measures 19 inches

in length, and had been broken asunder in the middle, apparently by design.

On each extremity of this tore was found a ring of bronze spirally twisted,

considerably larger than the tore, and possibly intended for some adjustT

ment in fastening the garments.

Within the circle of this tore lay a large bronze celt, of the type formed

with a central stop-ridge, according to Mr. Du Noyer's useful classification

of these implements, and without any lateral ear or loop for fastening it to.

the haft. This celt was also designedly broken into two pieces ; at the

four corners around the tore and celt, were placed four massive bronze ar-

millse of simple construction, formed of a fillet bent into a loop at one end,

with a hook at the other, which was adjusted to the loop and formed a fast-

ening. These armlets vary a little in size and thickness of the metal bars

of which they were formed : the largest weighs nearly half a pound.

The extremities of the tore found at HoUingbury castle were not re-

curved, as most usual in objects of this kind, but straight, and bluntly

pointed. The use of the spiral rings, through which when found, the ends

of the tore were passed, is not obvious : a gold tore found near Boyton in

« Arcli.xologia, vol. xvi. pi. 68, p. 363. exhibited at the Norwich Meeting of the

Four other gold arniillae have been lately Institute. They are in the possession of

found near the same locality, and were Col. Paine.
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Suffolk, and now preserved in the British Museum, had, when discovered,

a plain massive gold ring upon each end, the ends being recurved or ter-

minating in hooks'". The rings in this case have been supposed to be de-

signed to connect the hooked ends of the tore ; they seem, however, to bear

an analogy to the spiral rings found at HoUingbury, which do not appear

suited for a similar purpose, the extremities being straight. A pair of

bronze torques of the funicular form, hooked at the ends, were found de-

posited one on the other about G feet beneath the surface, on the south side

of the Quantock Hills, Somersetshire, in December, 1794; these ornaments

were very similar in fashion to Dr. Mantell's tore, but were more massive

and rather larger, measuring about 26 inches in length, without reckoning

the terminal hooks. The weight was 21b. Tliis discovery supplied an ana-

logous example of early usages in this respect, that within each tore, as at

HoUingbury Hill, there was found deposited a bronze celt, and these were

nearly similar in form to the specimen found in Sussex g.

The deposit of these objects in regular order is a fact well deserving

of attention, as is likewise the curious circumstance that the tore and celt

were found broken, apparently by design, and as it has been conjectured,

thus broken at the time of interment with the remains of the defunct

wearer. Many instances have been recorded of swords and other Celtic

weapons found in barrows, broken into two or more pieces. The bronze

sword found with a spear-head and other objects upon Fulbourn common,

Cambridgeshire, may be cited in illustration of this fact : one being broken

into four, the other into three pieces ^. Another fine weapon of this kind,

but bi'oken, is preserved in the Museum of the Society of Antiquaries, as

are also several fragments of bronze swords, found near St. Michael's INIount,

Cornwall. The broken hilt end of a bronze sword was also found near

East Bourne in 1806, with the armilke of gold, before mentioned.

The peculiar type of armlet found at HoUingbury castle is of uncommon
occurrence : a similar ornament of mixed metal or bronze, found in the same

county, is in the possession of Mr. F. Dixon, of Worthing, and deserves

special notice as having been found with a singular pointed instrument in a

tumulus near Brighton. These remarkable ol)jects were exhibited by that

gentleman at the Annual Meeting of the Sussex Archseological Society,

at Lewes, in September last. This armilla measures about 2^ inches

in diameter, and is rudely ornamented with herring-bone lines engraved

upon iti.

ROMAN PERIOD.

A variety of ancient remains, of a mixed character, British and Roman,

have been found at different times in the bed of the Thames at Kingston,

apparently indicating that some deadly struggle had there occurred between

f A representation of this ornament is '' ArchtEol., vol. xix. pi. 4.

given in the Archacologia, vol. xxvi. p. 471. ' A representation is given in Mr. Aker-
i Representations of tlicse objects may man's Archteological Index from the Jour-

be fonnd in the Archaeologia, vol. xiv. pi. nal of the Architological Association, vol.i.

23. p. 148.

VOL. V. U U
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the invaders and the retreating Britons. Dr. Roots, of Surhiton, to whose

kindness we have been much indebted on several occasions for the exhibi-

tion of various antiquities brought to Hght at Kingston, and for notices of

these discoveries, is distinctly of opinion that Caesar passed the river Thames

at this place. Finding that the Britons declined venturing a general engage-

ment, and that it was their policy, by feigned flight and by detaching por-

tions of his force from the main body, to beat them in detail, rather than

attempt to repel him with their entire strength in pitched battle, Csesar

resolved to lead his army to the limits of the country possessed by the Tri-

nobantes, under the command of Cassivelaunus, which were bounded by

the Thames, these limits being about eighty miles from the sea, or rather

from his place of landing. Caesar relates, that, having reached the Thames,

at the spot where alone it was fordable, " uno omnino loco, quo flumen

transiri potest, atque hoc segre," his passage was strongly contested by

the natives on the opposite bank, but by the superior power of his cavalry

he carried the day, and passed into the Trinobantian territory.

The question of the precise spot where this important occurrence took

place has been a subject of frequent discussion ; Dr. Roots inclines to the

opinion of the learned Horsley, that Ctesar passed the stream at or near

Kingston, which has been strongly controverted by Gale and other authors

;

and he remarks, as a corroboration of this notion, that the ancient name of

the place was Moreford, or the Great Ford. " That Caesar (observes Dr.

Roots) should have paused for some little time in the vicinity, after a

fatiguing march, might fully be expected ; and that he did so seems proved

by the fine Roman encampment on the rising ground of Kingston, adjoin-

ing Wimbledon, and commanding the valley of the Thames. An additional

evidence may be sought from the sepulchral interments, apparently made

in haste, discovered at this spot, with bronze weapons and large masses of

unwrought metal, of which a considerable quantity was found a few years

since '^. This provision of metal seems to indicate the presence of ah

armourer's establishment, possibly for the purpose of refit, previously to

the transit at the great ford below."

In the deep excavations made for the construction of cofier-dams, on

building the new bridge at Kingston, numerous curious reliquice were

brought to light from the bed of blue clay forming the bed of the river

;

they consist of weapons of bronze, in fine preservation, many of which are

now in the possession of Mr. Jesse. It is worthy of especial remark that,

almost invariably, these objects were found on the Middlesex side, where

•we might naturally exjDect the contest to have been most severe : very few

have been found on the Surrey side ; and, with the exception of a bronze

thumb-ring, (which, however, is certainly of medieval date,) very few relics

were found which were not of a warlike character'.

'' Dr. Roots was informed by a brazier than usual in modern brass.

of Kingston, who had purcliased large ' This thumb-ring is in the possession

masses of bronze from the gravel diggers, of Mr. Jesse, who has given a plate in his

that it was composed of copper and tin, tlie interesting " Gleanings," vol. i. represent-

latter being in much smaller proportions ing a bronze sword, blades either of dag-
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Since the time of the works in question a few more antiquities have been

found, in consequence of dredging for gravel to a considerable depth, for

the purpose of embankment at tlie same part of the Thames ; tliese like-

wise have been universally found on the Middlesex side, and are all of a

warlike description, with the exception of a hvonze Jihula of Roman fashion,

in excellent preservation, the elasticity of the acus being still perfect.

It must be observed, that the bronze weapons referred to are of the class

of ancient remains now generally admitted to have belonged to the Britons,

and not to the invaders. This, however, in no degree disproves the con-

clusion formed by Dr. Roots, in regard to these being the vestiges of a

deadly conflict between the natives and the Romans : on the contrary, the

subsequent discovery of weapons of iron at the same place, appears, accord-

ing to the supposition in whicli Sir Samuel Meyrick concurred with Dr.

Roots, to mark the scene of a conflict in which Roman arms met those of

the natives. The Roman character oi\h.&Jibula is unquestionable. These

antiquities were found at a depth of about six feet under the gravel, and

imbedded about eight inches in blue clay : they consist of celts, of the form

with a stop-ridge, resembling closely the specimen represented in Mr.

Du Noyer's Memoir on the Classification of Celts, (Archteol. Journal, vol. iv.

p. 5,) but without the loop or ear at the side :—a bronze sword, measuring

seventeen inches, of simple fashion, with four rivet-holes for the attachment

of a hilt; the fibula, of which a representation is here given, found close to

a celt ; and within a few yards lay, at the same depth, the iron spear-heads

and the hatchet, imbedded nearly two feet in the blue clay under the gravel.

This last, it must be observed, is of rather slight construction, appearing

better suited for the purposes of warfare, than for hewing wood ; it closely

resembles the iron axe communicated to the Society of Antiquaries by Sir

Joseph Banks, in 1818, and found in the bed of the Witham, near Horslcy

Deep, a locality where numerous Roman remains have been found at differ-

ent times. Both ^are alike remarkable for the preservation of the iron, the

great length of the cutting edge, and the singular thinness of the metal "\

The axe in Dr. Root's possession is rather smaller than that specimen, but

in other respects precisely similar. It deserves notice that tliese axes bear

much resemblance to that which appears, with a secespifa, on a Roman
sculpture found at Binchester, figured in Lysons' Reliquia; ; but this last

is a bijiennis, with a back-spike, being intended for sacrificial uses. The
axe-head found at Kingston, the form of which is shewn by the annexed

woodcut, measures about 8 in. across, the cutting edge about 7 in.

gcrs, or spcar-heads of early form, the witli a similar ring, engraved witli a figure

ring, &c., found at Kingston, with a letter of St. Catherine; and reference to .Mr.

from Dr. Roots, detailing the tacts of the Jesse's work will shew that a figure pre-
discovery. Tins ring is an instance, de- ciscly similar, but much defaced, was per-
serving of attention, how cautiously an- ccptihle on the facet of the Kingston ring,

cii'ut objects found in the same locality, or '" This curious axe is now in the Museum
even precise deposit, must be taken as be- of the Society. A representation is given
longing to the same period. This relic is in the Archteologia, vol. xix. pi. 41. p. 409.
a decade-ring, probably of the iiftecntli The late Mr. Taylor Combe appears to

century
; a representation of it has been have considered it to be of Roman date,

given in this volume of the Journal, p. 64,
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With the weapons, figured in Mr. Jesse's " Gleanings," an elegantly

ornamented object of bronze is given, with a spike which may have been

intended to support a standard or Roman eagle. The form is shewn by the

annexed woodcut. It measures about thirteen inches in length. The facts,

for which our thanks are due to Dr. Roots, must be regarded with consider-

able interest, whatever view may be taken of the vexata qumstio of Caesar's

campaign.

We have been favoured by Mr. Gerard Moultrie with notices and repre-

sentations of Roman remains found near Rugby. In reference to the sin-

gular discovery in the tumulus at Ryton, as related in a previous page of

this Journal", Mr. Moultrie states that Mr. Bloxam, who was unavoidably

absent when the excavation was made, had examined the iron concretion,

in appearance resembling a mass of decayed shields, and had found much

difficulty in determining its nature :
" It is his opinion now, however, that

it is not iron, but merely sand-stone strongly impregnated with oxide of

that metal : it is very remarkable that it should actually ring like metal,

as well as bear all the outward appearance of it ; and at any rate the

discovery of so large and flat a mass in a mound containing no other

stone of the size of a cricket-ball, seems well deserving of notice."

The Roman antiquities, communicated by Mr. Moultrie, consist of

paterte, cups and urns of Samian, black and other wares of the Roman

period, with a good example of the fine blue ware, embossed with figures

of four animals, probably dogs and wolves, resembling the curious pot-

tery described and figured by Mr. Artis, in his Account of Castor and

its fictile INIanufactures. It is of similar workmanship and general fashion

as the remarkable vase found at Bedfoixl Purlieus, and represented in Mr.

Hartshorne's Memoir on Roman remains in Northamptonshire, printed in

the Archa?ologia°. These discoveries were made recently near the site of

the Roman station at Princethorp, on the Foss Way, and on the north

bank of the Leam, of which an interesting account is given in Mr. Roach

Smith's " Collectanea Antiqua," as a post mentioned by Richard of Ciren-

cester. The vase, above mentioned, with figures in relief, was found with

other vessels, and a few relics of bronze and iron, near Cave's Inn, the re-

puted biith-place of Urban Cave, about half a mile higher up the road.

They were brought to Mght in digging gravel, and a human skeleton was

disinterred, with great quantities of fragments of " Samian," of mortaria

impressed with the potters' stamps, necks of amphoraj, bones, and coins of

Nerva, Trajan, Antoninus Pius, Alexander Severus, Commodus, and Con-

" ArchcCologicalJournal.vol. V. p. 217. height. The example found by Mr. Moul-
° Areha'ologia, vol. xxxii.pl. 111. This trie is about one-third of that dimension,

singular vase measures about 15 inches in the design equally spirited in character.
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stantine. The following potters' marks were noticed : ratini.—vbhc.—
OF. CRES. pop.sibly the same as Crestio, whose wares are found at Exeter.

Mr. Moultrie communicated at the same lime representations of a quern,

now in his possession, which appears to be a remarkably good and perfect

example of the ancient hand-mill. " It was discovered in digging for

gravel on a conical hill called ' the Biggin?,' over which the Watling Street

passes, about three miles from Rugby. Near it were found many human

bones, together with leaden and stone rings and beads, supposed to be of

Roman-British date ; and, at no great distance from the spot a morse, or

fastening for the ecclesiastical cope, was found, apparently of the thirteenth

century, supposed by Mr. Bloxam to have belonged to a monk of the

neighbouring cell of Holywell, destroyed in 1320." The quern, of a form

rarely found in perfect state, consists of an upper and lower stone, the upper

surface of the latter being slightly convex, and raised at the margin ; the

lower surface of the upper stone being rather hollow, to fit. The material

appears to be the common mill-stone grit. The aperture at the side of

the upper stone was probably contrived for the insertion of a handle
;

whilst a wooden plug was inserted in the cavity in the lower stone (which

is about an inch in diameter) and formed with a spindle, upon which the

upper stone was placed, and turned ; the stones were thus kept in place,

and the spindle only partially filling the cavity in the upper stone, the

grain fell gradually through the passage from the small basin above, and

was thrown out in flour at the sides. " I have myself worked the quern

on this principle (Mr. Moultrie observes) and found it answer admirably."

The querns of this form are of less common occurrence than the flat discs,

mostly of coarse conglomerate, or " pudding stone," found in almost every

part of England. A quern of similar fashion, found on Harthill Moor,

Derby/shire, a district abounding in antiquities of the Early British age, is

preserved in Mr. Bateman's Museum, and represented in his valuable

"Vestiges of the Antiquities of Derbyshire," p. 127.
_,

SAXON PERIOD.

The ancient bronze bell, of which representations are here submitted to

our readers, has been assigned, with much probability, to Anglo-Saxon

• There is a village called Biggin in Derbyshire, where many antiquities have been

found.
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times. Although there may be no distinct evidence to prove the precise

date of this cuiious relic, the form and mode of construction appears to

shew considerable antiquity, bearing no resemblance to any similar object

of a later age than that to which antiquarians have attributed it. We are

indebted to the Dean of Hereford for permitting this bell to be exhibited at

the meetings of the Institvite, as also for the following particulars regarding

the discovery.

" The bell was found atMarden, in Herefordshire, in cleaning out a pond;

it lay below the mud and rubbish which had accumulated for centuries,

and at a depth of eighteen feet below the level of the adjacent ground.

" The pond is only a few yards distant from the church built on the spot

where the body of St. Ethelbert, murdered by Oifa, was said to have been

deposited, and in which there is still a hole in a stone of the floor, where

tradition says the body rested, and a miraculous spring arose. The pond is

in a field belonging to the vicar, and adjacent to the vicarage house, the

site of which has been asserted to have been that of Ofia's palace ; whilst

others claim that distinction for ' Sutton Walls,' about a mile distant.

That spot was evidently a Roman encampment, possibly occupied in later

times by Offa, and his palace built thereon ; it is an elevated position, and

in the area there is a hollow, still called ' the king's cellar,' where it is

said that a precious diadem was found some years since.

" The bell appears to have been formed of a sheet of mixed metal, which

had been hammered into shape : it is four-sided, resembling other ancient

bells existing in Ireland and in Wales ; it is riveted together on each side,

and the handle is rounded on the lower side, possibly to be more conve-

niently held in the hand. The clapper is lost, but there is a loop inside

from which it was suspended.

" There is a tradition at Harden among the common people that there lies

in the river Lugg, near the church, a large silver bell, which will never be.

taken out until two white oxen are attached to it, to draw it from the river.

The glebe and great tithes of Marden, held by the Dean and Chapter of

Hereford, were granted by Offa."

This ancient relic measures fifteen inches in height, including the handle :

the sides are not of equal breadth ; the greatest diameter of the mouth is

eight inches. In the Dublin Penny Journal two ancient bells of similar

square form, I'esembling the modern sheep-bell, are represented''; one of

them was found with " Celtic weapons," as stated, in the county Monaghan

;

the other is of mixed metal, hammered and riveted together, and it was dug

out at Loughmore, co. Limerick, near the celebrated abbey of Mungrel.

Mr. Westwood, in one of his interesting memoirs published in the

Cambrian Archseological Journal, has brought together a very curious 'mass

of evidence relating to the ancient portable bells of the British and Irish

churches, and the veneration with which they were regarded, as recorded by

Giraldus Cambrensis, on account of the holy persons to whom they were

supposed to have belonged. We must refer to Mr. Westwood's able

1 Vol. iv. p. 237.
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notices for farther information on this curious subjecf. Many ancient bells

exist in Ireland, the objects of superstitious veneration, enclosed in orna-

mental cases, which may be regarded as some of the most valuable examples

of ancient working in metals, which have been preserved in these kingdoms :

mention is made of them by Mr. Wakeman, in his useful Manual of Irish

Antiquities, and by other writers. An exceedingly curious specimen, found

in Argyllshire, and preserved in the museum of the Antiquaries of Scotland,

was communicated to the Institute through the kindness of their Secretary,

Mr. Turnbull, at the York meeting ; and some of our readers may recall to

mind another valuable example, the Cloghorha, or Golden Bell of St.

Senanus, in the possession of the Keane family, of co. Clare, for the ex-

hibition of which, in the museum at Norwich, the Institute were indebted

to Mr. C. Desborough Bedford. This bell is attributed to the sixth

century.

PEEIOD OF GOTHIC ART.

The curious specimens of ancient church-plate, of which representations

are here given, have been communicated by the Rev. Alfred C. Smith, of

Chewton Mendip, Somerset, with the following account.

" The chalice and paten were found some few years since in the register

chest at Chewton Mendip ; they are of silver gilt. The device in the

centre of the paten is the Agnus Dei, surrounded by the inscription—Ecce

Agnus Dei Jesus. The chalice is of very elegant form, and in fair preserva-

tion ; it appears to be of much later date than the paten : there are three

silversmiths' marks on the upper rim, repeated on the foot, of which I send

representations, which may aid in fixing the date^. I cannot conceive why
these were discarded in favour of the present communion plate, which al-

though decent and good, will bear no comparison with the ancient plate

;

and the latter is in so good preservation as only to require cleaning to fit

them for present use.

" The cliurch of Chewton Mendip is of Early English date, but there is a

fine old Norman doorway on the north side, and some Norman work in the

buttresses, mouldings, and ornaments. The tower is one of the most beauti-

ful in the county : its pinnacles and parapet are peculiarly elegant. There

are two monumental effigies in the church, mentioned by Camden as repre-

senting William de Bonville and his lady. I am engaged at my leisure

moments in scraping off the thick layers of whitewash and plaster which

cover these figures: the knight I find to be clad in a coat of mail*." Of
these neglected specimens of monumental sculpture, our obliging corres-

' Archaeologia Cambrensis, vol. iii. pp. year is not to be decyphered. The
2.30, 301. These notices will be continued leopard's liead was in use as early as tlie

in future numbers of that interesting pe- reign of Edward 1., as ordained by stat. 28
riodical. • Edw. I. c. 20.

• Mr. Smith subsequently forwarded ' These memorials have been attributed

impressions in sealing-wax of these as^ay- to William lord Bonville, who lost his head
marks, one of which is the leopard's head, at the second battle of St. .\lban's, in

crowned, proving the chalice to be of Eng- 1460, and his wife Elizabeth.—Collinson's

lish fabrication: the letter marking the Hist, of Somerset, vol. ii. p. IIU.
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pondent promises a further account, when he has divested them of the lui-

sightly covering which conceals the details ; and he proposes to send notices

of other specimens of ancient plate, existing in the neighbouring parish

churches. We may take this opportunity of observing that sketches of

such subjects will be very acceptable, especially of examples bearing a date,

or any arms or ornament serving to fix the age ; and accompanied by im-

pressions in sealing wax or gutta percha from the assay marks, by which

the date of fabrication may be ascertained. The registers of these marks

in the custody of the goldsmiths' company do not go back further than 1687,

but the list might easily be extended by collecting the marks from plate of

earlier date, and such a list would frequently prove very useful.

The introduction of the valuable substance, just mentioned, has afforded

to archceologists a most valuable means of taking impressions from seals,

coins, or any object either in intaglio or relief, without risk of injury to the

original, and most durable. Such impressions may be transmitted by post

with the fullest security, and we have been indebted to the Rev. C. R.

Manning, Mr. Oldham, Mr. Franks, and several collectors, for interesting

fac-similes of seals thus obtained in the most satisfactory manner. As

enquiries have repeatedly been made at the meetings of the Institute, and

on other occasions, regarding the mode of working the ' Gutta percha,' we

are persuaded that the following instructions, for which our best thanks

are due to the Rev. S. Blois Turner, of Haleswoith, will prove highly

acceptable to many readers. His formula is thus clearly expressed :

—

"The preparation I use, is that commonly sold for the soles of shoes,

and I prefer the thickest, as being less troublesome to work into a mass.

In choosing the Percha, I try to select that which is the freest from im-

purities. The next step is to procure a convenient vessel to contain boil-

ing water, and for this purpose I have a covered tin pan upon feet ; under

this I place a spirit lamp, which keeps the water at a proper temperature,

and saves much time when there are many seals to be copied. A common
saucepan on the fire will, however, answer the purpose quite as well.

When the water boils I put in a piece of Percha of the size required,

replace the cover and let it remain in the water till quite soft ; this will be.

in two or three minutes. I then take it out, wipe it quite dry with a silk

handkerchief, knead it till moderately cool, and place it upon a piece of

tin or any metal (as it will sometimes adhere to wood.) I then imbed the

seal to be copied firmly into the soft mass of Percha, leaving the face or

portion of the seal a little above the bed of Percha. This requires some

little attention, because if the seal is not equally supported, it may perhaps

crack when pressure is applied. In a few minutes, that is as soon as the

Percha becomes hard, the seal is ready for the next operation. This is

done by putting a second piece of Percha into the boiling water, and

treating it as the former piece, taking great care to avoid enclosing any air

in the folds of the Percha, during the kneading. This is one of the most

troublesome aimoyances we have to contend with, one air bubble spoiling

an otherwise excellent impression. When properly performed, the Percha
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should be kneaded into the form of a ball, or as near the shape of the

object to be copied, as may be convenient, and the surface should look

smooth and glazed. I then press it firmly upon the face of the seal, lay

a piece of brass or tin over it, place it under a screw press, and press it

gradually. It does not require any great pressure, and for seals, say from

one to three inches in diameter, I rather prefer a weight of a stone or iron

to the press. As soon as the Percha is cool, it may be taken from the

seal without difficulty, and I then have a perfect matrix.

" When this matrix is perfectly cool, you may make as many seals from

it as you please, using Percha in the manner just described, instead of

sealing-wax, there being this peculiar property in the Percha, that when
once cold the same substance warm will not adhere to it. I have in this

way copied some hundreds of seals, with little or no damage ; of course

occasionally small portions of wax will come off, but this is the result of a

former fracture, and not of the present operation, and would happen

equally if clay or plaster were used. I think the largest seals I have

successfully copied, are the exchequer seals of Henry VIII. and Eliza-

beth, as at present I find a difficulty in keeping the Percha sufficiently hot

to copy large seals, without its being too much so when first applied. But

medallions, or any objects not affected by heat, may be copied of almost

any size. I should say that I have not at present ventured to copy any

seals of that peculiar white and crumbling composition of which we find

the earlier series formed.

" I do not know that I have any thing further to add. I would merely

remark that in all crafts it is necessary to form an apprenticeship, this

rule is equally applicable to the workers in Gutta percha, and it is advis-

able for the novice to begin upon objects of little value. Coins and

medals afford excellent practice, they cannot be injured by the process,

and in copying them many little details in the manipulation, the exact

heat, the simplest way of kneading the Percha, and sundry other little

matters may be learnt which it is impossible to detail, and which experi-

ence only can teach.

" 1 will only say that having been a collector of seals for some years,

and having tried all the usual substances, sulphur, plaster, "wax, clay, and

the electrotype, I hdve quite come to the conclusion that Gutta percha is

superior to all, in every respect."

We have received from Mr. Edward Smirke the following "Doubts on

the supj^osed removal of the Porch of St. Stephen's, Bristol," in reference

to a passage in the admirable Treatise, by Professor Willis, on Archi-

tectural terms, published by the Cambridge Antiquarian Society.

" The author of the ' Architectural Nomenclature of the middle ages,'

in his very valuable and learned work, has noticed a section of the mould-

ings of the north porch in the above church, which is extant in the ^IS. of

William of Worcester. The MS. contains an enumeration of all the mould-

ings, described as the operacio artifiosa pnrticds horealis, &-c. The porch,

corresponding with the plan is now on the south side, and there is no porch

VOL. V. XX
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on the north, and the author is disposed to explain this difficulty by con-

cluding that it has been removed from its original position, and replaced

where it now stands. The reasons assigned are the following :

—

1. The mistake of north for south might easily have occurred once, for

William of Worcester is evidently a very careless writer, and has in other

instances made similar mistakes ; thus, in speaking of the tower of the

same church in another place, he calls the east end the pars occidenlalis

;

but he is not likely to have repeated the mistake twice over, and in English

as well as Latin.

This reason appears (with all deference to the learned professor) to be

founded on a misreading of the English part of the description attached to

the drawing. He reads it
—

' Thys ys the same moold of the porche dore

yn the north syde of the chyrch of Seynt Stevyn.' The more correct

reading appears to be— ' Thys ys the jame (jamb) moold of the porche door

yn the south syde, &c.' The first letter of the word 'south' is indeed

represented in the fac-simile by something more like a Greek tt than either

an s or an ?i; but the remaining letters cannot be doubted.

2. The other reason assigned for the conjecture is, that 'the porch

shews signs of having been taken to pieces and put together again in a

clumsy manner ; for one stone on each side, containing one of the leaves,

has plainly been turned wrong side upwards, and, if counterchanged, the

error would be corrected.'

Having examined the door on the occasion of a recent visit to Bristol,

I must own my inability to perceive the symptoms of unskilful removal

pointed out by the author. The porch has indeed undergone various

alterations and restorations down to the period of living memory ; but

the old mouldings, on each side of the arch of the porch, seem to have

undergone less change than most other parts. The leaves in the two

hollow mouldings (or casements') are indeed by no means very symmetri-

cally arranged ; but the defect seems to be due rather to the original exe-

cution of the different blocks of sculptured stone which compose the jambs,

than to the careless collocation of them. The general disposition of the

leaves in the two parallel hollows is an alternate one, with the excep-

tion of the two lowest on each side, which appear to have been purposely

placed in one horizontal line. This arrangement necessarily produces an

irregularity, and the want of symmetry is aggravated by the irregular

manner in which each leaf has been introduced on the block which bears it.

Each block is nearly of the same length, but the leaf on it occupies a place

more or less distant from one end of it ; nor are the leaves themselves made
in pairs, so as to correspond with each other ; so that if every stone were

detaclied and the moulding to be re-composed with them, I believe that

master ' Benet, le ffremason,' himself could not make a perfectly harmo-

nious and regular whole out of such ingredients. A suspicion crossed

my mind (which I throw out for the consideration of some more experienced

observer) that the lowest row of leaves on each side was meant to repre-

sent four initial letters ; but the decaying state of the sculpture prevented

me from coming to any satisfactory conclusion on this point.
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William of Worcester adverts to the 'new south door' on other occa-

sions, in describing with whimsical exactness the precise number, direction

and length of the lanes leading past this church. In p. 174 of the printed

edition he speaks of the ' tertia venella eundo ad ecclcsiam S. Stephani

per portam rneridionalem novam ecclesioe.'

Again, he mentions a ' quinta venella eundo ab domo incipiente coram

portam meridionalem ex novo factam ecclcsise.'

Several other doors on the north and west side and in the tower are

also mentioned, but none are noticed with any allusion to their recent con-

struction. The position of all can, I believe, be traced in the present build-

ing, but it would be difficult to find any place for the accommodation of

the south porch in the north wall of the cimrch, or any assignable reason

for removing it from the north wall, if it ever stood on that side. The

north wall of the nave is bounded by the open church-yard, and presents no

indication of any displaced door, nor any convenient site for one.

The result seems to be that the author of the Itinerary has referred to

tliis porch four times, identifying it either by his section of it, or by the

manifest date of its erection. He calls it (in English or Latin) the south

porch three times, and the north porch once. The chances are therefore,

at least, three to one in favour of an original southern position.

It must be owned that the question is one of minor moment, and

(whatever be the solution of it) certainly one which in no degree affects the

value or character of Professor Willis's excellent treatise. But I cannot

help observing that the inaccuracies which he has pointed out in Nasmyth's

copy of the MS., and the large omissions which Cole's unfinished tran-

script of the same MS. proves Nasmyth to have made, induce regret that

William Bottoner did not meet with a more conscientious editor. Even
his pedometrical propensities are not without interest : they .supply the

only proof, of which I am aware, that the cathedral church of Bristol

probably never much exceeded its present length, and was therefore never

completed."

The communication, for which we are indebted to Dr. Charlton, given in

this number of the Journal, and read at one of the London meetings, has

been followed by several interesting notices of similar memorials and sculp-

tured crosses, existiijg in various parts of the kingdom. We hope that Mr.

Chalmers, of Auldbar, who has for some years collected examples of the

early sculptures in North Britain, will not defer giving to the public the

results pf his enquiries ; and we have much pleasure in stating that a

volume, specially devoted to the illustration of incised slabs, and monumental

memorials with crosses Hory and symbolical devices, has been prepared by

the Rev. Edward Cutts, and is nearly ready for imblication. Upwards of

two hundred examples have been engraved for this work, which has long

been a desideratum amongst archajolcgical monographs.

At the December meeting of the Institute i\Ir. J. O. Westwood commu-
nicated rubbings of the north and south sides of the larger of the two

crosses at Sandbach, Cheshire, remarkable for the peculiar style of their sculp-

tured ornaments. The north side bears representations of a number of
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single full-length figures (the apostles ?) and a monstrous dragon ; the south

side has an elegant flowing ornament of branches and leaves, with figures

of animals and birds interspersed, very much in the style of the illuminations

of MSS. of the Norman period, but terminating at top in an interlaced ribbon-

pattern, of the Anglo-Saxon style. He also exhibited rubbings and drawings

of a number of Welch grave-stones, ornamented with the cross flory, of dif-

ferent ages. The earliest appeared to be those having the cross with four

equal limbs, of the Maltese form", as on the cross of St. Brynach, in Neverne

church, Pembi'okeshire. This form, found upon stones gradually narrowed

from the top to the bottom, ornamented with the addition of a terminal fleur-

de-lys to each of the four limbs, subsequently appeared, with the addition of

a long basal stem, as on a slab at the eastern extremity of the north aisle, at

Llandaff cathedral. To this succeeded the more regularly shaped Calvaiy

cross, with limbs of unequal length, the basal one being by far the longest,

and the three upper ones only terminated by fleurs-de-lys, or other ornaments,

as on a grave-stone forming the step at the entrance of the chancel of

Penarth church, Glamorganshire. These were followed hj cross-stones bear-

ing a personal indication of the deceased. Of these a drawing of a curious

example from Margam abbey was exhibited, bearing a plain Calvary cross,

with a key on its left side. This is represented on a stone gradually 7viden-

ing from the top to the bottom, suggesting the possibility that it may be a

palimpsest, which has not hitherto, he believed, been found to be the case

with these slabs. Another beautiful specimen at Margam is a singular and

very beautiful example bearing two crosiers, and inscriptions, and having the

head of the cross ornamented with six fleurs-de-lys, pointing inwardly to the

centre of the circle, so that all trace of a cruciform design is lost. Another

specimen, forming the step of the western gateway at Diserth church-yard,

Flintshire, has the head of the cross formed of a circle, inclosing four

smaller circles, each bearing a fleur-de-lys in its centre, and has a long

sword on its right side. A specimen from Brecon priory church-yard, in

addition to a beautifully ornamented Calvary cross, bears a hatchet on the left

side, and the name of the deceased, %Q\i\\ IctogS, over the head of the cross.

Another specimen, now built into the south wall of the new church of

Llanfihangel-Crom-du, Brecknockshire, has the head of the cross ornamented

with a very beautiful geometrical pattern in a circle, and bears a coat of

arms on each side, whilst a rubbing of a splendid specimen from Brecknock

priory was exhibited, bearing six coats of arms arranged at the sides of the

cross, the head of which was formed of four fleurs-de-lys in a circle, and

with a long Latin inscription round the edge of the stone, bearing the date

1569 ; thus proving the very late date to which the practice of ornamenting

the grave-stones with these crosses flory was retained in Wales, and especi-

ally, in Brecknockshire. Rubbings of two other very beautifully orna-

mented slabs from Llandudno church on the Great Orme's Head, made by

the Rev. H. L. Jones, were also exhibited by Mr. Westwood.

" Mr. Westwood had nowhere met with and P, found in Cornwall by Mr. Haslam .

any stones in Wales marked with the See Jour-nal, vol. iv. p. 302.

Consta;itine monogram composed of X
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The occurrence of a "palimpsest" slab is here considered by Mr. West-
wood as of great rarity. An example, however, has been kindly coramuni-

cated, with several drawings, illustrative of the architectural peculiarities,

capitals, and ancient sculpture, at Pocklington church, Yorkshire, by Mr.

Joseph Smith. An incised slab exists there, with a cross flory, gradated,

the date being at least a century prior to that of an inscription which has

been cut on the verge. This memorial, not easily to be decyphered, has

been thus read. ITnc jacct Un'a margarcta csnngtoaltJ quonba pc'rissa I)uiu3loci

cuius tlim crit xxii Uic Scpicbcr anno Urii JitlCCTcccif. This memorial appears to

have been removed from the neighbouring nunnery of Wilberfoss, of

which house, as we are informed by a communication from Mr. Hunter,

for which we are indebted to tlie Rev. J. F. Ellis, vicar of Pockhngton,

Margaret Esyngwold became prioress, about 1479, and she was succeeded

by Elizabetli Lord, confirmed in office, Oct. 18, 1512, precisely corres-

ponding with the date on tlie tomb''. The word which has been printed Dim

is very obscure, it has also been read olim. It must, however, be some

word expressing the demise, or the anniversary celebration, supposing

that crit is correct, and to be taken as the future tense. The date is in-

scribed in a singular manner, with one " Longobardic" C, one majuscule

old Englisli, followed by three minuscules of the same character.

Mr. Charles Wyatt Orford has supplied fac-similes of two sculptured

crosses of unusually small size, and of early Norman, or even more ancient,

date. They are at present in the garden of a cottager at High-Lane, (or

Hoo-lane, in old maps,) about five miles from Stockport, in Cheshire, on

the Buxton road. They were ploughed up in a field near the church of

Disle)% and having been carefully cleaned, were removed to High-Lane,

for safety, by the late Richard Orford, Esq. They are composed of the

common red sand-stone of the district, and appear to have been very carefully

carved, as in some places the arris is perfect, and worked to an unusual degree

of delicacy. The same character of ornament appears in both : they were

apparently grave-crosses, as the lower extremity was left rough. Several

Norman remains, well deserving of attention, exist in the neighbourhood.

The want of an " Athense Cantabrigienses"' has long been a cause of

complaint, we are happy to learn that this deficiency in English biography

has been taken into due consideration by the Ecclesiastical History Society.

The use of MSS. and private sources of information is solicited, and will

be gratefully received by tlie Rev. J, J. Smith, Fellow of Caius College,

one of the Local Secretaries of the Institute at Cambridsre.

The Monthly Meetings of the Institute will take place at 25, Great

George Street, on the following Fridays, January 5, February 2, March 2,

April 13, May 4, June 1. The Annual London Meeting will be held on

Thursday, May 10; and the Anniversary Diinier will take place on the same

day. The Annual Local Meeting has been fixed for Salisbury towards the

close of July. President, the Right Hon. Sidney Herbert, M.P. Patron,

the Lord Bishop of Salisbury.

^ Burton, Mon. Ebor., p. 418.
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Dictionary of Greetl and Roman Antiquities, edited by William

Smith, LL.D. 2tid edition, improved and enlarged.

There are three worlds open to the investigations of the archaeologist;

three fields of knowledge, in each of which the archfeological student

requires the help of a dictionary of antiquities. The first is the clas-

sical world of Greece and Rome ; the second, the Oriental world ; the

third, the medieval world of the Teutonic and Celtic nations, whose history,

though still living, is in its origin so completely connected with the past,

as to be fairly reckoned amongst the " antiqviities" of the human race.

Of these several spheres, the first has always had the advantage, not only

in the greater research which has been expended upon it, but in the more

compendious methods which have been adopted to place it within the reach of

the student. Oriental archseology has been rendered popular only through

the medium of its connexion with the Scrijitures, in which aspect however

it must be acknowledged that perhaps some of its most essential points

have been sufficiently brought forward ; and with a few additions " Kitto's

Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature" might fairly be used as a lexicon of

eastern antiquities. The Medieval world has been less fortunate, and the

complaint uttered six years ago from the chair of Modern History at Oxford

is still true, that its peculiar antiquities have not found a Lempriere, an

Ainsworth, or an Adams ; still less any work corresponding either in facility

of access, or excellence of execution, to the admirable Lexicon of Greek

and Roman Antiquities, which is now before us in the improved and en-

larged state of its second edition.

To represent the value of this work to classical students is a task which

hardly belongs to the province of a Journal devoted chiefly to medieval

archaBology. Those only who in their early years have toiled through the

vague and confused volumes of Adams and Potter, can fairly appreciate the

services conferred upon Greek and Roman antiquities in this country, by

the labours of William Smith and Leonhard Schmitz. Nor is the credit

due to the Editor diminished by the obvious necessity of such a work to

meet the increased requirements of the age. What is every one's business

is no one's, and it is not every one who would have had the patience and skill

to embody with so much success the joint efforts of England and Germany,

—the learning of the established Universities, and of their humbler rivals

in other spheres ; not to speak of the vast proportion of articles contributed

to the work by Dr. Smith himself.
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But it may be interesting to the readers of the Archaeological Journal to

observe the points of con;..ist which a dictionary of Greek and Roman anti-

quities offers with the sphere of Oriental or Medieval archaeology, and to

enquire how far the want of corresponding works, of which we just now
spoke, in those two great departments, is supplied, or might be to a greater

extent supplied, by a Lexicon professedly confined to purely classical sub-

jects.

It is naturally to the external objects only of the barbarian world that

we can expect to find any allusion in this work. But the well-known fact

that from time to time articles of dress, or arms, were adopted both by Greeks

and Romans, from their northern and eastei'n neighbours, will prepare us for

occasional notices of the outward aspect of that vast mass of human life,

which hovered on the outskirts of the ancient world for so many centuries,

before the final irruption, which blended them for ever together. And it is

worthy of observation how close a similarity was in these points exhibited,

between all these various races, for all this long period, in contrast to the no

less striking similarity, which gave as it were a family likeness to the cos-

tumes of the classical civilization, which lay enclosed within this heteroge-

neous, but still uniform, belt of barbarism. What Aristagoras of Miletus

said of a large portion of the tribes adjacent to Greece in the fifth century

before the Cluistian era in contradistinction to his own countrymen, was

true of all the populations from the Indian to the Atlantic ocean, not only

till the fall of the ancient world, but in a great degree during the middle

ages, and in some points even to the present day. " They carry bows and

a short spear, and go to battle in trowsers, and with hats on their heads*."

This quotation is well introduced in one of the best articles, with which

we have met in the dictionary, viz., that on the subject of the barbarian dress

on " Bracca}," which is worth reading, as a good illustration both of the

marked contrast which existed between the classical and barbarian dress,

and also of the manner in which, by occasional exceptions, the barbarian

Vires with Hra-'-coe frctn Trajan's Column.

costume, and (as in this case) the Celtic word describing it, was adopted into

• Ilerodot., v. 49.
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the Roman empire. And to the possessors of the first edition it may be

amusing to learn in addition to their previous knowledge that up to the time

of Alexander Severus, those emperors wlio had adopted trowsers, wore them

crimson, (like the French soldiers of the present day.) a fashion which he

exchanged for white ^. We do not see however why in return for tlie in-

sertion of this curious fact in the second edition, the numerous references for

the practice in different nations, and the description of the trowsers on the

banks of the Euxine, from Ovid and Euripides, should have been struck out

of the place wliich they occupied in the first edition. If such articles are

admissible at all, it would surely be desirable that they should be as complete

as possible, and for this reason we rather regret that some other v/ords of the

same kind, " Mitra," and perhaps " Sagum," should not have been more fully

followed out into their use in the Christian and barbarian world. In the

former case, it would not have been an undue digression to have traced the

steps by which the variegated ribbon of the female head-dress grew into the

chosen symbol of ejiiscopacy ; as in the analogous case of " Diadema" the

transition is well pointed out between the white band of the male head-dress,

and the crown of modern sovereigns. In the latter, it would have been

both convenient and interesting to have had brought together the various

passages which exhibit the Scotch plaid, as the mark of the Celtic race, in

its earliest appearance.

Next perhaps to the article on " Braccse" those on " Armillse" and
" Torques"' are the most complete of their kind, of which the first is illus-

trated by the woodcut of a golden bracelet found in Cheshii'e, and the second

by one of a torquis found in Brecknockshire. Under the head of " Hastse,"

a clear account may be found of the Gaulish " Gsesum" or " Sparus," (evi-

dently our word " spear,'') and of the German " Framea." Under the head

of " Pallium," the analogy of the Greek lixdnov with the oriental "Hyke"
is well given ; and the article " Tiaras" is entirely devoted to the subject of

the oriental head-dress. The Celtic word " Caracalla," familiar to us as

the surname of the Emperor Antoninus Bassianus, who compelled the use of

it at court, and afterwards employed to designate the hood of the clergy, is

a curious instance of the mode in which foreign dresses were introduced

in the later times of the empire, much as "paletots" and the like creep

gradually into universal use amongst ourselves.

These are the principal allusions in the volume to the costume of the

unclassical world. In other departments of life, they are necessarily much
more scanty. The article " Basilica" contains a short account of the trans-

formation of the Roman hall of justice into a Christian church. In humbler

life it is interesting to find under the heads of " Bascauda" and " Carrugo"

the Celtic originals of our " Basket" and " Carriage."

Probably there are many other illustrations of modern archaeology which

have escaped us : but these will suffice to shew that they are not wholly ex-

cluded. It is hardly necessary to observe in conclusion that the above in-

stances give a very inadequate notion of the value of the whole work—
"* Lainprid. Alex. Sever., 4G.
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that not only (according to the old apologue) do they labour under the dis-

advantage of a few bricks, brought to shew what the house is like, but tliey

are brought from that part of the house to which avowedly the least atten-

tion has been paid, and apparently (if one may judge by the alterations

in the articles " Castra," " Cliiridota," and " Bracca^,") less attention in the

second edition than in the first. At least however they will fiu-nish good

models for the mode of treating the same subjects, if any adventurous stu-

dent of future years should be incited to attempt a similar " opus desidera-

tum" in the field of medieval anticpiities.

We add one or two extracts with their accompanying illustrations.

"Armillaj. These seem to have been frequently made without having

their ends joined, they were then curved so as to require when put on to be

slightly expanded by having their ends drawn apart from one another, and

Ladiea with bracelets, from a Greek vase.

according to their length they went once or twice or thrice round the arm,
or even a greater number of times. The annexed cut is from Sir W.
Hamilton's great work on Greek vases.

'' The following cuts exhibit

Roman bracelets : the first figure

represents a gold bracelet dis-

covered at Rome on the Pala-

tine mount : the second a gold

bracelet found in Britain and

preserved in the British Mu-
seum. It appears to.be made of

two gold wires twisted together,

and the mode of fastening it upon
the arm by a clasp is worthy of

observation.

ROMAN ARMILt,.E.
1. Found at Rome. Vi. In the British Museum.

VOL. v.
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" The third figure represents

an armilla which must have heen

intended as a reward for soldiers,

for it would be ridiculous to sup-

pose such a massive ornament to

have been designed for women.

The original of pure gold is more

than twice the length of the

figure, and was found in Cheshire.

[Another ofprecisely similar form

and metal has recently been found

in the fens near Cambridge.]"
" The hasta or spear frequently had a leathern thong tied to the middle

of the shaft, which was called dyKvXrj by the Greeks, and amentum by the

Romans, and which was of assistance in throwing the spear. The annexed

cuts shew the various forms of the spear, and the figure taken from Sir W.

Armilla of gold found in Cheshire In the possession of Sir

Philip de Grey Egerton, Bart.

Hamilton's Etruscan Vases represents the amentum attached at the centre

of gravity a little above the middle." p. 588.

" The annexed figures of needles and pins, taken from originals in bronze,

vary in length from an inch and a half to about eight inches. [These are

frequently found in England in metal, bone, wood, &;c.] They were used for

the same purposes as with us, and also in dressing the hair. The mode of

plaiting the hair and then fastening it with a pin or needle is shewn in the
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annexed fig^ure of a female head taken from a marble group, which was

found at Apt in the south of France." p. 14.

" Amphorae. The most important employment of the amphora was for the

preservation of wine. The following woodcut taken from a painting on the

walls of a house at Pompeii represents the mode of filling the amphora from

a wine cart." p. 90. An amphora, of this precise form, found at Lindsell,

Essex, is preserved in the interesting local museum at Saifron Walden.

A History of Architecture ix England. By George AylifFe Poole,

M.A., Vicar of Wellbrd. London, 1848.

The want of a good History of Architecture in England has long been

acknowledged and felt. Rickman's work is invaluable as far as it goes, and

for what it professes to be, " An Attempt to discriminate the Styles of Archi-

tecture in England." Until this preliminary step had been gained, any

endeavour- to write a history must necessarily have failed. The Chrono-

logical Table in the Companion to the Glossary is in fact the skeleton of a

history of architecture. Mr. Poole has availed himself freely of these and

other aids, making frequent reference to this Journal and to the annual
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volumes of the Institute, more especially to Professor Willis's valuable

contributions, which may be regarded as chapters of the learned Professor's

proposed work, which he has been induced from time to time to print by

the solicitation of his friends, it being generally understood that he has

been for several years engaged in preparing a History of Architecture.

It is to be regretted that Mr. Poole should apparently admit as genuine

authorities the questionable evidence known by the name of Ingulphus,

(p. 83,) and the theories of Mr. Hope respecting the Freemasons, (p. 116.)

Since the publication of so many builders' contracts of the middle ages,

and the accounts of the expenses of the Eleanor crosses, of St. Stephen's

chapel and of York Minster, the romantic fiction of whole troops of free-

masons assembling to build a cathedral, " building temporary huts for

their habitation around the spot where the work was to be carried on,"

and so forth, ought to be altogether exploded and refused admission into

any work professing the character of authentic history. The fact is clear

that with rare exceptions the artisans employed were natives of the spot, or

the immediate neighbourhood, that very small numbers were employed at

any one time, and that they succeeded from father to son, generation after

generation, in carrying on the great work. The accounts of York Minster

published by Mr. Brown are conclusive on this point ; the number of work-

men employed on that magnificent structure varied from twenty to fifty ac-

cording to the state of the funds of the Chapter, a corps of masons and

their labourers being a regular part of the establishment, and the same

families being employed for centuries. Of these masons a few of the head

men were free masons, or free carpenters, the rest were serfs. Occasionally,

but very rarely, the master mason was a foreigner, and quite as often an

Englishman in France, as a Frenchman in England.

The first five chapters of Mr. Poole's work treat of the history of archi-

tecture before the Norman Conquest ; in the sixth chapter,—of the Norman
period, we must question the statement that " the style now called Noi'-

man was fully established on the continent long before the twelfth cen-

tury." p. 90. We believe on the contrary that the Norman style was not

established any where until towards the close of the eleventh century ; we are

aware that a debased imitation of Roman work continued in use, but the"

masonry of the ninth and tenth centuries was so bad that very little work
of that period remains, or was in fact of long duration ; the improved

style of masonry introduced by the Normans, and to which the durability of

their structures is to be attributed, formed a new era in the history of the

art of building, and the characteristic ornaments by which it was ac-

companied entitle it to the rank of a distinct style. It is a branch of

the Romanesque style, but is not therefore to be confounded with, other

branches, more especially with the earlier structures which are very distinct

from it.

The seventh chapter is a continuation of the Norman period, and contains

useful information well put together. The argument about the use of brick

might be considerably strengthened by additional and earlier examples with
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which the author appears not to be acquainted. " The chancel of the church

of the Holy Trinity at Hull, which is of the fourteenth century," is certainly

not the most ancient specimen of brick building remaining in England.

The ruins of the priory at Colchester and many other churches or parts of

churches in that place and the neighbourhood are built of brick, some of

wliich is Roman, but a great deal is not; and Little Wenham Hall, Suffolk,

is entirely built of bricks of the Fk^nish shape, and is of the time of

Henry HI. Mr. Hussey has pointed (Ut some excellent examples of early

moulded brick-work in a former number of this Journal. Mr. Poole has

here lallou too much into the popular error on this subject, that the art of

making bricks was lost for a long period : there is pretty good evidence that

this was never the case.

The assertion that " still crypts may be considered distinctively Saxon

and Norman appendages of our great churches," to the exclusion of the later

styles, appears to rest on doubtful evidence. It was seldom necessary to

rebuild so massive a structure as the crypt, even when the superstruc-

ture was almost entirely rebuilt, and therefore many early crypts remain

;

but there are so many crypts of the later styles also, that it is evident the use

of tiiem was not discontinued, and they were built wherever they were

wanted througliout the medieval period.

In treating of " the symbolism of Ecclesiastical Architecture,'" chapter ix.,

Mr. Poole is more temperate than most writers on this subject ; that there

is a certain degree of truth in tliis symbolism there can be no doubt, it is

the exaggeration and the extent to which it has been carried into minutiae

that has often made it appear absiud. Mr. Poole has very justly drawn this

distinction ; we cannot do better than quote his words.

" In sliort we must not take Durandus to have accomplished more than

he professes to have aimed at, or we shall assuredly either pervert his au-

thority, or set him down as having treated fancifully, at best, a subject

which will bear a far more rigid method. For instance, in his chapter on

bells, he sa3's that ' the rope by which the tongue is moved against the bell

is humility, or the life of the preacher, and that the same rope also sheweth

the measure of our own life ;' and a great deal more of the same kind : now
if Durandus is here taken to imply, that the bell-rope is Intended to convey

such lessons, or that it was so arranged, and left dependent, that it miglit

convey them, we should accuse him of trifling; but if we read his words as

those of a very pious man, accustomed to moralize all the offices and instru-

ments of the Church, with which he was daily conversant, we shall find few

more interesting and instructive chapters than that on bells. If we learn

with him to find ' Sermons in stones and good in every thing,' we shall

not quarrel with him because he does not either prove, or desire to prove,

that every thing from which he draws a lesson was really intended to con-

vey that lesson, or was, in the sense in which the term must be used in

treating of ecclesiastical art, ai/mbolic, or significant of Christian doctrine."

p. 176.

Chapter xii., " The Early English Period," is satisfactory, but tlie entire
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omission of so splendid an example as Lincoln cathedral is remarkable.

Chapter xiii., " The Period of Geometric Tracery," requires some remark.

The introduction of a new style, between the Eai-ly English and the Deco-

rated, was proposed to the Oxford Ai-chitectural Society by Mr. E. A.

Freeman in 1842; the same idea has since been taken up by Mr. Paley,

and now by Mr. Poole ; it is an attractive theory, and we are not sur-

prised at its finding many votaries, but the objection which was made

to it on its first proposal still holds good. It is not easy to define such a

style, and whilst geometrical tracery was used throughout nearly the whole

of both the Early English and tlie Decorated styles, there are no other

peculiar features, no characteristic mouldings, or doorways, or buttresses

that can be defined as belonging to the " Geometric Period." The foliated

circles, or trefoils, and quatrefoils in the head of the window which form

geometrical tracery, are constantly used in good Early English work,

almost from the beginning of the style. Mr. Poole himself points out ex-

amples at St. Albans in 1214, and in the Galilee at Ely, about the same

time, or a little earlier, but these do not agree with his definition of tracery.

" So long as the additional piercings remain separated from their lancets

by a portion of unmoulded masonry, and unassociated with them by a series

of mouldings common to the whole composition, they cannot be said to foi'm

tracery. They are no more entitled to that name than the foliated pierc-

ings or panels in the spandrels of archies, or other places where relief is re-

quired. As for instance the trefoils in spandrels at Ely, whei'e the quatre-

foils between the lancets have been already mentioned. But by and bye

the circles or other figures (but circles in nine cases out of ten at the least)

are formed of the same mouldings as the window-jambs, and rest immedi-

ately on the tops of the lights, or on one another, and no unmoulded ma-

sonry is left between them ; even the several triangles or other spaces left

by the contact of the circles, being pierced, wherever they are large enough

for the mouldings of the several touching circles to be carried through

them. And now we have tracery^ strictly so called ; that is, a net-work of

open masonry, in no part more solid than it necessai'ily becomes by the

touchings and intersections of several lines of equal thickness." p. 240.

But allowing this definition of tracery to be good, still such windows as

agree with this definition are constantly found, evidently of the same age

and part of the same work with simple lancet windows. On the other hand

windows with geometrical tracery are constantly found side by side with

others having flowing tracery, and evidently both of the same age and part

of the same work ; and that not always early Decorated work. The form of

tracery alone is not sufficient to constitute a style of architecture ; it is a

convenient mark by which readily and at first sight to distinguish a style,

and as such Mr. Rickman employed it, bat other characteristic features

must go along with it to constitute a separate style.

Geometrical ti-acery was used during a great part of the tliirteenth and

fourteenth centuries, simultaneously with both the Early English and the

Decorated slyles, and the confusion of which Mr. Puole complains would be
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increased tenfold by the attempt to form a new style, of which no satis-

factory definition can be given. Mr. Poole indeed attempts this.

" Thus commenced about the middle of the thirteenth century, and

ended with the crosses of Queen Eleanor, (1292,) or possibly a little later,

a distinct style, neither Early English nor Decorated, but coincident for a

long time with a pure and simple Early English, and for a shorter time witli

Decorated, no less pure and decided, and partaking during its course, of

the mouldings and accessories of either style respectively."

But the very fact of its so partaking of the other two styles shews that it

is not a distinct style at all.

Chapter xvi. " The Decorated Period." Several of the buildings cited as

of this period have geometrical tracery. What can be more decidedly

geometrical than the tracery of the nave aisle windows of Exeter and

York? Diagonal buttresses are mentioned, (p. 314,) as characteristic of

the Decorated style ; they are not, however, peculiar to any style. Mr. Poole

observes, (p. 323,) " of smaller and less important churches, the num-
ber in this (the Decorated) style throughout the kingdom, is quite beyond

calculation. There seems to have been more done in church building during

the reigns of Edward II. and III., than during any other period of the

same duration, or at least more has remained to testify of the zeal of the

church builders of those days." This may be true of particular districts,

but it is clearly not the case throughout the kingdom. In other districts

scarcely a church of this period is to be found. In Kent, the walls of

the churches are almost all Norman; in Sussex, Early English ; in Somerset-

shire, Devonshire, and Dorsetshire, mostly Perpendicular ; in all these and

many other counties. Decorated churches are comparatively rare.

We have taken some pains in examining this work because the subject is

one of great importance and interest, and the work was worthy of careful

attention. We hope that in a second edition some inaccuracies which may
be noticed in the volume, in its present state, will be corrected.

The Abbey Church of Tewkesbury ; with a Description of its Plan

and Architectural Peculiarities, by J. L. Petit, M.A. Cheltenham,

1848. Royal 8vo.

To the readers of this Journal no recommendation can be necessary for

any work by Mr. Petit ; the ready talent with which he seizes the general

effect of a building, and the extensive range of observation which he brings

to bear in illustration of his subject, must always render any thing that

comes from his pen valuable and instructive. There is so much good

sense and sound judgment in the Preface to the work before us, that we

could gladly give it entire, but must be content with a few extracts from it.

" I have purposely abstained from every topic bordering upon religious

controversy : and I have done so the more willingly, as I am convinced that

the introduction of this element in discussions on church architecture is not

only unnecessary, but injurious to art, both by enforcing a false standard of
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taste, and by casting suspicion upon those who take pleasure in studying

the venerable works bequeatlied to us by the piety of our ancestors, or who

express anxiety that our ecclesiastical structures should retain that air of

grandeur and solemnity which so well befits them." pp. v., vi.

"Again, if the architect is led to look upon symbolism otherwise than as

a secondary element in works of medifeval art, he will be apt to overlook

the real principles of excellence ; such as beauty of proportion and mechan-

ical contrivance. It is, indeed, necessary that he should be conversant with

symbols, as the knowledge of them may save him from many gross errors

Avhen he imitates ancient examples ; but by attaching too great an import-

ance to them, he will, in his search for abstruse meanings, run the risk of

neglecting the plain and obvious lessons, Avhich even the simplest of our old

churches is calculated to teach him.

" I am unwilling, however, to suppose it impossible to avoid superstitious

notions, without checking those feelings of reverence and devotion which

the contemplation of an ancient church naturally excites. And there

can be no better means of ensuring this result than by making ourselves

thoroughly acquainted with the subject, and addressing ourselves to its

study in a spirit of historical research, and fair and candid criticism." pp.

vii., viii.

The volume contains four of the author's rough but spirited etchings,

two of general views, one of part of the interior, and one of the west front,

besides several woodcuts of details.

The most remarkable feature of ^this fine church is the west front with

its grand Norman arch, seven times recessed, extending to the whole

height and breadth of the west end of the nave. This arch is filled up

with late work and would appear to have been originally open, or at least

the wall was carried further back than it is at present. Mr. Petit evidently

inclines to the latter opinion, and with reason ; the Normans were fond of

shallow porches with deeply recessed arches, and it is not unusual to find

a considerable part of the west front occupied by a shallow porch, although

perhaps in no instance has so bold an arrangement as the present been pre-

served to us.

But perhaps the grandest feature of the church is its magnificent central

tower, the description of which leads us to one of Mr. Petit's felicitous di-

gressions upon central towers, and thence to the grouping of towers in

general, which should be carefully read and considered by modern archi-

tects.

" I may here observe that the predominant central tower, in large build-

ings, is peculiarly an English feature. There are, without doubt, many
fine continental examples ; but in chui'ches of considerable size and dignity,

these form the exception rather than the rule. The finest steeples, as at

Antwerp, Strasburgh, and Freyburg, usually belong to the west front

;

there is either no central tower at all, or only a very subordinate one, as

the octagon in the design for Cologne cathedral, which is very much smaller,

both in height and massiveness, than the western steeples. Sometimes a
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thin wooden spire crowns the ridge of the roof, as at Dijon. Now, in Eng-

land, few cathedi-als or large conventual churches are without a central

tower of sufficient importance to form the characteristic feature of the build-

ing ; Westminster abbey, which is without it, has a decidedly foreign ap-

pearance in many res2:)ects. The central towers of Gloucester, York, Can-

terbury, Lincoln, and the spires of Salisbury and Chichester, are not

equalled by any towers occupying the same position in continental churches.

In Normandy the central tower is not unfrequent, but is often out-topped

by western towers, as in the abbey of St. Stephen, at Caen.

" It is not difficult to arrive at the reason of this distinction. The plan of

the larger continental churches generally comprised two aisles on each side

of the nave, and thus, almost of necessity, required either a front which

should form a screen, or a western transept, or two enormous towers.

But in England there is seldom more tlian one aisle on each side, and in

this case a simple front, shewing the composition without disguise, as at

Winchester, Gloucester, and Worcester, forms a beautiful pyraraidical out-

line ; or if towers be added at the end of the aisles, these need not be of a

massiveness exceeding or equalling that in the centre. In continental spe-

cimens also, the great height of the nave, and the slenderness of the piers,

might render a massive central tower inconvenient.

" The grouping of towers evidently occupied much attention at and about

the time when the Norman architectui'e prevailed ; and I am not clear that

we shall find any arrangement of a later date which may not also be found

in buildings of that period ; although some modes of grouping that belonged

to it appear to have dropped during the succeeding eras of Gothic architec-

ture." pp. 12, 13.

" Perhaps no subordinate western towers could have grouped better with

the central tower of Tewkesbury, nor have formed a more harmonious finish

to its magnificent front, than do the elegant turrets which flank the great

arch. They are unique in their design, and in their general proportion not

inferior to the most elaborate pinnacles of the advanced Gothic. But though

of evidently Norman date, it may be doubted whether they are a part of the

original design. In the clerestory wall, above the aisle vaulting, about

seventeen feet from the western wall of the building, is a rough mass of

masonry, indicating that a wall about five feet in 'thickness had been at

least begun across the aisle. Now this would be the proper position, and

the probable thickness of the eastern wall to one of two western towers, and

gives a fair reason for supposing that such were intended. Perhaps a

change of architect may have involved a change of design* no uncommon
circumstance." p. 18.

Mr. Petit has omitted to point out, although he must have observed, that

the small spire and pinnacles by which these turrets are surmounted, are of

considerably later date, than the turrets themselves, and no part of their

original design ;] they were probably terminated by plain pyramids.
'* The mouldings are few and simple, and exhibit none of the enrichments

peculiar to the style, which are often found in greater abundance in the

^'OL. V, Z Z
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small parish church than in the abhey or cathedral ; as if in the latter the

grandeur of design superseded the necessity of elaborate workmanship.

And this must be our feeling as we enter the nave, for nothing can be

plainer than the work in every part where the original Norman building is

left untouched. The piers are lofty massive cylinders, supporting semicircu-

lar arches of two orders, perfectly plain with the exception of a small

moulding at the edge of the outer one. The vaulting and clerestory windows

disguise the original work above the arches, which probably consisted of the

present triforium range, viz. in each bay two couplets of narrow round arches,

separated by a massive shaft, and the clerestory, which might have presented

a row of small round-headed windows with large splays ; a contrivance used

in the early styles for the purpose of expanding and softening the body of

light. There is no appearance of any shaft above the main pier, to divide

the bays ; and the triforium couplets seem at pretty equal distances from

each other. There is only one clerestory window in each bay." pp. 20, 21.

" The opening between the nave-aisle and transept, which retains its

Norman character, is a half arch abutting against the pier of the tower

;

from Avhich it appears probable that the original vault was semicylindrical,

a form which it now appears to have externally." p. 39.

This sort of half-arch abutting against the tower is not an uncommon fea-

ture in all the styles, and often leads to an erroneous conjecture of altera-

tions which are wholly imaginary. If very frequently happens also that the

two eastern firches of the nave are of a different span from the others, some-

times wider, sometimes much narrower ; they are also frequently of a differ-

ent date ; this arises probably from the removal of the rood-loft, which often

extended as far as the first pier of the nave, and sometimes, as at Winches-

ter, the older work which had been concealed by it is now exposed to view,

in other cases these arches are of later date, having been rebuilt to accom-

modate the rood-loft. But the half-arch abutting against the tower was pro-

bably to serve as a buttress.

The Le Despenser monument, as it is usually called, is thus described. " Its

general character is that of late Decorated, though it has some details that

belong rather to the Perpendicular style : it probably belongs to the end of

the fourteenth century. It is an altar-tomb, with the marble effigies of a

knight and a lady ; and is surmounted with a very beautiful structure of

open-work rising to a point. The roof over the figures is a fan-vault of

the simplest kind, each fan having only four ribs, corresponding with the

points in which the fans touch each other, and so forming arches. It is

not unlikely that, as this is among the earliest specimens of the fan-vault,

it may have suggested the more elaborate roofs of the other chapels in the

same church, as well as those on a larger scale at Gloucester and ill other

churches." pp. 43, 44.

These extracts will give a suflScient idea of the character and value of

the work, and all those who are interested in the study which is so much

indebted to the labours of Mr. Petit, will thank us for calling their atten-

tion to this interestina' work.
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Eccr,ESIOLOGICAL NoTES OX THE IsLE OF MaN, RoSS, SuTHEEEAND, AND

THE Orkneys ; or, A Summer Pilgrimage to S. Maughold and S. Magnus.

London, Masters.

This is an agreeable little book, the aiitlior is a pleasing writer, in an

easy, fluent, lively style, his descriptions of natural scenery are vivid and

truthful, his legendarj^ tales shew learning and research without osten-

tation, and the leading facts which may be considered as history are

cleverly drawn out from the mass of contradictions and fables, with which

they ai'e encumbered by the monkish historians. Altogether it is an ex-

cellent guide-book for a summer's toui-, and we hope that many will be in-

duced to follow his footsteps through the north of Scotland and the northern

islands.

His descriptions of castles and domestic buildings which he meets with

partake of the usual character of his writing ; they are concise, but clear

and intelligible, and happily expressed. But the special object of the tour

was " Ecclesiology,'" and the intention in printing this account of it was

especially to describe the churches. Unfortunately in this part of his work

the author has employed many terms which must render this part of his

book perfectly unuitelligible to all ordinary readers. Occasionally in-

deed the author seems conscious of the obscure character of the lan-

guage which he employs, and makes use of such common and in-

telligible terms as " Norman*' and " Flamboyant," to explain his mean-

ing. We only wish he had done so always, and he would have done

much more service to the cause which we have no doubt he really has at

heart, if he had done so. What are we to understand by the following pas-

sage ?
—" The remarkable disoricntatioH of the chancel to the south is worthy

of notice ; it gives at first sight the effect of a gigantic apse to the whole north

side of the ruins." p. 57. We must confess that w^e are wholly at fault,

nor do we derive any assistance from the ground-plan of the ancient

cathedral at Fortrose, which accompanies the notice of it. There ap-

pears to be some irregularity in this plan, such as we very frequently

find in the ground-plans of old churches, whether large or small, arising

from different circumstances of soil and site, and partly from the careless-

ness and inattention to this point, which is characteristic of the medi-

eval builders. Such accidental irregularities have led some imaginative

observ6rs to attribute them to various causes, overlooking the fact,

that a theory which suits one building is entirely contradicted by another.

But to return to our author. Another difficulty is the description of the

church of St. Duthus of Tain. " It consists of chancel, nave, chapel at

the south-east of the -former, south porch, detachrd tower in the middle

of the toion, and detached chapel standing a Utile to the south of that

I havejust named. The access to the church is a matter of some difficulty,

from the forest of nettles which surrounds it." p. G2. Wc have met with
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detached belfry towers standing in the churchyard, but how a " detached

tower standuig in the middle of the town, and a detached chapel standing a

little to the south of it," can form part of a church in another part (" the

south side") of the town, passes comprehension. The impignoration of the

Orkney and Zetland islands, p. 86, may perplex ordinary readers. For
their assistance we may be allowed to mention that it means they were

"pawned" or given in pledge by the crown of Denmark. What style

are we to understand by this description, "The eai'l's palace is late

Fii'st-Pointed, verging towards Renaissance, but extremely picturesque."

p. 107.

We have passed over the account of the Isle of Man , because it does not

appear that the architectural remains are sufficient to attract a tourist; they

appear to be generally very slight, and the modern buildings beneath criti-

cism, always excepting Peel castle and cathedral, of which an excellent

account has already been given in this Journal by Mr. Petit, to which in-

deed the author very handsomely refers. But he differs from him on the

question of the restoration of the cathedral, which he strongly advocates

against the opinion of Mr. Petit, who deprecates the attempt, in the spirit

alike of an antiquary and a man of common sense, well knowing how
completely many fine remains have been destroyed under the name of

restoration, which generally means erecting a new building in supposed

imitation of the old one, with such improvements as the sujierior taste of

the modern architect considers necessary.

We cannot say that this work has added much to our stock of informa-

tion on the history of architecture, the most novel feature that we have

noticed is a particular class of Norman towers, built in stages with a set-off

at each stage. " This tower (at Egilsha in the

Orkneys) should be taken into consideration

with four others, which do not now exist. Three

were in Zetland, and were traditionally held to

have been built by thi'ee sisters. One of these

was S. Laurence, West Burra : one at Ting-

well : one at Ireland-head. They, however, no

further resembled Egilsha than in their date,

and in being also about seventy feet in height.

The fourth was that which appears to have

stood at Stremoe in Faeroe. This seems a type

unknown in England ; for closely as Man,

North Wales, Cumberland, and Northumber-

land, resemble in their ecclesiology the north-

ern isles, they have nothing that is like this,

unless, indeed, we may compare with it some churches in the south of

Northumberland." p. 110.

We cordially agree with the author in the wish he expresses in his

preface that Sir Henry Dryden may shortly favour the public with his

drawings of the cathedral at S. Magnus, an interesting structure, of which
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without the aid of ilhistrations, onlj' an imperfect notion can be obtained

from the description contained in this volume.

ICONOGRAPIIIE ClIRETIENNE OU ETUDE DES SCULPTURES, PeINTURES, &C.,

qu'on rencontre sur les monuments religieux du Moyen Age. Par

M. I'Abbe Crosnier, (extrait du Bulletin monumental public par M.

De Caumont,) Paris, Derache, 8vo. 344 pages, with numerous wood-

cuts, 6s.

Tins is a useful summary of an interesting subject to which too little

attention has at present been paid in England. The few works which we

have had on symbolism have been calculated rather to deter people from

the study than to encourage it, and are after all only slightly connected

with iconography, or the history and description of images, whether in

sculpture or painting, and an attempt to illustrate their meaning.

This is a legitimate subject for enquiry and study, on which we shall be

glad to see more attention bestowed, and in which our neighbours have

quite taken the lead of us. It is gratifying to observe the rapid progress

which all branches of archaeology have made of late years in France,

and are still making, notwithstanding the obstruction of revolutionary

times. Archaeology is there especially fostered and encouraged by the

bishops and higher orders of the clergy, and the younger clergy are

directed to pursue it as a regular branch of study ; it is even introduced

into Church seminaries as part of the course of education. The author

of the present manual has been largely indebted to the elaborate work

of jM. Didron, and acknowledges his obligations to him and others. The

woodcuts have chiefly appeared before in De Caumont's Bulletin Monu-

mental, as is also acknowledged ; they are roughly executed, but give

a sufficient idea of the objects represented. The work itself appears

to be carefully compiled and well arranged, and is followed by a voca-

bulary which adds considerably to its utility. As a strong prejudice

exists in England against the study of iconography from its connection

with the use of images, and a supposed tendency to lead insensibly to a

more favourable view of that practice than is consistent with the principles

of the English Church, it may be well to state that, although the author

of this work is an Abbe, it contains nothing that need offend the most

scrupulous reader. Images are treated merely as such, historically and

scientifically, not in anv degree as themselves objects of worship, or even

of particular reverence, and their history is written with strict impartiality,

nothing being stated without historical evidence. For instance, on the im-

portant subject of the crucifix, the author distinctly states, that prior to tlie

fifth century no attempt was ventured on to represent the Saviour on the

cross, that prior to the eighth century such attempts were very rare excep-
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tions, and that prior to the eleventh centiiry the figure was always clothed.

During the darkest period of the Church's history, when ignorance and

irreverence went hand in hand, the custom of representing the naked figure

of Christ on the cross was first introduced ; such images were then rapidly

multiplied, and took a fast hold on the imagination of the people.

Chapter 8, On the Images of Christ, and on the different forms of the

cross used at different periods, is valuahle and interesting ; we could have

wished that the plates which illustrate it had heen better executed and

less crowded. Chapter 26, On the Virtues and Vices, and the various

modes of representing them, is highly useful ; the same may be said of

nearly the whole book. The illustrations are chiefly from examples in the

south and middle of France, selected because less generally known than

those of the north, the district to which illustrated works have hitherto

been principally confined.

The author states that, although led to take an interest in the subject,

and instructed in its leading principles by the works of M. Didron and

others, his own work is the immediate result of an archaeological tour in

the south of France, in company with the bishop of Nevers, and expresses

warmly his obligations to M. Bourasse. " His object was to present a

complete manual of the subject, to remove the difficulties and facilitate

the study. His plan was, in studying the ancient churches, to endeavour

to penetrate the thoughts of faith which guided the artists in ornamenting

them, to consider them as a great book continually open to the eyes of

the learned and the ignorant. This book originally presented to all clear

and precise notions of the truths they were to believe, the duties they had

to fulfil, and the rewards promised them : and although time and revolu-

tions have torn the precious pages of this book, there remains enough for

us to make it the subject of our meditations. We thus find all that can

interest us the most ; our origin, the nature of our souls, our end, the'

means of arriving at that end, the sacrifices which the Man-God imposed

upon Himself to conduct us there, the establishment of His Church, the

numerous heroes who have been born to her, the struggle of evil against

good, the champions of the two armies, the virtues and the vices, finally,

'

the end of this struggle, when the Sovereign Judge, who has already

come as Redeemer to give the first blow to the genius of evil, will come

again at the end of time to destroy altogether his empire."

This extract will serve at the same time as a fair specimen of the work,

and to explain its object and plan. The author considers all these images

as so many helps to the preacher, objects for the people to fix their eyes

and their attention upon, and instruction the more valuable to a people

who could not read, and had no other mode of learning than the teaching

of their pastors, which these images helped to enforce on their memory.

The vocabulnry, to which we have alluded, gives many of the character-

istic symbols of saints, the knowledge of which is so essential in the study

of medieval art, displayed in painting, sculpture, or illuminated MSS.
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Such a list is still a desideratum in our arcliaeological literature, which we

hope to see supplied. An useful commencement was made in the first

volume of tlie Archaeological Journal, but France and Germany have pro-

duced more extended compilations, in which, as well as in the Abbe Cros-

nier's treatise, our readers will find much valuable information, namely, the

" Christlichc Kunst symbolik und Ikonographic," published at Francfort,

8vo., and " Die Attribute der Heiligen," Hanover, 1843, 8vo.

Bulletin Moxumextal, dirige par M. De Caumont, 14^ Volume, No. 6.

The present number is a striking contrast to the previous one, to which

we had tlie pleasure of calling attention in the last number of our Journal.

That number was full of engravings of objects of considerable interest, the

present contains onlj^ one plate, outlines of primeval antiquities found at

Londinieres, in 1847.

The letter-press consists of a description of this excavation, by the

Abbe Cochet. From the number of skeletons it was evidently a burial

ground, from the manner in which they were disposed it belonged appa-

rently to a pagan people, and from the nature of the articles and the coins

found with them, the period was about the fifth century. The articles

consist of swords, spear-heads, knives and hatchets of iron, vases of

earthenware of debased Roman character, fibulas and buckles of bronze, and

necklaces of beads of glass and earthenware. The onl}- coin which had

the inscription legible is of the third century, but from various circum-

stances, and a comparison with other similar discoveries, the author argues

with ingenuity, that this deposit belongs to the fifth century, and to the

^Merovingian tribes. He considers the men to be Francs belonging to the

original German invaders, settled in this part of France, and the females to

be Gauls of the native tribes married to these invaders.

The next paper is an historical and descriptive account of the cathe-

dral of Valence, in Dauphiny, by the Abbe Jouve. This is an interesting

and valuable paper, the more so because we have hitherto had comparatively

little'^information respecting the churches in the south of France. The
present cathedral was consecrated in 1095, as recorded on an inscription

engraved on a marble tablet in uncial letters, which was described by M.
Catelan in the early part of the last centuiy, but was unfortunately white-

washed over about 1750. The building was in a great degree destroyed

by the Protestants in the sixteenth century, but carefully rebuilt on the

old foundation, and faithfully copied from the old work, a rare and singular

instance at that period". At the end of this paper is a copy of the woodcut

of the curious piscina-tomb at Long Wittenham, which appeared in the

second volume of this Journal : it appears to be inti'oduced merely for orna-

ment, and is not described or mentioned.
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The third paper is on the ancient church of St. Orens, at Aiich, by

the Baron Cliaudruc de Crazanues. This cliurch was destroyed in the

revohition of 1793. Among the ruins were found distinct traces of a

lioman temple, which stood on this site, but the church had been rebuilt

in the tenth century by Bernard-le-louclie. Several tombs, which were

partially preserved, are also described.

These three papers, with two or three letters relating to the meeting of

the " Institut des Provinces" at Caen, are all that the present number con-

tains.

ESSAI SUR LES VlTRAUX DE LA CaTHEDRALE DE STRASBOURG, par M.
I'Abbe V. Guerber, professeur au grand-seminaire. Avec quatre plan-

ches, dessinees par M. Baptiste Petit-Girard, lithochromiees par E. Simon

fils. Strasbourg, Le Roux, 8vo., 124 pages and 4 coloured plates.

3s. 6d.

Another example of the manner in which the French are getting the

start of England in archseological matters. Here we have for a trifling price

an excellent handbook of the painted glass of Strasbourg cathedral, written

by an abbe and professor, and dedicated with permission to the archbishop

of the diocese, who has himself founded a Professorship of Archa;ology in

his diocesan college.

The first chapter gives very good and accurate general notions on the

subject of glass painting in general—an excellent summary of the subject.

The second gives an account of the general order and symbolism of the

Avindows of Strasbourg cathedral. The third, fourth, and fifth, contain a

careful analysis of these windows. The sixth, an arrangement according to

the order of their resjiective dates, from the twelfth to the fifteenth centu-

ries. The seventh, a description of the ornaments, as distinct from the

figures, such as the borders and the diapered backgrounds. The eighth, an

account of the restorations recently effected and others proposed. The

author is evidently familiar with his subject, and his observations are gene-

rally worthy of attention. At p. 96 he observes that " In painting as well

as in architecture there are no laws applicable to all works and to all

countries, the tendencies and the means of execution are different accord-

ing to the schools ; and the schools of which the existence is certain are

still covered by so thick a veil tliat it is impossible for us to compare with

precision the age and the processes of art." This remark is the result

of nuich observation and reflection, and it is well worthy of the attention of

the admirers of medieval antiquity in this country.
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Cadbury Castle, discovery of Roman remains
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•Mural paintings in the Church of Ditchiug-

ham, 69

N.

•Newbigging, Northumberland, sepulchral slab

at, 253

grave-stone at, 256

*Newcastle, sepulchral slabs at, 253

Neville, Hon. R. C, discoveries by, 227

Nightingale, Mr. 13,, exhibits a silver reliquary,

166

Norman keep-towers, 41

• masonry, examples of, 38

style of architecture not established

until towards the close of the eleventh century,

344

Northampton, Historical Memorials of, noticed,

78

Northumberland, sepulchral slabs in, 253

Norwich Archaeological Societj', 167

Oakham, the hall at, 124; principal entrance,

132; elevation of east end of, 140; *capitals,

ib.; •corbel, ib. ; •ground plan of, 141 ; •sec-

tion of arches, 132; •window, exterior, 136;

•window, interior, 126

Obscure words in Charters, by E. Srairke, 20, 1 18

, (fee, explained, 273

Ordinary of Arms, suggestions for an improved

one, 10

Orford, C. W., on crosses near Stockport, 337

Original Documents, 258

Orkneys, the, architecture of, 351

Orlubar, A. B., On the influence of a Parabolic

IMoulding upon the Buddhist Architecture of

Western India, 173

Ornaments and Appliances of Sacred use, 201

Oxgange of corn, 318

Parabolic Bloulding, iu the Buddhist Architecture

of Western India, 173

Parken, Mr. Henry Montague, exhibits a revolv-

ing steel seal, 163

Parker, J. H., on Domestic Architecture, 311

*Paten, from Chewton Mendip, Somerset, 331

Peak Castle, Derbyshire, *South view, 208;

•East side, 212; *West side, interior, ib.;

•Herring-bone work, 214

Pears cultivated in England in the thirteenth

century, 300

' at Wardon, Beds, 301

Personal Seals during the Middle Ages, 1

Petit's Description of Tewkesbury Abbey, notice

of, 347

Peverell's Castle in the Peak, 207 ; *West view,

208; *Head of door, 216; Plans, ib.

•Pilff, example of Roman, 28

Pillar at Elephanta, 177

* at Kenneri. •Parabolic Emblem, 175

Pins dropped in ancient wells, 221

•Plenty, terra-cotta figure of, 236

Pocklington, Yorkshire, palimpsest slab at, 337

Poole's History of Architecture, notice of, 343

*Postern at Coningsburgh, 46

Priory Church at Christchurch, Hants, rood-

screen at, 142

Privy seal or secretum, 2, 5

•Punch and Judy, notice of a Medieval Mimic

entertainment resembling, 198

Q.

*Quern, Anglo- Roman, found near Rugby, 329

Quy, Quy-stirk,a heifer, 319

R.

Redcar, the Visitor's Guide to, reviewed, 168

•Reliquary in silver found in St Dunstan's

Church-yard, 166

•Reliquary of gold found near Devizes, 156

Richmond, Yorkshire, Norman keep-tower at, 41

Rickman's Gothic Architecture, noticed, 82

•P.ing with inscription, 65, 159

• in imitation of two bands or ribbands, 160

•
,
gold, of twisted pattern, 155

• discovered at Cadbury Castle, 195

•" Money,"examples of, 218

•Rings with beads or knobs, 63, 64
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Roman Remains in Thames-street, •View, plans,

and details of, 25—29

at Cailhury Castle, 193

• pottery discovered in Thames-street,

33

gardens in England, 296

• antiqnities found at Kingston on

Thames, 327

• fiuern fonnd near Rugby, 329

• ligures with braces?, from Trajan's

column, 339

ladies with bracelets, 341

armillaof gold found in Cheshire, 342

spears, various forms of, 342

n-edles and hair-pins, 343

amphora and wine-cart, 343

Rood-screen at Christchurch, Ilajits, '73, 142

Roots, Dr., Roman antiquities discovered by, 326

•Rugby, Warwickshire, Anglo-Roman quern

found near, 329

Ryton-upon-Dunsmoor, tumulus opened, 217

Saint Denis, Monographie de I'Eglise de, notice

of, 245

Sandbach, Cheshire, crosses at, 335

Saxon gardens mentioned in Domesday, 297

« bell found at Jlarden, Herefordshire, 329

• remains found at Long Wittenham and

Blewbury, Berkshire, 291

Scarborough and its neighbourhood, the Churches

of, reviewed, 170

•Screen at Kenneri, Western India, *Pilaster, 177

•Sculpture on the cross of Muiredach, Ireland,

242

•Sculptured CofRn-lids at St. Pierre near Chep-

stow, 164

Seal of John, Earl of Mortaine, c. 1170, 3

of S. De Qnincy, Earl of Winchester, c.

1210,3
*

, impression of, in lead, of the tinners of

Cornwall, 65

• of Walter de Grendene, 66

• of steel with three facets, 163

Seals, personal, 1 ; of females, 2; plan for clas-

sification of, 8 ; devices of trades, upon, 4 ; the

wax used for, 3 ; of Gilbert de Ferrers, 57

, impressions from, exhibited, 165

/with the device of a pelican, j'A. ; with the

royal arms and the church of New-Church,

Romney Marsh, 166; with the device of a

veiled female head, li. ; with four leaves, jA.

;

with the head of an ecclesiastic, ib

.

; of the

rural deanery of Ospreng, i'j. ; with a Sara-

cen's head, ib. ; with* a merchant's mark

and monogram, ib.

, early, formed of lead, 7

, materials of the matrices, 7

, heraldic insignia upon, 3

Secretum or privy seal, 2

Sepulchra Exposita, by the Hon. R. C. Neville,

noticed, 235

•Sepulchral brass of Mauleverer, 67, 68

Slabs in Northumberland and Dur-

ham, 253-8

•Shaftoe, East, Northumberland, coffin slab at,

2.33

Shaftoe, East, grave-stone at, 256

Shears on grave-stones the emblems of a female,

not a clothier, 254

Sheep hogs, 318

Sinodun hill, Berks, Riman camp on, 287

Skeletons found near Blewbury, Berks, 284

Smirke, E., on obscure words in Charters, 20—
24, 118, 273

his doubts on the supposed removal

of the porch of St. Stephen's, Bristol, 333

Smith, Rev. A. C, communication of, 331

Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Anti-

quities, notice of, 338

Solars of the thirteenth century at Charney, 31 1;

and fourteenth at Sutton Courtenay, 313

•Spears, Roman, various forms of, 342

Spink, a chaffinch, 318

Stag, a colt or young horse, 318

Stanton Drew, Somerset, name derived from a

family called Drew, not from Druid, 321

St. Alban's Abbey Church, history of, 74

•
, Norman details of,

resembling Saxon, 75 ; •elevation of north

transept, 77; •turret on south transept, ib.

•St. G ill. Description of the Ancient Plan of the

Monastery of, 85

St. Quiutin, a family named, located at Sudbury,

temp. Edw. I., 223

Stockport, Cheshire, crosses near, 337

•Stone chalice, 244

Stow-in-Lindsey Church, 225

Strasbourg, the painted glass of, noticed, 356

Styles of Architecture in England, An Attempt to

discriminate the, noticed, 82

Stylus, supposed, fonnd at Frittenden, Kent, 161

Sudbury, Suffolk, incised sepulchral slab at, 222

Super-altar at the Priory of the Holy Trinity at

Aldgate, 153

Sutton Courtenay, Berks, house of the fourteenth

century, 312

Symbolism, Mr. Poole's remarks on, 345

Mr. Petit 's remarks on, 348

Symbols on grave-stones, 257

•Tewkesbury Abbey, details of, 349

Abbey Church, Mr. Petit's descrip-

tion of, noticed, 347

Thuribulum found at Chesterford, Essex, 236

•Tile monument, Jurai-'ges abbey, 234

•Tiles, medieval, 34—39
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•Tiles from the Cathedral at Oxford, 233

• in Great Malvern Church, 233

• in Canterbury Cathedral, 234

•
, Norman, for roofing, 37

in the Episcopal Palace at Exeter, 224

, works on, by Nichols, Church, and Old-

ham, noticed, 230

Tore ring, communicated by Mr. Hoare, 155

» of bronze found near Brighton, 325

•Tomb, founder's, in Gilling Church, Yorkshire,

69

Tower, at Egilsha, in the Orkneys, 352

Towers, central, an English feature, 348

the grouping of, 349

Tracery, Gothic, definition of, 346

Tucker, Charles, on the Episcopal Palace at

Exeter, 224

, on Roman remains in Thames-

street, 25—33

.
^ on the discovery of Roman remains

at Cadbury Castle, 193

Tumulus at Rytou-upon-Dunsmoor, 217

Turner, T. Hudson, on Personal Seals, 1—

8

, on Muniments of the Priory

of the Holy Trinity at Aldgate, 152

, on the state of Horticulture

in England in early times, 295

—

311

Rev. S. B., his instructions for the use

of Gutta Percha, 333

•Tweezers of bronze found at Chesterford, Essex,

236

Vegetables cultivated in England in early times,

306

Vineyards, Roman, in England, 296 ; Saxon,

297 ; in the twelfth century, 299 ; at Windsor

in the fourteenth century, 300

W.

Wakeman's Archsologia Hibernica, noticed, 241

Walford, W. S., on Medieval Heraldry, 9—17

•Wall tiles in Great Malvern Church, 233

•Walton cross, Yorkshire, 63

Wardon Abbey, Bedfordshire, pears cultivated

at, 301

Way, Albert, on the punishment of flaying for

Sacrilege, 185

, on Medieval Manners, Chivalry,

and Costume, 258

Wells, notice of the custom of dropping pins

in, 222

Westwood, J. C, on a medieval entertainment

resembling Punch and Judy, 198

on crosses at Sandbach,

&c., 335

William of Worcester, his itinerary, 334

•Willis, Rev. Professor, Description of the Ancient

Plan of the Monastery of St. Gall, Switzerland,

85

on the Porch of St. Stephen's,

Bristol, 333

Wilton, Rev. Edward, on brasses in Charlton

Church, Wilts, 157

Whincopp, Mr., exhibits a curious ring, 160

Winchester, Earl of, c. 1210, his seal, 3

•Window in the gable of a house at Charney, 313

Winter Jones, Mr., in further illustration of the

brasses at West Lavingtou, 160

Winterbourne Stoke, Wilts, barrows at, 289

*Witf(!nham, Berkshire, Saxon remains at, 291

•Woodhorn, Northumberland, coffin slab at, 257

York, Documents from the Registry of the Ex-

chequer used at, 316
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